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ABSTRACT
Thegn and Ceorl in Traditional History
Interpretations of Pre-Conquest Society
From Lambarde to Sharon Turner: 1568-1805
(April 1973)
George A. Vannah, A.B. Bowdoin College,
M.A. Trinity College (Hartford)
Directed by: Professor R. Dean Ware
A thorough understanding of early English social
history has been frustrated by the scarcity and ambiguity
of the sources. Nevertheless, the society of the pre-
conquest Anglo-Saxons has been a subject of central
concern for generations of students. The nineteenth-
century view of Freeman and Stubbs that Britain's unique
constitutional tradition and social order were rooted in
the ancient Germanic past, the contradictory conservative
opinion of J. H. Round who proposed a "catastrophic" break
with that past at the Norman conquest, and the work of
Maitland and more recent writers rehabilitating the con-
tinuity between pre- and post-conquest England, are
instances
of the importance of pre-conquest social history in
the
interpretative schemes of modern scholars. Readers of
VI
latter-day histor iographical treatments are told that the
comprehensive study of the Anglo-Saxons (and their society)
begins with the work of Sharon Turner (4 vols., 1799-1805),
but such a view is erroneous. Traditional pre-conquest
social historiography contributed important elements to the
intellectual and cultural life of England from the Renais-
sance through the eighteenth century. Beginning with the
studies of the Elizabethan antiquary Laurence Nowell and
his disciple William Lambarde, Anglo-Saxon social history
became a prop to emerging nationalism and the status guo
by showing that the English had shared unique institutions
and values from early times. Lambarde's description of pre-
conquest society in A Perambulation of Kent (1576)
,
which drew upon the Saxon text "Gethvnctho " to show that
the Saxons knew both hierarchy and mobility, is strikingly
similar to the description of Tudor society by William
Harrison and Sir Thomas Smith. Other Elizabethans and
Jacobeans dealt with Saxon society along somewhat similar
lines, e.H-i Camden, Verstegan, and Selden. The economic
and constitutional difficulties of the early Stuarts were
reflected in a controversy over extra-parliamentary exactions
which led to the "Great Case of Tenures" in Ireland.
The
Vll
legalities of this case caused Sir Henry Spelman to write
his now famous essay on Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service
(163 9) in which he propounded a catastrophic view of the
Norman Conquest while preserving the Tudor notion that
pre-conquest society was both functionally stratified and
"free." The events of the Puritan revolution, the Restora-
tion and the revolution of 1688-89 evoked differing parti-
san interpretations of pre-conquest society. Some Levellers
assumed that all Anglo-Saxons had been free; some royalists
insisted that pre-conquest monarchs had been as absolute
as any Bourbon. The interpretative mainstream held that in
Anglo-Saxon as in modern England a class of substantial
property-owners mediated between King and clown. The
eighteenth century saw the perpetuation of this mainstream
interpretation under the influence (after 1750) of
Montesquieu's Esprit des Lois . Montesquieu's developmental
and "sociological" technique enabled both "conservative"
and "liberal" disciples to approach pre-conquest society
with a rudimentary theory of cultural evolution. Just such
theories were articulated by Burke, and by the Scot, John
Millar. By the time of Sharon Turner the influence of
Montesquieu and the Enlightenment had dissipated.
Political
Vll
and literary reaction was a cogent indicator that traditional
society was being supplanted by democratic, industrial
society. Romantics siezed upon Turner's work nostalgically,
as a link with the Golden Age. In the course of traditional
historiography the interpretation of pre-conquest society
prefigured all of the major modern interpretative schemes
;
at the same time, it reflected the socio-political values
of the traditional period.
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CHAPTER I
SOME PROBLEMS STATED
Indeed, seek where we may, we have to return to
history and look there for the origin of the
complexes which gave birth, not to the English
gentleman, but to the conception which made the
English gentleman the ideal of the nation.
G.J. Renier, The English:
Are They Human?, pp. 217-218
It is fortunate for homo his tor icus that nearly
all the intelligent observers who indulge in the innocent
pastime of watching his antics are themselves homines
his tor ici , cherishing the same Idols of the Cave and
subscribing to the same professional journals as he him-
self. The lay mind is less patient; and no part of the
historian's stock-in-trade excites more mystification and
irritation in the lay mind than the part that falls under
the category of controversy and revision. The non-historian,
as often as he becomes aware of it, marvels that there
are so many problems in history about which historians
simply will not agree. It may occasionally occur ev
to the historian himself that other historians agitate
more than they cogitate; and that long accepted matters
en
of-fact metamorphose continually into matters-for-
f ur ther cons id era tion
.
Surely few historical problems have been more
comprehensively canvassed than that of the nature of
medieval society. The problem is a complicated one,
depending upon many esoteric skills for answers. Lin-
guistics
,
demography, art his tor y , and aer ia 1 photography
are but a few of the modern tools of the social historian
working in med ieva 1 stud ies . For the his tor iographer of
English social history this already demanding problem is
burdened with an additiona 1 complication . S tudents of
medieval English society have always had to account for
the development of two social structures, to explicate two
presumably diverse social traditions, simply because there
were in fact two medieval Englands, "Anglo-Saxon' 1 and
"Anglo-Norman • 11
From the point of view of the historiographer, the
"fact" of two medieval Englands would have less significance
if historical tradition had treated them in isolation. A
great part of the fascination medieval English social
history has held for historians, however, has sprung from
their concentration upon the events of the years from
ca. 950 to c_a. 1150. The epoch which separated the two
medieval Englands has generally been the temporal locus
within which historians have tried to understand the
phenomena of social development. The Norman conquest is
usually seen as a kind of historical watershed dividing
the "first" medieval England from the "second." William
came and conquered and England was forever something else.
Given twenty generations of more or less modern historical
investigation, preceded by twenty-five more generations
of clerks and chroniclers, it would not be surprising if
the lay observer came to the injudicious conclusion that
time enough has elapsed since the conquest; that by now
agreement as to its general significance must have been
achieved. The books that have crowded our library shelves
in the much briefer- period since the eighth centenary of
Hastings, give such a quixotic notion the lie direct.
It is not part of the plan of the present essay to
make any contribution to the literature of "1066 and all
that." From time to time the argument will show that various
views of pre-conquest social structure have been inextricably
interwoven into the fabric of Anglo-Norman studies; but the
major task will be to separate, as far as possible, the
"first" medieval England from the "second" and to show how
historians have understood the social order in Anglo-Saxon
England. Indeed, some understanding of pre-conquest society
has always been and continues to be the sine qua non of
theoretical analysis in early medieval English history. All
of the great problems of the period, e.g ., the effect of
the conquest, the rise of the manor, the beginnings of feud-
alism, the early development of the common law and the con-
stitution, demand some exegesis of Anglo-Saxon social struc-
ture. In the pages that follow, attention will be directed
to the work of students of Anglo-Saxon society, from the
Renaissance to the beginning of the nineteenth century, as
evidence of the long-term nature of a major histor iographical
problem
.
Asa Briggs, whose professional laureh -pring from
Victorian copses, has asserted that "the serious study of
early England and the presentation of the results of archival
research go back no further than Sharon Turner's History of
the Anglo-Saxons ." 1 Now, beyond Sharon Turner the historical
countryside is not quite the terra incognita that Professor
Briggs would have it. It would be unfair, however, not to
acknowledge that for most surveyors of the histor iographical
scene the beginning of historical work in the currently
accepted sense of the term came with the nineteenth
century. No one today will deny that the nineteenth
century saw the beginnings of an intellectual climate,
lacking which present-day scholars would find it difficult
to perform effectively. Document collections, the stan-
dardization of scholarly apparatus, and all the academic
formalities which make for ease of operation are almost
entirely products. of the last hundred and fifty years.
Methodology has made tremendous strides in the same period.
But this is not to say that history written during the
traditional period has been innocent of impact upon modern
historical thought. Several treatments of the history of
historical writing have been published during the past
thirty years which attest to the debts modern historical
scholarship owes to laborers in pre-nineteenth-century
vineyards. 2 It is the habit of modern encomiasts to praise
pioneering efforts as fine, even brilliant, for their day,
but long since surpassed by recent achievements. One may
plausibly contend that in the field of pre-conquest social
history the progress that separates the pioneering efforts
from tomorrow's monograph is more technical than substantiv
All of the modern interpretative positions in Anglo-Saxon
social history were enunciated early in the history of the
subject, albeit in simple and often ahistorical form.
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century explication may be better;
it is obviously more detailed, and sometimes more con-
3 . .
vincing. Traditional notions on the meaning of Anglo-
Saxon society clearly prefigure modern ideas; methodology
alone has developed in sophistication.
A closer scrutiny of some of the modern interpre-
tative positions above-mentioned will serve to set the scene
for subsequent investigation into traditional pre-conquest
social history. Raising some of the problems that modern
students of Anglo-Saxon society have found important may
well be a useful exercise in itself. For the purposes of
this essay, moreover, some introduction to modern pre-
conquest social historiography is indispensable to the goal
of illustrating the unique and varied achievements of
traditional historiography.
Edward Augustus Freeman's work supplies a convenient
starting place in the modern historiography of Anglo-Saxon
social history. Freeman was at the height of his pro-
ductivity almost exactly one hundred years ago. His
writings provoked a scholarly reaction which has, in many
ways, dominated the entire course of historical revision
in the ensuing century. 4 Freeman's most important pub-
lication was the six -volume History of the Norman Conquest
of England
, which appeared from 1867 to 1879. A noted
present-day biographer of William the Conqueror and Anglo-
Norman scholar, D.C. Douglas, has said of Freeman's Norman
Conquest that "as a detailed narrative of the Norman
Conquest, Freeman's book has never been superseded, and
it is those best versed in the history of the eleventh
century who are most conscious of its value." Douglas
adds that "nevertheless it may be doubted whether any
work of comparable importance in English historical litera-
ture has ever been more easy to cr iticize . . . . " 5 Freeman
was a scholar in the Germanist tradition, that is, he was
of that school which sought the origins of modern European
civilization in the tribal life of ancient Germania. In
contrast to their opponents the Romanists, the Germanists
minimized classical influences on post-classical times;
they believed that the greatest achievements of the modern
period grew directly out of institutions originating with
the German tribes that succeeded to the control of the
8West during the era of Imperial decline. Modern political
institutions, especially, seemed to descend directly from
primitive arrangements surmised from evidence found in the
pages of Caesar and Tacitus. Freeman, as an English rep-
resentative of the Germanist school, attributed the blessings
of the Whig tradition and the British constitution to Saxon
forebears. He conceived of the Anglo-Saxon Witenagemot as
coincident with the modern upper house of Parliament and
stressed the importance of the elective principle for Anglo-
Saxon kingship. He refused to acknowledge that the Norman
conquest interfered with the continuous development of free
English institutions. He looked upon the period from the
battle of Hastings to the battle of Lewes as "the momentary,
the lasting blessing of a succession of evil kings," whose
tyranny "woke up English freedom r:r^ its. momentary qrave." 8
No man knew better than Freeman that pre-conquest society
was hierarchical, not egalitarian. If he chose to emphasize
evidence supporting the "free" nature of Anglo-Saxon in-
stitutions, such emphasis was entirely consistent with his
intellectual position, both as a Germanist historian and
as a Gladstonian liberal in class-ridden Victorian England.
William Stubbs shared almost all of the historio-
graphical preconceptions of his friend Edward Freeman.
While Stubbs may have been a bit less emphatic about the
immediacy of Anglo-Saxon history for contemporary politics
than Freeman, the picture of Anglo-Saxon society that he
presented proves his staunch Germanism and his commitment
to the idea of organic, evolutionary historical develop-
ment. He believed that "it is to Ancient Germany that we
must look for the earliest traces of our forefathers , for
the best part of almost all of us is originally German."
England was "the country in which the Teutonic genius has
most freely developed, notwithstanding the intermixture of
the blood and the disturbances of foreign influences."^
Anglo-Saxon society was the product of free German institu-
tions. Land was held allodially, that is, without personal
services obligations , by free men . Distinctions in rank
existed, but Stubbs inferred that at first their sociological
effect was nominal because both eor
1
and ceor
1
were inde-
pendent landowners. 10 In time the ceorl's status was
depressed and the power of the aristocracy grew, but essential
freedoms were preserved by Anglo-Saxon institutions,
especially the tithings and hundredmotes . As for feudalism
and the effect of the conquest, Stubbs thought that
10
"feudalism in both tenure and government was, so far as it
existed in England, brought full grown from France." 11 He
qualified this abrupt dictum in three ways. First, the
Normans were Teutonic anyway, bearing only a thin veneer
of Frenchness which was soon worn away in the abrasive atmos-
phere of the island kingdom. Second, "the feudal system
itself was of Frank, i.e. also German origin" by which
Stubbs meant that it was not really a foreign (that is,
class ica 1 or late Roman) import . Third
,
Anglo-Saxon England
in the latter days was becoming semi-feudalized. The
Norman conquest was a provident event because
If the system had in England ripened into feudalism
that feudalism would in all probability have been
_
permanent. Happily the change /the Norman conquest/
that produced feudalism for a time, introduced with
it the necessity of repulsion. The English who
might never have struggled against native lords
were roused by the fact that their lords were
strangers as well as oppressors, and the Norman
kings realized the certainty that if they would
retain the land they must make common cause with
the people
.
x ^
For Stubbs the conquest was little more than a cultural
tonic or douche , useful because it revived and braced
English freedom before that freedom weakened and dissipated
entirely.
Frederic Seebohm worked in an entirely different
tradition from that which most intrigued Freeman and
Stubbs. Whereas they were chiefly interested in the
development of the constitution and their work had a
political orientation, Seebohm grounded his understanding
of Anglo-Saxon society upon his studies in agrarian and
economic history. In 1883 Seebohm published The English
Village Community
,
a book which definitively demolished
one of the great fictions of nineteenth-century Germanist
13historiography.
. Since the days of John Mitchell Kemble
and G.L. von Maurer two generations before, the idea of
the "mark" had dominated the historical conceptualization
of early German agricultural organization. The early
Germans were supposed to have lived in villages comprised
of independent freeholders who owed nothing to any terri-
torial superior. Free villages or "marks" were supposed
to be ubiquitous in Germanic Europe and Germanist scholars
depended on these hypothetica lly autonomous villages when
elaborating their theories of the cultural diffusion of
German freedom. 14 Before Seebohm, scholars had assumed
that the "mark" was brought to England by the Anglo-Saxons
along with blue eyes, blond hair, and that "English rose"
complexion. Seebohm carefully analysed land records and
archaeological evidence and concluded that the agrarian
history of England was rooted in a land division system
that pre-dated the Saxon invasions. He rejected the free
village out of hand, claiming that
No feature /of the Anglo-Saxon land system7 has
been found to be more marked and general than
its universally manorial character; that is to
say, the Saxon 'ham' or 'tun' was an estate or
manor with a village community in villenage /sic7
upon it. And the services of the villein tenants
were of a uniform and clearly defined type. . . . ^
According to Seebohm the English village community was the
product of continuous development over a very long period
of time. Continuity was a major constituent of Seebohm*
s
historical vision, but his was not the continuity of the
Germanists. For him the glories of the Manchester school
and laissez-faire were not the gifts of the German genius
and free forest institutions. "The new order" of economic
individualism should never again be "regarded as a develop-
ment from the germs of any German tribal or 'mark' system
imported in the keels of the English invaders."
It would seem to belong to an altogether wider
range of economic development than that of one
or two races. Its complex roots went deeply
back into that older world into which the Teutonic
invaders introduced new elements and new life, no
doubt, but, it would seem, without destroying the
continuity of the main stream of its economic
development, or even of the outward forms of its
rural economy.
Seebohm believed that the liberal tradition and free
institutions evolved in a long history of "rebellion
against the bonds of the communism and forced equality
of the manorial and of the tribal system.' 1 Manor ialism
was an early stage in an economic development of which
"the tendency has been toward more and more freedom
.
11^
Such freedom was neither invented nor realized by the
Anglo-Saxon invaders or their German con tin en ta 1 pro-
genitors. Nor was it the common political heritage
imagined by the Germanists. Explicit in Seebohm 's picture
of the English village community is a Saxon social order
in which manorial lords exploit the labor of a peasantry
as adscr iptus glebae as were ever the villeins of post-
conquest England.
Seebohm was never an Anglo-Saxonis t per se . He
was mainly interested in the history of land-use and
related economic problems, and addressed himself to Anglo-
Saxon social history only to illustrate these greater
interests. A few years after Seebohm published his con-
clusions on Anglo-Saxon manorialism a young American schol
Charles McLean Andrews , produced his own study of the
14
subject. In The Old English Manor (1892)
, Andrews refused
to adopt the most extreme and uncompromising positions
occupied by Seebohm. He was a warm admirer of the work
of Freeman and was not ready to throw out the historical
baby with the Germanist bath water. He recognized that
by the eleventh century Anglo-Saxon England was manorial;
he abandoned any serious attempt to justify the use of
the "mark" as a useful historical concept. He would not,
however, abandon the free Anglo-Saxon. He suggested that
the early Anglo-Saxons were free, but that by a process
of "degradation" they lost this original freedom as time
passed. The manor was a result of this process of degrada-
tion and "did not spring ready made from the ruins of the
Roman occupation."-^ Andrews' empathetic powers were
greater than his modified Germanism implies. Elements of
this empathy for the life of remote times are prominent in
the following passage, which makes explicit his general
view of Anglo-Saxon social development:
We see no way to avoid the conclusion, Mr. Seebohm
to the contrary notwithstanding, that the bulk
of the members of these agricultural communities
were free-men, possessed of that liberty which
was hedged in by more laws than we know of today,
laws of environment, of superstition, of custom,
of blood and of respect for military prowess.
Such influences were in the main mental, moral,
religious and economic rather than physical and
political, for they made the primitive Saxon a
slave, not to a person, but to his ignorance,
his fears, and the necessities of his life. The
so-called degradation was in the main juris-
dictional and economic. Politically the freeman
did not cease to be a freeman, although it is
not easy to define freemanship at this time.
He did not have full freedom of movement, nor
of contract, nor was he a free landed proprietor
;
but these were chiefly economic losses, not
political. "The Saxon ceorl was not barred from
rising out of his position to any office in the
s ta te
,
though economic reasons in time increased
the difficulty of so doing, because this was
opposed to the interest of the person to whom he
was economically subject" It will be seen that
once given jur isdictiona 1 and economic subordination,
politica 1 and physical s ubordina tion will tend to
follow in their train . ^
Andrews' preservation of the free Saxon was a technical pr
servation at best. As Eric John has said in a situation
of related interest, "to the unbeliever this sounds like a
theory-dying the death of a thousand qualifications." 19
Andrews' own attitude toward the excesses of Germanist
theory are straightforward enough.
England of this period was not a paradise of
yeomen. Palgrave says that the Anglo-Saxon
law always supposes the existence of a terri-
torial superior. Is there not a danger of
forcing into the period of no evidence at all
too exalted an idea of the democratic individuality
and collective importance of the Anglo-Saxon
'folc'? Such a conscious conception of national
rights would hardly seem to find a place when
16
the power of royalty and of manorial lordship
began to develop very early through the stress
of the military nature of the conquest and
when the rights of seignory began to extend
over the wilds and wastes as the first step in
the expansion of a nascent feudal supremacy. 20
That C. M. Andrews is rarely cited as one of the great
generation of medievalists is probably an accident of
geography and timing. He was a contemporary of Maitland,
Vinogradoff and Round, and a disciple of Freeman. Alas, he
was an American, and soon abandoned the medieval field to go
on and become the doyen of the "Imperial" school of Colonial
American history. The unfortunate coincidence of the pub-
lication of Vinogradoff ' s Villainage in England in the
same year as The Old English Manor doubtless explains the
curious neglect of this still useful work in the study of
Anglo-Saxon social history.
It was Paul Vinogradoff ' s predilection to reconcile
orthodox traditions with heterodox inferences. In
Villainage in England Vinogradoff sought to investigate
the nature of the English peasantry in the feudal age.
Since he believed that feudalism before the conquest was
incipient rather than actual, this meant that villainage
in England was limited by definition to the post-conquest
period. 21 On the other hand, Vinogradoff was always
17
impressed by what he believed were post-conquest survivals
from the "free village," although he never uses the terra.
He pointed out that the "communal organization of the
peasantry is more deeply laid than the manorial order,"
thereby opting for an original free peasantry. 22 Nonethe-
less, he recognized that not all of the Anglo-Saxon land-
working class were free. "A considerable part of them
surely held before the Conquest not as owners and not
freely, but as tenants by base services, and their fixity
of tenure is as important in the constitution of ancient
demesne as is the influx of free owners. His ultimate
conclusion on what he called "the legal aspect of villainage"
was that it combined features derived from Normal feudal law,
English manorialism, and original free Anglo-Saxon communal
tradition. 24 Vinogradoff was well aware that the simplistic
picture of a "paradise of yeomen" did not do justice to the
complexities of early English social history. In his later
books, The Growth of the Manor (1904) and English Society
in the Eleventh Century (1908) , Vinogradoff pursued the
theme of an evolutionary and syncretistic social develop-
ment in medieval England. He continued to emphasize that
"medieval rural life" was grounded in "a village community
18
of shareholders" and stressed that "the growth of lord-
ships
. . .
culminated after the Conquest in the arrangement
of the manor, a complex institution partaking of the
character of an estate and of a unit of local government." 25
It would seem that the only possible interpretation of
this splendidly specific statement concerning the emergence
of the manor is that Vinogradoff finally rejected the
concept of pre-conquest Anglo-Saxon manorialism. This
conclusion is not entirely justified. Vinogradoff did
allow for the emergence of the manor late in the Anglo-Saxon
period, but one gets the impression that it is a grudging
concession at best. A genuine manorial tradition, such
as that appearing in the pages of Frederic Seebohm or of
C. M. Andrews, ill accorded with Vinogradoff ' s strong belief
in the communal aspects of early English society. Vinogradoff
was not only able to preserve his general view of English social
development, he was able to elaborate upon it. In English
Society he concluded that "the social organization of the
eleventh century does not fit into one system, but presents a
rather incoherent combination of two - of the feudal system and
of another which, for want of a better word, we may call the
territorial." Vinogradoff associated the feudal system
with "consolidated manorial organizations" and the Norman
conquest. The territorial system grew out of "an earlier
tribal arrangement," and although "manorial lordship was
in full growth in Anglo-Saxon times... the rights derived
from it were very much subdivided and shifting." 27 Elev-
enth-century society, as it appeared in Domesday Book,
was a feud a lis tic frosting on a post- tribal, territorial
cake. All this, taken together with his reiteration of
the importance of the "communalistic elements in English
township life, " illustrates the remarkable consistency of
2 8Vinogradoff 1 s ideas over two decades. His work clearly
places him with those Germanist or Germanist- inspired
continuitists , who sought the beginning of English society
in early tribal and free communal institutions. On the
other hand, Vinogradoff was compelled to deal with the
doctrines propounded by J. H. Round. In his eclectic
fashion he accepted the implications of Round's main thesis
and the entire corpus of his work was influenced by the fac
that he did accept it. How different vinogradoff ' s inter-
pretation of the medieval social order might have been if
he had not felt impelled to adopt the opinion that "the
20
Norman Conquest led to a complete revision and modification
of the land-law of pr econques tual times, by making the
feudal nexus general and obligatory." 29
John Horace Round has been the hero and the villain
of English medieval studies for three-quarters of a century.
Round's scathing, even scurrilous, attacks upon scholars
whose ideas or assumptions contradicted his own have amused,
delighted, annoyed, or outraged students in the field since
they were published before the turn of the century. Round's
views are simple and justly famous. He enunciated them in
a series of articles first appearing in the English Histori-
cal Review in 1891 and 1892, and later published in his
Feudal England (1895), under the title "The Introduction
of Knight Service into England." Briefly, it was Round's
contention that "the anticataclysmic tendencies of modern
thought" which depended for their validity on a "theory of
gradual development and growth" completely failed to account
3 0
for the impact of the conquest on English society. Round
held that at the conquest, William the Conqueror himself
arranged the mechanics of what was to become English feudal-
ism by dividing the major portion of the conquered kingdom
into grants which he then settled on prominent members of
his conquering army. The theory is, and it is a theory
widely accepted to this day, that this act of the Conqueror
brought to England an entirely new tenurial concept, the .
military fief. Land was to be held, not owned, by dint of
a personal contractual arrangement between the king and his
tenants- in-capite . The nexus of the feudal contract was
the individual tenant's promise to furnish the king with
military service. The service owed (servitium deb i turn ) to
the king was, according to Round, arbitrarily determined by
31
William I himself. Round's theory that knight service was
introduced by the Conqueror at the time of the conquest was
to be the instrument of sweeping change in the formation of
new attitudes toward some of the major problems of the
English Middle Ages. His approach directly challenged the
tradition of continuity in social and institutional develop-
ment that pervaded the often disparate works of Freeman,
Stubbs, Seebohm, Andrews, and Vinogradoff. Round's criterion
of the servitium debitum has been widely adopted as the
determinant of English feudalism, and his doctrine that
knight service did not exist in England before the conquest
has sometimes been used to reinforce the old Germanist
contention that Anglo-Saxon society was qualitatively more
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"free" than post-feudal society, continuity notwithstand-
32ing
.
Frederick William Maitland objected to the direction
in which Round's work seemed to lead. Maitland carefully
redefined the "continuitist" position so as to oppose a
scholarly drift toward Round's catas trophis t interpretation
of the conquest as a major revolutionary event. In Domesday
Book and Beyond (1897) , Maitland showed how much the England
of Domesday depended on Anglo-Saxon England for its basic
social conditions. Gone from Maitland 's work are the con-
cerns of unsophisticated Germanist scholars for the primi-
tive democrats of the "mark" theory; gone is the witenagemot
as a national assembly of freemen beloved of Freeman. For
Maitland, continuity must stress reality, and the medieval
reality was a world in which rank and subordination, liberty
and immunity, labor and service, were concepts of great
technical subtlety; a world where terms such as manor, hide,
villein, and knight were something less precise than pre-
viously imagined. If there is a recurring theme in Domesday
Book and Beyond it is that "the ancient controversy as to
whether 'the military tenures' were 'known to the Anglo-
Saxons' is apt to become a battle over words."
33 Again and
again Maitland reminded his readers that the Anglo-Saxon
social hierarchy, military tradition and economic system
were structured in such a way as to render the solution
of the problem of the origin of feudalism in the post-
conquest fief a semantic one at best. According to Maitland,
Anglo-Saxon England had produced the manor, base or servile
tenure, "seignor ial" relationships, and (at least in the
famous triple hundred of Oswaldslow) a strong presumption
of military tenure. Anglo-Saxon society had known a
service nobility, the thegnship; Anglo-Saxon law had known
private justice. With so many benchmarks of "feudal"
s ignif icance present in the pre-conquest per iod , its imply
seemed wrong-headed to Maitland that scholars should insist
upon the revolutionary nature of the changes brought about
by the conquest.
Domesday Book and Beyond was in many ways the cul-
mination of a generation of scholarship, the last major
continuitist interpretation of early English society for
over half a century. As Maitland was the last and greatest
of the continuitist school deriving from Freeman and the
Germanists, so J.H. Round was the first modern "catas trophist
in his insistence upon the discontinuity introduced by the
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Conqueror. Scholars at the turn of the century, and for
many years after, listened to Round and ignored Maitland.
Between 1900 and 1950, the followers of Round, "feudal"
historians and students of the post-conquest period lent
support to Round's arguments in a body of research and pub-
lication which came to dominate monographic literature and
text-book history. Prominent in defense of the "new"
Roundian orthodoxy have been such eminent scholars, living
and late, as G.B. Adams, F.M. (subsequently Sir Frank)
Stenton, D.C. Douglas, Carl Stephenson, and, more recently,
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J.C. Holt. Stenton, who, as a young man, was closely
associated with Round, spent his long life in scholarship
under the spell of Round's hypothesis. The title of his
1929 Ford Lectures, The First Century of English Feudalism ;
1066-1166 , indicates his basic agreement with the technical,
definitional approach of Round. His acknowledged expertise
in the field of Anglo-Saxon history never led him to
3 6
challenge the ideas he learned from Round. The other
scholars just cited have all written lengthy articles con-
demning Maitland* s concept of an Anglo-Saxon feudalism
(Adams and Stephenson) , emphasizing the importance of the
conquest to the development of English feudalism (Douglas)
,
and attacking the revisionists who would modify or abandon
Round's interpretation (Holt)
.
Since 1950 there has been a swing away from the
catastrophic view of an English society interrupted by
the influx of the Normans and their peculiar tenurial
customs. Correspondingly there has been a serious attempt
to reintroduce the concept of continuity into the study of
English medieval society. Marjory Hollings, Frank Barlow,
H.G. Richardson and G.O. Sayles, J.O. Prestwich, T.H. Aston,
Eric John, and C. Warren Hollister have all found inspir-
ation and intellectual sustenance in a continuitist historio-
graphical view. Of recent years the debate has dealt directly
with the problem of tenurial obligation and Anglo-Saxon
military and social organization. In tactical terms there
has been a frontal assault upon the Roundian position on
knight service and feudal tenure by John and Hollister,
supported by flank attacks of varying effectiveness, and
general continuitist sniping on the part of Prestwich,
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Richardson and Sayles, and Aston. The aphorism which
equates today's heresy with tomorrow's orthodoxy, and vice
versa , has rarely been furnished with more convincing evi-
dence than that offered by the last hundred years of Anglo-
26
Saxon social historiography.
It should be clear at this point that in these last
hundred years there have been fairly clear cut and mutually
exclusive interpretative positions on the problems of
Anglo-Saxon social history. If few have elaborated con-
crete synthetic descriptions of Anglo-Saxon society, fewer
still have failed to adopt one of three approaches as a key
to understanding that society. it will be a useful analyti-
cal convention to refer to these interpretative positions or
approaches as the Germanist, the feudal Saxonist, and the
classical feudalist. The Germanist position of the late
nineteenth century derived from the hypotheses of the "mark"
tradition. It stressed the importance to subsequent his-
torical development of the primitive institutions of German
tribal culture. Early German (and by extension, Anglo-
Saxon) institutions were presumed to foster an egalitarian
society of freehold farmers. This picture of early society
was embraced by liberal historians as the logical background
of English constitutional development. Continuity with
the past was indispensable as a means of interpreting modern
political ideals. While never as simplistic as this hasty
characterization may imply, the Germanist position has been
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generally regarded by recent students of historiography
as the creature of its times - a concoction of liberal
democratic ideals, Whig history, and gentlemanly racist
bias. Its usefulness as an analytical point of departure
has been discredited, but one would be hard put to present
a clear picture of modern work in areas where its tenets
were once considered relevant without understanding the
Germanist position. By its very weaknesses it has directed
attention to profitable areas of investigation.
The first generation of scholars to challenge the
simple Germanist position did not abandon the Germanist
reliance on continuity as the basis for their historical
rationale. Seebohm, for example, saw socio-his tor ical
development in almost Spencerian terms as an age-old process
aimed at the perfection of la issez-fa ire economic freedom.
Andrews, Vinogradoff, and, to a very limited degree, Maitland,
all believed in a process of evolution from originally free
social conditions to a highly stratified society where a
military caste exploited a laboring class. Whatever their
views on underlying continuity, however, these critics of
the original Germanist position all called attention to
the highly developed distinctions in social rank, the rise
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of manorialism and the approximation of a stage indis-
tinguishable from post-conquest "feudalism" during the
Anglo-Saxon period. These "feudal Saxonists" and others
who have emerged more recently have maximized the hier-
archical nature of the pre-conquest social order and have
minimized or rejected entirely the idea of free institutions
in early England.
The "classical feudalist" position has been that
adopted by the followers of J. H. Round. As has been
shown, they have claimed that the Norman conquest introduced
a major discontinuity into the developing pattern of English
social history. Their technique has been to define in
very limited terms what they mean by "feudalism" and to
insist that because Anglo-Saxon society did not accord with
their definition, it could not be feudal. Specifically, the
issue hinges on the assumption that the existence of feud-
alism depends on the presence of the fief, a type of tenure
by military service owed on a personal (as opposed to
territorial) basis. Since admittedly it is difficult to
prove that the Anglo-Saxon service nobility (thegns ) held
their land by personal obligation, classical feudalists
have maintained that feudalism, with all its concomitant
appurtenances, must have been introduced by the Normans
at, or shortly after, the conquest. The entire body of
feudal law and the whole course of post-conquest .consti-
tutional development is seen by scholars in this tradition
as almost completely a Norman, and scarcely at all as an
Anglo-Saxon, phenomenon
. Norman tenants- in-ca pi te sup-
planted Anglo-Saxon thegns
, thus revolutionizing the upper
stratum of society; Anglo-Saxon free ceor Is were depressed
by the necessities of feudal custom into the status of
3 8
unfree villeins .
Na tura lly, the reduction of all the complexities
and qua 1 if ica tions of a century and more of in tens ive
scholarly investigation into three starkly delineated
interpretative positions is bound to result in over-simpli-
fication and even distortion- Nevertheless, it seems fair
enough to suggest that the sketch presented here corresponds,
in rough fashion, to the actual course of histor iographical
progress during the last hundred years. The three schools
of interpretation portrayed in the preceding pages are
grounded in an objective historical reality. Before moving
on to examine the history of Anglo-Saxon social historio-
graphy in the traditional period it seems appropriate to
try to persuade our impatient critic, the lay observer,
that the historiographical process is not an exercise in
complete futility. All historians, if they wish to be "
heard as historians, must base their treatment of history
not on speculation but on evidence. Perhaps the gravest
obstacle in the pursuit of Anglo-Saxon social history has
been the combination of a minimum of hard evidence with a
maximum of speculation. Even this drawback has had the
salutary effect of promoting controversy, without which
we would know even less about Anglo-Saxon society than we
do
.
CHAPTER II
ANGLO-SAXON SOCIETY AS TUDOR POLITY
In a nation that cultivates liberty but is in-
different to equality, there is a continual
tendency for everyone to accept the standards
of those above him. The custom of the leaders
of society is at least the standard and aim,
if not the actual practice, of those who follow.
G.J. Renier, The English:
Are They Human?
, p. 28.
In 1567, Laurence Nowell, Dean of Lichfield,
presented the manuscripts containing the results of his
antiquarian researches to his young friend and colleague
William Lambarde, barrister, of Lincoln's Inn."** Among the
papers that Nowell gave to Lambarde was a manuscript lexicon,
the Vocabular ium Saxonicum , which has had great importance
in the history of Old English lexicography. On the fly
leaf of this earliest example of Anglo-Saxon linguistic
studies Lambarde wrote:
W.L. ex Dono L. Noelli auctoris
Invigilia Lampadi Waeccath thine
leohtfaet W.L. 1567
At first glance it might seem that the young Lambarde was
piously adjuring himself (in both Latin and Old English)
to burn the midnight oil, until we recall that the common
Latin noun for an illuminating lamp was lucerna . Lampas
was a particular kind of light, the torch which was passed
from one runner to another in the course of the torch-race.
Lambarde's memorandum made note of a solemn trust. More
than a reminder to study hard, invigilia lampad
i
may have
been Lambarde's injunction to himself to nurture the flame
which had recently begun to illuminate the dark places of
the English past.
The Elizabethan rediscovery of the Anglo-Saxon past
has become an oft-told tale in recent historical liter-
's
ature. Although there have been minor disagreements
about what constituted the Ur sprung of Anglo-Saxon studies,
it seems fair to say that English scholars became aware of
the Anglo-Saxons because the Anglo-Saxons were polemically
useful. The early Tudor s and their apologists had empha-
sized the Welsh ancestry of the dynasty and stressed Tudor
links with Arthurian tradition and a mythopoeic British
past based on the legendary history of Geoffrey of Monmouth
Heroic myth has always been useful as a prop to arriviste
pretentions. 4 But the Henrician revolution called for
more positive and accurate historical justification, and
the dispersion of monastic libraries and muniments called
attention to the existence of a hitherto untrodden pathway
to the past. Archbishop Parker and his scholarly band of
early Anglo-Saxonis ts hoped to lend support to the Eliza-
bethan religious settlement by illustrating the independ-
ence of the English Church during Anglo-Saxon times. 5 The
urge toward historicity was not limited to the justifi-
cation of religious innovation . Tudor constitutional
growth led to increased interest in political and legal
matters; Anglo-Saxon antiquarian and historical studies
reflected this interest and contr ibuted to the political
developments of the ensuing century. ^ Yet another intr igu-
ing aspect of early Anglo-Saxon studies is the close con-
nection between the growth of real knowledge about the
Anglo-Saxons and the increase in English patriotism and
7
national consciousness . Among Anglo-Saxon scholars as
perhaps nowhere else in Tudor and early Stuart England,
the tendency of Renaissance and Reformation humanism to
seek the fons et origo of things and the desire of humanists
to restore things to their pristine state came together.
Laurence Nowell and William Lambarde were the chief
founders of early Anglo-Saxon historical studies. Inasmuch
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as legal history is a variety of social history, Lambarde,
following Newell 1 s manuscripts, published the first docu-
ments that can be called sources for Anglo-Saxon social
history. Archaionomia appeared in 1568 as a compilation
of the law codes of various Anglo-Saxon Kings. Included
were the Anglo-Saxon texts of laws attributed to Ine,
Alfred , Edward the Elder , Aethelstan , Edmund
,
Edgar
,
Ethelred, and Cnut, as well as the text of the treaty be-
tween Alfred and Guthrum establishing the Danelaw. In
addition to the Anglo-Saxon texts there were paraphrases
Q
of the laws in Latin. As even the most cursory glance at
the modern edition of Liebermann will show, the laws of the
Anglo-Saxon Kings make repeated reference to terms which
modern sociologists might call "prestige ranks." At the
very least such terms must be understood to denote status
in society. These terms provided little difficulty for
Lambarde and Nowell, since their knowledge of Anglo-Saxon,
although hard-won, was extensive. They realized that
readers of Archaionomia would not have this knowledge, and
Lambarde supplied a short section in the introductory portion
of the work entitled "Rerum et Verborum in hac translation^
oraecipue difficilium explica tio .
"
10 Although not all the
words which were hard to explain were "prestige ranks" or
terms of status, this brief treatment of such terms as
had social significance was the first printed acknowledge-
ment of the complexity of Anglo-Saxon society. Among
the terms cited were thegn
, Twelfhyndmon , Sixhyndmon
,
Sithcundman (defined as legales Milites ,) Ceor le (defined
as rusticus - base tenant) , and Eor le . It was from this
brief list and an acquaintance with the laws compiled by
Nowell and Lambarde that later scholars got an introduction
to Anglo-Saxon society. The evidence of the laws seemed
to show that Anglo-Saxon society was hierarchical, arranged
according to function by rank and place. For Lambarde's
contemporaries this would have been a normative aspect of
society as they knew it and scarcely surprising.
A more complete presentation of the general information
on Anglo-Saxon society available to Lambarde can be found
in the Vocabularium Saxonicum which Nowell gave to Lambarde
along with the rest of his Anglo-Saxon materials in 1567.
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Nowell' s definitions (with frequent additions by Lambarde)
reinforce the impression produced by Archaionomia that these
early antiquarians recognized the hierarchical nature of
Anglo-Saxon Society. Take the lower orders. For Nowell,
a Ceorl was "A churl, a vilayne, a husband man or plough
ma n. Sumtime it signifieth the male as wif signifieth the
female Sumtime it signifieth the husband." Ceorlfol
were "the commune people, the rascal sort." Lambarde de-
fined the gebur as "Vic inus . Sometyme for a cloyne or
lobbe of the countrye, which in Flaundres is yet called a
bowre .
"
To be theowboren was to be "A vilayne or slafe
borne." Other terms for lowly place in Anglo-Saxon society
included (as we should expect) thrael
,
"Servus , a bond
servant, a thrall..." and Esne
, "A bond servant." Geneat
was defined only in Latin as " Colonus
, f is cat in us , villanus .
Turning to the higher ranks of Anglo-Saxon society, Nowell
surmised that an Eor
1
was "an earl" and that a Hlaford was
"A lord or mayster." That men had masters in Anglo-Saxon
times is emphasized in Nowell' s definition of Hlafordswice
as "a heynouse offence emongst our forfathers, betraying of
a mans mayster;" to which Lambarde adds in lawyer ly fashion
the further elucidation, " Petit treason ." A thegn was "a
minister, a baron, and a Cyninges thegn was "Sa trapa .
"
Thegnscip was "Service in warres or great matters. The
estate of a baron or lord." Nowell presumably had few
doubts about the existence of an Anglo-Saxon service
nobility. Thegnunge he defined simply as "Service" and
here again Lambarde expanded the definition (not very
accurately) by stating that such service was "the same
that auncyently was armiger, attendant on a Knight, now
an esquyer; baro. Inde the tenure called thenagium .
"
Gesith meant "A felowe or compagnon. Sa trapa . . . " while
Cniht was acknowledged to mean only "A boye, a yong man
of 14 or 15 years, sumtime a servant," (to which Lambarde
added, this time more per cipiently) " Knecht in Dutche, puer,
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servus . " The Anglo-Saxon society that underlay the
definitions of Nowell's Vocabularium Saxonicum thus seems
to have been comprised of chur Is and boors (rustic clowns
and loobies) who ploughed, and thra lis and theows who
suffered bondage. Alongside (or above) these common
people, this rascal sort, were lords and masters to whom
men owed faith, thegns who performed important service
in war and other affairs of state, and gesiths and king's
thegns who strutted across history's stage as satraps
and the fellows and companions of kings.
Among a generation of founders nearly every action
displays qualities of originality, if not uniqueness. The
Elizabethan antiquarian movement was no exception. The
Parker circle published source collections for the first
time. The archbishop himself had the first font of Old
English type struck for publishing the Anglo-Saxon docu-
ments that his scholars collected. He lent the use of the
type to Nowell and Lambarde, and it first appeared in the
pages of Archaionomia
,
in itself the first collection of
Anglo-Saxon laws. Lambarde's more famous work, The
Perambulation of Kent (1576) was also the first of a genre .
As Matthew Parker and his group hoped to establish that
there had been an historically independent English church
tradition, so apparently Laurence Nowell wanted to create
an independent English historiography based on a knowledge
of the English past that included linguistics and philology
(etymologies and place-name study) and topographical history,
or "chorography" as contemporar ies called it . The
Perambulation of Kent was part of the histor iographical
13program which Nowell seems to have visualized. ° For
present purposes Lambarde's Kent is only of incidental
interest as the first of the county histories. Of central
importance are the dozen or so pages which Lambarde allotted
to the description of Mepham (modern Meopham, near
Rochester). 14 A congenial attribute of William Lambarde's
style which he shared with other antiquaries of his age
was the technique of unashamed digression. Knowing as
they did that nearly anything they might write down had
never been written down before, Elizabethan antiquaries
digressed with grace and felicity. when Lambarde reached
Mepham in his literary perambulation, the name of the
town reminded him of a former inhabitant, the Saxon
Brihtric, who "had his abideing at Mepham more than five
hundreth years agoe . " The article on Mepham became an
investigation of Brihtric's status and the first extensive
essay in the historical sociology of the Anglo-Saxons.
Lambarde' s theme is stated in a marginal rubric:
The auncient estate of a Gentleman,
and by what means gentrie was
obteyned in the olde time. 15
Among the Anglo-Saxon docuftteaits trba± . ibacde knew from
his days of study with Dean Nowell was the will of Brihtric
and his wife Aelfswith. In a tour de force of antiquarian
virtuosity Lambarde cited the will in its entirety with
interlinear translation. He then used the evidence of the
will to deduce the social status of Brihtric himself; went
on to discuss the social place of Brihtric's Lord, Aelfric;
extended his discussion to thegnship in general; and after
citing the Anglo-Saxon text commonly called Gethynctho
,
he presented a synthetic view of Anglo-Saxon society that
concluded with a favorable opinion on social mobility amo
the Saxons. The importance of Lambarde's essay justifies
the inclusion of a lengthy portion of it here.
I wyll (for the more light, and discovery
thereof) borrow a few wordes of you. He him-
self /Brihtric7 here calleth Aelfr ic , his Lord,
and natural Lord, and saieth further, that
Aelfere was father to this Aelfr ic : Now, what
Alfere and Aelfric were, it is not hard to finde:
for all our auncient hystorians tell us, that
in the dayes of King Edgar , of King Edward the
Martyr, and of King Ethelred
, these men were by
birth, cousines of the blood royall: by state
(Eorles) which word, we yet reteine in English,
and which we commonly cal (Comites ) in Latine,
for that at the first they were parteners and
companions (as I may say) with the King , in
takeing the profits of the Shyre , or Countie :
that they were also by dignitie (Ealdormen)
that is, Senators , and Governours of all Mercia ,
or midle England: And finally that they were of
such great power and credit that Alfer the Father,
immediately after the death of King Edgar , restored
al such priests thorowout midle England to their
houses, as the King (by advice of Dunstane the
Monke) had in his lyfe expulsed, for the placeing
of his Monks: And that Aelfric the sonne, resisted
King Ethelred in that siege of Rochester , whereof
you heard when we were there, 16 For as much there-
fore, as Aelfric was hlaford , or Lorde, to our
Testator, and that hlaford and Thegn , that is to
say, Lorde and Serviteur , be woordes of relation,
I gather that he was Thegn , which signifieth
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properly a Minister
, or free Serviteur
, to the
Kinge, or some great personage: but usually at
those times taken for the verie same, that we
call now of the Latine woord (Gentilis) a
Gentleman, that is (Euy
€V q S ) a man wel borne,
or of a good stock and familie.
Neither doth it detract anything from his
Gentrie at al, that I said he was a Minister or
Serviteur: For I mean not thereby, that he was
(Servus ) whiche woord (straightly construed) both
signifie a ser.vaunt, or slave, whorne they in
those daies called Theowe : but my minde is, that
hee was a servitour of free condition, either
advanced by his owne vertue and merits, or els
descended or suche Auncestours, as were never
degraded: And that name, the Prince of Wales
,
or eldest Sonne of our King of this Realme, doth
not, in the life of his father, disdaine to
heare: For, out of the very same olde woord
(Thenian) to serve, is framed his Poesie, or word
upon his armes (ic Dien ) I serve. And thus I
suppose that it is manifest, that Byr thr yc our
testator was by condition a Noble man, or (whiche
in common acceptance abroade is all one with it)
a Gentleman , Howbeit , to the ende , tha t bothe
this thing may have the more authoritie and
credit, and that it may withall appeare, what
degrees of Nobilitie and Gentrie there were
in this Realme before the comming in of the
Normanes and by what merites men might ascend
and be promoted to the same, I will reache a
litle higher, and showe you another Englishe
(or Saxon ) antiquitie, whiche I have seen
placed, in divers olde copies of the Saxon
lawes, after the end of all, as a note or
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advertisement. '
At this point Lambarde cites the familiar "And gif Ceorl
getheah" or Gethynctho , which he renders into English with
an interlinear translation. The translation is an histor-
ical document in itself, and served the next generation of
students as a major source for Anglo-Saxon social histor
its importance cannot be minimized. Here is the text:
It was sometime in the Englishe lawes, that
the people and the lawes were in reputation:
And then were the wisest of the people woorship
woorthie, every one after his degree: Earle,
and churle, Thein, and under Thein. and if a
churle thrived so, that he had fully five hides
of his owne (and, a Churche, and a Kitchin, a
belhouse, and a gate, a seate and a several
office in the Kings halle, then was he thence-
foorth the Theins right worthe. And if a Thein
did so thrive, that he served the King, and on
his message ryd in his houshold, If he then had
a Thein that followed him, the which to the Kings
expedition /or journeyT five hydes had /or plow-
landes/7 and in the Kings seate /or palaice7 his
Lorde served, and thrice with his errand /or
message/ had gone to the King, he might afterward
with his forothe his Lordes part playe at any
great neede. And if a Thein did thrive so, that
he became an Earle, then was he afterward an
Earles right woorthy. And if a merchant so
thrived that he passed thrice over the wide seas,
of his own crafte, he was thenceforth a Theins
r ight woorthy. And if a Scholer so thr ived thorowe
learning, that he degree had, and served Christ,
he was then afterward of dignitie and peace so
much worthy, as thereunto belonged: unless
he forfaited so, that he the use of his degree use
ne might.
^
Lambarde's analysis of Gethynctho led him to conclude:
that in those dayes there were but three estates
of free men for bondservants, whiche we now call
by a strained worde (Villa ines ) ar not here
talked of, that is to say, an Earle , or Noble man,
the highest: a Theyn , or Gentleman, the midlemost:
And a Churle , or Yeoman, the lowest: for as
touchinge that which is heere spoken of the
servant of the Theyn , or Gentleman, I deeme it
rather ment for a prerogative belonging to the
maister, then mencioned as a severall degree in
the man. 19
A tripartite arrangement was but one element of a society
based on the visionary and ingenious principles found in
Gethynctho. The Saxon "system" also guaranteed ease of
ascent to those who strove for social betterment.
Lambarde believed that "our elders" had enjoyed the quali-
ties of "discretion and equitie" because "they heere
appointed three severall pathe waies" to social pro-
motion. The three "pathe waies" were those spelled out
in Gethynctho of "Service, Riches, and Learning." 20
It is significant that Lambarde chose to discuss
what sociologists have come to call "vertical mobility"
among the Anglo-Saxons and came to conclude that in
their social order access to the avenues of mobility was
fairly free. It is equally significant that Lambarde
limited his discuss ion to free men and excluded any
cons id erat ion of the unfree " for bondservants , whiche
we now call by a strained worde (Villa ines ) ar not here
talked of. ..." That he should have done so in this
very early example of Anglo-Saxon socio-histor ical litera-
ture has a double significance and long-term historio-
graphical effect. Peter Laslett, in his book The World
We Have Lost, describes pre-industr ial English society as i
"one-class" society. Laslett argues that the term "class"
denotes more than mere conventions of status and respect.
"Class" also implies "the distribution of wealth and
power." A class "is a number of people banded together
in the exercise of collective power, political and econ-
omic." Employing this definition of "class" Laslett
argues convincingly that pre-industr ial England contained
"only one body of persons capable of concerted action over
the whole area of society, only one class in fact." This
single "class" comprised several status groups which,
21for the most part, shared common values and goals. Sir
Thomas Smith had pointed out that English society in the
1560 1 s and 70 's was composed of Nobilitas Major (the
peerage) , Nobilitas Minor (knights, esquires and gentle-
men) , a third group comprising citizens, burgesses and
yeomen, and "the fourth sort of men which doe not rule."
For Smith, as for most thoughtful contemporaries, dis-
tinctions within the ruling group were insignificant
compared to the chasm which separated those who ruled from
those who did not. 22 One can never remind oneself often
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enough that men in traditional society saw social in-
equality in a totally different light than that which
illuminates modern social consciousness. Hierarchy was
the normative social framework before the "Age of
Democratic Revolution"; egalitar ianism was not a quality
of mind that received widespread approbation until 1789,
and then, surely, not in England. 23
James Cleland who published his treatise on the nurture
of aristocratic children in 1607, expressed a viewpoint
characteristic of Jacobean gentlemen:
To satisfie then the Comon objection of the
vulgar, who disapprove al inequalitie , in demand-
ing
When Adam delv'd and Eva span
Who was then a Noble man?
I grant that not only in respect to our begin-
ning, but of our ending too, we are all equals
without difference or superioritie of degrees,
all tending alike to the same earth from whence
we sprong: unus introitus est omnibus ad vitam
unus & exitus , as the Jew said. King and subject,
noble, and ignoble, rich and poore, al are borne
and die a like: but in the middle course, betweene
our birth and burial, we are overrunne by our
betters, and of necessitie must needs confesse
that some excell and are more noble than others. 2 ^
A few years before, William Shakespeare had written
a more poetic, if not less explicit apostrophe to hierarchy,
in which he asked:
How could communities
Degrees in schools and brotherhoods in cities,
Peaceful commerce from dividable shores
The primogenitive and due of birth,
Prerogative of age, crowns, sceptres, laurels,
But by degree stand in authentic place?
And answered
:
Take but degree away, untune that string,
And hark, what discord follows. 25
However illogical value systems sometimes appear
when subjected to rational analysis, there is no gainsaying
the fact that in social practice such systems tolerate a
wide range of diversity, even ambivalence. William
Lambarde 1 s England was no exception . A paradise of
hierarchy where innocence was circumscribed by place and
degree , traditiona 1 England yet knew the lurking serpent
of social change and accommodation. Social mobility stood
side by side with social hierarchy and there is little
indication that contemporaries recognized any incompati-
bility between the two categories. Sir Thomas Smith
provides an example of this ambivalence in an often quoted
passage from De Republica Anglorum :
...for as for gentlemen, they be made good
cheape in England. For whosoever studieth the
lawes of the realme, who studieth in the
universities, who professeth liberall sciences,
and to be shorte, who can live idly and with-
out manuall labour, and will beare the port,
charge and countenaunce of a gentleman, he shall
be called master, for that is the title which
men give to esquires and other gentlemen, and
shall be taken for a gentleman :^
This passage is quite explicit; if anyone followed
certain prescribed courses of action , fulfilled certa in
social requirements and conformed to certain patterns of
behavior he was "taken for a gentleman" - one of those
who ruled in traditional society. Already we are a world
away from the rigidity of conceptualization that fostered
the familiar picture of a closed feudal-agrarian social
order in decline under attack by an incipient and ascending
bourgeois-capitalist class. It should be kept in mind that
for Tudor and Stuart men on the make the social objective
was to join 'em, not beat 'em. For Lambarde's contemporar-
ies, as for himself, there was little contradiction be-
tween social hierarchy and social mobility. No one yet
embraced social-democratic ideals, but everyone recognized
social ambition.
It is probably no accident that William Lambarde's
picture of Anglo-Saxon society resembles Sir Thomas Smith's
delineation of Elizabethan society. Undoubtedly there were
objective similarities in the two stages of English social
growth, in that both existed during a time when pre-
industrial modes of economic and social organization pre-
vailed. Lambarde's basic source, the Geth ynctho
, led him
to believe that Anglo-Saxon society resembled his own.
The Saxons had their Nobilitas Major
, "The Earle, or
Noble man, the highest," their Nobilitas Minor
, the "Theyn
-
or Gentleman, the midlemost, " and their third rank corres-
ponding to Tudor citizens
,
burgesses , and yeomen which
Lambarde called the "Churle or Yeoman, the lowest." Nothing
could be more straightforward than this correspondence in
social description. Lambarde assumed that these three
ranks of freemen were the only ranks that counted in Anglo-
Saxon England . Just as Smith dismissed the lower orders
in Tudor Society as. ^ "ONOdeb nart BHB which doe not
rule," so Lambarde dismissed the rest of Anglo-Saxon
society as "bondservants .which ar not here talked of."
In Lambarde's Anglo-Saxon society men got ahead by "service,
riches and learning"; in Smith's Tudor society "gentlemen
were made good cheape" by study, economic independence,
and the acceptance of the burdens of gentility. It would
be difficult not to perceive the very real similarities
between the two societies, or at least between Smith's
and Lambarde' s perception of them.
The modern understanding of Anglo-Saxon social
history thus began by including limitations built into it
by the modes of perception of a Tudor gentleman. Lambarde
believed that Anglo-Saxon society was hierarchical; he
believed that it was what Laslett has called a "one-class 11
society and d ismissed the lower or 11 unfree" elements of
the society as being of little historical consequence; he
stressed the importance of socia 1 advancement within the
"free 11 sector of Anglo-Saxon society and admired the
qualities of social mobility which he discerned. In so
doing, Lambarde was reflecting, as historians must, the
conceptual framework of his age. 27 He was also preparing
the conceptual framework within which future students of
Anglo-Saxon society would operate. Hereafter, for a time,
unfree Anglo-Saxons would all but disappear from the
historian's view. Anglo-Saxon social history was to be
the history of an upper-class (or "one-class") system
until eventually, corresponding to outside events, rank
itself would be minimized and a more egalitarian view of
Anglo-Saxon society would emerge. Without the insights
of what we might with grand anachronism call "Tudor
sociology," the future of the "Free Anglo-Saxons"
would have been dark indeed.
Lambarde himself had a hand in the histor iographical
transition from "Anglo-Saxon society as Tudor polity" to
"Anglo-Saxon society as Free commonwealth." At the same
time, he helped to found the historical myth of immemorial
parliamentary continuity which has been so closely assoc-
iated with the name of Sir Edward Coke. In 1591 Lambarde
presented the Cecils, father and son, with a manuscript
essay on the functions and history of the High Courts of
Justice. The book was to be dedicated to the younger
Cecil, for whom Burghley, the father, was paving the way
to power, but it remained unpublished until 1635. Archeion
,
or A Discourse Upon the High Courts of Justice in England
perpetuated Lambarde' s picture of Anglo-Saxon society
while it attempted to show that the English parliament
found its beginnings in early German and Saxon institutions.
Lambarde knew that the term Parliament derived from the
same law French that students of Lincoln's Inn still
suffered to learn. He observed:
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But at what time soever, after the Conquest, this
Court began to be called by the name of Parliament :
this is certaine, that was before knowne to the
Saxons
,
or Englishmen: sometimes, by the word
Synoth, and Micle; Synoth, of the Greeke Huvo&oS
now appropriated to the Ecclesiasticall Meetings
onely: And sometimes by these tearmes, Micel-Gemot
,
Witena-Gemot
,
and Ealrawitena-Gemot ; that is to say
the great meeting, the meeting of the Wise-men ;
or the Meeting of all the Wise-men : For witen
signifieth wise-men ; Ealra , all; and Gemot
, a'
Meeting.
.
~
.
^O'
Having thus initiated a basic interpretation of constitution-
al history which may yet have residual resources for
survival and renaissance in twentieth-century historio-
graphy, Lambarde went on to identify the "one class" of
-
traditional society with the institution of Parliament
and to enunciate an early statement of the theory of
"virtual representation"
:
Like as in warre, where the King is present in
person; and with him, the Nobilitie , Gentr ie ,
and Yeomanr ie , there is the force and puissance .
of the Realm: so in peace do they consult to-
gether, so that, for as much as every man, from
the highest to the lowest, is there either in
person, or by procuration; therefore of right
reason, every man is said to be bound by that
which doth pass from such an Assembly .
^
Nor should it be assumed that Lambarde is here speaking
only of the Elizabethan Parliament. All that is true of
"such an Assembly" in his day is true also of those of by-
gone days:
The beginning of which Manner of Consultation
,
and namely with us of this Realme, I see not
how I can derive it from any other time, than
from that, in which the German (sic) or English
did set their first foot on this Land, to invade
it. For Cornelius Tacitus writing of the manners
of the Ancient Germans
,
sayth thus: Nec Regibus
infinita potestas de minoribus rebus Principes
consultant, de majoribus omnes . 32
Although Tudor constitutional theory had room for such a
Tacitean view, the logical conseguences of the idea were
never very popular with the monarch, especially when they
encroached on prerogative. 33 This surely explains why
Archeion was not published in the 1590 's with Robert Cecil'
impr ima tur and why it was eventually published in 1635 as
part of the growing body of Parliamentary apologetics.
Lambarde expanded his "evidence" for the immemor ia 1 and
composite nature of Parliament by quoting judiciously
from Bede and the Laws of Ine, A Ifred
,
Edgar and Canute
to show that the Witenagemot was an institution comprising
"both the Spirituality and Laitie (that is to say) the
Nobilitie and Commons." He insisted:
For it is well knowne that in every quarter of
the Realme, a great many of Burroughs doe yet
send Burgesses to the Parliament, which is
nevertheless so ancient, and so long since
decayed, and gone to nought, that it cannot
be shewed that they have bin of any reputation
at any time since the Conquest, and much lesse
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that they have obtained the privilege, by the
Grant of any King succeeding the same: So that
the interest which they have in Parliament
groweth by an ancient usage before the Conquest,
whereof they cannot shew any beginning.... /r/hen
(no doubt) there was a Parliament before the
Conquest, to the which they. . .did send their
Burgesses
.
By 1591, Lambarde's speculations about Anglo-Saxon
society had thus bridged the gap between pure antiquarian
description .and interpretative history with an ideological
potential. Archeion circulated in manuscript, and it
would be improbable to assume that Selden and Coke were
unfamiliar with it. They certainly agreed wholeheartedly
with Lambarde's presentation of the institutional history
3 5
of Parliament. J
Lambarde's successor in the field of chorography,
William Camden, is far more famous in posterity. Camden's
fame exceeds Lambarde's to the degree that Britain provided
a more splendid historical subject than did Kent. Camden
was by way of being a "one-book man" in that his reputation
derived from the many editions of his Britannia , first
published in 1586. Lambarde, who had planned to write
much the same sort of chorographical treatment of Britain
as Camden produced, courteously relinquished the project
to the younger man in a warm letter dated from his house
at Hailing in Kent, 29th July, 1585- After telling
Camden of the bittersweet emotions he felt - the enjoy-
ment of reading Camden's draft manuscript and the dis-
appointment that he must now abandon his own researches -
he says:
Howsoever you shall be minded to do, more or
less, defraud not your countrymen of so great
a pleasure, nor the country itself of so great
an honour, by forebear ing to imprint the same.
If I had anything that might further your study,
I would most willingly impart it: and whether
I have or no, I will make yourself the judge,
if it shall like you to come down into Kent,
and look amongst my papers. 37
Whether or not Camden availed himself of Lambarde's
"eftsoons wishing that you would spend a week at Hailing
with me," the echoes of the young Lambarde's motto,
invigilia lampadi seem here to stir the antiquarian air.
Lambarde was passing a torch-
Britannia itself was not, primarily, a work of
history but a "chorography . " In spite of the historical
material that abounds in the pages of Britannia it was
written as a practical manual with the interests of
travellers, genealogists, privy councillors, and visiting
dignitaries in mind. Camden was not an antiquarian for
antiquity's sake. This shows clearly in his handling of
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social history. In the Latin first edition of Britannia
the only references to social rank as a separate and
distinct subject are found in a brief, poorly set-off
section on Ordines Angliae. This section discusses the
titles Rex
,
Duces
, Marchioness
,
Comites
, Vicecomites
,
Barones, Equites, Armigeri "
(
nobis esquiers) , " Burgesses
3 8and Yeomen. Here again are Sir Thomas Smith's ranks of
those who rule. Camden described them solely from a
contemporary point of view with no attempt to trace a
historical link with former societies. By 1610, when
Philemon Holland's authorized English edition of Britannia
appeared, Camden had expanded this section from four octavo
pages to fourteen folio pages. Much of the new material
was historical in nature and there was at least a minimal
attempt to reconstruct the continuities of "The States
and Degrees of England" as the title of the revised essay
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called them. The 1610 version of English social ranks
was still presented with the curious contemporary and not
the antiquarian in mind , however . For Camden , the immediate
importance of Anglo-Saxon society was that it produced
titles which had in some way descended to his own day. As
a case in point, Camden says of Earls
:
Earles, called in Latine, Comites, are ranged
in third place /under princes and dukes/, and
may seeme to have come unto us from our
Ancestours the Germans: For, they in times
past, as Cornelius Tacitus writeth, had their
Comites
, who should alwa ies give attendance
upon their Princes, and be at hand in matters
of counsell and authoritie . But others thinke,
that they came from the Romans to us, as also
40to the Franks or French ....
This is a speculative approach. While it is interesting
to note that the seeds of the Germanis t-Romanis t histori-
cal controversy were already sprouting by 1610, Camden
does not really assert that the Jacobean Earl had anything
to do with the Anglo-Saxon Eor
1
. He believed that under
the late Empire the Roman usage of Comes as a title was
widespread, and that after the Empire broke up, the title
was reta ined in the successor states . Where the title
gave place to a Germanic one, the function remained to be
described by the new title. Thus the Saxons called those
who fulfilled the comital function ea Idor
m
en; the same
officers the "Danes termed in their tongue Eor las . " Camden
believed that the title, the office, or both were non-
hereditary before 1066:
But when William of Normandie had made conquest
of this Land and seated himselfe in the absolute
government of this kingdome, Earles began to be
Feudall, Hereditarie, and Patrimoniall , that is,
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By Fee, or Tenure by service, by inheritance, and
by Lands . . . .
Coke and the parliamentarians would soon be busily trying
to minimize the catastrophic view of the Norman conquest.
It is logical that they should have ignored this passage
from the Britannia
, as admirable as the work may have been
as a whole. Camden also noted that the title of Baron was
not used by the Anglo-Saxons:
In the English-Saxon lawes it is no where to
be seene; nor found in the Saxon Glossarie
of Alf r icus among the Vocables or termes of
honour; where, Dominus is translated Laford,
which we have contracted short into Lord. 4 ^
Beside this passage is a marginal rubric which one wishes
Camden had expanded upon in the text - "Many Thanes in
England in the Conquerors time . 11 Camden 1 s view of the
purposes of his work apparently prohibited him from investi-
gating an extinct title , and we read no more about thegns
.
Knighthood, however, was a very important (if somewhat
cheapened) honor in the days of James I, and Camden did
9
his best to give his readers some useful information as
to its history. 43 Knight was "a word that in the Old
English language, as also of the German, signifieth in-
differently a servitor or minister, and a lusty young
man . " Furthermore,
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Bracton our ancient civill lawyer maketh
mention of Radcnight S/ that is to say, serving
horsemen: who held their lands with this
condition, that they should serve their Lords
on horsback: and so by cutting off a peece
of the name, as our delight is to speake short,
I thought long since, that this name of Knights
remained with us. 44
So far so good, but how long since did the "cutting off
a peece" take place. When did the Knight of old come to
resemble the Jacobean gentleman of that title?
. • . if I have any sight at all in this
matter, they were among us at first so called,
who held any lands or inheritances, as Tenants
in Fee, by this tenure, to serve in the warres.
For those Lands were termed Knights Fees
.
4 ^
Camden does not assert that this happened at the Conquest.
Sir Henry Spelman's definitive essay on the subject was
thirty years in the future. Nonetheless, Camden was
familiar enough with medieval diplomatics to recognize
that "Knights" had been (rightly or wrongly) the accepted
equivalent of the Latin milites "in all writings since
the Norman Conquest." 46 Camden was a knowledgeable man
and a gifted antiquary. His insights into the history
of social degree in England are interesting but frustrating
Camden's scanty interpretation of medieval social history
places him within the tradition whose major figures have
been Sir Henry Spelman and John Horace Round. But so
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brief and present-minded is his discussion of social history
that the historiographer does not find Britannia
, even in
its expanded version, a very profitable place to investi-
gate the growth of knowledge and opinion about Anglo-Saxon
47Society.
Much more profitable is the evidence offered by
the first work to deal solely and entirely with the Anglo-
Saxons as the progenitors of the English people, the work
of Richard Verstegan. 48 Verstegan, Anglice-Rowlands
, was
a papistical, renegade, Anglo-Dutch publicist and printer,
living abroad, supported by and supporting the disloyal
Roman Catholic opposition. His book bears the cumbersome
title A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence in antiquities
concerning the most Noble and renowned English nation
, and
was published at Antwerp, where the author resided, in
49the year of the Gunpowder Plot. Verstegan 1 s mixed descent,
religion, self-exile and active opposition to the Protestant
ecclesiastical and political establishment in England
combined to make him appear an unlikely patriot. But the
Elizabethan-catholic exile no less than the Marian-
protestant exile was devoted to the task of re-introducing
a true faith and a true monarchy into England. As
observers of recent and contemporary expatriate groups
will recognize, nostalgia is no small force in the
building of patriotism in exile. Verstegan's mixed
descent was doubtless an additional factor helping to
form his national consciousness. Not belonging entirely
to any culture, Verstegan examplified the kind of cosmo-
politanism fostered by the counter-reformation, but his
psychological well-being apparently demanded a personal
act of piety toward the land of his birth. In the
Restitution this personal act transcended the religio-
political issues of the day. He dedicated the book to
James I and to the "most noble and renowned English nation"
as a labor of love;
The thing that first moved mee to take some
paynes in this study, was, the very naturall
afection which generally is in all men to
heare of the worthynesse of their anceters,
which they should in deed bee as desirous to
imitate, as delighted to understand.
A second motive was to explode some still widely accepted
British historical myths and to show the English who their
true ancestors were. Verstegan acknowledged that his grand
father was "borne in the duchie of Geldres," but stressed
51
'
his own Englishness
.
Much of the importance of Verstegan's work lies in
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his understanding of the historical and cultural links
between the English and the continental Germans. While
information on this point was common enough in continental
scholarly circles, Verstegan first put it concisely into
52English. He recognized that the indispensable tools for
the job he was doing were etymological and linguistic. An
accomplished linguist, he understood most of the Teutonic
languages of his time well enough to employ them as evidence
The Restitution is both a historical survey of early German
and Anglo-Saxon history and culture and an etymological
53treatise
.
Throughout, Verstegan stressed what can only be
called pride of race. The chapter headings in the table
of contents give a good idea of the way in which this
"racial 11 emphasis occurs again and again. For example:
Chapter 1 Of the originall of Nations and consequently
of that nation from which Englishmen are
undoubtedly descended.
Chapter 2 How the ancient noble Saxons the true
anceters of Englishmen, were originally
a people of Germanie , and how honorable
it is for Englishmen to be descended from
the Germans
Chapter 5 Of the arryvall of the Saxons out of Germanie
into Britaine and how they there receaved
the Christian faith, possessed the best
parte of the countrie, called it England,
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and leaving the name of Saxons came
generally to be called Englishmen.
Chapter 6 Of the Danes and the Normannes, and their
coming into England: and how the English
people have notwithstanding stil remayned
the corps and body of the Realme. 54
In Verstegan's schema it was important to show
that the "anceters" of Englishmen were a noble people.
Adapting the description of the ancient Germans which he
attributes to Johannes Pomarius, Verstegan described the
Saxons in Germany;
Fowre degrees of people they accompted to bee
among themselves; the first were Edel - that is
to say noble or gentle: the second were f r i-leod
that is, free people, to wit, free born, and of
free parents: the third were fr i-getaten that is
to say lette-free or manumysed , and the fourth
weare Eagen - that is, own or proper, to wit,
bond, and each of these sortes by ordinary
custome did comonly marry in his own degree.
But yf any of any the inferior degrees did
through- his vertues deserve wel, or by honest
industry attain unto riches, enabling himself
thereby to assist the common welth, he was then
- 55
advanced higher
.
This is a familiar picture. Like Lambarde's English Saxons,
the German forefathers lived in a society of degrees which,
nonetheless
,
provided that increase in status could be
achieved through service to the state and increase in per-
sonal fortune. Whatever objective truths lay behind these
descriptions, there can be little doubt that they corresponded
to the social realities of England in the Tudor period.
Verstegan further perpetuated this concept of Anglo-
Saxon society in the final chapter of the Restitution,
"Of our ancient English tytles of honor, dignities and
offices, and what they signify. Also the signification
of our English names of disgrace or contempt
:
n
And for as much as gentrie hath first risen
out of yeomandrie, it will not heer bee
impertinent briefly to show the manner of
some mennes rising in the tyme of our Saxon
anceters, which was thus. If it so happened,
that a Keor le (otherwise one of the yeomandr ie)
did thrive so well through his honest travaile,
that hee atayned unto fyve hydes of his own
land, and was able to keep a good hows, allowing
some stipend for the maintenance of divine service
in either churche or chapel, obtayned some office
or imployment about the Kings hows, or in some
sorte to do him service: hee was thencefoorth
reputed woorthy of the name and title of Thegn
or Thein - which was then accompted as a free-
servant or as a kynd of retayner, or as it may
seem, a Serving - gentle - man - that is , a
servant not bound or subject unto any servile
office or labor . . . . ^6
Verstegan' s paraphrase of Gethynctho is thus directed to
much the same end as was Lambarde's use of the same docu
ment in the Perambulation of Kent . The early use of
Gethynctho as a source of Anglo-Saxon social history led
to an interpretation of Anglo-Saxon society as an open
or "free" society where climbing the social ladder was
merely a matter of "honest travaile." At that early
stage of his tor iographical development, no one asked
what the objective realities behind Gethynctho were, or
how many ceorls thrived.
With the lower Anglo-Saxon ranks Verstegan
allowed his etymological imagination full rein. He
believed that the Tudor yeoman derived his title from
a word related to modern German Gemein and that the
yeoman was thus, quite literally, a commoner . The
Oxford English Dictionary derives Yeoman from Middle
English forms of I young man and thus places it among other
northern European terms of service which stress the
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sub ject 1 s youth, Hunker , knecht , cniht , et_al. On the
Saxon gebur Verstegan was a much more effective etymologis
Such were also called Ceor les - the C being
sounded as K; and somtymes also called Boores .
The name of Churle - which comes of Ceorle -
as now we use it, is rather in reprochful sence
than other wise. The name of 3our or Boor -
which both in Germanie and the Netherlands is
now generally used for the appellation of peysants
or countrimen, we seem not to use, and yet in
composition the word dothe stil remaine in our
daylie speech, albeit we heed it not, as when
we say neighbour - it is no other thing than the
Bour - dwelling nigh unto us, for that this name
of neighboor - began at the first among^our anceters
when they dwelt in the countrie . • . -
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Verstegan's central concern throughout the
Restitution was to foster pride of race among his English
readers by emphasizing the nobility of their "anceters"
and the linguistic, social and other cultural continuities
between the pre-conquest Anglo-Saxons and their sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century descendants. He was, therefore,
at some pains to describe the Norman conquest in terms
that would be relevant to this central concern. For
Verstegan the Norman victory at Hastings led to general
dispossession of Anglo-Saxon land owners whose only crime
had been to defend their homeland. William ousted these
Saxon patriots to reward the members of his own retinue,
"By which great violence, suddain and lamentable desolation,
it may well have come to pass that many being anciently
of the races and descents of many woorthy families, yea
even of Princes, have since become poor artificers and
pesants." 59 In Verstegan's book the modern Englishman of
any station could contemplate with relish the princely
background from which he may have sprung. Nor need it
matter that not all Anglo-Saxons had been "of the races
and descents of . . . woorthy families," since these
were, after all, dispossessed and degraded. Other Anglo-
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Saxons, of the common breed, escaped the consequences
of the conquest by being beneath contempt, and thus
preserved their cultural integrity undefiled:
The smar te in some sor te or other was in a
manner generall, but as the most appearing
marks are most aimed at, so such as had the
good fortune to keep or compose their own
lyvelyhoods were in lykelyhood men of the
meanest lyvings , such as perhaps the prowed
conquerors took scorne to be recompensed with-
a 11 , and of these some heer and there in d ivers
partes of the realme, became out of this
general mis-rule to be excepted . ^0
The conquest thus had the effect of ennobling the English
race by spreading the germ-plasm of princes among "poor
art if icers and pes ants 11 while a t the same time, it per-
mitted the continued existence of a class of Anglo-Saxons
who were not rich enough to be threatened by dispossession
and who thus "had the good fortune to keep or compose for
their own lyvelyhoods." Just who Verstegan believed the
members of this latter class to be, it is difficult to
conjecture. By implication they were those small free-
holders who were soon to become the dramatis personae
of Anglo-Saxon social history. Verstegan suggests that
"men of the meanest lyvings" were not adversely affected
by the conquest. Thus they must either have been unfree
to begin with, or to have been free and retained their
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freedom. Such a distinction is over-subtle within the
context of Verstegan's essay. There is little doubt
that he meant his readers to think of his unconquered
poor as free Anglo-Saxons. For Verstegan, the conquest
had little effect on the Englishness of the English;
the social aspects of England's history, although important,
were secondary to its racial aspects. Nearly 300 years
before Stubbs made the same point, Verstegan, summing up
the Danish and Norman invasions, observed:.
And whereas some do call us a mixed nation by
reason of these Danes and Normans coming in
among us , I answer e (as formerly I have noted)
that the Danes and the Normannes were once
one same people with the Germans, as were also
the Saxons; and we not to be accompted mixed
by having only some joyned unto us againe, as
sometyme had one same language and one same
original with us.
Verstegan's work has considerable importance in the
history of ideas and historiography. It constituted a
major attack upon the "British history" and introduced
Verstegan's contemporaries to their Anglo-Saxon ancestors
in a way ca Icula ted to fos ter concepts of na tiona 1 and
racial uniqueness. Unlike the picture of the English past
drawn from Geoffrey of Monmouth, Verstegan's Saxons were
real, and literate men could recognize how immediate were
the connections to the Saxon past in language and society.
Verstegan's emphasis on racial continuity added another
dimension to the emerging picture of the Anglo-Saxons as
an ancestral people who bequeathed to posterity their
language, laws, institutions and social order.
Added authority was given to the continuitist view
of Anglo-Saxon social history in the early works of John
Selden, perhaps the greatest of seventeenth-century anti-
quarian scholars. Selden began his dual career as scholar-
publicist and lawyer-man-of-af fairs, while a student at
the Inner Temple. In 1610, at the age of twenty-six and
two years before his call to the bar, Selden published
Jani Anglorum Facies altera , an essay in legal and insti-
tutional history. In 1614, Selden produced what may yet
be the greatest treatise in English on the history of
European nobility, his Titles of Honour .
Selden was by persuasion a Germanist. In The
English Janus he dismissed the cruder claims of "British
history" as lacking in historical evidence. He also
refuted those, like Camden, who implied that the Norman
conquest had drastically altered English law. "But
however to refer the original of our English Laws to
that Conquest (as some make bold to do) is a huge mis-
take; forasmuch as they are of a far more ancient Date." 63
The roots of English law and society are found in the
Germania of Tactius
:
For though he /Tacitus/ treat in general of the
Germans, yet nevertheless without any question,
our Saxons brought over along with them into
this Island very many of those things, which
are delivered to us by those who have wrote
concerning the Customs of the Germans. 64
Examples of the customs which the Saxons handed
down from ancient Germany to their English descendants
were "Councils and publick Assemblies" in which the King
or Prince sought the agreement of his followers, and the
giving of weapons to the young, which Selden equated with
dubbing to Knighthood. For Selden, the Lex Gulielmi in
Archaionomia proved that William accepted Anglo-Saxon
precedents; the conqueror was no innovator. Selden believed
that there was a formal institution called the Witenagemot
and equated it with Parliament. In these opinions he
relied heavily on the work of his predecessors, and showed
little originality of conception.
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The English Janus was
a neophyte work and in it Selden was seeking to clarify
and synthesize rather than develop an original point of
view. But in one respect, Selden was original. He had
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read Hotman's De Feudis commentatio tripetita (1573) and
became the first to take an interest in the subject of
service tenure among the Anglo-Saxons. This interest first
appears following a discussion of Saxon testamentary-
customs and the wer system in The English Janus . Following
Hotman, Selden suggested that modern European nations got
the notion of military or Knight's fees from "the Huns
and Lombards" but that service tenure had developed into
forms not recognizable as those which he believed to be
described by classical writers. 66 Selden was the first to
describe, and transcribe inaccurately, the so called
tr inoda (properly tr imoda ) necessitas . He was also the
first to recognize that the trimoda necessitas was evidence
of a kind of military service among the Saxons. In Titles
of Honour he discussed this "three knotted necessity"
having first referred to it in The English Janus:
In England before the Normans, plainly were
military fiefs, although not in like manner as
since. That law of K. Knout for the certaintie
of Heriots paid only in Martiall Furniture,
proves it; and that their Earls and Thanes were
bound to a kind of Knights service. And in
those times so were, it seems, all the lands of
the Kingdom (except some priviledged with greatest
immunities) if, at least, held of the King or
Crown, mediately or immediately. For although
there be a Charter extant of K. Ethelulph, whereby
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Ecclesiastique freedom is granted generally, and
that the Church should be free from all secular
service, and sine Expeditione and Pont is extr uctione
,
and Arcis Munitione (which yet may be understood
as for an exception) yet divers Charters are
anciently given as great and religious favors by
Saxon Kings, which usually reserve those three;
repairing of Bridges
,
Tax for Warre
, and Castle
gard or repairing them : as of what no land should
or could be discharged. They are called by a
special name Tr inoda Necess itas in a Patent by
K. Cedwalla to Wilfrid first Bishop of Selesey. . .
.
But these were not so much by reason of Tenure,
as general subjection to occasions of S ta te , and
accidenta 1 necess itie , and supply of wants to
common good . Those kind of Militarie Fiefs or
Fees as wee now have, were not till the Normans;
with whom the custom of Wardship in Chivalrie...
came into England.^
Selden thus took a middle ground between outright rejection
of Norman innovations and complete acceptance of a non-
feudal Anglo-Saxon society. Where there were marks of
social continuity before and after the conquest Selden
described them; where the differences between the two
societies seemed clear, he acknowledged them. His picture
of Anglo-Saxon society in Titles of Honour was most directly
modeled upon the description of Lambarde in The Perambulation
of Kent . He used Lambarde's translation of Gethynctho
in describing the office of a thegn, but made no value
judgments (as had Lambarde and Verstegan) upon a society
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which permitted the thriving of ceorls . Titles of
Honour ^a s a compendium of social degrees dealing with
an international nobility. Anglo-Saxon upper ranks were
of interest as specimens only, and not as part of a
living history.
Selden' s early works serve as a convenient sum-
mation of the first phase in the historical interpretation
of Anglo-Saxon society. Selden was much younger than the
great figures of the Elizabethan antiquarian movement and
began his scholarly career by surveying what they had
accomplished
.
Selden 1 s mature researches covered areas
often far removed from Anglo-Saxon history. As his repu-
tation as a scholar grew, however, the continuitist inter-
pretation of Anglo-Saxon law, institutions , and society
Selden had adapted from his predecessors was pressed into
the service of political action. For such purposes
accurate socio log ica 1 description became less important
than popular myth
.
Serious students of the past in Renaissance England
(and long afterward) were, generally speaking, gentlemen
in the contemporary sense that they could "live idly and
without manuall labour" as students of the law, clergymen
or country squires. In the careers of such men as
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Lambarde and Camden, Sir Robert Cotton, John Selden and
Sir Henry Spelman, antiquarian pursuits were, as any
learned enterprise must have been, indicators of gentility.
History was also an honorable endeavor in that it pro-
moted knowledge of useful precedent in an age when resort
to tradition was still the most acceptable way to answer
troubling questions. For the didactically minded, the
historical past was a great lesson book teaching the
values that each practitioner wanted most to instil -
protestant, aristocratic, patriotic. Antiquar ianism
soon became, in a small but important way, an accepted
variant of the cursus honorum of Renaissance England.
Students of the past, like students of theology and students
at the inns of court (the roles were often combined)
,
were part of the "one class" that constituted the "Establish-
ment" in traditional English society. When Elizabeth
named Camden Clarenceux King-of-arms in 1597 and appointed
Lambarde Keeper of the Rolls shortly before his death in
1601, the rewards were intended to fit the deeds of her
scholar-servitors as Knighthood fitted the deeds of a
Sidney, Drake or Raleigh. Such honors are the most obvious
evidence of the ability of ruling-class Englishmen to use
history to participate in the national enterprise. The
ties that bound early scholars to each other and to
such centers of establishment influence as the Parker
circle and the Cecil household (even the ties that
linked Verstegan with the Jesuits) are less obvious but
revealing indicators of the recognition that knowledge of
the English past' was important in the English present. From
Lambarde to Selden pre-conquest society had taken its
shape from the pens of scholarly lawyers and gentlemen.
The major themes of Anglo-Saxon socio-histor ical inter-
pretation were already beginning to be disentangled from
the chaos of early discovery. By the time that Selden
had published Titles of Honour there were firm indications
that in the future Anglo-Saxon social history would stress
continuity with the Tacitean past and congruence with the
society of the present. Depending on the interpreter's
view of the present, and of history, there can be found
inherent in the earliest interpretations an Anglo-Saxon
society based on degree, rank, and distinction and an
Anglo-Saxon society based on achievement and advancement
through virtue and "honest travaile." For a time, there
was no incompatibility between these two societies.
CHAPTER III
THE GREAT CASE OF TENURES, SIR HENRY SPELMAN,
AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF FREE SAXONS
Appropriately, the Public Record Office has been
built in the close vicinity of the Law Courts,
in order to enable solicitors' clerks to dig
up without loss of time antique materials with
which to feed the passions of contemporary
litigants
.
G.J. Renier, The English:
Are They Human?
, p. 107.
Whatever economic historians have yet to discover
about the effect of new wealth and inflation upon prices
and incomes in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe,
there can be little doubt that for English monarchs money
was a perennial problem. Dependent as they were upon the
Commons for supply, Elizabeth and the first Stuarts were
constantly and consistently on the lookout for sources of
income that would allow them to cut their parliamentary
leading strings. They dreamed of new revenues, rising
from royal prerogative, that would permit them to pursue
their policies uninhibited by demands for redress of
grievance, unchallenged by the eager meddling of parlia-
mentary busybodies. But historical accident had invested
the English ruling class in the House of Commons with
power of the purse; they shrewdly refused to relinguish
it. 1 For. independent-minded monarchs, such a state of
affairs was a nagging reminder of their failure to secure
economic freedom of action. The Tudors and the early
Stuarts were nothing if not independent-minded, and tried
inter alia to escape the financial exigence which necessi-
tated the calling of parliaments by a more precise account
ing for and collection of established prerogative revenues
They reasserted their never surrendered rights to collect
the profits of wardship, purveyance, distraint of knight-
hood, and other incidents due the king under medieval law.
Just as the French aristocracy before 1789 paid their
commissaires a terrier to ferret out of manorial rolls a
legal basis upon which to maintain and extend their
seigneurial exactions, so the Tudor and early Stuart mon-
archs sought to revive and extend "fiscal feudalism" and
increase the efficiency of outmoded economic institutions.
It soon became clear that the profits of fiscal feudalism
were difficult to assess, irregular and not easy to
collect. The revenue produced by the Court of Wards
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constantly declined during the reign of Elizabeth; English
landlords were ever alert to ways of escaping feudal im-
3positions. In order to collect revenues arising out of
the incidents of feudalism, the officers of the Crown
needed to know who owed such revenues. The expedient they
adopted to investigate tenures employed the legal technique
of simplified quo warranto proceedings under the auspices
of a special commission. This commission was trumpeted as
an instance of royal grace which would permit the subject
to repair his defective titles, and hold his estate with a
sure guarantee that his possession was valid in law. Actually,
the Commiss ion of Defective Titles was a source of revenue
.
By reviewing land titles the Royal Commissioners could
determine faulty titles and rectify them by compounding
with the tenant; they could confirm proper titles, again
for a fee; and finally, they would, in the course of their
deliberations, learn who held by tenure in capite and who
thus owed feudal incidents to the king. The Commission
of Defective Titles was first appointed by Elizabeth in
1599 and was renewed or reappointed twelve times under
James I and Charles I before it was swept away along with
other organs of fiscal feudalism in the revolutionary
legislation of the Long and Convention Parliaments, 4
Opposition to the Commission and to fiscal feudalism in
general grew apace during those years. The failure of
king and parliament to agree upon the Great Contract to
compound for wardship and purveyance in 1610 meant that
the first two Stuarts would rely ever more heavily on extra
parliamentary revenues. 5 Fiscal feudalism reached its
zenith under Charles I, during the 1630's.
In Ireland Charles and his Lord Deputy, Thomas,
Viscount Wentworth, found new scope for fiscal experimenta-
tion beyond the trammels of Parliament, The unass imilated
kingdom across the Irish Sea provided an arena within
which the king and his servants might prove the efficacy
of absolutist government, by finding answers to the con-
temporary "Irish question." The Irish question of the
first half of the seventeenth century presented much the
same set of problems that have become familiar to ensuing
centuries. ^ A native Irish, Roman Catholic, subject
populace, with customs and institutions derived from Celtic
tribal culture, faced the prospect of accommodating itself
to the demands of English Protestant immigrants whose
major interest in Ireland, beyond simple fortune hunting,
was to replace Irish mores and folkways with their own.
The "cultural shock" resulting from this confrontation
between two peoples led to bloody conflict and official
attempts to repress Irish resistance. One method of govern
mental repression was repopula tion
, a technique which
resulted in the Protestant "plantations." To "civilize"
Ireland, so the theory went, all that was necessary was
to place the land under the control of loyal English
Protestant lords, whose Protestant tenants would be drawn
to Ireland from England and Scotland by the attraction of
favorable tenurial arrangements. Competition with and
cultural domination by these vigorous representatives of
an advanced civilization would soon show the backward Irish
the error of their ways and lead them (or drive them) to
7
achieve civilization for themselves.
The Commission of Defective Titles for Ireland
thus came to have wider scope than its English counterpart.
In addition to raising revenue it served as a condemnatory
court whence the discovery of invalid titles paved the
way for dispossession of native landlords and the
"plantation" of "British" settlers. Such policies were
pursued haphazardly and at the expense of the native Irish
before 1634. With Wentworth's arrival in Dublin as Lord
Deputy General in 1633 and the appointment of a new
Commission of Defective Titles under the Lord Deputy's
leadership in the following year, fiscal feudalism. in
Ireland took on the trappings of "thorough." 9 Wentworth
supported the policy. of plantation, but his program also
included a review of former compositions to determine
whether the Crown was being defrauded of its feudal dues
by the "new English" landlords. 10 His ultimate goal
seems to have been to seek condemnation of estates held
by faulty title to bring them directly under Crown control.
Escheat to the Crown under such conditions meant that the
king could profit directly from the income of a condemned
estate, or from re-sale at a price higher than the fines
for refurbishing a faulty title were likely to be. When
carried out over wide areas, condemnations served to esta-
blish a basis for new plantations under roya 1 sponsorship
.
The Great Case of Tenures was the juridical mani-
festation of a complex public and pr iva te economic and
political quarrel which grew out of Wentworth 's land policy
The point at issue was simply to what extent the Commission
of Defective Titles was empowered to penalize the holders
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of titles which were found to be defective. The govern-
ment continually maintained "that it was not his Maiesties
intention to take from his people anything that was justly
theirs." The only necessity for tenants to prove a good
title was to "produce their Letters-patents, or the
enrollment thereof, before the Lord Deputy and Councell,
at the Councell Board . . . and that they /the letters-
pa tent/ were allowed by that Board, to be good and effectuall
in law. "I-1- Applicants for review before the board soon
found, however, that it was not such a simple matter as they
had been led to believe to have their letters-patent
declared lawful. When the Commission continually returned
dec is ions tha t titles were "voyde in law" public outcry
persuaded the Lord Deputy and the Council/ in the summer
of 1637, to order a test case where the whole issue of
tenures could be "openly argued at the Councell Board, by
Councell learned on both sides-" 12 The published report
of the deliberations in the case clearly shows that the
Case of Tenures was contrived to vindicate Wentworth's
land policy and establish precedent for a continued close
application of that policy- The government wanted to make
dispossession automatic in cases of defective title, a fact
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proven by the point in law upon which the entire case
depended
.
The King's attorneys argued that the title under
consideration in the Case of Tenures was defective in that
it had been improperly granted in the first place. The
impropriety was due to the fact that the letters-patent
issued by a previous commission in 1607 had reserved a
mean tenure (knight-service as of Dublin Castle) , whereas
the law allowed only for tenures-in-chief of the crown
(knight-service in capite ) . Government lawyers further
argued that where a title was defective as to tenure, not
13
only the title but the grant itself was void. The
plaintiff's attorneys rejoined that "the reservation of
the tenure , and the grant of the land, bee Aliud , & Aliud ,
two distinct things," and that thus "peradventure the patent
may be voyde, as to the tenure, and yet good for the grant
of the land." 14 Thus the whole point to be determined was
whether the grant of land and the tenure were aliud, in
which eventuality the plaintiff (and other tenants in
similar cases) might retain possession while securing new
titles based on a proper tenure; or whether grant and
tenure were, in law, "but one entire grant, so that the
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one is part of the other, and the Reservation of the tenure
bee Modus concessionis ,
" and not aliud
, with the result
that both grant and title would be void and the Crown might
resume possession of the disputed estate. 15
Under a customary legal tradition such as the
common law, the proof of points in law rests with those
who can adduce the most convincing series of precedents.
In the Case of Tenures, where the chief point of law to
be decided was the relationship between the legal concepts
of grant and tenure
, the quest for precedents became a
resort to "history." When lawyers for the plaintiff ob-
jected to the Crown's contention that "the Reservation of
the tenure cannot be said, to be a distinct thing from the
grant of the land," they did so on the historical grounds
that grants of land pre-dated the introduction into England
of tenures in capite . "If," the plaintiff contended,
"grants have been ancienter then /sic7 tenures, the tenure of
Necessity must bee Aliud from the thing granted." 16 Not
much of the substance of the plaintiff's case as it applied
to this issue was recorded by the official reporter of
the Case of Tenures. The report indicates that the plain-
tiff's lawyers cited Selden (who was quoting Bracton) to
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the effect that tenure in capite was "brought in by the
Norman Conquest." 17 Grants, on the other hand, were assumed
to be "by the Common law" which by tradition was believed to
be immemorial. 18 The report also implies that the plain-
tiff's attorneys cited Sir Henry Spelman's "Glossary " in
favor of their point that tenures in capite were introduced
19by the Conqueror.
The king's attorneys rejected the historical pre-
cedents cited (which would, if interpreted favorably, have
badly damaged their case) and maintained that all tenures
known to contemporaries were known to exist before the
conquest, and, indeed, from time out of mind. Selden was
cited for the crown in the passage from Titles of Honour
in which he opined that the Saxons were familiar with
20tenure by Knight Service. The official reporter. Baron
Santry, asks
:
What were those Thani Ma jores , or Thani Regis
among the Saxons? but the Kings immediate
tenants of lands, which they held by personall
service, as of the Kings person by grand
ser jeanty, or Knights service in Capite . . .
.
What was that Trinoda Necessitas , which so
often occurres in the grants of the Saxon
Kings, under this forme, Except is is tis tribus
Expeditione, Arc is & pont is extr uctione? . .
but that which was after expressed by Salvo
for mseco servitio . *
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The historical evidence for the Crown's case is more
fully reported than that of the opposition but it is
scanty, nonetheless. The technique and presentation were
lawyerly rather than historical and citations were often,
as Spelman was to note, ipse dixit rather than substantive
2 2references to the documents of Saxon and Norman times.
Whatever the shortcomings of the evidence employed, however,
the crown attorneys convinced the judges of what the Lord
Deputy wanted to hear, viz . that it was "most manifest,
that Capite tenures, tenures by Knights service , tenures
in socage
,
Frankalmoigne , etc. were frequent in the times
of the Saxons." 23 In addition the crown offered further
opinion that "As these tenures were common in those times,
so were all the fruits of them, homage , fealty , Escuage ,
Reliefs
,
wardships .
"
24 The Irish judges accepted the
historical case for the crown, rejected the plaintiff's
evidence that grants pre-dated tenures and:
Upon all this they did conclude, That upon con-
sideration of the Authority given, and grant
thereupon made, the reservation of the tenure
cannot bee said to bee Aliud. S. a separate
and distinct thing from the Authority of granting
the land, but rather included within it ; And
that the Reservation of the tenure , though it
bee not ipsa concessio , the grant it selfe, yet
it is Modus concess ionis
,
and a part of the
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grant, And that therefore the Authority being
not pursued in that, the whole grant is voyd e. 25
By a five to two decision of the judges the Case
of Tenures was resolved in favor of the crown, which led
to an order in council declaring:
the said letters patents are wholly voyde in Law;
and consequently that all letters patents passed
under colour of this commission , and that mention
the part granted to be held by Knights service as
of his Majestyes Castle of Dublyn, or by any...
other than by Knights service in Capite generally
are not good, effectual!, or valid in Law, but
voyde in the y/hole . . . . 2 ^
The way was thus paved for widespread dispossession and
escheat to the crown "in any of the Counties of Roscoman,
Slygo, Mayo, Gallway, or the County of the towne of
27Ga llway
.
11 King Char les and Deputy Wentwor th , armed
with this juridical engine, could begin a new assault on
the Irish problem and the King's financial plight, notwith-
standing the judgment of the court, however, the crown's
land policy continued to make enemies for the govern-
ment among the "new English" landed interests. The
events of the next few years were to show that from a
practical political viewpoint these interests should have
been propitiated and not further vexed, but neither Charles
nor his Lord deputy were adept at propitiation. Wentworth
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answered the continuing protests of Irish landlords with a
report of the Case of Tenures published in vindication of
the legality of Irish land policy. 28
In two separate places the Report denied the
historicity of Sir Henry Spelman's opinion to the effect
that feudal tenures came into England with the Norman
2 9
conquest. Such an emphatic contradiction was doubtless
a tribute to Spelman's reputation and authority among
learned legal circles of the day. In 1639 Sir Henry
Spelman was about seventy-five, full of years, accomplish-
ments and honors, and as close to being a
.
doyen of anti-
quaries as was possible in an age which knew not profession-
30
al institutionalization. u In 1626 Sir Henry had published
the first volume, A-L, of his Ar chaeologus , an encyclopedia
of archaisms intended to facilitate the study of "the
middle-age Historians . ^ In Archaeologus , Spelman had
written a lengthy essay on the usage of the word Feodum
with an eye to its meaning for English legal history. His
statement that:
Feodorum servitutes in Britanniam nostram
primus invexit Gulielmus senior, conguestor
nuncupatus: qui lege ea e Normannia traducta ,
Angliam totam suis divisit commilitibus . . . , j2
was the damning opinion which had served the plaintiff and
was rejected by the crown in the Case of Tenures. Soon
after publication, a copy of the 1639 edition of the
Report of the Case of Tenures found its way to Spelman
in London where he was living in retirement at the house
of his son-in-law, Sir Ralph Whitfield, in the Barbican,
33Aldersga te . At seventy-f ive
,
Spelman showed no infirmity
of mind or purpose. He set out at once to repudiate and
refute the historical assumptions of the king's attorneys
and the Irish judges. Armed by a lifetime of study in
law and antiquities , he produced a counterblast which led
Maitland to observe that to the question "who introduced
the feudal system into England? one very good answer, if
properly explained, would be Henry Spelman. . . . ,f34
The Original, Growth, Propagation and Condition of
Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service in England was composed
in the summer of 1639 against the clamorous background of
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the king's first clash with the covenanters. By any
standard of scholarship Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service
is a remarkable piece of work; by a standard generally
applicable to seventeenth-century antiquarian research it
was most sophisticated indeed. The essay is brief and
devastating. In the 1723 edition of Gibson's Reliquiae
Spelmannianae it runs to no more than forty-five and a
half folio pages, and is arranged to demolish, point by
point, the opinions established in the Case of Tenures.
Spelman's task, as he saw it, was to explain what feudal
tenures by knight service were; to show that as he was to
define them, such tenures were unknown to the Anglo-Saxons
before the Norman conquest; and to prove by such negative
evidence that knight-service tenures were introduced into
England by William- I.
Spelman began his exegesis of feudal tenure by
noting that there may be more than one kind of feud
, con-
trasting "temporary and revocable" feuds with "hereditary
and perpetual" feuds . The former "belong nothing unto
our argument, nor shall I make other use in setting of
them forth, than to assure the Reader they are not those
3 6that our Laws take notice of." By this assertion he
underlined a fact that should be kept in mind by the wary
student. In this essay Spelman was concerned with expli-
cating what "our Laws take notice of," not in presenting
a synthetic historical view. Having defined a feud "as
the Feudists do, Jus utendi praedio alieno; a right to
use another man's Land, not a property in it...," Spelman
proceeded to examine the history of land grants and Lord-
servant relationships generally, to establish when feuds
37began. Spelman believed that there had always been
Lords and servants and that servants were "of two sorts.
Some to attend and guard the person of their Lord upon
all occasions in War and Peace. Some to manure his Lands
for the sustenance of him and his Family. 1 ' 38 Lordship
was a universa 1 cond it ion of socia 1 organization as
3 9
"Examples hereof are in all Nations." " He cited examples
of lordship drawn from the Old Testament, Pausanias and
Caesar on the Gauls, and Caesar and Tacitus on the Germans.
While conceding universa 1 lordship/ Spelman denied that
the ancient German comites had any hereditary interest in
lands granted by their lords, and could be dispossessed
at will. Nonetheless, the origin of feuds was to be found
among the Germans, for it was among them that lords eventu-
ally began to grant estates in land for a limited number
of years and later for life, always subject to the lord's
pleasure. 40 Such feuds did not become hereditary and per-
petual until Hugh Capet, seeking the support of the French
nobility, granted them lands in such fashion that
they should from thenceforth for ever hold them
to them, and their heirs, in Feudal manner by
the Ceremony of Homage and Oath of Fealty: And
that he would accordingly maintain them therein,
as they supported him and his heirs in the
Crown of France; which they joyfully accepted. 41
Spelman's pinpoint attribution of the principle of feudal
heritability to Hugh Capet's need for support in his palac
revolution may well seem naive, even jejune, in view of
the complexities revealed by modern students of feudalism.
For Spelman it was important to assert that hereditary
fiefs developed first among the Franks since this enabled
him to explain by extrapolation how William of Normandy
came to adopt the system "to secure himself of this his
new acquired Kingdom of England." The Anglo-Saxons had
"like all other Nations, save the French, continued till
that time their Feuds and Tenures , either arbitrary or in
some definite limitation, according to the ancient manner
of the Germans, received generally throughout Europe. "^
What sort of society was to be found among these
typical descendents of the ancient Germans? What impli-
cations did their failure to develop hereditary tenures
have for their social arrangements? Spelman's answer to
the first of these important questions is not surprising.
Touching their Persons, they are by themselves
divided in this manner, Eorle and Ceorl, Thegn
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and Theoden. In Latin Comes and Villanus
,
Tainus (unus) & alius , singuli pro niodo suo .
That is to say, the Earl and the Husbandman,
the Thane of the greater sort called the King's
Thane, and the Thane of the lesser sort called
the Theoden or Under-Thane . More Degrees the
Saxons had not in their Laity, and among these
must all the Tenures lye that were in use with
them. As for their Bond-men (whom they called
Theowes and Esnes ) they were not counted members
of that Common-wealth, but parcels of their
Master's Goods and Substance. 43
Here is the same familiar division of nobility, gentry,
yeomanry and bondsmen-laborers we have met in the social
descriptions of the Tudor antiquaries. Indeed, Spelman
was one of their number, and in this respect he was as
much the last representative of a tradition as the insti-
gator of innovation.
As to the distribution of land among the Anglo-
Saxons, Spelman allowed for two types of control associated
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with the Old English terms bocland and folcland . He
understood bocland to represent the only hereditary estate
known to the Anglo-Saxons, guaranteed by charter to be
fully heritable and without accompanying service require-
ments. Bocland was "possess 'd by the Thanes and Nobler
sort, as praedium nobile, liberum & immune a servitiis
vulgaribus & servilibus," and thus constituted that legal
phenomenon unknown to the feudal law and English common
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law, the alodium
. Those who obtained such lands were
the full proprietors of them, and not tenentes
. Folcland
on the other hand,
was Terra vulgi
,
the Land of the vulgar people,
who had no Estate therein, but held the same
(under such Rents and Services as were accustomed
or agreed of) at the will only of their Lord
the Thane; and it was therefore not put in writing,
but accounted praedium rusticum & ignobile .
Spelman proceeded to distinguish between the Old English
categories inland and outland
,
associating the former with
the demesne of the Norman manor (" Terras dominicales ")
and the latter with the manor lands not reserved to the
Lord and available for d istr ibution among tenants . Inland
and outland were but divisions of an estate held as bocland .
Outland was further
subdivided into two Parts; whereof one part they
d is posed among s uch as attended on their persons
either in War or Peace, (called Theodens or
lesser Thanes ) after the manner of Knight's
Fees; but much differing from them of our time,
as by that which followeth shall appear. The
other part they alloted to their Husbandmen,
whom they termed Ceor Is (that is Carles or
Churles .) And of them we shall speak farther
by and by . . . .
Spelman' s conception of land exploitation among the Anglo-
Saxons was never completely clear. While he insisted straight-
forward ly enough that bocland was not burdened by the
service obligations that would have made it feudal
according to his definition, he was not very success-
ful in handling other Old English land terminology.
Minor confusion (or at least suspicion of imprecision)
attends his description of folcland . He inferred that
occupation of this "vulgar" land depended on the will of
"their Lord the Thane." Now if folcland is distributed
among the people at the will of the thegn
, then the
thegn must ultimately control such land. How does the
thegn control folcland ? Spelman does not say, but it
seems logical that if his assumptions about folcland were
correct, the thegn either controlled such land by some
form of overseership not mentioned by Spelman, or he
controlled it through alodial "ownership." Since Spelman
had already limited the forms of tenure known to the
Saxons to bocland and folcland , "ownership" would make
folcland the equivalent of bocland . Spelman seems
committed to a logical solecism. 45 Finally, with respect
to inland and outland , it is not uninteresting to note
that Spelman (who was trying to show the disparities in
land-custom between Normans and Saxons) could find no
better way to describe these terms than to compare them
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with the known manorial arrangements of the post-conquest
period. He acknowledged that part of the land distri-
buted by the Anglo-Saxon thegn was distributed "after the
manner of Knight's Fees," at the same time reserving his
right to make future qualifications showing how such hold-
ings differed "from them of our time."
The foregoing considerations served Spelman as an
introduction. His next step was to examine Anglo-Saxon
social degrees at greater length, focusing attention upon
the way that the members of each rank held land. Following
the scheme of Gethynctho , he devoted brief chapters to each
of the ranks. Earls were easily dismissed. Their title
was "not originally a Degree of Dignity, as it is with us
at this day; but of Office and Judicature...." Earls
were king's officers, and no matter what perquisites and
emoluments their offices produced, it was "not otherwise
than at the Pleasure of the King; which commonly was upon
good Behavior, and but during Life at most." Spelman
compared the Saxon earl with the continental comes, and
repeated his assertion that the lands which came under the
control of such royal officers did not become hereditary
in a feudal sense until Hugh Capet's reign. The same step
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was taken in England only at the conquest. Thus earldoms
in Saxon England bore no hereditary rights, although earls
could own hereditary lands not pertaining to their office,
as thaneland
As for ceorls, they comprised a more diverse
social grouping than earls* Basically tillers of the
soil, ceorls were
of two sorts, one that hired the Lord's Outland
or Tenementary Land (called also the Folcland )
like our Farmers : the other that tilled and
manured his Inland or Demeans
,
(yielding Qperam
not Censum
, Work and not Rent) and were there-
upon called his Socmen or Ploughmen . These, no
doubt, were oftentimes his very Bondmen ; I
therefore shall not meddle with them, but will
hold me to the first sort, who having ordinarily
no Lands of their own, lived upon the Outlands
before mentioned of their Lord the Thane , as
customary Tenants at his Will....^^~
It was often argued (Spelman noted) that since the
better part of the profits of husbandry under this system
benefited the lord, who received them as fees in kind and
later in money, ceorls were unfree. Not so, since the
ceorl who rented outland could leave the land without the
Lord's permission, ceorls were subject to evaluation under
the wer system (as bondsmen were not) , and ceorls could
possess the accoutrement of war and thrive to thegnr ight.
Spelman suspected that ceorls employed on the lord's
domain were no better than serfs, but like other students
of Anglo-Saxon society before him, he carefully limited
his discussion to the franchised strata of that society.
Whatever social position the ceorl filled, be it as free
farmer or semi-servile laborer, it was clear to Spelman
that he
was not by the Feodal Law of that and later
times, capable of a Knight 1 s-fee, or Land
holden by Military Service; and therefore what
Land soever he purchased, was to be intended
Land of no such Tenure . °
Thus ceor Is joined earls as mere tenants-at-will, in-
capable of hered itar y feudal tenure ; a 1though they could
purchase land outright, they could not hold it by service
obligation
.
The last rank mentioned in the Gethynctho formula
was that of theqn (.it had already become a tradition to
lump thegn and theoden together as types of a single class
The real test of Spelman 's doctrine on feudal tenures
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would be its successful application to thegnship. The
very name derived from the Anglo-Saxon thenian , to serve,
and the Report on the Case of Tenures had insisted that
thegns were the equivalent of knights and held by military
service. 50 Spelman made a virtue of necessity by at once
conceding that thegns
, like earls, were servants of the
king or of lesser notables. Their service was not menial,
however, and in course of time the title of thegn as with
other "Titles of honourable Office and Service .. .became
at length to be made hereditary. "^l Thegnship was a
hereditary service nobility, but not a feudal one. Spelman
knew that thegns were required to perform military service,
that they rendered utfar
e
and ferdgung and that the land
they possessed often carried with it many obligations.
The most damaging of the duties deriving from Landr echt ,
as far as Spelman' s view of feudal tenure was concerned,
was the trimoda necessitas described by Selden and adduced
as evidence for the crown by the Irish judges. Spelman
conceded (even insisted upon) the universality of military
obligation on lands to "do three Things, viz. Military
Expedition
,
Repairing of Castles , and mending Bridges ."
For Spelman, -as for Selden and later students, it was the
very universality of this obligation that made it non-
feudal. Spelman asked:
What is there in all this to shew either a Tenure
in Capite or by Knight-service ? It will be said
that the Military Expedition , and Warding of the
Sea against Enemies, imply a Tenure by Knight-
service , and that those and the other Services
being /sic/ to be performed to the King, and upon
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the King's Summons, shew a Tenure in Capite .
And no doubt, so would it be for Lands given in
this manner by the King since the Conquest. But
I conceive that none of all this riseth out of
any Tenure
,
or feodal reservation made by the
Saxon Kings in granting these Lands, or by any
particular Contract agreed of by the Thane or.
Subject in accepting them, but out of a funda-
mental Law or Custom of the Kingdom, (as ancient
as the Kingdom it self) whereby all the Land of
the whole Kingdom was obliged to this Tr inodae
necess itati
,
of military Expedition, and building
or repairing' of Castles and Bridges. So that if
this made a Tenure by Knight-service in Capite in
the Thane Lands, then must it follow also, that
all the Land of the Kingdom was likewise holden
by Knight-service in Capite ; For it was wholly tyed
to those three Services, as appeareth in the
Council of Eanham . . .where they are commanded to
be yearly done. 52
He proceeded to show that thegns owned their lands, citing
the Old English phrase agenes lande and the Latin Terrae
suae propriae as suggesting that thegnland was not held
feudally. Such phrases seem to imply "Land wherein no
other Man hath any interest by feodal Superiority or Dominion,
but whereof himself hath meram propr ieta tern , the sole and
absolute propriety; even the same Alodium that is spoken
of in the Report , and which no Man hath or can have now at
this Day . . . ." Although alods are generally defined as
lands held in absolute independence of any obligations or
service, Spelman believed that in the case of the Anglo-
Saxons, such lands could be "said to be Terra ad
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Expeditionem Regis
, Land obliged to the Warfare of the
King." 5 3 He concluded that thegns did not hold their
lands by knight-service and that there was thus no tenure
of that sort known in Anglo-Saxon society. The rest of
the essay on Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service expli-
cated the points Spelman had made. He quoted texts of
Saxon charters to prove his point about thegnlands and the
trimoda necess itas . 54 He compared the language of Anglo-
Saxon land -law with post-conquest feudal terminology to
show that different concepts were involved, and he
demolished, step by step, the arguments of the Irish judges
that the Anglo-Saxons enjoyed the fruits of feudalism as
well as the tenure itself. For Spelman, England before
the conquest was ignorant of wardship, marriage of wards,
livery or primer seis in , reliefs , fines for alienation,
55feudal homage, escuage (scutage) , or escheat.
What then of tenure and service in Anglo-Saxon
society? What positive description did Spelman present
to account for the social burdens of a people for which he
had great feeling and interest? 56 In the closing pages
of Feuds and Tenures Spelman reverted to these problems
in a fashion consistent with the major contentions of his
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essay. While he still insisted that the Anglo-Saxons
"had not the Name /of tenures,? in use among them, they
nonetheless knew "a Multitude of Services
, whereof some
were personal
,
and some predial . 11 Personal services were,
of course, services rendered on account of the person of
the individual; duties which were performed without re-
spect to property, at the behest of the king or in response
to the needs of the commonwealth. Since personal services
grew out of a man's social role and were not incumbent
upon a man's land, Spelman made little of them except to
suggest that the tr imoda necess itas was a personal service.
Predial services resembled personal services except that
they were performed "for Land only" and were "of three
sorts, Alodial
,
Beneficiary and Colonica
1
.
" Alodial
services were the duties attending the possession of
alodial land, which Spelman considered a synonym for bocland .
Such services were rendered pro bono publico by the
"greater Thanes" in respect of bocland and other here-
ditary lands (such as gavelkind land.) Here again,
Spelman was faced with the fact that the continental feud-
alists used alodium to describe lands free of any service
obligation. He conceded that "by the feodal Law that
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Kind of Land was free from all Tenure and feodal Service .
I should not therefore use this Solecism to call them
Services, if the Dialect of our Law afforded me some
fi
other fit expression; but the Saxons themselves term'd
them Landrights not Services
. . . Chief of the alodial
services was again the tr imoda necess itas already defined
by Spelman as a personal service. In this respect, at
least, services as of the land or the person among the
Anglo-Saxons were not clearly separable. Beneficiary
services were those rendered by the "lesser Thanes" to
their Lords "for those Portions of Out land
, which being
granted to them temporarily (as at Will of the Lord or
for Life or Lives) were then called Denef icia
, but being
extended after to perpetuity, they were named by the
Norman Feod a . " Finally, colonical services were those
duties performed by ceor Is and sac-men in exchange for lands
granted at will: either feorm (rent) for the lord's
out lands , or labor on the lord's domain.
Spelman recognized that of the three types of
"predial" service he described, the one most like post-
conquest tenurial obligation was what he called beneficiary
service. With scholarly daring and his customary genius
for forestalling contrary opinions by robbing the arsenals
of the opposition, Spelman now produced a document which
presented "beneficiary services' 1 in a way which seemed
to nfegate his interpretation of feudal tenure. 57 The
letter which St- Oswald wrote to King Edgar describing
his method of granting land in the triple-hundred of
Oswaldslow has continued to be one of the greatest stumb-
ling blocks that -classical feudalists must face. For
Spelman to use the letter as evidence for his case was
an original and far-sighted step. Only one with a pro-
found understanding of the continental feudists and a
well-founded synthetic view of English law and medieval
custom would have perceived not merely the similarities
between the obligations Oswald of Worcester placed upon
his eguites and tenure by knight service, but the dif-
ferences as well. That Spelman was not wholly successful
in his attempt to distinguish the later tenure from the
earlier service obligation is less remarkable than the
attempt itself. Oswald's letter describes the services
owed by his tenants (even Spelman so describes them,
perhaps inadvertently) in such a way that modern students
of the problem have seen in these services the beginnings
of something very like a native feudalism. Especially
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pertinent to the arguments of feudal Saxonists (Maitland
is a case in point) are references to the lex eguitandi
and the necessity for the Oswaldlow tenants to provide
horses for the bishop and to ride themselves. Oswald
even employs the words sub me tenere concessi (I have
granted to be held under me) as the operative words of
his grant. In rejoinder to the arguments he foresaw as
arising from Bishop Oswald's letter Spelman pointed out
that the lands of Oswaldslow hundred were an exception,
that they were "laden with many Services which the Lands
of the King's Thane
, in respect of his Dignity and Person,
were free from." Moreover:
After all this I beat still upon the old String,
that here yet is nothing to prove Wardship or
Marr iage
, or (as the Law then stood) a Tenure
by Knights service : for we have made it mani-
fest that Expedition and building of Castles and
Bridges were no Feodal Services , nor grew by
Tenure . And as for these that were tyed to ride
and go up and down with their Lord, Bara ter ius an
old Feudist saith, that a Knight's fee may be
given so ut Vassallus in diebus festivus cum Uxore
Domini ad Ecclesiam vadat , and the feudal Law it
self inferreth as much..*. But our Bracton speaking
of our Law here in England ... in his time touching
his Tenants, calleth them RodKnights alias RadKnights
. .
.
ut si quis debeat eguitare cum Domino suo de
Maner io in Manerium ; and saith not that it is Knight-
service , but that it is a Ser jantie , and that
although such sometimes do Homage , yet the Lord
shall not have Ward and Marriage . Admit notwith-
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standing that it were Knight-service
, and that
the Lands thus holden were Knights-fees during
the Life of the Tenant, yet where is the Wardship
Marriage and Relief ? Who shall undergo these
Servitudes, since the Tenure and all the Services
are determin'd with the Life of the Tenant? 58
"Admit notwithstanding that it were Knight-service
. . .
that the Lands thus holden were Knights-fees . . . ."
Thus far did the Bishop of Worcester's evidence lead
Spelman. It was far enough. In the final pages of the
essay on Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service Spelman
descended from the plateau of pure historicity far enough
to elaborate the polemical underpinnings of his entire
effort. Characteristically, he had allowed ideological
considerations to wait upon the proofs he judiciously
amassed. Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service was not
merely a striking and original piece of historiography;
for it must be kept in mind that Spelman was addressing
a contemporary issue of general political significance.
The Case of Tenures was the root and inspiration for
Spelman' s essay; the decision in the Case of Tenures his
target. Under common law judicial decisions create new law
not only by establishing precedent but by deciding what
the law is or has been . The import of the decision in the
Case of Tenures was that it determined that feudal tenures
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of the common law. With this, Spelman
the common-law tradition of the
were part and parcel
had no quarxel. But
seventeenth century, under the influence of Coke and Selden,
stressed a continuitist view of legal history which placed
the origins of law and constitution beyond historical
memory, and conceived of the law as an undynamic and deter-
ministic historical force. The Irish judges accepted this
idea of immemorial law when they ascribed tenures in capite
as they knew them to the Anglo-Saxons. Spelman had not
always taken issue with a continuitist vision of the
English past. In an earlier essay, Of the Ancient Govern-
ment of England , he observed that
:
To tell the Government of England under the old
Saxon Laws, seemeth an Utopia to us present;
strange and uncouth : yet can there be no period
assign 1 d , wherein either the frame of those Laws
was abolished , or this of ours entertained r but
as Day and Night creep insensibly, one upon the
other, so also hath this Alteration grown upon us
ins ens ibly, every age a Iter ing something, and no
age seeing more than what they themselves are
Actors in, nor thinking it to have been otherwise
than as themselves discover it by the present. 3
Even in this passage, however, he left room within a general
continuitist approach for the dynamic effect of "Alteration"
which produces gradual and imperceptible change. Spelman'
s
real quarrel with the Irish judges (aside from the histori-
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cal bones he picked) was with the tradition-bound thinking
which assigned the origins of all facets of an unchanging
English law and constitution to time out of mind.
Spelman was a lifelong royalist, and an eminent
apologist for the established church. He had served upon
royal commission. 60 He had used his great historical gifts
to promote a crusade against lay impropriations in De non
temerandis Ecclesiis: a Tracte of the Rights and Respect
due unto Churches (1613) , and in such posthumously pub-
lished works as The Larger Treatise on Tithes (1647) and The
History and Fate of Sacrilege (1698) . He wrote a discourse
Of Parliaments sometime between 1622 and 162 9, in which he
made a pioneering attack upon the immemorial nature of the
Commons by showing that burgesses took no part in the
6
1
councils of the realm as late as 1229. He was the member
for Castle Rising in the Parliament of 1597, and was again
elected to the House of Commons for Worcester in the first
parliament of Charles I in 1625, but he apparently did not
serve the latter term; his politics under the Stuarts
were generally non-par liamontarian . His opposition to
a judicial decision which supported the royal prerogative
in matters of law may therefore seem surprising in view of
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his past political orientation.
The reason for his quiet breach of lifelong habit
(for such it must be considered) seems to lie in his own
ideal picture of the English past, which stemmed from a
life of scholarship nurtured under a Tudor polity. Not
for nothing was he the last representative of a generation
when he wrote Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service , Spelman
believed that 11 the Government of England under the old
Saxon Laws , seemeth an Utopia to us present, 11 albeit a
"strange and uncouth 11 one.^ 3 While it is possible to inter-
pret " Utopia " in its Greek root meaning as a generic desig-
nation for far-off "nowheres " (ou-topos , not-a-place)
,
there is evidence that Spelman intended the word to express
all the overtones of an ideal commonwea 1th (eu-topos , a
good place) with which More's book had invested it. For
Spelman, Anglo-Saxon England was a utopia of sorts. In his
early essay Of the Ancient Government of England he described
the Saxon Commonwealth in terms of order and harmony.
The Anglo-Saxons, he believed, reached the pinnacle of
governmental felicity when Edward the Confessor abolished
the differences between regional laws and merged them into
the common law.
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But insomuch as this Common Law is but the half
Arch of the Government, tending only to the
temporal Part thereof and not unto the Ecclesia-
stical; I cannot well present the one without the
other, and 'must therefore make a project of the
whole Arch, that so the strength and uniformity
of both the parts may the better be conceived.
As therefore each side of an Arch descendeth
alike from the Coane or top point; so both the
parts of that their Government was /sic/ alike
deduced from the King, each of them holding
correspondency one with the other (like two loving
Sisters) both in aspect, and in lineaments. 64
Spelman proceeded to give detail to his Saxon utopia
, des-
cribing the ecclesiastical and civil aspects of a balanced
government wherein church and social order cooperated and
the royal keystone held the arch of the commonwealth in
place. Strong intimations of patriarchy abound in this
brief essay and the medieval and Tudor penchant for hier-
archy is revealed in Spelman' s description of both the
spiritual and temporal realms. Brief and unformed as it
is, his picture of Anglo-Saxon government is akin to the
De Republica Anglorum of Sir Thomas Smith, and Hooker's
Ecclesiastical Polity .
By 1639, however, the knell of Tudor balance was
about to toll. "Strength and uniformity" had gone out
of both sides of the arch of commonwealth, to be replaced
by contention in church and government; while the keystone
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of the arch was embodied in the person of an unhappy-
monarch whose attempts to re-establish balance served
only to exacerbate, by their ineptitude, civil and eccle-
siastical disorder. How would a conservative elderly
gentleman
,
living in retirement, respond to intelligence
from abroad that his world was collapsing. Conservative Sir
Henry Spelman may have been, reactionary he was not. Feuds
and Tenures by Knight Service was a scholarly indictment
of the current common- law tradition ; it was also, in its
brief conclusion, an indictment of feudalism as a destruc-
tive element in English law and politics, not native to
the Saxons he revered . Part and parcel of the common law
feudal tenures may have been, but to Spelman they were,
ultimately, an external imposition upon the body of that
law and represented an "Alteration" which ill accorded
with English liberties. He concludes:
I will wander no further in this Argument; I
suppose I may be bold (out of that which is
already said) to conclude that I was not mis-
taken in referring the Original of our Feuds
in England to the Norman Conquest: and that
my conjecture doth not cross the force of any
Law. But now I come to an end, I must discover
a great Mistaking committed by him that drew
the Breviate for the Reverend Judges; for he
hath made us all on both sides, like Pan in Ovid ,
to towse a Reed-sheaf instead of Syrinx , or
like Ixion to embrace a cloud instead of J uno ,
Ill
to labour much about a surmis'd Assertion of his
own, instead of that which I deliver'd. The
truth is, I have no where refer 'd the Original
of Feuds in England to the Norman Conquest.
Nay, when I spake of them, I said habentur
piurima, quae apprime hue conducunt in Anglo-
Saxonum nostrorum Legibus
, and this I still
affirm; but my words which he hath much perverted
are these, Feodorum Servitutes in Britanniam
nostram primus invexit Gulielmus senior . It was
neither my Words nor my Meaning to say, that
he first brought in either Feuds or Military
Service in a general sense, but that he brought
in the Servitudes and Grievances of Feuds , viz.
Wardship, Marr iage , and s uch like , which to this
day were never known to other Nations that are
govern 'd by the Feodal Law . There is great
Difference between S ervitia Militar ia and Servi-
tutes Mi li tares : The one , Heroic , Noble and full
of Glory, which might not therefore be permitted
in old time to any that was not born of free
Parents; no, not to a King's Son (as appeareth in
Virgil
,
) wherein our Saxons also were very
cautelous, and accounted a Souldiers shield to
be Insigne Libertatis : the other, not ignoble
only and servile, but deriv'd even from very
Bondage. Let not this offend: I will say no
65more . ^
Spelman was a cautious man, both in scholarship
and in politics. His final sentence in Feuds and Tenures
by Knight-Service shows how much opposition to his monarch's
government cost him. He would not offend, he would not
say more. But in what he did say, at the close of his
career and his life, Spelman placed his patriotism as
well as his scholarship at the service of free Anglo-Saxons,
un trammeled by the burdens of feudal servitude. What
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been implicit in the works of Tudor antiquarians was made
explicit by their last survivor. 66 In this single work,
Anglo-Saxon society as Tudor polity imperceptibly merged
with Anglo-Saxon society as free commonwealth. With all
the insouciance of an Elizabethan gentleman, Spelman
ignored the unfree elements of the Anglo-Saxon social
order. That he did so would make it all the easier for
these elements to drop out of historical view. Sir Henry
believed in both the "Free Saxon" and the "Norman Yoke."
Those who came after him held the same belief without
the benefit of his deep historical knowledge. They did
not create new historical myths; they made the most of
old ones*
CHAPTER IV
THE YEAR OF GRACE 1647
The uninterrupted development of the law of
England, and the tenacity with which institutions
of the past refuse to die are apt to mislead us.
The English are traditionalists, who hate to change
names or lay iconoclastic hands upon inherited forms.
Forms and formulas and the manner of doing things,
not the things themselves, are of moment in their
eyes. But at heart, they are revolutionaries.
G.J. Renier, The English :
Are They Human? p. 99.
At Putney on October 2 9th, 1647, Colonel Thomas
Rainborough made his famous remark to the effect that "the
poorest he that is in England hath a life to live, as the
greatest he; and therefore truly, sir, I think it's clear,
that every man that is to live under a government ought
first by his own consent to put himself under that govern-
ment; and I do think that the poorest man in England is not
at all bound in a strict sense to that government that he
hath not had a voice to put himself under . . . . nl Com-
missary-General Ireton's reply to Rainborough enunciating thi
proposition that "no person hath a right to an interest or
share in the disposing of the affairs of the Kingdom . . .
that hath not a permanent fixed interest in this kingdom . .
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is also well-known but not so often quoted. 2 Rainborough
called for an extended franchise without property qualifi-
cations; Ireton defended the t ime-ha llowed arrangements of
hierarchical society by which political responsibility de-
volved upon those who were (it was believed) best suited to
its exercise by their experience of landed proprietorship.
The clash of opinion between Rainborough and Ireton was
provoked by Ireton 1 s reaction to An Agreement of the People
,
a Leveller document calling for proportional representation
based on population and biennial parliaments. Ireton
objected to any change in government which might mean 11 that
every man that is an inhabitant is to be equally considered,
and to have an equal voice in the election of those repre-
sentee . . . . 11 He would not object to the proposed
changes , he said , if the electors were Limited to "only . . .
those people that by the civil constitution of this kingdom,
which is or ig ina 1 and fundamental . . . " were enfranchised
time out of mind. Commissary Nicholas Cowling interjected
that the fundamental constitution that Ireton imagined was
"Not before the Conquest.' 1 Ireton insisted "But before
the Conquest it was so," and added that if the proposed
franchise were meant to include only those who had been
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enfranchised before the conquest then he (Ireton) would
"have no more to say against it." 4 Many historical
questions were begged in this interchange. Clearly
Cowling, for all the brevity of his statements, was a
partisan of Anti-Normanism and believed that "Since the
Conquest the greatest part of the Kingdom was in vassal-
ex
age. nJ Ireton, on the other hand, sought support for his
opinions in what Professor A. G. Dickens, in another regard,
has called "the deceptive appearance of institutional con-
tinuity in English history which has most often lured our
historians /and, one might add, politicians/ into confused
thinking. It is no accident that the chief defender of
franchise by property connections at the Army Debates
accepted both a continuitist view of the immemorial con-
stitution and the vested interest in that constitution of
a gentlemanly ruling class. Rainborough, more perceptive
than either Cowling or Ireton, recognized that historical
arguments could never be effective in support of Leveller
views. He based his assertions on natural right and
justice throughout the debate, believing that it was
better "to consider the equality and reasonableness of
the thing, and not to stand upon a constitution which we
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have broken again and again." 7 Whether he avoided histori-
cal argument on the highly justifiable grounds that no
one could claim any certainty in this vexed question, or
because he realized that the most widely accepted inter-
pretations supported his opponents' views, Rainborough
tried to keep such speculation at Putney to a minimum.
During the years of the civil war, debate on ques-
tions involving the interpretation of Anglo-Saxon social
history was almost entirely on a polemical level. Histori-
cal accuracy was wholly subordinated to the demands of
the national discourse on matters of contemporary signi-
ficance. Neither the "Norman Yoke" nor the "Free Saxon"
were concepts likely to produce authentic knowledge of
Anglo-Saxon society, based as they were on assumptions that
the truth about medieval England was already known and
amenable to interpretations supporting latter-day causes.
Few polemicists made direct reference to Anglo-Saxon
society in spite of the fact that their theoretical formu-
lations often depended upon a tacit understanding as to
what pre-conquest England was like. For example, in the
year of the Army Debates at Putney, the pamphleteer John
Hare published his essay St. Edward's Ghost, or Anti-
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Normanism
,
and followed it up in 1648 by a briefer con-
sideration of England's Proper and Only Way to an Establish-
ment in Honour, Freedom, Peace and Happiness: or The
Norman Yoke Once More Uncased . 8 In his pamphlets, Hare,
whose ponderous sentences defy coherent quotation, argued
on racial and linguistic grounds that the Germans ("true
sons of Tuisco") were directly responsible for nearly
everything good in Europe.
As this our mother nation hath been transcendant
above others in her atchievements /sTic/ and her
noble and fruitful issue of transmigrator s and
colonies, wherewith she hath replenished and re-
edified her sister nations of the rest of Europe,
and thereby inabled them to hold up their heads,
as now they do among the potent monarchies of the
world; so is she no less eminent in the vast bulk
of her own body, and the ample tract of land which
she holds and possesseth, and so ever hath done
against all the world, being indeed the heart and
main body of Europe, as reaching from the Alps, near
to the frozen ocean one way, and from France and the
British Sea, unto Poland and Hunqary, the other way,
containing for members her several tribes of the
Imperial Germans, the Switzers, Belgians, Danes,
Norwegians , Swedes, Goths , and Vandals , besides us
English .
^
The greatness of the Germans seemed to depend upon a mystic
quality comprised of power, manhood, magnanimity, "invio-
lated freedom" and the "Imperial Crown . . . which the
Divine Providence upon special choice hath devolved on her,
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that so she might be no less in title than merit the queen
of nations
. . . .
" 10 it was the shame of the English
that they allowed the otherwise unsullied luster of their
German-ness to be tarnished with the verdigris of conquest
by "a people compacted of the Norwegians and Neustrians,
that is, of the off-scower ing and dross of the Teutonick
and Gallick nations
. . . .
1,11 The nadir of English his-
tory was the Norman conquest. The effect of the conquest
was to subvert the good things that being part of a
German-English nation once provided. If only his readers
would strive to rid their country of the vestiges of con-
quest by repudiating all traces of Norman occupation (includ-
ing titles , laws and usages , and linguistic accretions)
then "we may happily recover that incomparable freedom,
honour
,
peace and happiness , which we enjoyed under the
1 o
glorious, and our last right English King, St. Edward .... 11 xz
Hare never gave a passing glance to pre-conquest society
but his pamphleteering encouraged the growth of the idea
of "free Saxons" and a German golden age.
In that same year of 1647, while conservative and
radical revolutionaries debated the proper organization of
representative government and holy religion at Putney, and
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John Hare harangued his countrymen against the evil
genius of their nation in the guise of William of Normandy
and his successors, Sir Robert Filmer published the stoutly
royalist Freeholder's Grand Inquest
, a useful illustration
of the opposite extreme in constitutional thought. An
expansion of some of Filmer • s conclusions in his better
known work, Patr iarcha
, The Freeholder's Grand Inquest was
another polemical treatise based on a tacit interpretation
of medieval society. The book aimed to show that the role
of the Commons was merely to consent, that of the Lords
merely to give counsel and that thus "the King himself
only ordains and makes laws, and is supreme judge in Parlia-
13
ment." In witness whereof, Filmer claimed that he had
"the suffrages of" such eminences of historiography and
law as Bracton, Coke, Robert Cotton, Spelman, Glanvil
(mysteriously out of chronological order), Lambarde, Camden
and Selden, among others."^ It seems certain that at least
in the case of Coke and Selden, such "suffrages" would have
to be wrested from materials that really belonged ideolo-
gically to Filmer' s opponents. Even Spelman, good royalist
that he was, bridled at absolutism. Filmer' s only direct
reference to Anglo-Saxon society in The Freeholder's Grand
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Inquest had to do with the chronology of parliamentary
evolution, which was to become the most widely canvassed
historiographical problem in the English seventeenth century.
Filmer asserted "1. That anciently the Barons of England
were the common council of the Kingdom. 2. That until
the time of Henry I, the Commons were not called to Parlia-
ment. 3. Though the Commons were called by Henry I, yet
they were not constantly called, nor yet regularly elected
by writ until Henry Ill's time." 15 As was the case gener-
ally with royalist writers, Filmer' s grasp of historicity
was better by modern standards than that of his opponents.
He pointed out that in support of his first assertion
Mr. Camden in his Britannia, doth teach us, that
in the time of the English Saxons, and in the
ensuing age, a Parliament was called Commune
Concilium , which was (saith he) 'Praesentia
Regis, Praelatorum, Procerumque collectorum'
(the presence of the Kinxj . Prelates and Peers
assembled.) No mention of the. commons: cne
Prelates and Peers were all Barons.
So much for Commissary Cowling's statement that "In Alfred's
time, the Commons had all the power . . . ."^ Such
romantic notions might make headway with Levellers but not
with Kentish gentlemen of absolutist kidney. In Pa tr iarcha ,
Filmer had already rejected the opinion of many of his
contemporaries that there had existed a Saxon House of
Commons the members of which were known as "Witena,"
Wisemen. He thought that "By the word witena it is very
likely the thanes were meant, who were the same in the
Saxon times that the barons were in the times of the Nor-
mans, as the Saxon ealdormen were those that were after-
wards Norman ear Is - Filmer , like his opponents , was
bound by the idea that modern instances had sprung from
immemorial traditions. As a supporter of royal supremacy
he could scarcely afford to recognize the opinion of
"free Saxonists" that pre-conquest society fostered parti-
cipatory government. On the contrary, the meddling of
commons in affairs beyond their competence was, for him,
the real innovation. In Filmer 's thought, the subject
was always exactly that, subject to the constraint of
"Free Monarchy." Le Roi le veult l 19
According to its author, "A Private debate con-
cerning the right of an English King to Arbitrary rule
over English Subjects as Successor to the Norman Conqueror,
(so called) first occasioned" the composition of An
Historical! Discourse of the Uniformity of the Government
of England . 20 Nathaniel Bacon, long a bencher of Gray's
Inn and a justice of the peace in Essex, was a dedicated
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second-echelon Puritan statesman. An early adherent of
the Long Parliament, he became acquainted with Cromwell,
and was returned to parliament for Cambridge University
at a by-election in 1645. Bacon sat in the commonwealth
parliaments under Oliver and Richard Cromwell and in the
recalled Long Parliament of 1660. Under the commonwealth
he also served upon the admiralty court and later as
master of requests to the Protector. 21 In 1647, Bacon
published An Historical! Discourse to confute the ultras
of both extremes; those who based their contemporary poli-
tics upon an inflated opinion of the significance of
William and his conquest. Bacon's interpretation of medieval
history and the constitution stressed continuity (uni-
formity/ as his title would have it) and minimized the
effects of Norman intrusion upon English government.
With lawyerly zeal Bacon began his study of the
"uniformity" of English government before the Anglo-Saxon
invasions. The Britons were not quite beyond memory, and
could not be safely neglected. Fortunately for Bacon's
thesis British society seemed to bear recognizable marks
of a true commonwealth.
In their civil Government they allowed preeminence
of their Magistrates rather than Supremacy, and
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had many chiefes in little room; the Romans
called them little Kings, for the greater
reknown of their Empire: but others of more
sobriety account them no better than Lords...,
/r7he people held the helm of Government in
their own power, so as these were not Kings,
nor their government Monarchical, and yet
it might be regular enough, considering the
rudeness that in those da ies overspread the
World.
This picture of an ancient commonwealth where local chief-
tains ruled in accordance with the consent of the governed
should seem familiar enough - but for the fact that it
portrays a pre-Saxon society. Bacon suggested that there
was little evidence of "any cry of oppression upon infer-
iours, but rather against that" in British society, and
raised his interpretation into a principle:
for its a certain maxime, that though great
Nations may be upholden by power, small
Territories must be maintained by justice;
without which, the door will be soon set
open to the next passenger that comes, es-
pecially where the^people are bent to war
as these were....
Bacon seems to have made a typological distinction between
"nations" and "territories" and between the kind of govern-
ment each can support. Far from being a specifically
"German" inheritance, English liberties were, at this
early stage, the presumably universal product of "terri-
... • , 24
torial" political organization.
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The Britons having fallen upon hard times, and
the Roman Empire "wasted with time, and wounded by
external doom . . . going down apace . . . the door was
"set open to the next passenger . "^^ So little was
Bacon persuaded by the ethnological suppositions that
inspired Verstegan or the racial rantings of John Hare,
that he refused to ascribe to the Saxons a fully German
descent. He held "it both needless and fruitless to enter
into the Lists concerning the original of the Saxons ;
whether they were Natives from the Northern parts of
Germany , or the reliques of the Macedonian Army under
Alexander." 26 Indeed, Bacon was rather taken by the legend
that Alexander's veterans went north, and liked to imagine
that
much of the Grecian wisdom was derived into
those parts, long before the Romans glory was
mounted up to the full pitch: and because
this wisdom could never be thus imported,
but in vessels of mans flesh, rigged accord-
ing to the Grecian guize, it may be well
supposed that there is some consanguinity be-
tween the Saxons and the Grecians, although
the degrees be not known. 27
Bacon's idea of an Alexandrian origin for the Saxons
pro-
vided an alternative explanation for the free
institutions
of Saxon government by relating them, in good
humanist
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fashion, to the free institutions of the Greeks. The
Saxons
were a free people, governed by Laws, and those
made not after the manner of the Gauls (as
Caesar noteth) by the great men, but by the
people ; and therefore called a free people , be-
cause they are a Law to themselves; and this
was a priviledge belonging to all the Germans
,
as Tacitus observeth, in cases of most publi-
que consequence (de ma jor ibus omnes ) like unto
the manner both of the Athenians and Lacedemonians
in their Concio .
Having thus imputed an institutional filiation between
Greeks and Germans, Bacon introduced the Saxons into the
declining Romano-British world as conquerors. But in
his view the Saxon conquest was not overwhelming. The
British fought back, "and by divers Victories, by the
space of 200 years, God stopped the hasty Conquest of the
Saxons : the result whereof by truces, leagues, commerce,
conversation, and marriages between these two Nations,
declared plainly that it was too late for the Saxons to
get all, their bounds being predetermined by God, and thus
declared to the world." 17
For Bacon, as for all Puritans, God's hand was
ever heavy upon history; Calvinist reliance upon the
teachings of Augustine was never limited to supralapsarian
predestinarianism in a moral sense, but embraced its histori
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cal applications as well. In the ensuing section of An
Historical! Discourse the nemesis of "the good old cause"
was revealed in Saxon church history, for "during these
troublesome times, came a third party that wrought more
trouble to this Isle than either Pict or Saxon , for it
troubled all. This was the Canonical power of the Roman
Bishop, now called the Universal Bishop." 30 Bacon had
accorded the British church a generous amount of righteous
primitivism, where Bishops were "in no great pomp," but
even before the Saxon conquest early simplicity began to
3
1
be eroded by episcopal aggrandizement. With the coming
of the other Augustine prelacy raised its banner among the
Saxons. The Roman church contributed to the corruption of
free institutions. For twenty-seven pages Bacon dwelt upon
the iniquities of papal and prelatical usurpation and their
concomitant evils, among which he included the hierarchy
itself, extortionate tithes, Peter's Pence, that intoler-
able tribute to the pretended Vicar of Christ, Church juris-
diction, and canonical crimes such as simony.
32 The most
obnoxious of the aspects of Roman prelacy was its undis-
guised plot to ally with and inflate the claims of monarchy
The Puritan belief in a Roman conspiracy of
ecclesiastical
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domination appears full blown in Bacon's pages. He charged
that
Their /the Roman Clergy's/great Pomp, Sacred
places, and favour of Kings, commended them to
the Administration, /recte Admiration/ or rather
Adoration of ignorant people, and the favour
of the Roman chair unto the regard of Kings; who
maintained their interest with the Conclave on
the one side, and with the people on the other
side by their means; and so they mutually served
one another. It cannot be denied but the Pope
and Kings were good Cards in those days;
Bacon's account of Anglo-Saxon secular society had
much in common with the accounts of others before him. Here
one finds the same quadripartite division of Nobles, free
men, freedmen, and slaves appearing in late classical
sources.^ This hierarchically organized society was guided
in matters political by a king - the descendant of war
leaders originally chosen from the nobility and granted
temporary powers. With the invasions of Britain, warfare
became a perpetual condition, and thus "made that place or
office to settle and swell into the condition of a King; and
so he that was formerly Dux became Rex . . . . " This
custom of choosing chieftains for war became the basis for
elective kingship in England, where the rule was "to Elect
the chiefest out of the chiefest family, that is the chiefest
for worth, not by descent . . . . 1,36 Bacon proceeded to
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expand the theory of elective kingship by stressing the idea
of a covenant between "Prince and people . . . mutually bound
each to other, " and by insisting that both King and people
37were bound by "the written Laws.' 1 In addition kings were
bound by their coronation oaths to observe the rules of
good lordship as well as divine and positive law. Typi-
cal of such theorizing was the conclusion that " Saxon
fealty to their King was subservient to the publick safety,
and the publick safety is necessarily dependent upon the
liberty of the Laws. Nor was it to be expected that the
Saxons would endure a King above this pitch." 38 So thorough-
ly and powerfully did such attitudes pervade Anglo-Saxon
political life that while
It's true Kings had their excesses, yet all was
amended either by the body of the people, when
they pleased to examine the matter, or by the
princes fair complyance when complaint was made,
and so the Law was saved. And thus upon all the
premises I shall conclude; a Saxon King was no
other than a primum mobile set in regular motion,
by Laws established by the whole body of the
Kingdom. ^
The Saxon polity was made up of the several orders of the
Saxon social hierarchy. The nobility, as the premier rank,
comprised those who "in Germany were the chiefest in action
both in War and in Peace." 40 Bacon was careful to pre-
serve an interpretation, classic since Lambarde's time,
12 9
of an Anglo-Saxon aristocracy open to ready augmentation
by men of worth. Valor and wisdom were the springs of
nobility; achievement in battle or council led to heredi-
tary honors. Saxon nobles were thus organized by their
military and civil skills with some serving as commanders
in the field and others, the more experienced, serving
chiefly as counselors in government.^ After removal to
England the ancient authority of the nobility tended to
decline as royal power increased; the power of the magnates
was gradually subverted by the kings. This was a grave
mistake on the part of the nobility. By permitting the
erosion of their authority through "undue Obedience" to
kings, Bacon believed that the Anglo-Saxon higher orders
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helped to undermine the balance between prince and people.
Non-noble freemen were the second rank among the
Saxons. They were not subject to any other authority than
that recognized by their own consent; Bacon supposed them to
"have Votes in the making and executing of the general Laws
of the Kingdom." Among the freemen there were distinctions
which divided the wiser and richer from ordinary peasants.
To describe these leaders of the Anglo-Saxon commons, Bacon
took from Tacitus the title Comites ex plebe and from
Lambarde
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that of Custodes pagani
. Notwithstanding this rustic
natural aristocracy, however, the bulk of freemen "were
contented with the name of Ceor les or Pagani
, viz. Rural
clowns, who nevertheless were the most considerable party
both in War and Peace: and had as sure a title to their
own liberties, as the Cus todes pagan
i
,
or the Countrey
Gentlemen had." 43.
The lowest rank in Anglo-Saxon society "were
those that of latter times were called Villains . . .
Bacon, following Tacitus, maintained a distinction between
freedmen and slaves, but held that in general freedmen
were "seldom of any account" although kings sometimes made
favorites of individual freedmen . As a class freedmen
compared to the rank Bacon's contemporaries "called coppy-
holders, who have the priviledge of protection from the
Laws, but no priviledge of Vote in the making of Laws."
Outright slaves were the lowest form of social life, "The
dregs of the people, and wholly at the will of their Lord
i.44
to do any service, or undergo any punishment ....
Anglo-Saxon lords, however, were noble and magnanimous and
eschewed all tyrannical treatment of their slaves. Kind-
ness kept the latter well disposed toward their Lords so
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that "they did many brave exploits, and many times not
only purchased their own freedom, but also brought strength
and honour to the Kingdom." Such was Anglo-Saxon society
in the days when King, lords, clergy and freemen made up
the Micklemote compleat; and though it be true
that no monument of story speaks of this grand
meeting from their being in Germany , until after
the coming of Austin ; yet when as the Saxon
Histories then f ind them in the same condition
that the German story leaves them, it's very
probable that in the interval they continued
their wonted custom, although they had no yearn-
ing to leave monuments thereof unto the world. ^6
On the question of service tenure among the Saxons
Bacon came down firmly on the side of those who attributed
such tenures to the pre-conquest era. The Anglo-Saxons knew
the institution of the manor and conceived of it as a method
of reward for valor or service. Manors were granted as
territorial franchises in return for rent, service, "and suit
to one Court." Bacon was careful to distinguish between
the services rendered by "Servi or Bond-men" who held "at
-the will of the Lord, those of freemen who held by leases
for periods of years," and the "More honourable" service
"of the Knight or Souldier." 47 Knight service reflected
the importance that the ancestral Germans had accorded to
bravery in warfare. By the passage of time, service in
the
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defense of the kingdom
by custom from a work degenerated into the bare
Title, and became a dignity; and the men named,
or rather entituled Milites : and many Saxon
Charters were attested by men bearing that Title;
yet the service itself was far more ancient and
called servicium lor icae
, of which sort also
were the Cus todes pagan
i
that wore a Helmet, a
coat of Mail, and a guilt /sic7 Sword: not unlike
the old German way of calling forth of their Tirones
to the War. Of this rank some were more eminent
than others; for some bare the single title of
Knight , and it seemed served on foot : others
served on horseback, and were called Rad-Knights
or Knight riders, as Bracton noteth; 4 ^
To support the dignity of Knight-service the warrior "had
Lands and Tenements called Knights Fees" in return for which
he was bound to provide the required service. "The number
of these Fees much increased, so as in the Conquerours time
they were above sixty thousand, which was a mighty body
for a small Island, and brought much honor to the Nation." 49
Bacon was the compleat continuicist. lie Delieved
that from the earliest times England had displayed an
inclination toward participatory governmental institutions
which he linked at each stage with the corresponding customs
of the ancestral Germans, the Romano-Britons and even the
Greeks. At the same time, Bacon envisaged the socio-economic
system of pre-conquest England as both hierarchically
arranged and grounded upon the concept of service ten
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such a way that the service to be rendered was a function
of the rank and occupation of the tenant. For Bacon, no
less than for the Tudor antiquarians, "feudalism" and even
"slavery" .were by no means incompatible with the develop-
ment of a "free" people. An Historical Discourse reminds
the modern reader once again that the goal of social demo-
cracy was limited in Bacon's day to minorities like the
Levellers and their ilk. The kind of freedom Bacon believed
in had little to do with either classlessness or universal
suffrage
.
When Bacon turned from the Saxons to the Normans
it was incumbent upon his theory to show that the conquest
was no catastrophe and that it introduced no real discontin-
uity into the "uniformity" of English institutional history.
He devoted many pages to arguing this point. He stressed
the legal claims of William as against the "usurpation" of
Harold; 50 insisted that William's title rested upon lawful
election as well as inheritance; 51 and asserted that "the
government of the Normans proceeded upon the Saxon princi-
ples" especially in the retention of "Parliament." 52 On
the vital point that Norman government deprived the Saxon
freeman of his liberties, he acknowledged that those who
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fought for Harold suffered "the law of forfeiture for
Treason against their Soveraign Lord, whose claim was
by Title," but interpreted the Leges Gulielmi to show
that those who took no part in the quarrel "held their
persons and possessions still under the patronage of Law,
as anciently they and their Ancestors had done. "53
The incidents of feudal tenure, reliefs, marriage
and dower, wardships, etc., the origins of which Spelman
had attributed to the Normans, Bacon believed to be
rooted in the Saxon past, and at best merely codified by
the Conqueror and his successors. 54 Military arrangements
after the conquest continued to display those marks of
concern for the public safety and common defense which
5 5
Bacon had already associated with Anglo-Saxon times. On
the question of tenures he once again took issue with
Spelman
Nor is it clear from any Author of credit, that
the Normans changed the Tenures of Lands; albeit
that it cannot be denyed but such Lands as he
/presumably the Conqueror/ had by forfeiture, or
otherwise, were in his own power to dispose upon
what Tenure he pleased; for as well before the
Normans time as long after, Tenures were like as
the services were, all at the will of the donor;
and were of as many individuals almost as the minds
of the owners, some being of more general regard
and publick use, are recorded amongst the grounds
of English Laws; none of which appear to me to
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be of Norman original, although they received
their names according to that dialect. 56
In contradistinction to those (like Verstegan and
Hare) who bemoaned the supplanting of the native English
tongue by Norman French, Bacon insisted that even if the
language of the courts were Norman French, yet in local
instances English must have been used, especially in rural
areas where the jurors probably "understood scarce a syllable
of the Norman Language, much less ought of the matter upon
which their verdict should be grounded." Public records
were 7 indeed, kept in a foreign language although this was
"seldom or never in the Norman dialect." The real villains
of the piece were those who wrote
in the Latin Tongue (as formerly by an old
custom brought in by the Clergy was used) for
the clergy, who had gotten the Key of Know-
ledge and Law into their own custody, laid it
up in that Language whereof the Commons had
little Knowledge, that they might thereby be
enforced to depend upon these men for justice
as well as for piety.
For Bacon, the iniquities of the Church of Rome far out-
weighed the possible damages suffered by the intrusion of a
handful of Normans. After all, it eventuated that "the
English blood prevailed . . . and the Language continued
possession, mixed only with some Norman words, as the
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people also were a mixed people. So as the Language was
not changed, though it was altered. "^^
With such arguments Bacon stoutly maintained his
continuitist thesis. In tenor, and often in detail, An
Historical! Discourse forms part of the interpretative main-
stream of Anglo-Saxon social history. At times woefully
lacking in historicity, Bacon's work displays both the
strengths and the weaknesses of polemical history. The
Discourse was readily integrated into the parliamentarian
tradition and joined the burgeoning crop of books and
pamphlets destined to become good "Whig" literature. In
1651 Bacon printed The Continuation of An Historical! Dis-
course , etc., covering the period from Edward III to
Elizabeth I. 59 In his 1651 preface, he alluded to "a late
Tractate," sounding suspiciously like Filmer's Freeholder's
Grand Inquest , which he hoped to help refute.
60 If such the
tractate was, Bacon shared in the enterprise of those, like
Locke, who attacked Filmer as the archenemy of Whiggery.
An Historical! Discourse was subsequently reissued in 1665,
suppressed by Charles II's government, and again reissued
in the year when such doctrines were safe at last -
1689. 6
In the polemical history of the Anglo-Saxons An
Historicall
Discourse
, supporting as it did the middle ground between
absolutism and democracy, serves to link the age of Sir
Thomas Smith to the age of Edmund Burke.
CHAPTER V
RESTORATION INTERLUDE
But how fresh and ever youthful the minds
that remain ready for prudent change, and
are untrammelled by the worship of a written
constitution! How far the outlook of the
people of this country from that of the
Americans , who cons ider that the framers of
their constitution were guided from above and
produced a document which is the last word
of political wisdom! Every change is conceiv-
able, no improvement ruled out, provided the
new thing retains the ancient and respected
name, and the breach with the past is not too
flagrant
.
G.J. Renier, The English
Are They Human?, p. 37.
During the course of the year 1659 it became increas-
ingly apparent that "Old Noll" was dead not merely in body
but in spirit. His son Richard, despite the services of
such as Nathaniel Bacon, perhaps because of them, was fail-
ing to establish either a Harr ingtonian republic or a
Cromwellian dynasty.
1 General Monck was doubtless cogitating
the political tactics which were to prove him, the wisest
of survivors, worthy of the dukedom soon to be his. Gentle-
men of England, reflecting upon the lessons learned in the
recent past as well as more ancient traditions, were looking
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forward with trepidation to an unknown future; a future
which they could only hope would secure the interests of
those who, as Ireton had put it not so long before, had
"a permanent fixed interest in this Kingdom. " After twenty
years of civil conflict, religious upheava 1 and social
instability, it was, perhaps, natural that gentlemen should
yearn for the settled charms of a Tudor polity.
Such sentiments were not limited to generals and
magnates. For at least one erstwhile radical, and hero
of the "good old cause," neo-royalist nostalgia took the
form of animadversions on constitutional history (as did
nearly everything in his career) . William Prynne, lighter
by two ears on account of his own brushes with Stuart
authoritarianism, had suffered a Presbyterian's disappoint-
ment in the revolution of the saints and concluded that
kings and bishops were safer by far than soldiers and
seekers. 3 Prynne 1 s Histor iarchos , or The Exact Recorder:
Being the most faithful Remembrancer, of the most Remarkable
transactions of Estate and of all the English Lawes f and the
just Motives of them; for the Proprieties, Rights, and Liber :
ties of the English Subjects appeared in the last year of
the commonwealth and may well serve to illustrate the con-
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tinuing vagaries of Anglo-Saxon social historiography, 4
Prynne, the victim of Laudian repression in 1637, seems
close to those expressed by the arch-royalist Filmer in
1647. Such chopping and changing was a direct reaction
to what Professor Haller has called "the dissidence of
d issent
.
11 Although Prynne never abandoned his lawyer ly
insistence upon Parliamentary sovereignty, passages from
Histor iarchos show how far one of the revolutionary gener-
ation had been driven by circumstances to make assertions
not formerly associated with "Parliament men."
example, Prynne, who was raised in the opposing common-law
trad ition
,
acknowledged that
...the Parliamentary Councils of that Age, con-
sisted only of the King, spiritual and temporal
Lords and Peers, without any Knights of Shires
or Burgesses, of which we find no mention... in
the Saxon times; though sometimes Wise-men of
inferior quality, both of the Clergie and Laity,
were particularly summoned to them, without any
popular election , by the Kings special direction,
for their advice. 6
So much for what had been many times attributed to the ancient
constitution and immemorial custom. Arguing the same point
to have adopted views by 1659 which were in many respects
On the tortured subject of Saxon parliaments , for
Prynne considered the royal council of 1043 which judged the
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Earl Godwin and concluded that "there is mention onely
of the King , Earls and Barons /s ic/ present in this
Parliament as members of it, not of any Knights of shires,
Citizens or Burgesses elected by the people
, of which there
n
is not one syllable."' Gone are those Saxon Freemen who
sent their representatives to a Parliament descending in
direct line from the folk assemblies of Tacitus. Indeed,
so persuaded was Prynne either by the needs of his own time
or by the evidence, that he rejected out of hand an import-
ant document long favored as proof of parliamentary anti-
quity by common-law tradition. That early "Parliamentary
Councils" were bereft of any taint of commons was "Enough
to prove that Modus Tenendi Parliamentum (supposed to be
made and observed in this age /I.e. Anglo - Saxon7) a meer
cheating imposture of later dales, as in. truth it Is."
Prynne even conceded a point that few champions of Parlia-
ment were willing to relinquish for years to come,
That though the Author of the Chronicle of
Bromton (& Caxton out of him) stile this
Assembly /The Council of 10437 PARLIAMENTUM,
a parliament, not a COUNCIL, yet it is onely
according to the style of the age wherein he
writ (being in the reign of King Edward
;
the
third ) as Mr. Selden proves, not according to
the dialect of the age wherein it was held, to
which the term Parliamentum was a meer stranger,
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and CONCILIUM MAGNAM /sic7, &c. the usual name
expressing such Assemblies. 9
There may have been a dearth of popular representation in
such ancient councils, but true sovereignty could still
be found in them. Prynne insisted that "the judgement
of Parliament" by whatever name it might be called, "then
rested properly in the Earls and Barons, not the King: and
that their judgment was not repealable by, but obligatory
to the King himself." 10 In Prynne' s thought, to ground
English liberties in the Saxon past meant to acknowledge
the historical existence of a time when an oligarchical body
of "Earls and Barons" held the balance between absolutism
and popular excess
.
But such a system depended on proper maintenance
of the constitutional machinery. The King was a necessary
component in the engine of state. Asperity, even outright
vituperation, characterized Prynne' s treatment of those who
tried Charles I. His grounds lay not in the sentimental
apologetics for divine right monarchy of the Eikon Basilike ,
but in the fact that Charles' judges practiced arbitrary
and unfounded law. Prynne 's constitutionalism left no
room for novel or arbitrary justice, even when its victim
was the King whose officers had cropped Prynne 's ears.
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Because he believed that "though the Kings of England
were usually reputed hereditary, yet in truth they were
for the most part actually elected by the Prelates and
Nobles in parliamentary Councils, and appointed by the
generality of the Clergy and people, and had oaths of
allegiance given to them by their subjects," Prynne con-
sidered the regicides of his own day usurpers and oath-
breakers. * Never much troubled by "the hobgoblin of
little minds," Prynne accepted the medieval inconsistency
of an elected kingship in which heredity was of prime
importance. He spoke for the immediate future when he
reminded his readers that:
...the Nobility, Clergy and people of England have
ever had a propense naturall inclination and
affection to the true royall Blood and Posterity
of the Nation, though forcibly constrained to
abjure and renounce them for a season by pre-
vailing Intruders....
If such a reminder were not enough, Prynne was willing to
be even more specific, and to illustrate his meaning by a
Saxon example.
God doth many times beyond all probability and
expectation, restore disinherited Princes to
their Crowns, of which they have been forcibly
deprived, after many years dispossession, and
without any wars or effusion of blood, even by
the Nobles and peoples own voluntary choice and
act, without their seeking: as he did here re-
store Prince Edward /the Confessor7 after 25
years interruption. 1 -^
There is little room for doubt that the man who wrote these
lines was committed heart and soul to the restoration of
the monarchy. Within a few months Prynne was in the thick
of anti-commonwealth conspiracies; momentarily, at least,
a leader of the faction that formulated the terms of the
Declaration of Breda.
^
An antiquarian less committed to political activism
than Prynne was no less devoted to the return of Charles II
William Somner, undoubtedly the finest Anglo-Saxon scholar
of the century, published his Saxon dictionary at Oxford
in 1659, and followed it in the restoration year with A
Treatise of Gavelkind . 15 While neither of these works
was polemical in substance, Somner avowed his friendship
to the monarchy and devoted two pages of his preface in
Gavelkind to explicating his sentiments. As a scholar he
longed for a settlement of the civil disturbances which had
distracted him from his studies for eighteen years. Peace,
he tells us, was
the subject of his daily devotions, who (not for
any present, or private ends or interest of his
own, like a base self-seeker; but for the good
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and welfare of the Publike and Posterity, like
a true Patriot:) doth cordially wish and long
for (what he is not out of hope to see) the re-
establishment of Church and State, and the pros-
perity of both, under (their wonted and wanted
nursing Fathers) the Prince and the Prelate:
untill when, and the stream of governments /sic7
return into its old chanel, he cannot but look
upon those men with wonder and pity, who abuse
both themselves and others, with the fond and
senceless hopes and expectation (so often dis-
appointed) of any lasting peace or setled times:
whereas indeed nothing but feuds and factions,
schisms and fractions, animosities and enmities,
minings and counterminings , civil dissentions and
foreign invasions; in a word, turnings and over-
turnings, can in reason be expected, untill (as
the Prophet hath it) he come, whose (undoubted)
right it is. 16
Somner left the achievement of the restoration and peace in
the hands of God, praying, with the fervent literary piety
which often characterized prefaces of the age, that "that
righteous Judge of all the world, who helpeth those to right
which suffer wrong"- would
So dispose the indisposed hearts of his /the King 1 s7
seduced people, to a cheerful and a speedy reception
of him, and a loyal affection to him, that after
all these turnings and over turnings , both Prince and
People, without further hostility and effusion of
bloud, may return to what is eithers right: he
recovering their subjection and duty, they his
protection and clemencie, and both rejoycing in
each others felicity: that so (all injuries on both
parts forgiven and forgotten, all fears and jealousies,
all mis-understandings and prejudices, for ever laid
aside) with r ighteousnesse and peace they may again
meet, and sweetly greet, kisse, caresse, indear and
espouse each other, and become as those whom God
himself hath joyned together, by man or Devil never
to be separated. ^
Somner's Gavelkind provides further support, if such
were needed, for the contention that avowed royalists were,
generally speaking, better historians than their republican
counterparts. As a lexicographer, Somner was as thoroughly
familiar with the Anglo-Saxon tongue as anyone in the
seventeenth century. He was a dedicated antiquarian scholar
who chose for the .title-page of Gavelkind a researcher's
motto, " Foelix qui potuit rerum coqnoscere causas . His
approach to the subject of gavelkind combined both philo-
logical and historical methods; as his title page further
proclaims, he intended to investigate "Gavelkind, Both
Name and Thing. Shewing the true Etymologie and Derivation
of the one, the Nature
,
Antiquity and Original of the other."
The peculiar Kentish rule of inheritance known as
gavelkind had both intrigued and puzzled Somner's scholarly
and legal predecessors. He enumerated Coke, Spelman,
Verstegan, Camden and Lambarde as having dealt with the
subject. 20 Somner's purpose in presenting his own treatise
on gavelkind was to correct the errors of accepted scholar-
ship and to offer decisive opinions on five headings or
propositions. Of special relevance to Anglo-Saxon social
history were his first and third propositions, devoted
respectively to the etymology of the word gavelkind
, and
to the history ("antiquity") of the custom. In addition to
these primarily antiquarian aspects of gavelkind
, Somner
also planned to discuss the contemporary legal nature of
gavelkind as partible inheritance, whether it was in law
a tenure or a custom, and whether gavelkind land was devis-
able before the Statute of Wills (32 and 34 Hen. VIII)
.
21
Before Somner wrote, the accepted etymology of the
word gavelkind reflected its usage as a rule of inheritance.
The primary distinction of gavelkind inheritance was that
it was neither pr imogenitary (as in feudal tenure) or ultimo
genitary (as, for example, in the exceptional custom of
"Borough English") but partible among the heirs of the de-
ceased. Partibility being the most striking aspect of
gavelkind
,
early students of the custom from Lambarde to
Coke agreed that name and thing were synonymous, and that
gavelkind was derived from 0. E. gif-ea 1-cyn or kind , that
22
which is given to all kindred or children. Somner re-
jected this derivation. He pointed out that Lambarde had
offered another etymology which far better explained the
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historical origin and nature of the term. Lambarde's
second etymology had been ignored by intervening scholar-
ship, and it was to right this situation that Somner devoted
over forty pages of his little book. Somner
' s argument
(following Lambarde's lead) was to derive the term gavel-
kind from 0. E. gafol and gecynde
, i.e. "rent" and "nature." 23
Tenurial customs described in this way demonstrated the true
source of the term. Gavelkind land was land the nature of
which was to bear rent. Somner adduced some thirty usages
of the word gavel in combination with other 0. E. particles
(e.g. gavelcorne, gavelerth, gavelrip, gaveldung, gavelsester,
woodgavel, huniggavel, etc.) and described all of them in
detail in order to show that gavel did, in all cases, rep-
resent a service or rent owing. 24 While not so particular
with the second particle in gavelkind , Somner made the case
for his derivation with such important 0. E. compounds as
woruldcund
,
godcund , eor lcund , sithcund , etc. (worldly,
2 5
godly, of the nature of earls, of the gesith type, etc.)
Throughout this learned philological disquisition,
Somner made few interpretative remarks bearing on the history
of gavelkind ; he intended to follow up his etymological con-
siderations with a separate treatment of gavelkind's history.
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In one extended passage, however, he stated that gavelkind
was, historically, a term used to distinguish between
lands held "in fee" and lands held by rent.
I must now desire the Reader, in the next place
to observe and consider with me, that, as there
are divers sorts of land to be found, both in this
County /Kent/ and elsewhere, by the nature of their
Tenure not Censive , or Censual , nor of the kind to
pay or yeild Gavel (that is, such Rent, or Rent-
service, whether in money, provision, or works, as
ar iseth from ignoble , base and plebeian Tenures
,
in which onely Gavel is conversant) to those of
whom such lands are holden, in Alodio, in Franka lmoigne
,
(or Mor tmaine , as called a lso abroad , because yeilding
the Lord no profit, as being in a dead hand) in
Knights-service, in Frankfee, and the like; so is
there also, such as that holden in Socage, or
Burgage Tenures , or the like
,
(though free) which
contrariwise is Censual, liable to Rent, in some
one or more of the kinds premissed. To distinguish
therefore, if not generally what land is, from
what is not, of Gafol-qilden nature, or of the kind
to yeild or pay Cens , yet specially to put a diff-
erence between (what alone is properly and anciently
called Fee) Knight service land and it, under which
double head is comprised the generality of our
whole Countries lands, answering, as to that dichotomy
of Chivalry and Socage Tenures, whereunto all the
land in England in the hands of common persons is
referred, so also to that known distinction of their
lands in Normandy ... unto Fief de Haubert , and Fief de
Roturier (that is the Noblemans Fee, and the Husbandman
or Ploughmans Fee:) for distinction sake, I say, of
Censual or rented land, or Rent service land, from
what, like Fee properly so called, being holden £er
liberum servitium armorum , yeilded no Cens, Rent, or
Service, whether in money, provision or works^the
former of the twain was called Gavelkynde
Somner 's suggestion that only "base" tenures were subject
to gavel, and that gavelkind was analogous with the French
fief roturier implied an international pervasion of social
divisions rooted in occupational function and reflected in
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rank. Gavelkind
,
according to Somner's interpretation,
was originally a term describing land held by base tenants
who owed rent in works, kind, or money. He made this
point even more explicit when he cautioned, "Hence let
none perswade themselves that Gavelkynd-land was not, or
by its nature is not liable to Works: for... most certain it
is, that both Gab 1 urn and Opera do often meet, and are found
in Gavelkynd land." 28
Nor did the fact that gavelkind was similar to the
holdings of rotur ier
s
across the channel mean that France
was the source of the custom. Somner rejected Lambarde's
opinion that gavelkind was brought into Kent by Odo of
Bayeaux, when the bishop was invested with the earldom of
Kent at the time of the conquest. Somner believed that
gavelkind was of
an Antiquity far greater than the time of the Norman
conquest, being probably as old (in the name I mean,
I will not say in all the properties of it...) as
Gafolland itself, from which (if considered in the
term) it as little differs in sence as in syllables;
to what our Saxon Ancestours called Gafolland
, their
Successours, and we at this day (for a fuller
expression of the nature of it) having added one
syllable, and so calling it Gavelkyndland
.
2
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Somner refused to accept the apocryphal maunderings of the
thirteenth-century chronicler of Canterbury, Thomas Spot
(or Sprott)
, whose fancies had created a legend well re-
ceived by most Kentishmen. Sprott' s story had the Kentish
freemen of 1066 rising as one man to protect their ancient
liberties (chief of which was gavelkind custom) ; the con-
queror, faced with the threat of the county in arms, re-
luctantly guaranteed the desired liberties and got on with
his conquest elsewhere, leaving Kent with its traditions
unblemished. 30 So thoroughly did Somner demolish Sprott'
s
fiction, that it was thenceforth impossible for all but
the most gullible to take the story seriously. The point
of Sprott 's allegations was to show that Kent had always
been free of villeinage, a contention which Somner had
little difficulty in disproving. He cited documentary evi-
dence illustrating many instances, both general and parti-
3 1
cular, of villeinage in Kent since the conquest. "Nor
indeed seemeth it to have been otherwise here (in this parti
cular of Bond-men, or Villeins) in the times before the
Conquest ..." since mention of bondmen were to be
found in the Saxon laws and in a Saxon charter the text
of which Somner presented in an appendix. 33 Thus at the
outset of his historical examination of gavelkind Somner
insisted that the custom, though similar to rotur ier tenure,
was not adopted from the Normans, and that it must not, in
any case, by associated solely with free (or non-villein)
tenure either before or after the conquest
.
Somner ' s conclusions on the historical origins
of partible inheritance under gavelkind custom are complex.
~
Briefly, his consideration of par tibility - led him to con-
clude that of the Saxon "tenures," bocland was terra
testamentalis and devisable by will whereas " Folcland
otherwise called Gafolland , wherein the Tenant being but
as it were a Lessee., Usufructuary, or Fermour, and having
no propriety" was not. 35 Thus in Saxon times, Bocland
could be a partible inheritence because it was
" terra
libera " and "haered itar ia , " while gafolland , being strictly
speaking non-tes tamentar y, would have reverted to its lord
upon the death of the tenant.
36 With the Conquest, bocland
ceased to be devisable by will, as "English Laws and
Customes, in general, from that time suffered a daily
eclipse and declination by degrees." 37 But in some
localities men were "more tenacious" of their customs
then elsewhere, and since partible inheritance favored
present generations over future ones Somner speculated
that the lesser freeholders ("the Yeomanry") in Kent and
elsewhere preserved the custom while the greater Nobles,
whose dynastic interests favored the future of their
"house" over the members of a present generation, accepted
the feudal custom of primogeniture. ° The last stage
in historical evolution was, presumably, the association
of primogeniture with the new "free tenure" of Knight-
service and an inverse association of the old partible
inheritance with the lower classes, and hence with the
old "base" tenure of gafolland . By Somner's time, of
course, gavelkind custom and socage tenure had again taken
on the luster of "free" inheritance, a luster brightened
3 9
by the operation of the Statute of Wills.
On the question of tenures in general, Somner
agreed with those of his predecessors who assigned the
introduction of fiefs or Knight-fees to the time of the
conquest. 40 He spent much effort on tracing the
etymologi
cal derivation of Feud urn and correctly linked
the word to
"Feb, Feo, or Feoh, signifying as Pecunia in the general,
so more peculiarly a Salary
,
Stipend
,
Wages
, intended of
us when we say: Officers live by their Fees ." 44 After
showing that the language of feudalism was of French deri-
vation, Somner reiterated that the Saxons knew but two ways
of holding land, bocland and folcland . During the Anglo-
Saxon period, tenurial nomenclature was subsumed under these
headings; thus, for example, gafolland and nea tland "were
but the same with Folcland ; both one and t'other importing
land letten or demised, as Folcland was, to rural people,
more Emphiteutico , for profit," while Inland and Utland
were terms denoting division of the lord's desmesne, "and
in this respect may not unfitly be referred to Bocland ,
regularly of like property." 42 Bocland did not disappear
immediately upon the conquest, but survived long enough
to be recorded in Domesday Book "under the name and notion
sometime of Ta inland , otherwhile (and I think more often)
of Allodium." 43 Allodial ownership under the Normans, how-
ever, soon became
so altered. . .that it became thus far subject unto
Tenure, as in the opinion of learned men, it was
land (as we say) holden, and so accounted, whence
in time that common and received axiome amongst us,
that in the Law of England (since the Conquest at
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least) we have not properly Allodium
, that is,
not any Subjects land that is not holden. 44
Just as bocland seemed to be the Saxon forerunner of the
Knight's fee, so folcland by whatever name called, sur-
vived the conquest to become what the Normans called
"Villenage, and (in some sense) Socage, opposed to Chivalry,
Knight-service, &c. and in all likelyhood intended by that
Rus ticana servitus " found in documents of the Norman
. _ 45period. Somner concluded his analysis of tenure with
a long discussion of socage, 4 $ in which he first propounded
the derivation of the term, now generally accepted, from
0
.
E
.
socn
,
11 to expresse a Liberty, Immunity, Franchise,
Jurisdiction, Protection, Pr ivi ledge , &c
.
1,47 With an
engaging ingenuousness Somner told his readers that
I stood irresolute /as to how to derive socage
from soke/. . .and then me thought, as the terri-
tory, precinct, extent, circuit, &c. of a Lord-
ship or Manour was called Soca , and Socmanr ia ,
so probably the men of that Territory, Precinct,
&c. in respect of their relation to that Soke,
and their dependance upon it, and the Lord there-
of by Tenure, were termed Socmanni , that is, men
apperteining to the Soke, or Lordship, guas i
Socae ascriptitii; homines Socae : and consequently,
as in that respect the Men were called Socmanni ,
so their services, (those duties in works, pro-
visions, moneys or otherwise, which by their Tenure
they were to return to the Lord of the Soke) were
called Socage .^0
With this stroke of philological genius Somner contributed
to a deeper understanding of medieval social arrangements,
arrangements which were linguistically rooted in the Anglo-
Saxon age. While much of his book was aimed directly at
the interests of lawyers and the Kentish gentry of his
own day, modern students of Anglo-Saxon social history must
acknowledge many debts to William Somner. Although Gavel-
kind was not meant to add to the polemics of republicans
and royalists, Somner 's moderate analytical tone places his
book in the tradition of Lambarde and Spelman, to whom he
often turned, and thus in the tradition which acknowledged
the existence of a hierarchica 1 and balanced society in
the past as well as the necessity of such a society in the
49present
.
Part of the ancient "balance 11 that was never to be
restored was feudal tenure. Gentlemen might well dread
ever again to lose control over the reins of government to
republicans and army officers, but they welcomed the revolu-
tionary cancellation of feudal dues and were glad to com-
pound for them by voting a revenue to the restored Charles
II. 50 So pervasive was nostalgia for the old order, however,
that some opposed the setting aside of traditional feudal
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relationships and pointed to the close connection between
monarchy and the idea of service. For such as these,
tenurial bonds were mortar in the arch of good government.
In the restoration year, Fabian Philipps published a tract
in support of feudal tenures which furnishes yet another
example of medieval historiography employed to support
latter-day sentiments. In Tenenda non Tollenda: or The
Necessity of Preserving Tenures in Capite and by Knight
5
1
Service
,
Philipps tried to show that feuda 1 tenures were
the result of a near universa 1 phenomenon , the pa tron-
client or lord-servant relationship, in which both parties
to the relationship received mutual benefits and lent each
other mutual support. Ties of honor and duty were rein-
forced by the development of tenur es -in-capite . Such
tenures provided a nexus which persuaded tenants to co-
operate with their superiors to protect the welfare of
society at large, "from the common principle of Reason,
that private or particular men or their estates cannot be
safe or in any good condition, where the publick is either
afflicted or ruined. . . . " 52 Concern for public safety
was a universal concern and many peoples sought to insure
domestic and external peace by means of customs not unlike
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feudal tenure. Among others, Philipps cites the Germans,
the Gauls, the Greeks of the Eastern Empire and the
"Roman Emperors in the West, before & since the Raign of •
Charlemain" as examples of peoples and individuals that
either approached or actually adopted feudal usage "making
it to be as a Law of Nations." 53 For
There hath been in all or most Kingdoms and Mon-
archies of the World, as well Heathen as Christian,
a dependency of the Subject upon the Prince or
Soveraign, and some duties to be performed by
reason of their Lands and Estates, which they held
under their Protection, and in many of them, as
amongst the Germans
, Saxons , Franks , and Longobards
,
and several other nations descending from them;
Tenures in capite
,
and Knight service, were esteemed
as a Foundation and subsistency, of the right and
power of Soveraignty and Government.... 54
Philipps believed that there was evidence enough to
show "that Tenures in capite
,
appear not to be any new insti-
tution in the book of Domesday," nor indeed at any time in
Anglo-Saxon England as far back as "King Ina's Raign,
an. 720." He rejected outright the contention of numerous
students and polemicists that the Conqueror had introduced
feudal tenures into England and accepted the theory that
"the Norman (no slavish) Laws, and usages ... as to
Tenures, by the opinion of William Roville of Alenzon , in
his Preface to the grand Customier of Normandy , were first
brought into Normandy out of England, by our Edward the
Confessor
. . . .
1,56 Thus William used the best and most
traditional "means to continue and support the Frame and
Government of this Kingdom" when he made the conquest
enfeoffment
.
Tenures in capite and by Knight service were never
a social evil. They represented a "mutual and reciprocal
obligation" between the lord and his tenant which was many
5 8
sided and redounded to the benefit of both. Philipps
was wholly persuaded that feudal tenure, far from being
the impos ition that its opponents cons idered it, was a
kind of universal guarantee and symbolic representation of
freedom . S uch tenure
may with reason enough be conceived to be cheer-
fully after undergone and approved of by the
Tenants and their Heirs, receiving many Privileges
thereby as not paying any other aydes or Tallages
besides the service which their Tenures enjoyned
them (wch. by a desuetude or necessity of the times
is not now allowed them) .... 59
In addition to freedom from taxation Philipps enumerated
among the "many Privileges" accruing to the feudatory,
freedom from excommunication (guaranteed by the constitu-
tions of Clarendon,) the liberty to subinfeudate, the pro-
tection of his estate by the institution of wardship and
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marriage and the right
to be gently and vertuously educated in Bellicis
ar tibus
,
feats and actions of arms, taught to
ride the great horse and manage him, and himself
compleatly armed with Shield and Launce, married
without disparagment in his own or a better rank
and quality.
. .and to have no usury. . .run upon
them /sic/ for their fathers Debts whilst they were
in wardship. ^0
Philipps obviously thought of "liberties" in a thoroughly
traditional way, as pre-emptive and exclusive rights be-
longing to a privileged social class. He spoke of feudal
tenures as if there had never been an English civil war
nor any sort of challenge to the prescriptive rights of
kings by parliaments or to the monopoly of power of gentle-
men by republicans and levellers . To him there seemed to
be nothing particularly disconcerting in the statement that
"by the Civil Law . . . more credence should be given by a
Judge to the oath of two Gentlemen, produced as Witnesses,
then to a multitude of ungentle persons," or that such
persons
ought to be preferred to Offices before the
ignoble. . .and honoured in the attire and apparrel
of their bodies as to wear Silks and purple
colours and... are not when they are to suffer
death for offences criminal, used to be hanged
but beheaded, with many other priviledges not
here enumerated, which our common people of
England in their abundance of freedom have too
much forgotten. 61
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Philipps was the reactionary par excellence
. Every
period of his tract calls for a turning back of the clock
and re-establishment of the customs of "King Ina," Edward
the Confessor, and Henry II. His understanding of feudal
tradition betrays a peculiarly medieval mode of perception,
unblemished by any empathy with the great issues of his
own time. For Philipps, divine right theory was undoubtedly
as revolutionary as the Christian communism of Gerrard
Winstanley, since both aimed to overthrow the system which
"prudent Antiquity ... so well provided by reservation
of Tenures, for the defence of the Realm. "^2 Tenenda non
Tollenda bespoke a nostalgia for the customs of a past that
was, by 1660, well and truly beyond recovery. Philipps'
exegesis, coinciding as it did with the S tatute abolishing
Tenures, was a prose elegy for formal feudalism in England.
Philipps 1 insistence that tenures were, historically speaking,
symbolic vestiges of the age of feudal "balance" necessary
to the preservation of traditional government by king and
aristocracy went unheeded by the gentlemen of the Restor-
ation Parliament
.
CHAPTER VI
THEGN AND CEORL IN THE
GLORIOUS REVOLUTION
The English have rebuilt their house in rein-
forced concrete, but they have left its old
thatched roof.
G.J. Renier, The English:
Are They Human?
, p. 100.
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall;
Threescore men and threescore more,
Cannot place Humpty Dumpty as he was before.
Child's rhyming riddle"'"
The simple wisdom of childhood often eludes men
caught in the toils of the historical process; so it was
with the English ruling class after 16b0 . In vain did
republicans like Harrington and conservatives like Fabian
Philipps warn that the seams of the ancient ship of state
had been strained by the winds of revolution and the ship
itself badly hulled upon the rock of regicide. So eager
were gentlemen of England to navigate calmer waters of
post-Restoration politics that they managed to ignore the
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clanking pumps which kept the monarchy afloat. But even
the least cautious of political mariners, the greenest
parliamentary ship's boy or pressed landsman of the court
must soon have noted that the calm was the deceptive eye
of the storm - a hurricane interrupted but not abated.
The glass fell perceptibly with the failure of the new
helmsman satisfactorily to provide for his own eventual
relief; the lowering clouds of popery bespoke auguries of
renewed turbulence.
Exclusionist agitation of the 1680 's raised, once
again, questions regarding the historical- roles of king
and parliament, prerogative and law, which had by then
been a source of debate for more than a century. Ultimately,
the ensuing constitutional crisis was settled by coup d'etat
and juridical revolution, following a decade of plots and
counterplots real and imagined. At each passage of this
perilous voyage the chief political navigators were accom-
panied by their associates and supporters, the polemical
historians. Since the Renaissance the resort to historical
precedent had become an indispensable element in the English
political mentality. The "Glorious" revolution proved no
exception to this established pattern; the events of
1688-
1689 were both preceded and followed by the appearance
of a number of historical and semi-historical works aimed
at placing the issues of the day in suitably partisan
contexts .
As might be expected, the historical polemicists
of the 1680 1 s found their positions already mapped out for
them. Coming, as it did, at the end of a century in which
nearly every historical aspect of early English society
and government had been examined, again and again, from
all angles, the revolution of 1688 was not prodigal of
original insights. Even Dr. Robert Brady, of whose his-
tor iographical genius much has been recently written,
proves somewhat less innovative than he has been reputed
when examined in the light of preceding chapters. 0 If
historical debate in the ' 80 1 s waa often lacking in new
perceptions, it was more clearly defined than earlier
stages of the contest. Peripheral considerations were
set aside and writers gave their attention to the issue
of allocation of power. A century of endeavor had taught
the contestants something about sovereignty, and questions
raised by the succession of a controversial monarch were
calculated to bring the issue into sharp focus.
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Central to the issue of sovereignty were the respec-
tive historical roles of king and subject. Since Tudor
times the constitutional position of the commons in parlia-
ment had been scrutinized and, with nearly universal accord,
assigned an origin in the remote Germanic past. As has
been shown, some writers, both royalist and republican,
pointed out that the conquest settlement abrogated the or i-
ginal constitution by placing supreme power in the hands of
4
the conqueror and his successors. Supporters of the commons,
Bacon for example, argued that the conquest itself was a
fiction, and that William was a lawful king, the true heir
of Edward the Confessor, who followed the customs of the
5
ancient Saxons in all important aspects of the constitution.
The controversialists of the 1680 's were thus bound to cover
familiar territory when they had recourse to historical
arguments; in most cases what they had to say holds few
surpr ises .
In 1680 William Petyt, who was to assume the duties
of Keeper of the Records in 1689, reiterated the historical
position of those who were coming to be called Whigs in
The
Antient Right of the Commons o f England Asserted.
The
appearance of the book coincided with the
aftermath of the
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"Popish plot" and the failure of the first Exclusion Bill,
and challenged some of the views of Sir Robert Filmer,
whose Patr iarcha 1 first assumed the dignity of print in
the same year. Petyt was a thoroughgoing supporter of
the doctrine of the antiquity of parliament and of the rep-
resentation of commons therein. He believed that his book
had proved (tried again to prove, we might say) :
1. That the Freemen or Commons of England were
an essential and constituent part of the Saxon
Witena Gemott or Parliament . 2. That they so
continued in the times of W. 1. W. 2. and H. 1.
which last being an Englishman, by way of Charter
restored and confirmed the Laws of Edward the
Confessor, as his Father William I as well by his
Magna Charta, or Great Charter , as by his Oaths
had before done, both when he was Crowned, and
also at Berkhamstead, in the seventh Year of his
Reign
Petyt considered calumnious the assertions of Spelman and
Filmer that commons, were not represented in the councils
of the realm until the time of Simon de Montfort.
9 As must
now be clear, Whig historians never willingly abandoned
the concepts of historic continuity and precedent which
they inherited from common law tradition. Petyt found it
essential to remark that
though the Rolls of Parliament, in the suc-
ceeding Kings /to Henry 1/ Reigns till E. 2.
be lost, or not found, so as we are at a loss
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as to the several Orders of Parliament, yet by
what has been deduced from other Records, before
cited, it is evident I conceive, that the Citi-
zens and Burgesses were a part of the Parliament,
Anno 16. of King John, and so had not their
beginning by rebellion, Anno 49 II. 3.
And therefore I may with good reason and
warranty conclude, that our Ancestors, the
Commons of England
,
the Knights, Gentlemen,
Freeholders, Citizens, and Burgesses of a great
and mighty Nation, were very far from being in
former times such Vassa Is and S laves
, or so abject,
poor and inconsiderable, as the absurd and mali-
tious ignorance and falsities of late Writers have
been pleased to make and represent them... as if
they were only Beasts of carriage and burden,
ordained to be taxed and tall la ted , and have
their Lives , Es ta tes and Liberties given away and
disposed of without their own assents, under a
novel opinion and conceit that they were no part
of the Commune Concilium Regni , or Parliament,
before 49 H. 3
.
10
All this is, indeed, familiar to the point of ennui.
By the time Petyt wrote, the doctrine of the "Free Saxon"
had produced an ahistorical pre-conquest constituency whose
elected representatives, in commons assembled, gave or with-
held assent to the dispositions of the executive. At the
same time, the evolution of Tudor yeomen into late seven-
teenth-century gentlemen (or in the other direction, into
copyhold tenantry) made it seem even more likely to men like
Petyt that Anglo-Saxon "freemen" must have been gentlemen or
at least responsible citizens.
11 Petyt was no more a repub-
lican than Sir Thomas Smith or Henry Ireton, and his Anglo-
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Saxon lower orders have little in common either with the
servile roturiers of Somner's Gavelkind or with Commisary
Cowling's imaginary Saxon democrats.
A nearly identical picture of early English con-
stitutional history emerges from the pages of Petyt's
colleague in Whig historiography, William Atwood. Atwood
also believed that the Anglo-Saxons furnished clear evi-
dence of participatory government. He steered a bit closer
to the opposing wind, however, in making references to
feudal law and the conquest which seem susceptible of
equivocal interpretation . For example , Atwood asser ted
tha t
,
Even before the Normans coming the Kings used to
celebrate Feast-days with great solemnity, and
at those days they chose habere colloquium , to
consult with their People.... That the Curia
Regis then consisted not of the King l s Tenants
only: I could show more particularly by a dis-
course of the Feudal Law, and of what prevalence
it was here before the Normans time: But I
think there is enough to this purpose here from
one Piece of Antiquity, which shows what in
Ancient time made a Churl or Pesant become a
Theyn or Noble.... J
Atwood proceeds to cite Gethynctho , to equate thegn with
freeman, and to use the evidence of the passage to prove
that thegns ("freemen") had each a "distinct office in the
King's Court." If Atwood had been more closely attuned
to
the nuances of language, if he had, for example, checked
his "thane" against the proper entry in Somner's Diction-
ar ium
,
he might have abandoned the employment of such evi-
dence on the spot. 14 It is amusing to speculate as to
how Atwood hoped to apply such Saxon guidelines to his
own time, for surely the Whigs never advocated a "distinct
office in the King's Court" for all seventeenth-century
freemen. There is something more than inherently ludicrous
in an historical interpretation that so blatantly compares
pre-conquest apples to seventeenth-century oranges. It
must have been with no small delight that Robert Brady later
ridiculed "all men of the long Robe, that ... do magnifie
and cry up the Liberties and Freedom of the Ordinary People
under the Saxon Kings, to such a Degree, as makes them all
Petty Princes , or at least Sharers in the Government . . . .
Atwood' s penchant for delivering himself into the hands of
his adversary is seen once more in a passage following hard
upon that previously cited. In good Whig fashion he was
impelled to minimize the effect of the conquest upon English
liberties. Here is the incredible way he went about it:
The Normans followed not only the laws, but
the decent Customs and Ceremonies of the former
Government, though not directly, yet by way
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of resemblance
.
And whereas the Saxon Kings celebrated
their Courts often on great Feast days before
all their People upon publick notice, King
William erects Tenures, whereby all that he
had obliged by his gifts, except such as
out of special favour were to do some small
thing, pro omni servitio
, should make a little
Court or Council by themselves either Military
(if occasion were) or Judicia
1
in matters belong-
ing to their feud • • . . 16
This passage seems to concede just about every point that
royalists and feudalists were insisting upon, and to do it
in the name of the preservation of ancient custom. There
is nothing here that would be objectionable (except the tone)
to a Spelman, a Filmer, or even a Fabian Philipps. Nothing
could indicate more clearly the dearth of dialectical cap-
ability among Whig historians in the 1680 's. That Atwood
should find similarities between feudal tenures and Saxon
liberties as then understood fully justifies Brady's
characterization of him as
this new Face-maker, new Government-maker, and
new Parliament-maker, /who7 hath observed no
Order or Method, and his Work being as wild,
extravagant, and confused as his Notion, I can
only pitch upon some parts of his Treatise, and
those the most material, which are most intelli-
gible, and pass by his impertinent and unintelli-
gible vagaries, until such time as (if he can)
he makes them to be better understood, by explain-
17mg his meaning.
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Brady himself spent the better part of a long life
serving the King's cause, to which he had become attached,
as a young man, during the civil war. A Cambridge M.D.,
appointed Master of Caius College at the Restoration, Brady
was among the royal physicians in attendance upon Mary of
Modena at the fateful birth of the Prince of Wales (James
Francis Edward Stuart, the "Old Pretender") on June 10,
1688. His services to the monarchy were more regularly
histor io-polemical than gynecological however. He was the
unofficial successor of Prynne as Keeper of the Records at
the Tower after 1669, an office he was forced to relinquish
to Petytupon the accession of William and Mary. Brady filled
the role of chief historiographer to the monarchy in the
constitutional crises of the 1680's, writing essays and a
general history aimed at confuting the Whig interpretation
of the English past. 18 His modern biographer has shown that
Brady ought to be considered one of the great interpretive
innovators of English historiography, a co-discoverer with
Spelman of "feudalism," and the originator of an histori-
cally believable picture of early English society. Brady
had honorable predecessors in the field of Royalist and
feudalist history and many of these predecessors made
sub-
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stantially the same points that he was to make. 19 His
importance lay in his considerable ability to generalize
from evidence long known and to present a convincing syn-
thesis from his generalizations.
Brady pictured medieval society as a hierarchical
and "feudal" social order in which power was distributed
according to rank, where rank itself arose from the social
role of the individual, and where "liberties" were the
concessions of the upper levels of the hierarchy (especially
kings) to the lower levels, and not vice versa . He insisted
that the commons, in particular, exercised no power that
was not conceded to them from above, and that no such
concessions affecting the councils of the realm took place
until 1265 (49 Henry III) and thereafter not again until
1290 (18 Edward I). 20 In other words, Brady's picture of
medieval society was, to all intents and purposes, the
"modern" one, and his dating of the origins of the summoning
of commons coincides closely with that found in present-day
n n.
21
constitutional histories.
Brady's arguments against the current Whig inter-
pretation appeared in An Introduction to the Old English
History Comprehended in Three several Tracts, which he
published in 1684. Of the three tracts mentioned in the
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title of the larger work, two had appeared earlier as
separate publications. The first of these was a two-
part essay intended to refute the specific works of Petyt
and Atwood already discussed. 22 In this tract, and the
others which together make up the Old English History
,
Brady had little to say about the Saxons, relying for the
most part on post-conquest evidence to demonstrate the
anomaly of a politically active commons in early medieval
England. In the "Answer to Petyt," however, Brady spent
seven pages commenting upon the nature of the Saxon govern-
23
ment. He condemned Petyt for his simplistic acceptance
of Tacitean historiography at face value. Even if one
were to concede that the Tacitean Germans in their folk-
moots had achieved participatory government, and that the
Saxons were the lineal descendants of the Germans,
In these Governments no man can doubt of the
Suffrages of the People; but under such as
he mentions, our Author /Petyt/ would be scarce
contented to live, where the Priests bare so
much sway, where there were no Cities or
great Towns , but only scattered Houses and
Habitations by Rivers, Fields, and Woods, made
of Dirt, or Clay, Arms of Trees, and Stubble,
where there was no Literature , especially
amongst the People, nor scarce Civility, where
there was no Cloathing but with Garments made
of Beasts Skins, no Food but Milk, Pulse, and
Flesh, without Art or Cookery, where there
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was no Propriety in Lands, no Money, no Work
for Lawyers, as he will find, if he reads on
in Tacitus, and the 6th Book of Cesar 's
Commentar ies . ^
Brady thus associated the popular element in government
with a rude and simple (tribal, we should say) stage of
human social organization, which popular element must
give way as society becomes more complex. He went on to
argue that in none of the evidence which Petyt adduced to
illustrate a continuing popular participation in Saxon
councils was there any real proof that those called to
the Saxon moots were meant "to Represent the Body of the
2 5Commons of the Saxons."
A far more extensive attempt to present a synthetic
picture of Anglo-Saxon society before the conquest appeared
in A Complete History of England , which Brady brought from
the press in 1685, the year of Charles IX*S demise and
James II 1 s accession. His avowed purpose in the Complete
History was "to show the Condition of the Bulk of the People,
and what the Ordinary Inhabitants of this Nation were, before
the Conquest and after . . . .
1,27 Brady was well aware of
the fact that much of the strength of Whig propaganda resided
in the contention its disseminators inherited from common
lawyers and radicals alike that "the commons" had anciently
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participated in English politics. To refute these
assumptions Brady planned
a clear Demonstration that all the Liberties
and Priviledges the People can pretend to,
were the Grants and Concessions of the Kings
of this Nation, and were derived from the
Crown .. ./for;/ tis .. .manifest that the Ordinary
People, and Bulk of the Nation, were in most
Things of the same Condition, as well before
the Conquest as after, and their Quality was
not different, though under the Normans, they
were Obnoxious to greater Rigor, and more
Severities in the same Way of living, or as
now we call it, Servitude. ^8
Thus, by reversing the ground of Whig arguments and claiming
that the common people had never been a political force
in the past, Brady stressed another variety of continuity
in English history. Success in this line of argument ought
to have made Whiggish gentlemen face the incongruity of the
"free Saxon" myth by reminding them once more that the
Saxon lower orders were made up of simple peasants, unin-
volved with affairs of state. Brady quite rightly pointed
out that the true agitators for participatory government
were "not this sort of People . . . but the Military Men,
the Earls, Barons and Tenants in Capite, and such as held
of them by Military Service, especially such as were Dissolute
and Poor, having been drawn in, and managed by Cunning
Ambitious men of the Same order . . . ."
29 Brady planned
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to show that representative government in England came,
not out of ancient customs but rather out of the demands
of "incorrigible Norman Rebels against their own Norman
Princes, from whom they or their Ancestors had received
so many and so great Benefits and Favours." 30 These dis-
loyal feudatories fought "for their Liberties (as they
called them) which were, for the most part, nothing but
the Relaxation of several Rigorous Exactions and Usages
of the Feudal Law relating to their then Fees and Esta-
te s • • • •
Brady began by discussing the Roman historians*
delineation of German customs before the invasions, and
German laws as they appeared in the barbarian codes. He
purposefully stressed similarities between Anglo-Saxon
and continental German legal customs as evidence that the
two peoples had a common heritage. 32 His purpose becomes
obvious from his ensuing discussion of Saxon landrecht and
social ranks. Employing the evidence he found in Lambarde,
in Spelman, and in Somner's Gavelkind , Brady presented an
impressive argument for a hierarchically stratified,
"feudal" society in England before the Norman conquest. Not
very successful in accounting for bocland, Brady
admitted
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that it was readily devisable by will and "of the same
nature with Allodium " ; at the same time he insisted "this
Bockland could not be alienated without the King's consent;
it was a Royal Prerogative in the King only to grant it,
and it was forfeited also to the King by him that deserted
his Lord, either in a Sea or Land-Expedition." 33 Clearly,
Brady would have liked to be able to link bocland directly
to the post-conquest military fief, but his predecessors'
interpretations led him to concede its allodial nature and
to pass it by quickly. For if Lambarde e_t a_l. had done
Brady's cause a disservice in the matter of bocland , they
had provided grist for his mill in their discussions of
other Saxon "tenurial" arrangements. For example, Brady
accepted Somner's interpretation that qafolland , nea tland ,
and utland
were opposed to Inland or Demeasne Lands, and
were Lands granted out for Rent, or Service,
or both, and reducible to Folkland, and 'tis
very probable they were the same, or of the
same nature; for that in the Laws where they are
mentioned, it appears they were always occupied
by Ceor Is , Churls , Countrymen , Colons^ or
Clowns ; by Gebures , Boors, Rustic '
s
/sic/ Plough,
or Husbandmen, or by Neates , and Geneates , Drudges,
Villanes , or Villagers . These three Saxon words
being almost of the same signification, though
very different in sound, were always applied to
the ordinary sort of People, called by us Folke
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at this day." 34
Brady brushed aside Somner 's assumption of equivalence
between inland and bocland as representing a lord's demesne,
by asserting that the Saxons knew military tenures as well
as allodial ownership.
Yet besides these Lands, there were other Lands
also which were holden by Military, or Knights-
service, called then Feoda , or Denef icia , Fees ,
or Benefices . Such were the Feudal-Lands of
Ealdormen , Thanes , and less Thanes , or as they were
afterwards called Va lvasors , which they had of
the King's Gift, for personal Attendances , Military
Services , or as Governors of Provinces , Counties ,
or Towns ...and that there were such Lands, as
well in the hands of the Lower sort of the Noblesse
and Gentlemen, as of the greater Noblemen, is
further clear, by undeniable testimony from the
Saxon Laws and Dooraesday JJ
Having broached the subject of military tenures among the
Saxons, Brady turned his readers' attention back to the
continent and described ^ t-^mirial customs which had emer-
ged in the German successor states. His purpose was, quite
36
plainly, to show that "feudal" custom was all of a piece.
For those of his own day, and subsequent students, who
asked the embarrasing question why written evidence on
Saxon military tenures is so very sparse and equivocal,
Brady suggested that "The reason why in these antient
times
we find few Laws concerning Fees or Beneficia,
or that we
17 9
want a just account of them, is because the Feudal Law
was then contained only in Customs . . . and usages,
and not written
. . .
."
3 ? Brady felt justified in con-
cluding on grounds of the similarity between Germans and
Anglo-Saxons that a common tradition and common customs
implied a pre-conquest English society where there were no
"free" Saxons but only lords and servants.
Having grounded his "sociological" considerations
upon the firm foundation of feudal tenure Brady proceeded
to discuss Germanic society directly. He traced a common
hierarchy among the ancient German peoples and pointed
out the equivalence between the upper ranks (the "Magis-
trates") of all the nations descended from the Germans; so
also with the lesser folc :
All these sorts of People /as had been found
amongst the continental Germans/ were amongst
our English Saxons , though by other names.
The Nobility were called Sapientes , Witen ,
Ealdermen
,
Cynings Theqns , Eorles , Hlafords &c.
The Free-men most commonly called Freoh , The
Servants or Slaves Theows or Dowes , and the
manumitted Slave or Servant Freot Mon , a
freed-man, or man made Free.... That there were
very many Servants and Slaves here in the Saxons
times, before the Conquest, may be proved from
Doomesday-book, which the Normans in their Latin
called Villani Bordar ii Servi , &c. ... 8
The most dreadful of all the crimes Brady perpetrated against
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the Whig view of early English society was his demolition
of the Anglo-Saxon freeman. The good doctor dispatched
this revered figure of Whig folklore with short shrift,
although scarcely with clinical detachment. As if his
depiction of pre-conquest hierarchical society were not
already damaging enough, he delivered a sort of coup de
grace to the "free Saxon" electors of many parliaments by
comparing them with slaves:
The German Servants or Slaves could not better
their condition; what they got and wrought for
was their Patrons, they might be given away,
changed, or sold.... And 'tis not to be thought
their condition was much better here, for it
should seem by some of our old Saxon Laws, that
the very Free-men of ordinary condition, had
their Lords or Patrons, and were not absolutely^
or independently free to do what they would...."
He added the insult of evidence to the injury of calumny by
quoting the laws of Ine to show that a freeman could lose
his freedom for failure to get his lord's permission to
work on Sunday. 40 Nothing could have been more devastating
to the Whigs, as the immediate reaction to Brady's Complete
History proves.
Brady 1 s work on the Saxons was, in many ways , even
more remarkable than his efforts to redefine medieval his-
tory as a whole in terms of "feudal" practice. Brady
believed that pre-conquest society in England was a
typical German society. For him, as for Spelman and
Somner, the Germans were the originators of "feudalism";
their social order was characterized by a hierarchical
lord-servant relationship. Brady saw, with greater clarity
than his predecessors, that such a society precluded
free participation in political life at the lower end of
the social spectrum, and that those who did participate
could be called "commons" only by the crudest kind of
semantic twisting and logic chopping . In the Complete
History Brady called the chickens of a century of study
and debate home to roost by insisting upon what Lambarde
had long before made clear - that Anglo-Saxon society was
in the broadest sense hierarchical and that the lower orders
of that society must not be considered an important part
of the ancient constitution. The "free Saxon" was a
myth and the "Norman Yoke" merely a more complete reali-
zation of what had gone before. With Brady's work the
contradiction between pre-conquest society as Tudor polity
and pre-conquest society as free commonwealth became un-
compromisingly apparent. ^1
The inevitable counter-blast to Brady's Complete
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History was the work of James Tyrrell, the friend of John
42Locke. As early as 1681 Tyrrell had entered the lists
against royalist doctrine by publishing an anti-Filmer ian •
tract, Patriarcha non Monarcha: or the Patriarch Unmonarched , 43
In the 1 90 1 s he wrote a series of political dialogues relat-
ing to the constitutional crisis just past. He was per-
spicacious enough to recognize the threat posed to the Whig
conception of English history by Brady, and assumed the
responsibility of refuting the Complete History in a work
of comparable length and detail. His General History of
Eng land was, from the outset, an avowedly partisan work
intended to challenge Brady's conclusions step by step. 44
There was nothing in Tyrrell's General History that
was not thoroughly familiar at the time of its publication.
The book presented a systematic recapitulation of some of
the most cherished items of the common-law tradition as
they applied to constitutional history. As befit a Whig
leader, Tyrrell devoted many pages to "prove" that the Anglo-
Saxons had an elective and not a hereditary kingship, and
several additional pages to show that the main prerogative
of the Saxon kings "consisted in giving their Sanction to
all Laws that were made ..." and that "this Prerogative
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could never be exerted without the Advice and Consent
of the Mycel-Gemot, or Great Council of the Realm." 45
The fact that some Anglo-Saxon kings suffered deposition
was offered as evidence that they were held responsible
for their actions and were expected to govern in accord-
ance with a Lockeian . "Or iginal Contract.
"
4 6
Regarding - the conditions of men in pre-Conguest
society, Tyrrell assumed that a major part of his task
was to show that Brady had vastly underrated the partici-
patory proclivities and political initiative of those
beneath royal rank. He pointed out that there were promin-
ent wielders of power represented in the Saxon titles of
Atheling , Ealdorman , Eor
1
and Heretoch , and described the
thegnly class as a graded hierarchy in which the great
thegns comprised a true "feudal" body holding by tenure-
in-chief of the Crown, the middle thegns made up a body of
sub-vassals, and the lesser thegns alone enjoyed "Freehold
Tenure." 47 Tyrrell rejected the assumption (often made
by royalist writers) that "feudal" tenure implied subordin-
ation to the King or overlord, in favor of an interpretation
more favorable to Whig ideas. Tyrrell seems to have assumed
that holding of the King by service tenure made the tenant
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more, rather than less, independent of the royal will; the
act of enfeoffment was an act of enfranchisement which
distributed the exercise of power rather than centralizing
it. Such an interpretation may well be closer to modern
ideas about "feudalism" than the simple Filmerian view that
kings had ever been the source of all power and consequently
must be respected and obeyed regardless of their ability
to enforce their will. By the time that Tyrrell wrote, the
opponents of absolutism had become used to the idea that
an aristocracy was the natural intermediary between an
overweening monarch and a democratic mob. • That Tyrrell
was a true Whig and no democrat is shown by the approving
tone of his remark, "I think nothing is more evident than
that the Government of the Antient English Saxons was rather
Ar istocratical than • Monarchical . . . . " 48
Brady had used "feudalism" not for the purpose of
elevating the claims of an oligarchy but rather to limit
his opponents' facile depiction of ancient "free" institu-
tions. If Tyrrell was willing to accept Brady's "feudal"
Saxons for his own purposes, he could not permit Brady's
interpretation of the Saxon lower ranks to go unchallenged.
The ideological attachment of the Whigs to a rather hazy
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concept of "freedom" demanded that Tyrrell try to vindi-
cate the idea of the "free" Saxon. This he attempted to
do in the first place by suggesting, more or less ipse
dixit
,
that "the least or meanest Degree of Gentry or Free-
holders
. . . were then all one; none but the Gentry or
less Nobility then enjoying land by Freehold Tenure. "49
The purpose of this exercise in historical wish-fulfillment
seems clear enough. Those of his readers who were disturbed
by the taint of residual "feudalism" among their upper-class
Saxon forebears could take comfort in the fact that the very
class which most resembled that of Whig gentlemen in Saxon
times had held land by a correspondingly similar (nay, iden-
tical) "Freehold Tenure." Further, Tyrrell pointed to the
ceorl as an example of a lower class Saxon who "was as free
as to his Person and Property as the greatest Thane of them
all." 50 Tyrrell suggested, with some justice, that Brady
had not paid enough attention to the evidence relating to
ceor Is and left little doubt in his readers' minds that
Brady had deliberately suppressed this evidence.
This I have taken notice of, because Dr. Brady,
in his Preface before his Norman History, as
also in divers other Places of his Works, has
laboured all he can to make the Condition of
the common People of the Kingdom (before the
Conquest, as well as after) to have been little
better than that of Slavery, and seems to repine
very often that it is not so still, as I could
easily shew if I would go about it. *
To refute Brady, he (inevitably) quotes Lambarde's
translation of Gethynctho , "Where you may observe that
Wealth and Industry conferred Nobility in the Saxon Times
as well as at this Day . Thus Tudor and Whig gentlemen
struck hands across a century and demonstrated an undeniable
continuity of values in a world where little else had
remained unaltered. Like others before him, Tyrrell rapidly
dismissed the unfree elements in Saxon society, in a brief
sentence or two touching upon the "lowest Rank of Men, viz.
that of slaves . . . . 1,53
Having discussed Anglo-Saxon kingship and social
rank, Tyrrell devoted much of the rest of his long intro-
duction of the pre-conquest portion ot the General History
to a chapter and verse confrontation with Brady on the pro-
blems of parliamentary origins and the participation of
commons. All this is tedious in the extreme and needs but
a few examples to show the type. Tyrrell produced the argu-
ment from Lambarde's Archeion as evidence that burgesses
sat in parliament in Saxon times, not failing to evoke
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"the Judgment of that Learned Antiquary Mr. Lambard, who
certainly understood the Constitution of this Antient
Government, as well at least, if not better than Dr.
Brady . . . ."54 He criticized Brady's etymological attacks
upon "the Laws of Saint Edward" by reminding his readers
that the absence of certain words in documents of a given
period does not in itself prove that the words were not then
in use. Even if he were to submit to a negative argument,
and stipulate that there were no Barons in England until
after the Conquest, yet he was sure that post-Conquest evi-
dence would demonstrate early participation of the magnates
and commons in the councils of the realm; Brady's attempt
to prove otherwise was "but Aethiopem lavare , " a fruitless
task indeed. 55 Tyrrell's account of a Saxon charter drawn
up, he believed, at a "Witenagemot " reflects his general
thesis that such documents were the product of participatory
government. In this account, Tyrrell betrays a condescen-
sion toward the Saxon lower orders which is characteristic
of his aristocratic Whig leanings.
tho only the Dignified Persons subscribed their
Names /to the charter/, yet all had a Right to
approve, and give their Consents to what was there
transacted: But it cannot be imagined, that
this Charter would ever take notice of the
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Approbation of the meer Rabble without
, however
they might show a Joy and Satisfaction at what
was there done by their Hollowing and Shouting. 56
So much for the vaunted exercise of the franchise by Saxon
Freemen engrossed in the pursuit of public affairs. The diff-
erences between Whig and Tory were differences of degree,
and never deep nor all-encompassing. Gentlemen were fully
agreed that whoever exercised power, past or present, king
or parliament, "the Rabble without' 1 had (and, presumably,
should have had) little effect on affairs managed entirely
by their betters. Enough, indeed, that such as they should
be permitted to acclaim decisions made by wiser heads than
theirs.
Before concluding his discussion of pre-conquest
society Tyrrell followed the pattern of other investigators
by commenting upon Saxon landrecht . As has been shown, Brady
was not wholly successful in his discussion of the subject,
and Tyrrell displayed a knack for historical polemic (and
made a clever point) by attacking Brady at his weakest.
Brady's handling of bocland was both unclear and somewhat
superficial. He had been eager to present the Saxon land-
lord as a feudatory, and bocland , as it was then and is
still
understood, gives little support to the seeker after
"feudal"
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tenure. Tyrrell seized upon Brady's equivocal position
with devastating effect,
...if the greatest part of the Lands before
the Conquest, held by Men of any Quality,
were Bocland ,_and that this Bocland was the
same (as he /Brad_y/ grants) with lands held
in Allodio . . . then it is also evident that these
Lands, which were far the greatest part of the
Lands in the Kingdom, were not held by Knight's
Service , and consequently their Owners could
not be Tenants in Capite , as this Author is
pleased in other places to suppose; and therefore
these Tenants in Allodio could never be so rep-
resented by such Military Persons, as that they
a lone could either make Laws for them, or lay
Taxes on their Estates , without their Consents
either by themselves or Representatives in the
Great Councils or Parliaments of those Times; and
therefore such free Tenants must have either appear-
ed for themselves in Person, or have chosen others
to represent them. '
Tyrrell invited "any Man 11 who doubted "whether those lands
held in Allodio, were before the Conquest the greatest part
of the Lands of the. Kingdom" to pursue the subject in
Somner's and Taylor's treatises on gavelkind where, he
believed, it was proved that "this was the general Tenure
of all Lands not held by Knight Service before the Conquest."
Tyrrell had already argued that the "greater Nobility of
that Time . . . were all the King's Feudal Thanes ... the
King's immediate Tenants of fair Possessions, which they
held by personal Service." 59 Thus bocland must have been,
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in his view, limited to those of the "Gentry or less
Nobility" who were, by his own definition, the sole
freeholders of Saxon England. The value of Tyrrell's
exploitation of Brady's uncertainty over bocland was
political rather than historical. By any test, Tyrrell's
discussion of Saxon landrecht is at least as confused as
Brady's and (since it assumes more) is even less histori-
cal. Doubtless his portrayal of a self-governing Saxon
gentry of freehold boclanders provided additional comfort
to his fellow Whigs, and reinforced their tendency to
link the ideas of sanctity of property, parliamentary
supremacy, and the contract theory of government together
as an idealogical basis for their political program.
Tyrrell's final words on the Saxon husbandman gave further
scope for self-gratulation to his sympathetic readers. He
simply denied Brady's interpretation of the condition of
the lower orders in Anglo-Saxon England, while incidentally
ignoring the implications of Somner's views on socage.
Thus for the Doctor, which I will not contradict,
tho he here makes all Ceorles Men to have been
meer Drudges, which was not so, since those
that held Land by Socage-Services , were as free
as to all things else from the Power of their
Lords, as our Tenants are at this day. 60
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Oh, Happy Arcadian England where the golden age was main-
tained unto these latter days; where contented rustics
labored secure in the possession of their "free" tenements
and gave their consents to government by the representatives
of their landlords. Such seems to have been the paternal-
istic vision which drew out the continuities linking Saxon,
Tudor, and Whig Gentry.
Tyrrell's importance in the historiography of pre-
conquest social history lies in the fact that he was writing
as nearly "official" history as can be imagined in support
of the events of 1688-89. Robert Brady had opposed those
events, just as he opposed Whig historical polemics. It
was to heal the wound which Brady inflicted upon English
history and Whig self-esteem that Tyrrell wrote. The
modern reader may find it difficult to avoid the conclusion
that despite differences in their interpretation of the
medieval past, the distance separating Whig and Tory was
not very great. The continuing resort to the past, the
appeal to the same authorities to bolster slightly divergent
conclusions, a lack of real social difference between con-
tenders and roughly similar concepts of the ideal society
as monarcho-aristocratic and not republican, bespeak the
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undeniable fact that both the revolution of 1688 and its
accompanying histor iographical controversy were rooted in
a society that had not yet entirely emerged from a tradi-
tional, hierarchical past. Indeed, it was their heirship
to this very past which dominated the imaginations of
contributors to each side of the debate and lent an air
of "all gentlemen together" to their writings. A passage
from Tyrrell's summation well illustrates this point.
I have presented /the reader_7 with a true Scheme
of the Antient English Saxon Government and Laws,
as well Eccles ias tica 1 as Civil , re la ting to the
just Prerogatives of the King, as also to the
true Rights and Liberties of the People; and this
I have done for two Ends; first, to inform those
of our own Nation as well as Strangers, that this
Government before the pretended Conquest, agreed
in the most material parts of it with those of
the same Gothick Model all over Europe; and that
if we do still labour to preserve our Antient
Constitution, when most of our Neighbours have
either lost or- given up theirs, I think we do
deserve Commendation, more especially since both
Prince and People may have found an equal Interest
and Happiness in it . 61
How many of the concepts shared by English gentlemen of all
political persuasions appear in this paragraph. Kingly pre
rogative, popular liberties, "Gothick" balance, ancient
constitution, pretended conquest - these were the common
coin of seventeenth-century historical debate. The meaning
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with which these verbal counters were invested varied
with the party whose shibboleths they temporarily became.
Consequently no partisan could completely reject the
terms of the debate any more than he could wholly accept
his adversaries' definition of them. This is why so much
of the debate may seem to us circular and unprofitable.
While James Tyrrell may have been confident that his
party had, per vim et arma
, established his view of early
English society and history by the events of 1688-89, the
debate continued into the following century, with not-to-
be-expected results. Isaac Kramnick has recently shown that
in the "Convocation Controversy" of the early 1700' s and
in the newspaper debates of 1730-35 between Bolingbroke
Tories and Walpole Whigs, there was a reversal of party
positions his tor iographical 1 v The Tories., as the "out"
party, adopted former Whig views of early constitutional
history, while Walpole* s publicists adopted Brady's portrait
of a "feudal" past where the "free Saxon" and all his
trappings were merely illusory. ^ A cynic's conclusion
might well be that there is nothing sacred in politics.
A more charitable view emerges from the preceding pages.
The socio-histor ical divergence of English gentlemen was
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never very great. From its origins with Lambarde, the
interpretation of Anglo-Saxon social history tolerated a
wide and easy ambivalence. Occasionally, as with Spelman,
Somner and Brady, "histor icism" threw this cherished
ambivalence into stark relief, and it became necessary,
if values were to be preserved, for someone to dim the
historicist spotlight. 63 in Tyrrell's own words, the
political act of faith which this entailed may well "de-
serve Commendation" since it appears to have been true
that "both Prince and People may have found an egual Inter-
est and Happiness in it." But of the ultimate nature of
this mutual interest and happiness - parliamentary democracy,
the age of the common man, the Welfare State - Tyrrell,
Brady and their respective partisans remained, this side
of the grave, mercifully unaware.
CHAPTER VII
THEGN AND CEORL IN THE
AGE OF OLIGARCHY
To be odd, in England, is to be rude. The un-
usual is unpleasant, originality is unsocial
.
In politics
, the two-party system is favoured
,
and Liberals are disliked because they do not
now fit into the pattern. The game of politics
cannot be played unless there are parties and
issues.: it was necessary therefore that voters
and candidates should divide themselves into
two groups. But these groups differed little
in principle until the Labour Movement intro-
duced new issues that smacked of reality and
battle cries borrowed from those continentals
who will call things by their proper names, and
think out absurdly logical schemes.
G.J. Renier, The English
Are They Human?
, p. 122.
The eighteenth century in Great Britain was, above
all, an age of politics. The heirs of the Glorious Revolu-
tion were determined to exploit their inheritance by con-
structing a government suitable to the principles of gentle-
men. Those who practiced the political arts in the period
between the accession of the House of Hanover and the passag
of the parliamentary Reform Bill of 1832 must have often
rejoiced with the poet in their gentlemanly Augustan fashion
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" lam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna ." 1 The politics
of this golden age were rarely contaminated by the lust for
democracy. Despite sporadic outbursts of reform sentiment
which centered upon Wilkes and the radicals, and, later,
upon Charles James Fox, the century that closed with Waterloo
and Peter loo made few concessions to "the . . . sort of men
which doe not rule." In short, few students of the period
would wish to deny the essentially oligarchical nature of
the eighteenth-century constitution. An additional peculia-
rity of eighteenth-century British politics was the meaning-
lessness of party labels. The successive failures of
Jacobitism at the Boyne, Sheriffmuir and Culloden doomed the
ideology of royalist legitimacy, while many erstwhile Tories
reconciled their principles with those of Whiggery. Students
of the "Whig Oligarchy" have suggested that the significant
political dichotomy was not between Whig and Tory, or even
between conservative and liberal, but between "in" and
"out." 2
The historiographical interpretation of pre-conquest
social history had, from its inception, displayed a sensi-
tivity toward the political realities of each succeeding
era. The introduction of "political stability" and the
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growth of cabinet government and parliamentary oligarchy
in the eighteenth century were bound to have an effect
on a subject for so long circumscribed by contemporary
political considerations. Emergence of the cabinet, and
of a sovereign but unreconstructed parliament, meant that
the mainstream interpretative position in pre-conguest
social historiography had been vindicated in contemporary
politics. Gentlemen would continue to mediate between
King and clown. On the other hand, the decline of fairly
clear-cut, ideologically consistent partisan viewpoints
meant that pre-conquest society could nowbe treated both
more objectively and more subjectively. Historical infor-
mation could be considered dispassionately, or it could be
employed to bolster the ideals and programs of individuals
rather than for strictly partisan purposes. Remarkably
little new information about pre-conquest society was dis-
covered in the eighteenth century. Writers of history were
content to ruminate upon and exploit the riches furnished by
their predecessors. But while it is difficult to escape
the conclusion that writers of history in the age of reason
often avoided direct confrontation with the remains of the
Saxon past, the results of their labors were not uniformly
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arid and uninteresting. The eighteenth century was, in
this respect, an age of synthesis bounded on each side by
centuries of research, collection and documentation. 4
A judicious introduction to the eighteenth-century
propensity for citing both sides of a major histor iographical
problem may be seen in Sir Martin Wright's popular legal *
text-book An Introduction to The Law of Tenures (1729)
.
Wright remarked:
It is difficult to determine precisely the Time,
when FEUDS or Tenures were first brought into
England ; some have thought that they were planted
here long before the Conquest
,
others that they
were introduced by William I soon after; the
Authorities on both Sides of this Question are
numerous,, and therefore, though, as mere Authori-
ties, they can have little Weight; Yet I shall
mention the principal Persons who have differed on
this Point, that the Reader may see, that bare
Authority ought to have little or no Influence on
his Judgment of this Question, and that he may in
this Case, without Vanity or Danger of Censure,
lean unto his own Understanding .
^
He proceeded to enumerate Coke, the judges in the Case of
Tenures, Selden, Nathaniel Bacon, and Sir William Temple as
supporters of Saxon "feudalism" and Craig, Camden, Spelman,
Somner and Hale as contenders for the conquest enfeoffment.
Nuances of interpretation escaped Wright, probably because
he was writing a text-book. In any event, he believed that
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"It would be tedious and hardly pertinent to ray Design,
distinctly to examine and consider the Ground of these
Opinions; and therefore I must refer the Reader to the
Treatises in which they are advanced and leave him upon
due Consideration to judge them as he pleases He
personally accepted the view that feudalism was a Norman
import and left it at that. Much that remains characteristic
of the eighteenth century is summed up in these brief pass-
ages. By Wright's day, "feudalism" had ceased to be a
politically imflammatory issue; gentlemen of Whiggish dis-
position had made their peace with Sir Henry Spelman and
g
Filmer, and Tories theirs with Coke and Selden. Wright
could afford to take a cavalier attitude toward one of the
burning questions of the preceding century. It was up to
his reader to "lean unto his own Understanding ... to
judge ... as he pleases." Nonetheless, Wright endorsed
one side of the "feudal" question. As the century progressed,
it became more common to attempt a reconciliation of oppos-
ing viewpoints.
Feudalism, always a popular subject with lawyers,
was given a new and more general lease on life by the
appear-
ance in 1750 of Thomas Nugent' s translation of Montesquieu's
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L'Esprit des Lois
. From the time of its original publi-
cation in French in 1748, this work was to have a profound
effect upon political and social conceptualization in the
English speaking world. 9 The treatment of the Germanic
origins of French feudal institutions in Book XXX of The
Spirit of the Laws did much to inspire English works de-
voted to the explication of a "new" Germanist interpretation
of English feudalism
.
1(
"* Montesquieu's flattering interpre-
tation of the English constitution emphasized the idea of
an aristocratic corps or pouvoir in termed ia ir
e
(what we
have come to call the "separation of powers") and gave to
the world the glib aphorism that it was from the Germans
"the English have borrowed the idea of their political
government. This beautiful system was invented first in
the woods." 11 S uch . attractive doctrines could scarcely fail
to win English admirers and imitators. The best of these
were capable of putting to use what Franz Neumann has
called Montesquieu's "historical method"; his notion that
(in Neumann's somewhat inelegant phrase) "The historical
laws of change follow from the structurized totality of
society." 12 Thus accoutered, they were able to renew the
attack upon the great histor iographica 1 problems of the
medieval past with increased confidence and techniques
that, for lack of a better term, we can only call
Montesquieuvian
.
In. 1757, two years after the death of the great
Frenchman, John Dalrymple (subsequently Sir John, a colla-
teral and progenitor of the Scottish Earls of Stair)
published An Essay Toward a General History of Feudal
1 ?Property in Great Britain . Dalrymple's Essay was
written under the spell of The Spirit of the Laws . Montes-
quieu, in the summation of his chapter on the English con-
stitution, had re-emphasized the German and feudal origins
of the "Gothic government. 11 He had opined that there was
in such government
so perfect a harmony between the civil liberty
of the people, the privileges of the nobility
and clergy, and the prince's prerogative, that...
there never was in the world a +overnmenx so well
tempered as that of each part of Europe, so long
as it lasted
.
14
Fifty years before, Tyrrell had insisted that Englishmen de
served commendation for preserving their "Antient Constitu-
tion" based on the "Gothick Model." 15 England was a
country in which Montesquieu's "well tempered" government
had "lasted." Part of Dalrymple's self-imposed task was
to re-examine the history of feudalism to show that the
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original genius of "Gothic government," German feudalism,
had not been lacking among the English. On the other
hand, as a disciple of Montesquieu, he recognized, to a
greater extent than most seventeenth-century wr iters , the
relative nature of socio-politica 1 institutions and their
tendency to undergo natural change through time.
Naturally fond of the institutions of our
ancestors, we are apt to make this /feuda_l7
system the result of the most cons umma te
political prudence and refinement : But regu-
lar and extensive as the fabrick became, it
was no more originally than the very natural
consequence of very natural causes : In invent-
ing other causes , we only deceive ourselves , by
transferring the refined ideas of our own age,
to ages too simple to be capable of forming
them. 16
Dalrymple acknowledged that an interminable debate over the
origins of feudalism in England had existed. He was confident
that "These opinions, by certain concessions, on both aides
/
may perhaps be reconciled." As might be expected in a
writer modeling his method on Montesquieu and admired by
Hume, Dalrymple began his reconciliation of the "feudal"
problem rationally and with an eye to "natural" causes. He
pointed out that before their emigration the Saxons had
shared the social arrangements of "all the other German
nations." They had "their princes and chieftains; they
had
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likewise their slaves, who served them not as domes ticks
but as labourers of land . . . After their arrival
in England
it is naturally to be expected, that certain
portions of the land would be reserved for the
prince, and the rest parcelled out among the
chieftains; that in order to prevent disputes
about the boundaries of estates, and to make
the deed more formal, these last would have
their lands pointed out to them by the prince,
in presence of the other chieftains, and when
writing came into use, pointed out to them by
a charter; and that both the prince and chief-
tains would again settle upon their lands, their
followers of an inferior degree, and their s laves .
^
But the Saxons did not distribute all the land among the
leaders of the emigration, since there was simply too much
of it; consequently there were in Saxon England members of
the original body of inhabitants, and unattached Saxons as
well, who held land without any formal arrangement between
themselves and the princes and chieftains. This logical
picture of a forgotten era accounted for the two types of
land-tenure recognized by ancient laws; the feud and the
allod . Dalrymple proceeded to draw directly upon Book XXX
of The Spirit of the Laws to show how allodial lands in the
Frankish kingdom had become the responsibility of a directly
appointed royal official, the Count; while lands held "on
the new and Feudal footing" were controlled by independent
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lords who "judged their own people, and led them to war;
their lands were not contained in the divisions and sub-
divisions of the counties, nor were their people subject
to the officers of them." The distinction between such
lands could also be observed in Italy, and indeed, "in
the earlier feudal history of all Europe . . . ." It was
scarcely to be suggested that the counterparts of such
widespread institutions would not be found in Saxon England.
Dalrymple found them represented "in the celebrated, though
hitherto ill understood distinction, betwixt Thain Land
or Boc Land, and Reve Land or Folk Land." 18
Dalrymple believed that Bocland was comparable to
feudal land, while Reveland was subject to the control of
a King's officer, the "Reve, and afterwards sherriff" a
figure analogous to the continental comes . Further, this
distinction between types of land resulted in a "distinction
between the proprietors." 19 Ingeniously (although far too
dogmatically) Dalrymple siezed upon the Old English phrase
Eorl and Ceorl , Thegn and Theoden and tried to show that
each pair of terms represented a separate system of local
jurisdiction. Eorls (Dalrymple calls them Copies, due to
a mis-transliteration from O.E.€o fk ) were governors of
allodial lands, reeves of the King, while Thegns were
20feudal proprietors. Ceorls were freemen and the
exploiters of allods; Theoden were feudal subordinates
.
2
1
Dalrymple confessed his awareness that this account of
Folkland and bocland differed from the accounts of his
predecessors, but with the eclat of a man of his century
and a lawyer he appealed "to the nature of the German con-
quests, to the ana logy of law in neighbouring nations at
the time, and to a general view of the surest guides in
this question, the Saxon laws themselves."^ At this point,
Dalrymple ignored the concept of service as a mark of
feudal tenure, thereby avoiding the argument that bocland ,
being customarily absolved of all mundane service (except
the tr imoda necess itas ) , was essentially allodial. lie
did spend some time- discussing the absence of hereditary
fiefs among the Saxons but argued that the hereditary
aspects of feudal tenure were slow to develop throughout
2 3
Europe and thus Saxon England was not exceptional.
Dalrymple believed that English society on the eve of the
conquest had a common background with the continental
German kingdoms, as well as a general predisposition to
feudal institutions. It was the conqueror's achievement
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to perfect the embryonic feudalism of the Saxon era "by
abolishing the distinction betwixt allodial and charter
land
. .
."by introducing service tenure, by raising
the Earls from independent crown of f icers-a t-will to
hereditary vassals, and by making the same adjustments
for non-feudal subordinates of the Saxon era. 24 In other
words, William did, in fact, introduce many details of a
more highly developed feudalism into England; but Saxon
England had been evolving its own feudal institutions
(although at a slower pace than France), and William's
conquest "alterations 11 merely put the finishing touches
on a system already moving in the same direction. In tone
Dalrymple's picture of early medieval society in England
was not diss imilar from some modern syntheses , however in-
accurate or illusive it may have been -in detail. His admir-
ation for Montesquieu led him to adopt a comparative and
evolutionary approach to feudal institutions that was bound
to concern itself with the very aspects of feudal history
25
which have most occupied modern scholarship.
In the same year that Dalrymple produced his Essay
...of Feudal Property , Edmund Burke wrote the unfinished
2 6
Essay Towards an Abridgement of English History. Burke
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had only just taken up the journalistic pursuits by which
he began his public career. In the previous year he had
published the Vindication of Natural Society
, a satire in
imitation of the late Lord Bolingbroke, aimed at refuting
the political abstractions of a Tory opposition that had
embraced the a priori reasonings of doctrinaire reformers.
As Leslie Stephen observed long ago, "It is, indeed, very
remarkable that Burke's first efforts were directed against
the very thinkers who were the objects of his dying protest;
and that he detected the dangerous tendencies of doctrines
which were to shake the whole world in his old age, whilst
they had yet found no distinct utterance, and he was but a
youthful adventurer .
"
2 7 in this early work there is every
evidence that Burke believed as strongly in the inseparability
of human cultural experience from its historical matrix
at the age of 27, as he did when reflecting upon the French
Revolution at the age of 60. He had already discovered
Montesquieu; his political and historical sensibilities were
heightened by his exposure to the Baron's sociological per-
ceptions. Little wonder that the Abridgment of English
History of the following year showed further evidence of
youthful enthusiasms which were to grow into a life-long
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philosophy. Burke has often been pictured by the unsophis-
ticated as a reactionary of deepest dye, opposed to politi-
cal change on principle and reverent toward the past to the
point of idolatry. Doubtless this stereotypical view is
attributable to some of the purpler vituperative passages
in the Reflections on the Revolution in France . To be sure,
Burke was no liberal, and his abhorrence of atheism, philo-
sophic systems, and doctrinaire reform is too well docu-
mented to brook denial. But as one of the most historically-
minded political theorists before Marx, he often emphasized
the necessity of change through the passage of time, and
never ceased to insist that such change is not only natural
but inevitable. 28 Only when he believed that well-meaning
but deluded individuals conspired to tamper with the pro-
cesses of natural change, to innovate and "improve," did
2 9Burke play the reactionary. J
Burke began his examination of "the laws and insti-
tutions of the Saxons," traditionally enough, in Tacitean
Germany.
Let us represent to ourselves a people without
learning, without arts, without industry,
solely pleased and occupied with war, neglecting
agriculture, abhorring cities, and seeking
their livelihood only from pasturage and hunting.
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through a boundless range of morasses and forests.
Such a people must necessarily be united to each
other by very feeble bonds; their ideas of govern-
ment will necessarily be imperfect, their freedom
and their love of freedom great. From these dis-
positions it must happen of course, that the
intention of investing one person, or a few, with
the whole powers of government, and the notion of
deputed authority or representation, are ideas
that never could have entered their imaginations. 30
In such a society direct consultation at a gathering of the
tribe was the only way to make decisions binding on all.
Burke hazarded that such a people were less hedged about
with political restrictions and that there was greater
scope for the exercise of individual talents "than in a
close and better formed society." This meant that the
leaders of society became public cynosures and attracted
followers who wished to bask in their reflected glory.
Burke suggested that the formation of a comitatal band "de-
pended upon influence rather than institution." 31 Although
the chief's power was great it was not despotic, since the
exercise of despotic power would have offended public opinion,
the source of admiration which had made the chief in the
first place. Thus, though the ancient German leader ruled
arbitrarily (unrestricted by positive law) , his right to do
so rested on popular approval. Besides, the chief, by custom,
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ruled only on minor matters; the whole tribe determined
"everything of a public nature" on grounds similar to
the civil maxim quod omnes tangi b ab omnibus approbetur .
Through this rather confusing melange of chiefs and people,
arbitrary power and popular approval, could be discovered
the faint and incorrect outlines of our constitution,
which has since been so nobly fashioned and so
highly finished. This fine system, says Montesquieu,
was invented in the woods; but whilst it remained
in the woods, and for a long time after, it was
far from being a fine one; no more indeed than a
very imperfect attempt at government, a system
for a rude and barbarous people , calculated to
. 32
maintain them in their barbarity.
Thus did Burke, in waspish tones, dismiss -the glories of the
Tacitean polity, a system which lacked, among other desir-
able things, refinement, a proper separation of powers,
positive law, and representative government. No idle
worshipper of the past for its own sake, he well knew that
the "noble fashion" and "high finish" of the English Consti-
tution was the product of the passage of time and not of
"the woods." 33
German society was a military society, and all aspects
of ancient German culture were subordinated "to a military
principle." 34 The division of society into freemen and
slaves demonstrated the need of society for fighters and
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laborers. The division of freemen into bands loyal to a
respected chief and the fact that the comitatus ("military
fraternities" Burke called them) took solemn vows to their
chiefs and to each other revealed the supreme concern with
war. In the comitatus was to be found "the very first
origin of civil/ or rather military government amongst the
ancient people of Europe; and it arose from the connexion
that necessarily was created between the person who gave
the arms . . . and. him that received them."
These principles it is necessary strictly to
attend to, because they will serve much to
explain the whole course both of government and
real property, wherever the German nations
obtained a settlement; the whole of their
government depending for the most part upon
two principles in our nature,—ambition, that
makes one man desirous, at any hazard or ex-
pense, of taking the lead amongst others; and
admiration, which makes others equally desirous
of following him from the mere pleasure of
admiration, and a sort of secondary ambition,
one of the most universal passions among men.
These two principles, strong both of them in
our nature, create a voluntary inequality and
dependence. J
Eventually the comitatal tie was regularized by the natural
development of hereditary relationships on the part of both
leaders and followers, and although hereditary institutions
were slow to develop they existed before the Germans
left
the ancestral homeland. The emigration of the
Saxons
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called for even more extensive subordination, whereby
separate bands of invaders grew accustomed to accepting
the leadership of a chieftain in war, a fact which "easily
prevailed upon them to suffer him to form the band of their
union, in time of peace, under the name of King." Slowly
the Tacitean polity gave way to kingship, "the prospect
clears up by little and little; and this species of an
irregular republic we see turned into a monarchy as irregu-
lar." 36
Burke's description of the classes and the masses
in the Saxon social order was conventional. He accepted
the usual quadripartite division of nobles, freeholders,
freemen without freehold, and slaves. Burke forged a link
with the histor iographical past by observing "Of /slaves/
we have little to say, as they were nothing in the state."
Thegns were the noble order of Saxon society. Burke
was careful to explain that thegn meant servant because
"the attendants on the person of the king were considered
as the first in rank, and derived their dignity from their
service." Thegns were given estates for the support of
their families and the maintenance of their "sway amongst
the people." Their lands were divided between inland,
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_i._e. land for the immediate support of the thegn 1 s house-
hold, worked by slaves or poor people who held in exchange
for their labor, and lands which the thegn gave to his
followers "of a libera 1 cond it ion, who served the greater
thane, as he himself served the King. "37 They followed the
thegn in war and served his interests in all his affairs.
They comprised "a sort of lesser gentry ... in some
measure the peers ... of their lord . " The lesser thegns
in turn
cons idered themselves as the natural judges
of those who were employed in the cultivation
of their lands; looking on husbandmen with
contempt, and only as a parcel of the soil
which they tilled; to these the Saxons commonly
allotted some part of their out-lands to hold
as tenants-at-will, and to perform very low
services for them. The differences of these
inferior tenants were decided in the lord's
court, in which his steward sat as judge; and
this manner of. tenure probably gave an origin
3 8to copyholders
.
Although the tenants-at-will thus described were insignifi-
cant enough, they were not slaves. Burke recognized a
distinction between their lot and the thoroughly servile
nature of the bondsmen. "The merely servile part of the
nation seems never to have been known by the name of vill-
ains or Ceorles; but by those of Bordars, Esnes, and
Theowes .
"
39
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Of Saxon public law Burke gave an account very
similar to that of Dalrymple, suggesting that the structure
of shires, hundreds, and tithings was created to take care
of the political and legal needs of the remnants of the
British population and unattached Saxons who "had not been
brought into order by. any private dependence" by subordin-
ation to a thegn. 40 The "Wittenagemote or Saxon parliament"
was essentially an aristocratic body. 41 Burke acknowledged
that "How this assembly was composed, or by. what right the
42
members sat in it, I cannot by any means satisfy myself."
Kis description, which he believed "nearest to the truth,"
agreed with that of Tyrrell, who seated only the Saxon mag-
nates, and limited the popular role to one of approbation.
Burke's dubiety concerning the participation of the Commons
is clear from the following:
Lambard is of the opinion, that in these early
times the commons sat, as they do at this day,
by representation from shires and boroughs; and
he supports his opinion by very plausible reasons.
A notion of this kind, so contrary to the
simplicity of the Saxon ideas of government,
and to the genius of that people, who held the
arts and commerce in so much contempt, must be
founded on such appearances as no other explan-
ation can account for.
Burke was too much the eighteenth-century
cosmopolitan to
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give much credit to the formal representation, in Saxon
national councils, of common peasants and low people with
a contempt for arts and commerce . The commons in those
days "were little removed from absolute slaves . "44 They
could be taxed arbitrarily, and there was no substantive
proof that wr its of summons were issued for shires or
boroughs
.
/w7e must own that this subject, during the Saxon
times, is extremely dark. One thing however is
I think, clear from the whole tenour of their
government, and even from the tenour of the
Norman constitution long after , - that their
Wittenagemotes , or Par liaments , were unformed
,
and that the rights, by which the members held
their seats, were far from being exactly ascer-
tained.^
Burke, although not wholly cured of the ancient obsession
for parliament-hunting among the Saxons, well knew the haz-
ards of the chase. As for the king's prerogative in the
Saxon assembly it too was an extremely hazy matter. Burke
believed that royalty was held in low esteem among the
Saxons and that the King presented matters to the Witan
for their genuine approval, rather than promulgating law
to a rubber-stamp assembly. In his own day, "That order
is now reversed;" Burke inferred that the constitutional
process of the eighteenth century involved the preparation
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of law by parliament for assent by the King. Time and
change had taken their toll of the ancient constitution.
All these things are, I think, sufficient to
show of what a visionary nature those systems
are
, which would settle the ancient constitu-
tion in the most remote times exactly in the
same form in which we enjoy it at this day; not
considering that such mighty changes in manners,
during so many ages, always must produce a con-
siderable change in laws, and in the forms as
well as the powers of all governments . ^
Here again are early intimations of Burke 1 s dislike for
"visionary systems" which ignore the complexities of the
process of change "from remote times . . . during so many
ages." This antipathy for the ahistorical methods of the
common-law school led Burke at a later stage of the Abridg -
ment to compose a diatribe against the common law as a
discipline - a surprising feature of his work for those who
conceive of him as ever the supporter of the status quo . He
characterized an education in the common law as "a narrow
ill explained; a coarse but not a plain expression, an
indigested method, and a species of reasoning, the very
refuse of the schools." He noted that the prospect of su
and inglorious study . . . /filled with/ barbarous terms
,
horrors had driven Spelman to abandon "the study of the law
in despair. 11 He scathingly reiterated his charge of
ahistori-
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city, paying special attention to the legend of an immemorial
and unchanging law.
With regard to that species of eternity which
they attribute to the English law, to say
nothing of the manifest contradictions in
which those involve themselves who praise it
for the frequent improvements it has received,
and at the same time value it for having
remained without any change in all revolutions
of government; it is obvious, on the very first
view of the Saxon laws, that we have entirely
altered the whole frame of our jurisprudence
since the Conques t . . . . This is a truth which
requires less sagacity than candour to discover 47
Burke's reference to the conquest should not lead to the
assumption that he accepted any partisan interpretation
centering on that event. In a superb summation of previous
historiography, which deserves quotation in full,, Burke, in
effect, rejected the superficial understanding of history
which had been employed to serve political purposes in the
past, and wished a pox on all their houses.
The spirit of party, which has misled us in
so many other particulars, has tended greatly to
perplex us in this matter. For as the advocates
for prerogative would, by a very absurd consequence
drawn from the Norman conquest, have made all our
national rights and liberties to have arisen from
the grants, and therefore to be revocable at the
will, of the sovereign, so, on the other hand,
those who maintained the cause of liberty did not
support it upon more solid principles. They would
hear of no beginning to any of our privileges,
orders, or laws; and, in order to gain them a rever-
ence, would prove that they were as old as the
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nation; and to support that opinion they put to
the torture all the ancient monuments. Others,
pushing things further, have offered a still
greater violence to them. N. Bacon, in order to
establish his republican system, has so distorted
all the evidence he has produced, concealed so
many things of consequence, and thrown such false
colours upon the whole argument, that I know no
book so likely to mislead the reader in our anti-
quities, if yet it retains any authority. In
reality, that ancient constitution, and those
Saxon laws, made little or nothing for any of
our modern parties; and when fairly laid open
will be found to compose such a system, as none,
I believe, would think it either practicable or
desirable to establish. I am sensible, that
nothing has been a larger theme of panegyric with
all our writers on politics and history, than the
Anglo-Saxon government; and it is impossible not
to conceive a high opinion of its laws, if we rather
consider what is said of them than what they visibly
are. These monuments of our pristine rudeness
still subsist; and they stand out of themselves
indisputable evidence to confute the popular
declamations of those writers, who would persuade
us that the crude institutions of an unlettered
people had reached a perfection, which the united
efforts of inquiry, experience, learning, and
necessity, have not been able to attain in many
ages
,
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Nothing could illustrate more clearly than this characteri-
zation of poor old Nathaniel Bacon by a Whig (albeit an Old
Whig with Tory predilections) , how completely seventeenth-
century methods were castigated by the great conservative.
Burke demanded, above all, a history which developed, dis-
played change, coincided with the realities of human and phy-
sical nature, a history which took into account Montesquieu's
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dictum that "laws
. . .
are the necessary relations arising
from the nature of things." 49 In the brief pages which
Burke devoted to a positive exegesis of the course of
English law he made an attempt at the beginnings of such
50
a history. His observation that Saxon legal institutions
were the product of three sources, German custom, canon law,
and civil law, and his admission that the influence of
civil law was so slight as to be inconsiderable has a very
"modern" ring. His judicious assessment of the Norman
conquest as 11 the great era of our laws 11 should comfort legal
historians who continue to hold such views. He likened the
lega 1 effects of the conquest to a "mighty flood " which
filled the narrow channels of Saxon law
with a vast body of foreign learning, by which
indeed it might be said rather to have been
increased than, much improved ; for this foreign
law being imposed, not adopted, for a long time
bore strong appearances of that violence by which
it had been first introduced. All our monuments
bear a strong evidence of this change. New courts
of justice, new names, and powers of officers, in
a word, a new tenure of land, as well as new
possessors of it, took place. Even the language
of public proceedings was in a great measure
changed . ^1
With this final word Burke took leave of his unfinished
Abridgment
,
affirming in his final lines a continuing con-
cern for the recognition of real change in history over the
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false continuity stressed by so many of his predecessors.
It is worth remarking that he clearly disapproved of the
institutional dislocations of the conquest, which pre-
sented England with an "imposed, not adopted" law that
"for a long time" displayed the marks of its violent
origins. Such violent change was not improvement. Burke
doubtless recalled this and similar conclusions when con-
fronted with his first Bastille day.
William Clarke, whose career was perhaps more typi-
cal of the lesser Whig gentry than that of young Burke,
composed his animadversions on Saxon society in reaction
to the prevailing Germanist interpretation associated
with Montesquieu's dicta . Clarke, a solidly Whig clergy-
man, was appointed to his first living as rector of Buxted
by Archbishop Wake in 1724. He became a prebendary of the
chapter at Chichester cathedral and served for a time as
the domestic chaplain of Thomas Pelham-Holles , Duke of
Newcastle, the most influential power-broker in mid-
century Whig political circles.
52 He dedicated his ex-
tended essay on early coinage to the Duke in 1767. The
Connexion of the Roman, Saxon and Engl ish Coins, Deduced
from Observations on the Saxon Weights and Money was a
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pioneering work in historical numismatics, published in
5 3the author's seventy-first year. As the title of his
book implies, Clarke was determined to show that the
Germanic heirs to Roman dominion had adopted their prede-
cessors* monetary standards, and had used Roman models
as a basis for their own issues. The numismatic simi-
larities which Clarke noted led him to seek further con-
tinuities between Roman civilization and the German
kingdoms that took its place. He was an early and thorough-
going Romanist.
The principle of imitation or improvement by
which our Saxon princes were induced to copy
the Roman models, may be observed in many
other instances, which regard the antient - customs
and constitution of our country. I shall close
this chapter with a few observations upon this
subject, in which I am the more disposed to
indulge myself, because it has often been said,
that our Saxon ancestors, as working upon first
principles, and forming their plans of liberty
and independence in the wilds of Germany, were •
the great originals of almost all the national
customs that prevailed in England; that the Feudal
system in particular was a Gothic structure, an
everlasting monument of their military disposition
and civil polity; and, to raise its character
still higher, that, not withstanding the many
burthensome services annexed to it, the true
principles of liberty were interwoven in its
54very frame. ^
Clarke thus acknowledged a point that cannot be
made too often. By the mid-eighteenth century, Germanist
historiography had reached a point where "the ancient
constitution" and "the feudal law" were not seen as
mutually exclusive ideas, but were judged by those who
had examined them most carefully as being roughly the
same thing. In pos t-Montesquieuvian England the main-
stream of historical thought held that freedom and feudal-
ism were born together "in the woods." 55 Clarke's contri-
bution to the on-going debate was to re-emphasize another
element, the strain of Roman influence, in the complexity
of early medieval social history. He agreed that the
perfectors of feudalism were "Franks and Goths" but in-
sisted that its origins were not so easily determined. It
did no good to seek the roots of feudalism in Caesar and
Tacitus. Their evidence was only sufficient to show that
the ancient Germans "knew nothing either of Tenures or
Estates." Among them land was held in common and "as
there was no property, there could be no Fiefs." 5 "
Clarke's originality lay in his recognition that
the period scholars must look to for evidence of evolving
custom among the Germans was "that long interval of about
350 years between Tacitus and their first code, the Salic
law." 57 During this period the German tribes were in
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continual contact with Roman civilization and could hardly
avoid the formative influences that a more advanced
culture customarily has upon a less advanced.
They were not so barbarous but they were immedi-
ately struck with that first and obvious improve-
ment in human life, the use of private property
and settled habitations. They saw, that, instead
of that savage way of living in common, advancing
to the exclusive rights of individuals, to the
pleasure and advantage of cultivating their own
lands, were- very considerable acquisitions; that
it improved the publ ic happiness , as well as
their own
.
5 8
The Romantic reaction, Karl Marx, and the contemporary
evils attendant upon gross materialism stand between us
and eighteenth-century Whig confidence in the omnicompetence
of private property, but that does not detract from the
force of Clarke's argument. 59 He pointed out that there
was no reference in the earliest German codes to fiefs ,
and conjectured that if these early codes were innocent
of feudal traces, the real sources of feudal tenure must
be sought elsewhere, in the "military regulations" of the
imperial frontiers. He proceeded to stress the univer-
sality of military service to the state and declared that
it was "by no means peculiar to the Feudal system" but
r ather "the universal practice of antiquity."
60 After
describing the importance of a military education to Roman
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youth, he touched upon the agri publici vectigales
. the
Roman public lands that furnished revenues for support of
the state, and agri militibus assignati
, the public lands
distributed to veterans. These, he believed, were the
Roman antecedents of Fiefs . 61 Clarke quoted Selden, who
had toyed with a Romanist interpretation of feudalism, as
suggesting that Alexander Severus had appointed Duces
limitanei
,
Dukes of the frontier, in the late empire, who
held their lands by true military tenure.
The very same reasons, which induced Alexander
to think of these appointments, obliged the
Gothic princes to continue them. Such was the
state of Europe not long after their first
settlements. Money was become very scarce, and
a swarm of barbarous invaders perpetually -suceed-
ing one another, standing armies were necessary in
every country; they were obliged to live sword
in hand. These Feudal appointments were then
much the easiest and most obvious way of paying
these troops. ^2
The titles of feudal officers were obviously descended from
the Roman Dux and Comes . Clarke even tried to make a case
that the remoter Saxons, who dealt less frequently with
the Romans, and then only on what we should call the ambassa-
dorial level, took as their chief title a literal trans-
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lation of the highest Roman dignity, Alderman for Senator .
This forced filiation of terminology illustrates the
intensity of Clarke's Romanist convictions.
The closer Clarke got to the pre-conquest period
in England the less satisfactorily his Romanist approach
applied and the more he became caught up in the conven-
tional aspects of Anglo-Saxon social historiography.
Arguing from analogy more than influence, he suggested
that the "Saxon Witenagemot was, like the Roman Senate
under the emperors, an ar is tocratica 1 assembly, formed
upon that plan which was so well known and had been so
uniformly followed for many ages, viz. the property of
persons, and the favour of the prince. "^^ He adduced as
evidence for the "ar is tocratical" nature of the Saxon
assembly Selden's (or rather Lambarde's) translation of
Gethynctho . Clarke presumed that thegnr ight-wor thy men
alone were entitled to sit in the Witan on the evidence
of Gethynctho that "A certain estate ... an employment
at court, or a particular summons to that assembly by the
prince," were the prerequisites of social distinction among
the Saxons. 65 Hence "the Commons, as such, had no share
in the Saxon legislature." 66 The patient reader is thus
rewarded by the further example of an eighteenth-century
high Whig clergyman rejecting the old ideal of Saxon rep-
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resentation for the commons that Whigs had touted a cent-
ury before. The "commons" of 1767, tainted by the mili-
tant fervor of "Wilkes and Liberty" were scarcely to the
taste of a gentleman servitor of their Graces of Newcastle
and Chichester. Gethynctho
, which had customarily been
employed to show that ceor Is could become thegns and thus
achieve an active share in the Saxon polity, was now
interpreted ' to mean that ceorls "as such" were politically
insignificant. Post-revolutionary Whiggery, like post-
Cons tantinian Christianity, displayed all the signs of a
loss of sectarian zeal and purity concomitant with establish-
ment. Even those who still argued that Gethynctho proved
the accessibility of social advancement in pre-conquest
society were asked to notice that mere accumulation was
not enough to convey the dignity of political influence in
those days.
The temple of honour was indeed always open;
their estates made them capable of access to
it: but there was no way of admission without
a royal appointment. To compleat this title,
to give the rank and dignity of a senator, _a
seat and particular office at court were nec-
essary; and who could confer those honours but
the King? Those concluding and important
expressions, setl & sundernote in Cynges healle
seem to have no meaning in any other view. 67
The sheer rationality of his argument led Clarke to take
the further step of suggesting that the thirteenth-
century summons by writ "as stipulated in the seventeenth
article of King John's Magna Carta" was a simple revival
68of Saxon practice. Only when a man's rank was thus
recognized by individual royal summons was he to be
accorded admission to the Saxon assembly. Lest his "city"
readers be put off by the exclusively landed nature of
the Saxon political class, Clarke went on to cite
Gethynctho on the thriving to thegnr ight of merchants
involved in sea-going trade, and Modus Tenendi Par liamentum
on the political importance of the burgesses and citizens
of the Cinque ports.^ Here again he stressed recognition
by the king as the necessary qualification for entrance to
the councils of the realm. Rich merchants and the guardians
of the major commercial and defensive entrepots on the
coast gave their advice and consent because of their
importance to the state and because they were inherently
members of a special economic order.
For the most rational Conclusion, which can be
drawn from the dark remains of that age, is this,
that the Saxon Witenagemot consisted of those
members, whose LARGE POSSESSIONS, MARITIME
CONNEXIONS, or COMMERCIAL INFLUENCE, recommended
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them as fit persons to be called up by a royal
summons, and invested with the legislative
authority of the kingdom. 70
The Saxons lacked the advantages of feudal tenures
which were introduced by William I. Clarke was not con-
sistent in his attitude toward feudalism, and showed a
distressing ambivalence as to whether it was "a huge
unwieldy machine, perpetually out of order, 11 or "the
foundation of those r ights and privileges /that the Commons
of England/ now enjoy. "71 He agreed that the basic form
of land-ownership in Saxon England was allodial, but this
does not seem to have triggered his sense of property.
Stripped as much as possible of his own confusion, Clarke's
view seems to have been that the feudal law served to
define the tenure of property in such a way that it could
be effectively represented, after the passage of time,
in the two houses of Parliament. The peers and great
barons were thus eventually assisted by the commons, whose
right of summons was recognized by the issuance of writs
to knights and burgage-tenants during the course of the
thirteenth century. What had been a prerogative of the
King in Saxon times, J^_e. the summons to parliament, became
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the right of Englishmen under the (declining) feudal law.
Let no one assume that the commons of 49 Henry
III were a democratical bunch, however. Although the
post-conquest descendants of the Saxon political class
gained a legal right to representation they were of the
same sort appointed by the Saxon Kings.
For though the Commons were not of the same rank
as the peers, yet they were all liber i homines
,
all gentlemen, many of them branches of the
nobler families, and their estates and tenures
always of the same kind, held sicut baroniam :
Ever since the establishment of those tenures
they had a right to assist in granting the
supplies .73
When Simon de Montfort recognized the interests of trade
by issuing writs to summon burgesses to the Oxford parlia-
ment he was showing the same concern to gain support of an
influential corps which occupied the mind of the Saxon
kings when they made certain merchants jure thaini dignus .
Clarke's picture of Saxon society and its histori-
cal consequences were not new, despite his Romanist per-
suasion. He merely modified the older Whig tradition of
the free Saxon commonwealth and suggested that the origins
of the eighteenth-century constitution were actually to be
found in post-conquest feudal law. In this, he was the
heir to Brady and Fabian Philipps. But the difference
between the political classes in Saxon and Plantagenet
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England was a difference of right and not of kind. Indeed,
Clarke leaves the wary reader convinced that he has really
all along been talking about a thinly disguised England
of Pelhams and Pitts, where the king's name just happened
to be Aethelbert or Henry II instead of George III. In
this probably quite conscious suggestion of continuity,
Clarke was heir -to the most ancient strains of English
social historiography and the upholder of "Gothick balance."
Almost as an afterthought, Clarke .turned from his
thirty-page digression on medieval polity and society to
the main task of drawing Roman parallels to Saxon customs.
He connected Saxon land measurement, rather unsatisfactorily,
with Roman by making hide , suling and carucate the equiva-
lent of the Roman j ug urn and jugatio . He also found
similarities (of an analogous rather than a causal nature)
between the Roman and Saxon tax systems. 76 Modern scholar-
ship would find Clarke more satisfactory on the similarities
between the "predial customs" of Romans and Saxons. His
recognition that the servile condition of the Roman colonus
was almost certainly a pr ef igura tion of agrarian servility
in the middle ages still regularly appears as an element
in the modern interpretation of feudalism and manorialism.
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He rang all the changes of servile social terminology by
suggesting that there was at least a comparative connection
between coloni and theowmen as well as the servi
, villani
and bordar ii of Domesday . 77 Other direct Roman influences
upon Saxon England were the adoption of the modified Roman
alphabet, and "the custom of having written laws." 78 This
last point enabled Clarke to finish his discussion of Saxon
England and its Roman antecedents on a triumphant note by
citing the opinion of no less a luminary than the author
of the Ecclesiastical History .
Bede, who was born within less than a century
after our first Saxon laws were enacted, and
consequently well acquainted with their ancient
customs, does not scruple giving up the honour
of his country in this respect, and approve /sic7
their laudable imitation of a politer nation.
He commends Aethelbirht for forming a body of
laws by the advice of his nobles, juxta EXEMPLAR
ROMANORUM. 79 •
Clarke left the gentlemanly readers of his numismatic
treatise with the suspicion that perhaps it was no bad
thing for King George to maintain his own laws by the
advice of his nobles (and commons in parliament assembled)
after the Roman example. It could do no harm, from time
to time, for gentlemen to recall that the Roman polity
was at least as aristocratic as, and far more eminent in
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history than, the Gothic constitution. 80 Plus ca change .
plus c'est la meme chose .
The simpler view of "pure" Germanist interpre-
tation continued to find supporters. In 1768, Gilbert
Stuart, one of the oddities of British political journalism,
published the exceptionally tedious and tendentious Histori-
cal Dissertation concerning the Antiquity of the English
Constitution
.
OJ
~ The Dissertation was a fulsome replication
of all the stock sentiments of primitive "forest" constitu-
tionalism set out under the clear inspiration of an in-
genuous reading of Montesguieu. Stuart 1 s title page bore as
its motto the (by now indispensable) aphorism from L ' Esprit
des Lois , in the original French.^ Little need be noted
of this early work of the young Scot other than the lack of
imagination it displayed in handling overly familiar material
Stuart failed to comprehend the real significance of
Montesquieu as an innovator and interpreted his chapter on
the English constitution quite literally. Stuart himself
had high hopes of advancement and migrated to London after
publishing the Dissertation . He apparently suffered from
life-long disappointment at his failure to achieve a signi-
ficant position in the English establishment. After a
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five-years' stay in London where he did literary hack-
work with phenomenal dispatch, between spells of debauch,
Stuart went back to Edinburgh where he became a chief
founder and editor of the Edinburgh Magazine and Review .
Here his bitterness was displayed in violent criticism
of contributors and failure to work smoothly with his
colleagues. He returned to London in 1782 and in the
last years of his life was co-editor of an anti-Pittite
journal, The Political Herald and Review . The account of
his life in the Dictionary of National Biography refers
to his "malevolence" and "diseased . . . mind" due to early
disappointments; his physical dissipations led to an early
demise in 1786, at the age of forty-four.
83 It would be
unfair to Stuart to suggest that this somewhat equivocal
figure was totally without social and historical insight.
Despite his unsavory reputation, Stuart maintained a
life-
long interest in the British constitution, the
history of
Feudalism, and contemporary politics. He edited
Francis
Stoughton Sullivan's Lectures on the Constitution
of Enaland
which had first appeared in 1772, and published
an original
work, A View of SnrMety in Europe, in 1778.
In the latter work Stuart sought to
present a
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unified theory of feudal history which would reconcile
the divergent views of earlier scholars, and, at the
same time, show how feudal institutions were the product
of evolutionary historical processes. The first chapter
of A View of Society set the stage for a more complete
development of his evolutionary scheme by contrasting two
stages of medieval society which Stuart called "the
chivalry of arms" and "the chivalry of tenure."^ 5 By
these phrases he seems to have understood much the same
kind of distinctions in medieval social arrangements as
were subsumed with more sophistication by Marc Bloch
under his "two ages of Feudalism ." 86 Stuart showed how
medieval land tenure developed gradually from' a temporary
grant rewarding a warrior's prowess to the fully heri-
table fief based on contract by Knight-service. The
development of tenures, from temporary grants for a term
of years or for life to perpetual fiefs, was nothing new
in feudal historiography and had been discussed by earlier
writers, most notably by Spelman in Feuds and Tenures by
Knight-Service . Had Stuart gone no further, his work
would have little claim upon our attention. But Stuart
added to the bare scheme of feudal evolution an appreciation
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of the changing psychological perceptions which accompanied
his two stages of chivalry. Thus he believed that the
earlier stage was rooted in a common interest between
superior and subordinate, while the later stage, following
the introduction of the fief as an economic nexus, was
accompanied by a consequent conflict of interest between
lord and vassal. A theory which thus opposed a kind of
free association to subsequent contractual servility was
to prove very useful as an analytical device when Stuart
examined the feudal customs of pre- and post-conquest
England. The perpetual fief was the key to understanding
the decline of feudalism and all its contingent excesses.
For, at the period it discovered itself, the
feudal association had lost its cordiality.
The superior and the vassal were in a state
of hostility; and, in this situation, a
train of rites and incidents could not possibly
be created, which suppose protection and reverence,
generosity and friendship. These irites /of
homage and fealty/ and incidents /of wardship,
marriage, reliefs et a 1.7 were to distinguish
those ear ly and fortunate per iods , when the
interests of the super ior and vassa 1 were the
same , and their pass ions mutua 1 ; and , though
they preserved their existence down to melancholy
times , and were to act as causes of oppress ion
,
they had yet fostered the noblest principles of
our nature. After throwing a lustre on human
affairs in one condition of manners, they were
to degrade them in another. They were to feel
the influence of refinement and selfishness; and,
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in this last s itua tion , the perpetuity of the
fief...was to add a regularity to their appear-
ance , and to encourage their sever ity . ^7
Stuart acknowledged that previous writers had held
varying views on the subject of feudalism among the Anglo-
Saxons. He cited Craig, Somner, Spelman, Hale and Hume
as opponents of Saxon feudalism and Coke, the judges of
Ireland in the case of tenures, Selden and Bacon as
supporters of the idea. 88 An initial reaction might be
that he had simply borrowed these listings from Wright's
Law of Tenures , but the truth seems to have been that Stuart
mentioned the controversy in order to resolve it. Contrary
to Wright's conclusion, Stuart believed that fiefs were
known to the Saxons. To hold otherwise was to suggest that
the Saxons differed from other Germans and that they "must
have adopted new and peculiar customs. And history has
not remarked these deviations and this dissimilarity." He
rejected the view that "William the Norman" brought feudal-
ism to England, on the grounds that
The introduction of a system so repugnant to all
institutions which usually govern men; which was
to force into an uncommon direction both govern-
ment and property; which was to hold out new
maxims
in public and in private life; which was to
affect,
in a particular manner, inheritance and
estates;
to give a peculiar form to justice and courts; to
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change the royal palace, and the households of
gentlemen; to overturn whatever was fixed and
established in customs and usages; to innovate
all the natural modes of thinking and of acting;
could not possibly be the operation of one man,
and one reign.
^
Clearly enough, Stuart relied upon rationalist assumptions
to substantiate his views. He found it unlikely that
reasonable men could refuse to acknowledge that the Anglo-
Saxons must have been like their continental cousins. The
eighteenth-century penchant for seeking causal laws by
noting similarities in natural phenomena underlay Stuart's
entire scheme. His continuing debt to Montesquieu looms
large in a passage which follows that just quoted.
Let us not be deceived by names and by authorities.
Fiefs were to run the same career in Engiand which
they had experienced in the other countries of
Europe. They were to be at pleasure and annual,
for life, a series of years, and in perpetuity; and,
in all these varieties, they were to be exhibited
in the Anglo-Saxon period of our story. The
hereditary grant, as well as the grant in its
preceding fluctuations, was known to our Saxon
ancestors. Of this, the conformity of manners
which must necessarily have prevailed between
the Saxons, and all other conquering trib es of
barbarians, is a most powerful, and a satisfactory
argument . Nor is it single and unsupported.
History and law come in aid to analogy; and these
things are proved by the spirit and text of the
_
Anglo-Saxon laws, and by actual grants of heredi-
tary estates under military service.
How, then, account for the fact that
under the conqueror,
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fiefs appear to have changed in character? Stuart
agreed that a real change took place; that those who
held the strictly continuitist theory of unaltered feudal
institutions before and after the conquest were patently
wrong. To resolve the apparent contradiction which his
acceptance of both Saxon feudalism and conquest-discon-
tinuity implied, Stuart resorted to a "psychological"
explanation drawn from theoretical assumptions he had
already made about the changing perceptions of feudalism.
The varying spirit of the feudal association,
which I have been careful to remark, accounts
for it /this difficulty/ in a manner most easy
and natural. When the superior and the vassal
were friends, and their connection was warm
and generous, the feudal incidents were acts
of cordiality and affection. When they were
enemies, and their connection was preserved,
not by the Commerce of the passions and the
heart, but merely by the tie of land, the feudal
incidents were arts nf oppression and severity.
During the Anglo-Saxon times, the affect icmate
state of the feudal association prevailed.
During the times of Duke William, and his
immediate successors, their hostile condition
was experienced. Hence the mildness and
happiness of our Saxon ancesters; hence the com-
plaints and grievances of our Norman progenitors.
Stuart was quick to point out that the consistent public
demand, under Norman and Angevin monarchs, for a return to
the laws of St. Edward was no mere nostalgia for a mythical
age of gold but hard evidence of a change in social per-
92ceptions. The laws of the Confessor represented an
actual stage in the development of feudal institutions,
"that condition of felicity . . . which had been enjoyed
during the Anglo-Saxon times, while the feudal incidents
were expressions of generosity and friendship. 1,93 The
differences between "the two states of feudal association,"
as Stuart called .his analytical model, were compounded,
in England, by the rapidity with which the conquest
fostered change. Service tenure, in particular, was sym-
bolic of the later stages of feuda lism, where impersonal
economic ties and animosity came to replace personal and
family ties and friendship. Knight-service was both a
symbol of the breakdown of the "cordial" stage of "feudal
association" and the organizing principle and guarantee
of the subsequent stage. Stuart thus assumed that the more
rigorous exactions of the post-conquest period were due
to natural evolutionary changes in the lord-vassal relation-
ship and that a growing lack of concord between superior
and inferior was formalized and, at the same time, maxi-
mized by the prescriptions of the "new" Knight-service.
These principles were the basis for the post-conquest feudal
monarchy. 94 Stuart's anti-establishment views were doubtless
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reinforced by these reflections upon the conflicting social
interests of the post-conquest era. Although he had eulo-
gized the British constitution in his youthful Dissertation
,
his subsequent failure to achieve a "place" and his opposi-
tion to the government of Pitt at the end of his career
suggest that he became disenchanted with the oligarchy
resulting from the settlement of 1688-89. Had he lived
on into the period of the French wars it seems not unlikely
that, with his personal predispositions, Stuart would have
been a dedicated radical and "Friend of the People."
A more theoretical approach to the problems pre-
sented by early medieval society was the product of yet
another Scot, John Millar. ^ Millar was deservedly famous
in his time as a brilliant teacher, and has been recognized
by scholars in our day as a profound thinker and forerunner
of modern sociology. In his own university days, he made
the acquaintance of Adam Smith, then professor of Logic and
Moral Philosophy at Glasgow, and through Smith won an
appointment as tutor to the son of Lord Karnes. Both
Smith and Karnes befriended the young scholar as did Hume;
the friendship of the most eminent Scottish thinkers of his
time argues for Millar's intellectual promise. In 1761,
at the age of twenty-six, he was appointed to the chair
of Civil Law at Glasgow and held the attendant professor-
ship until his death in 1801- Millar published only two
works during his long academic career, but both appeared
in several editions, and both dealt directly with the
problems of social development in the history of Europe
and England. The first of these, The Origin of the Distinc-
tion of Ranks appeared in 1771, after Millar had been
lecturing for ten years on Roman Law; the second, An Histori-
cal View of the English Government , was first published in
1787 .
Of the two works, the earlier seems the more
innovative today. The Origin of the Distinction of Ranks
is a theoretical investigation into the historical causes
and consequences of social differentiation in human society
generally, with stress on the relationship between rank
and the exercise of authority. While it is clear that
Millar was influenced by the methods and general intellectual
impact of Montesquieu, his work is far more than a recapi-
tulation of L'Esprit des Lois . Ranks presented a develop-
mental theory of society, which incorporated the contemporary
view that social history illustrated the progress of
human
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refinement; at the same time, the book employed historical
data in such a way as to avoid the confusions and excesses
of "doctrinaire" continental illumine's,
_e^. Rousseau and
Condorcet.. The flavor of Millar's judicious approach is
sensed in the opening paragraphs of the "Introduction"
to Ranks .
Those who have examined the manners and customs
of nations have had chiefly two objects in view.
By observing the systems of law established in
different parts of the world, and by remarking
the consequences with which they are attended,
men have endeavoured to reap advantage from the
experience of others, and to make a selection of
such institutions and modes of government as
appear most worthy of being adopted.
To investigate the causes of different usages
has been likewise esteemed an useful as well as an
entertaining speculation. When we contemplate the
amazing diversity to be found in the laws of
different countries, and even of the same country
at different per iods , our curiosity is naturally
excited to enquire in what manner mankind have
been led to embrace such different rules of conduct;
and at the same time it _ls evident, that, unless
we are acquainted with the circumstances which have
recommended any set of regulations, we cannot form
a i us t notion of their utility, or even determine,
98in any case, how far they are practicable.
Thus, at the outset, Millar set up an implied definition of
human institutions as behavioral devices created out of the
historical and envionmental matrix to fulfill functional pur-
poses. The test of the social success of institutions, for
Millar, was neither tradition nor innovation but a rather
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pragmatic utility. Since all institutions take their rise
from a kind of historical necessity the intellectual
challenge, for him, was less to propound the "goodness"
or "badness" of specific customs than to discover the reasons
underlying them, and to comprehend the historical causes
and development of institutions in time. Only thus could
it be seen which customs have proved useful to men, and
which have worn out their usefulness.
Millar investigated several disparate social areas
in Ranks
, all of which have great intrinsic interest, but
not all of which relate to the problems of medieval society.
For example, Millar began his investigations with a survey
of the place of women in society beginning with the family
and tribal stages of culture and went on to show the
effects of economic "improvement" and growth in cultural
complexity upon "the condition of women in different ages."
In later chapters he touched on "the authority of a father
over his children," "The authority of a Chief over the
members of a tribe or village," and "The authority of a
Sovereign, and of subordinate officers, over a society com-
posed of different tribes or villages." As appears from
the citation of these chapter titles, Millar's scheme
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associated types of authority with stages in the evolution
of culture." Authority in all its forms was a product
of natural development. In view of recent speculations by
students of animal behavior concerning the biological
roots of intra-specif ic dominance, it is a further mark
of Millar's prescience that he was aware of some ethologi-
cal evidence. "it has been remarked," he noted,
that all animals which live in herds or flocks
are apt to fall under the authority of a single
leader of superior strength and courage. Of
this a curious instance is mentioned by the
author of Commodore Anson's voyage. 'The largest
sea-lion, 1 says he, 'was the master of the flock;
and, from the number of females he kept to him-
self, and his driving off the males, was styled
by the seamen the bashaw. .. .The males had often
furious battles with each other, chief ly • about
the females; and the bashaw just mentioned, who
was commonly surrounded by his females, to which
no other male dared to approach, had acquired
that distinguished pre-eminence by many bloody
contests, as was evident from the numerous scars
visible in all parts of his body.'
In a herd of deer, the authority of the
master-buck, founded upon his superior strength,
is not less conspicuous .
As with other forms of authority experienced by
mankind, the institutions of "feudalism" were the products
of a specific set of historical and cultural circumstances
Millar found the origin of "the feudal system" among the
German successors to Roman authority in the West.
101 He
saw feudal customs
disordered age
.
As individuals therefore, in those times of
violence and confusion, were continually exposed
to injustice and oppression, and received little
or no protection from government, they found it
necessary to be constantly attentive to their
own safety. It behooved every baron, not only
to support his own personal dignity, and to main-
tain his own rights against the attacks of all his
neighbours, but also to protect his retainers and
dependents; and he was led, upon that account, to
regulate the state of his barony in such a manner,
as to preserve the union of all its members , to
secure their fidelity and service, and to keep
them always in a posture . of defence . ^02
Medieval kingdoms were "thus divided into a number of baron-
ies" and the lords of each met with the King (who was primus
inter pares ) in national councils to determine public policy.
Millar suggests that such councils were for the purpose of
regulating disputes "which had arisen between independent
proprietors of land. Such was the business of the early
parliaments in France, of the Cortes in Spain, of the
Wittenagemote in England . . . ." 103 As time passed author-
ity in the feudal kingdoms began to gravitate to the sovereign.
This, too was a development which proceeded along natural
lines
•
as a method of preserving order in a
In a government so constituted as to intro-
duce a continual jealousy between the crown
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and the nobles, it must frequently happen
that the latter , instead of prosecuting a
uniform plan for aggrandizing their own order
,
should be occupied with private quarrels and
dissensions among themselves; so that the
King, who is ready to improve every conjuncture
for extending his power, may often employ and
assist the great lords in destroying each other,
or take advantage of those occas ions when they
have been weakened by their continued struggles,
and are in no condition to oppose his demands ..^04
Millar followed Spelman's view that the greater nobles were
independent in Saxon England but were "reduced to be the
vassals of the crown in the reign of William the Conqueror."
Millar's reading of Spelman's Feuds and Tenures by Knight-
Service was perceptive. He recognized that the limited
nature of Spelman's view of post-Conquest feudalism depended
on a very close definition of the fief , and that the diff-
erence between the two stages of English society was one
10 5
of degree and not o.f kind.
A more detailed analysis of Anglo-Saxon society
appeared in Millar's larger work, An Histor ical view of the
English Government . In the Historical View Millar dealt
more directly and less purely theoretically with the stock
problems of Anglo-Saxon social and constitutional historio-
graphy, although his instinct for sociological
generalization
continued much in evidence. On the Germanist dogma which
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had had such impact on English constitutional historians
of the period, Millar held views which reflected the
methods he had developed in Ranks . Institutions were
the product of the natural and cultural environment and
not of some arbitrary and simplistic theory or event.
Millar understood the implications of Montesquieu well
enough to know that the Anglo-Saxon constitution was not
created "in the woods" but was the product of historical
development
.
Whatever peculiarity therefore is observable in
the Anglo-Saxon government, it must have arisen
from causes posterior to the migration of that
people into Britain; from the nature of the country
in which they settled; from the manner in which
their settlements were formed; or from other more
recent events and circumstances. 106
So much for the oversimplification of Montesquieu's dicta
at the hands of shallower thinkers. Millar's analytical
method was too deeply rooted in history, too conscious of
development and change to accept the "immemorial" impli-
cations of the famous aphorism.
In Chapter V of the Historical View Millar discussed
Anglo-Saxon society as an outgrowth of the Saxon settlement
in Britain. Sixty years before the appearance of
The
Communist Manifesto Millar stated that
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The distribution of property among any people is
the principal circumstance that contributes to
reduce them under civil government, and to deter-
mine the form of their political constitution
.
The poor are naturally dependent upon the rich,
from whom they derive subsistence; and according
to the accidental differences of wealth possessed
by individuals, a subordination of ranks is gradu-
ally introduced, and different degrees of power
and authority are assumed without opposition, by
particular persons, or bestowed upon them by the
general voice of the society
•
The Saxon conquest of England meant that the con-
querors would, inevitably, appropriate conquered lands for
.
themselves and would thereby become territorial proprietors.
All free warriors would become landowners. At first, Millar
believed, landowning was on a small scale. The Saxons
were a poor people, with no experience of proprietary
institutions, and they were opposed everywhere by the con-
flicting claims of the native British. Thus the basic unit
of land measurement among the early Saxons was the hide or
ploughland, enough to support the simple needs of a
family and no more. Later, as the landed estates of the
Saxon magnates grew, they continued to be measured in this
early functional unit. At first each Saxon family exploited
their small estate, but as time passed, some holdings gradu-
ally grew too big for the owner and his immediate family
to
work, and other means had to be devised to cope with
the
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problem of expanding property. This resulted in the man-
orial institutions of inland and outland , or land cultivated
by the owner and land "parcelled out into different farms,
and committed to the management of particular bondmen,
from whom, at the end of the year, he required an account
of the produce." Other parts of the outland were given to
members of "the kindred and free retainers of the proprietor
. . . in return for that military service which they under-
took to perform." 108 In consequence, the outland of the
Saxons was divided between the free and the unfree, or as
Millar would have it in the technical language of feudalism,
between "vassals " and " villeins . " Thus Saxon landrecht knew
both allodial lands, "those of every independent proprietor,"
and feudal lands, "those possessed by vassals upon condition
of military or other services." 109 This distinction was
adumbrated by the terms bocland and folcland . Bocland rep-
resented "the estates of the nobler sort . . . being held in
absolute property . . . conveyed by a deed in writing";
folcland was "land possessed by people of inferior condi-
tion . . . having no right to property, but holding
their
possessions merely as tenants, for payment of rents or
servi-
ces ... . /without? any written title."
110 That there is
anything original in Millar's analysis of
Saxon landrecht
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is difficult to convey in a brief summary. The details of
his discussion come from Spelman and are so attributed in
footnotes. But Millar's picture is less confused than
Spelman ' s , and presents a more clearly logical sense of
the development of propr ie tar ial and tenurial customs as
functional solutions to the problems encountered by the
Saxons in their exploitation of the unfamiliar English en-
vironment. This emphasis upon a particular "English"
experience helps to account for subtle differences in the
evolution of institutions in England and upon the continent,
of which Millar the generalist was, no doubt painfully,
aware
.
As has been shown, Millar believed that social
relations take their rise in response to changes in other
aspects of culture - particularly to chanqes in property-
relations. This proto-Marxist view led Millar to draw the
obvious conclusion that social rank among the Saxons de-
pended on the individual's place within the property relations
of the time. Distinctions between great thegns and lesser
thegns were seen to be distinctions between those who owned
allodial property and those who "held lands, by a military
tenure, either of the king, or of any allodial proprietor."
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Although all thegns
,
regardless of their economic position
"were accounted gentleman, and were understood to be of
the same rank, in as much as they exercised the honorable
profession of arms," nevertheless, "in point of influence
and power there was the greatest disparity, the vassals
being almost entirely dependent upon their superior." 111
Ceor Is were the peasantry of Saxon England. Millar
was exceptional and, presumably, unhistorical in his belief
that ceor Is were the subjugated remnants of the pre-conquest
British population. He held that as a class they were
entirely servile to begin with, subject to the will of a
proprietor for whom they furnished the main source of common
labor. But the developing manorial system placed a distance
between them and the direct control of their master, and
they gradually won independence due to the difficulty the
proprietor found in supervising all his properties at first
hand
.
From their distance, the master was obliged to
relinquish all thoughts of compelling them to
labour, by means of personal chastisement; and
as, from the nature of their employment, he
could hardly judge of their diligence, otherwise
than by their success, he soon found it expedient
to bribe their industry, by giving them a reward
in proportion to the crop which they produced. 112
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Ceor Is were thus able to accumulate considerable wealth
and eventually attained the position of free farmers or
rent-payers, leaving their original state of servitude
behind. Millar acknowledged that most previous students
of the Anglo-Saxons had assumed that ceor Is were not
serfs
,
and "That from the beginning they were free tenants
,
forming a distinct class of people , and holding an inter-
mediate rank between the villeins or bondmen, and those
who followed the military profess ion . 11 Such an
assumption ill-accorded with Millar's theoretical position,
and he rejected it as being without "any shadow of proof."
His common-sense justification for his view suggested that
It is not likely. . .that in so rude and warlike
an age any set of men, who had not been debased
by servitude, and restrained by their condition,
would attach themselves wholly to agriculture, and
be either unfit for war, or unwilling to engage
in it. If the ceor Is had not been originally in
some degree of bondage, they would undoubtedly
have been warriors; and we accordingly find that
when... they had afterwards acquired considerable
privileges, they were advanced to the rank and
employment of thanes. 114
Although this passage does little to resolve the mysteries
which yet shroud the origins
it does show that Millar was
that he rejected the popular
and social nature of ceor ldom ,
conscious of the problem and
picture of the "free ceor! "
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in favor of one that supported and was supported by his
complex concepts of social evolution.
Millar's personal politics also grew out of and re-
inforced his socio-histor ical views. As a friend of Adam
Smith and David Hume, Millar was a member of that great
generation of Scots who laid the groundwork for the revolu-
tion in moral philosophy which took the name of Utilitarian-
ism. It is of no little interest that Millar's Ranks appear-
ed five years before the Wealth of Nations and Bentham 1 s
115Fragment on Government , and that it was directed toward
the investigation of institutional 11 utilitarianism" in
human experience . Elie Ha levy long ago pointed to the
influence of the Scottish thinkers upon Bentham, noting
that Bentham himself acknowledged Hume's priority in the
discovery of the principle of utility. 116 Millar's intellec-
tual milieu was the veritable fons et origo of ideas that
were to furnish the underpinnings for nineteenth-century
English reform attitudes - what Halevy called "philosophic
radicalism." Millar contrasted the political principles
of "authority" and "utility" as mutually exclusive categories,
attributing the former to the Tories of the seventeenth
century and the latter to the Whigs. He understood the
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constitutional struggle of 1688-89 to be a conflict between
those who rested their claims to political power on such
opposed ideas. Millar, as a philosophical utilitarian, re-
jected the prescriptions of authority as sufficient justi-
fication for political power and came down on the side of
public utility as the only possible foundation for good
government
.
Millar's study of socio-political institutions and
the problem of authority seem to have convinced him that
the ends of utility must be served by authority and not
otherwise. Where forms of authority ceased to be utili-
tarian in the past, they fell away and disappeared, to be
replaced by more serviceable institutions. The example
of Anglo-Saxon England merely served to illustrate this
principle, since its forms of authority had been replaced
many times over. The status of dependent classes had gradu-
ally been elevated by the processes of social utility and
progress in "refinement," as well as by recognition of the
good Whig principles of government by contract and consent.
In the party conflicts of the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, Millar found himself ranged with the "new" Whigs
against the traditionalist authoritarianism of his rector,
the Hon. Edmund Burke. 118 That two such devoted students
of Montesquieu and "evolutionary" history should have
embraced opposing principles is doubtless attributable
in part to psychological idiosyncracies
, reinforced by the
fact that Burke was a working politician and Millar a
university professor. Millar was an ardent supporter of
Charles James Fox, to whom he dedicated the Historical
View, and in the nineties he was active in liberal causes.
He became a member of the Society of the Friends of the
People, and on July 14, 1791, co-chaired the dinner-meeting
of another liberal society, the Friends of Liberty, in honor
of the second anniversary of the fall of the Bastille
.
His criticisms of the Pitt government's French policies and
contemporary social conditions appeared in the anonymous
Letters of Crito and possibly also in the anonymous Letters
of Sidney , which appeared in series in the Scots Chronicle
of Edinburgh in the summer and fall of 17 96. 120 Finally,
as can be readily seen by a reading of his last chapter in
Ranks, Millar was a life-long anti-slavery advocate who led
the movement within the University of Glasgow to confer an
honorary doctorate upon William Wilberforce and to promote
legislation abolishing the slave trade by a university
petition submitted to the House through Wilberforce in 1791
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and 17 92.
At the end of the eighteenth century, as at the end
of the sixteenth and seventeenth, English gentlemen and
students of politics continued to draw upon the history
of early English society as an aid to understanding their
own contemporary society. The lessons that they learned
were varied in content and interpretation, but no one
denied that knowledge of the past, of Anglo-Saxon society
in particular, continued to be fraught with important impli-
cations for the present. In this opinion the later eight-
eenth-century analysts were the heirs of Lambarde and
Spelman, Bacon and Brady, Somner and Tyrrell, just as they
were the disciples of Montesquieu. They were the gentle-
manly creatures of an oligarchical tradition within which
they lived and worked, a tradition that was only beginning
to be challenged by renegade members of a deprived elite
and reform Whigs of academic stripe.
EPILOGUE
PRE-CONQUEST SOCIETY : RETROS PECT
, 180
5
The slow, often stupid
,
boring dialogue between
r ival interests , lead ing sometimes quite mysteri-
ously to a solution, is central to the English
tradition of government and governed. Perhaps
there is some affinity between this tradition and
the English addiction to the equally slow and
boring game of cricket, which somehow also dis-
plays mysterious binding and solvent qualities.
In both examples quite different emotions and
experiences are involved for the protagonists, who
confront each other, and the great amorphous,
often silent mass of followers of the game, some
with seats around the field, some standing, or
removed at second or third hand from it. Yet
both protagonists and followers share something
and exchange some influence each upon the other
in a tacit and almost mystical manner which creates
deep impressions long remembered. In both examples
also the rules of the game change almost insensibly
as new ways are devised of exploiting them and
new limits of tolerance are set, yet in both
there are certain types of conduct which are not
permissible, or in other words, not cricket, and
which if indulged in will result in a massive
moral victory for the other side.
The formation and acceptance of such idea-
systems, or moral or intellectual stereotypes, and
the part which they have played in history and stil
play in public affairs is a neglected subject of
the first importance.
Max Nicholson, The System :
The Misgovernment of Modern
Britain, 19-20
.
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With the publication, from 17 99 to 1805, of Sharon
Turner's History of the Anglo-Saxons
, the historiography
of pre-conquest England is often presumed to have achieved
the sort of maturity which seems inevitably to attend the
appearance of multi-volume works devoted to a single sub-
ject. For the first time, a researcher had attempted an
exhaustive study of the history and culture of the pre-
conquest Anglo-Saxons ab initio ad finem
,
relying on a
broad familiarity with the available authorities, original
and recent. Turner's work was widely applauded when it
first came from the press, and has been regarded by many
as the first "modern" history of the Anglo-Saxons."'" While
it is true that Turner performed yeoman service in compiling
three volumes of narrative political history and one volume
devoted to "manners, landed property, government, laws,
poetry, literature, religion, and language of the Anglo-
Saxons," 2 his role as an innovator in pre-conquest historio-
graphy has been vastly over-rated. He seems to have been
almost entirely lacking in theoretical sensibility, and
his history, although painstaking, scarcely represents an
advance in knowledge per se . Turner doubtless read the
documents of Saxon England with more care than his eighteenth
century predecessors, but his work is none the less pedes-
trian for that. Those who are familiar with the long
tradition of pre-conquest historiography before Turner will
recognize that his work represents a summation of knowledge
rather than an original achievement. One imagines that
Turner's Anglo-Saxons made its original impact because it
furnished a convenient compendium of all that was known
about a long popular subject, and not because it broke new
ground
.
In social history Turner rarely departed from the
conclusions of the great Anglo-Saxonis ts .of the seventeenth
century. His fourth volume was devoted to the odds and ends
of social minutiae in the same tail-of-the-donkey fashion
which had become very nearly standard since Brady devoted
separate sections of his work to social history. If any-
thing, Turner's material seems less well integrated and
more incidental than accounts that were directly rooted in
a consistent, ideologically oriented synthesis. His chapter
on the "Classes and condition of Society" presents the
same familiar picture of a hierarchical society which others
had accepted since Lambarde. Turner's account is based
entirely on references to primary authorities, but his
2 60
raining of these materials introduced little that was novel.
He both recognized and emphasized the extent to which kin-
ship influenced social ranking among the Saxon nobility,
and acknowledged the omnipresence of an unfree substratum
upon which pre-conquest society was based. 3 Such perceptions
differed only in degree from those of earlier writers. His
picture of Saxon government and constitution and especially
of the "Witena-Gemot" are free of the "Old Whig" stress on
participatory institutions ; he quite rightly demonstrated
that the Saxon great council was limited to those important
magnates whom the king needed to conciliate Here again
,
he d if fered from the better previous interpretations only
in his greater reliance on documentary sources. For other
aspects of Saxon society, especially those dealing with
material culture, Turner regularly employed the popular
histories of artist-illustrator Joseph Strutt, thus defecting
5
from his principle of citing original materials.
In matters of style Turner was a child of the eight-
eenth century. He was given to the locution of the age of
Johnson without the Doctor's good sense. He seems to have
been affected not at all by the revolution in historical
perception associated with Montesquieu. For all that he is
memorialized as an innovator by his use of primary sources,
he often lapsed into the kind of generalization from the
nature of things so much loved by the age of reason. His
rationalist apothegms are never pregnant with the insights
of a Millar or a Hume, however, but seem invariably to
reflect incomprehension, tautology, or common-place.
Examples chosen at random illustrate the humdrum quality
of Turner's thought. "Idolatrous nations are eminently
superstitious. The proneness of mankind to search into
futurity attempts its gratification, in aeras of ignorance,
by the fallacious use of auguries, lots, and omens. Or,
"In the ruder states of society melancholy is the prevailing
feature of mind; the stern or dismal countenances of savages
are everywhere remarkable."' Again, "... the benefits
of freedom are at all times, incalculable, and have been
happily progressive." 8 Such passages, and countless others
are the labored last breaths of a moribund rationalism. In
matters-of-fact Turner inspired Scott and the gothicism of
the Romantics; in his theoretical statements he was but a
pale and inconsequential wraith, a ghost of the Enlighten-
ment. Turner thus serves as a handy terminus ad quern for
the study of traditional pre-conquest social historiography.
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Although his work on the Anglo-Saxons went through seven
editions (the last edition, posthumously revised by his son,
appeared in 1852) he drew perceptibly away from any progres-
sive tendencies in scholarship. He became rigidly ortho-
dox in matters of religion, composing a Sacred History of
the World (1832) which proved him to have "risen superior
to the sceptical -suggestions of the school of Voltaire . . .
In this latter work he "showed himself completely imper-
9
vious to the new German criticism." His Saxon history,
despite its many editions, was soon superseded by the works
of Lingard, Palgrave and Lappenberg, and long before his
death in 1847 at the age of 78, Kemble had inaugurated the
systematic collection of pre-conquest diplomata .
10
An
antiquarian autodidact rather than a scholar- theoretician
,
Turner possessed a second-rate intellect and a penchant
for manuscript study. Manifestly a person of low social
consciousness, he was unshaken by the tremors of revolution
and spoke the jargon of his age without being imbued by its
spirit. The pages of his history are as innocent of refer-
ence to contemporary Weltqeschichte as those of Miss Austen's
novels; he shared little of the concern for developmental
or evolutionary process in history which was shared by
the
great figures of the past and his older contemporaries. He
seems to have relapsed into a kind of spiritual reaction
in later life. Such turning away from the eighteenth
century and its concerns probably helped to attract the
Romantics to his history, although a less "romantic" creature
than Turner, himself, is scarcely imaginable.
Retrospective of Sharon Turner then, lies the field
of traditional pre-conquest social historiography, a field
until recently fallow and yet barely tilled. But the ori-
ginal cropping of that field was rich enough and the wispy
remains of the harvest, like flowers pressed in a heavy
quarto, call to mind the redolence of a once verdant summer
of human experience. Pre-conquest social history written
between the later sixteenth century and the beginning of
the nineteenth was, by definition, a product of traditional
society in pre- and early industrial England. Its attri-
butes are those which reflect the concerns and perceptual
limitations of such a society. Traditional pre-conquest
historiography as a cultural artifact self-consciously
contrived, may be employed as yet another reference point
in the understanding of pre- industrial, pre-democratic
civilization. As an analytical tool traditional historic-
graphy reveals several consistencies which are both inter-
esting in themselves and of general significance.
An obvious lesson that appears quite clearly from
the analyses appearing in the body of this essay, is that
all but the most minor figures (Commissary Cowling and
other Levellers, for example) acknowledged Anglo-Saxon
society to be a strongly hierarchical, functionally strati-
fied society."'""'" So much was this taken for granted that
Whig historians were hard put to press their "liberalizing"
claims on the basis that the Anglo-Saxon polity had been
a participatory one. Indeed, as has been shown, upon
achieving power they soon abandoned the radical and ahistori
cal view that commons were widely represented under the
Anglo-Saxon constitution. Little was heard of such views
after the establishment of the Whig "oligarchy." 12 Presum-
ably, the fact that all of the writers considered in this
essay lived in a society which still embraced hierarchical
values made it much easier for the debate to be carried
on within a framework which was really accepted and approved
by "everyone." Writers of history, with few exceptions,
automatically came under the category of "gentlemen" during
the period under consideration. As members, or would-be
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members, of the elite of their day they could not be
expected to condemn elitist notions embodied in the
history of a prior stage of traditional society. Although
they did not always agree upon the details of the perfect
polity, they were not ready to abandon rank and status as
part of their blueprint. Only with the emergence of
utilitarian thought during the latter half of the eight-
eenth century did fairly detailed discussion of the Saxon
servile classes being to appear. Earlier, the lower social
elements of Saxon England labored under the onus of being
"bondservants . . . which are not here talked of," "meer
13
Rabble without" and the like. Traditional historiography
rarely contradicted the aristocratic convention that gentle-
men govern best, and that power belongs to those who have a
stake in society. The familiar modern notion that early
historians consistently believed in Saxon parliamentary
and village democracy is an erroneous one; such beliefs
were uncommon before the nineteenth century, and may well
stem from the romantic "rediscoverers " of traditional
society, especially from Scott's Ivanhoe and similar liter-
ary works. 14 Traditional historians did frequently have
ideas about the "free Saxon," but the pre-1789 definition
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of "freedom" was still freighted with the remnants of
medieval franchise - the notion that real freedom lay in
the ability to avail oneself of "liberties" denied to
others. Although Christopher Hill has recently suggested
that the modern sense of "freedom" as a universal quality
optatively available to all men dates from the English
*
Civil War, it seems abundantly clear that such usage was
limited to radicals of deepest dye until well into the
15
nineteenth century. In England especially, the social
establishment continued to r e j ect broader theor etica 1 appli-
cations of "freedom" and "liberty," and produced little
to compare with the foreign "Jacobinical" notions of
Rousseau, Paine, or the "radical" Jefferson, John Wilkes
to the contrary notwithstanding. Although no one has
really succeeded in solving the conundrum of ceor Idom in
Saxon society, the "free ceorl" was rarely equated with
the common laborer during the period here described. Pre-
sumably early students of the pre-conquest period had a
more realistic view of social differences than some of
their nineteenth-century successors.
The social realism of traditional pre-conquest histor-
iography is apparent in the many and early attempts to deal
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with the concept of "feudalism" in the pre-conquest period.
While it may occur to modern students that the whole ques-
tion of Saxon "feudalism" rests on a false dichotomy re-
sulting from too much nineteenth-century "free Saxonism"
on one hand and too many Roundian arguments involving the
conquest enfeoffment on the other, for traditional historians
it was an eminently practical question. Until 1660 the
incidents of feudalism were still part of the apparatus of
English law and it was of some consequence to determine the
provenance of tenurial custom. The best traditional history
was written by lawyers or legal antiquarians just because
they had a sense of the immediacy of historical tradition.
There was clearly a consensus that Anglo-Saxon England, like
Germanic Europe in general, had known the concept of honor-
able service and that Saxon nobility was founded upon the
exploitation of landed estates. On the other hand, tradi-
tional historians (from Lambarde onwards) recognized that
Saxon landrecht differed from Norman tenure by knight-service
in a number of ways and (from Selden onwards) that the
trimoda necessitas was not a "feudal" levy in the post-con-
quest sense. There are few better examples of historicism
in traditional historiography than this consensus which
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grew out of the northern Renaissance rediscovery of the
German past and percolated in English historical thought
for nearly two hundred years, until it was absorbed into •
the Enlightenment tradition and reappeared in Gallic guise
in L'Esprit des Lois . From the beginning Saxon social his-
tory served as more than simply a mine of precedents; it
was also a model, a standard of comparison called upon
at least as often to show how things had changed as to show
that things remained ever the same.
Perhaps the greatest change in histor iographical
matters during the traditional period of pre-conquest social
history stems from the impact of Montesquieu upon English
writers. Not for nothing has Montesquieu been called a
"forerunner of sociology" and a "pioneer of the sociology
of knowledge. nl 6 His sociological apercus influenced the
subsequent generation of English social historians to a
degree that made it impossible for serious writers to revert
to ideas of immemorial tradition and common law - ancient
constitutionalism. Some conservatives continued to hold
narrower views, but the best things we have from the later
eighteenth century are far more convincing theoretically
than anything since Spelman and Somner. Remarkably
enough,
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the speculations of nineteenth-century figures often ignored
the sociological insights of Montesquieu, Millar, or even
of Burke. Sir Walter Scott, the "mark" theorists, and the
patr iotic
.
Whig views of Stubbs and Freeman all helped to
resurrect misconceptions about the nature of pre-conquest
society which led to the romanticization of the "free
Saxon." Millar's biographer, Professor Lehmann, has shown
that the post-revolutionary generation ignored Millar's
work. Like others of his generation who were tarred with
the brush of liberalism and revolution Millar dropped out
of sight during the period of reaction and his works remained
virtually unknown until they were rediscovered in the present
century. 17 By 1800 public taste was turning away from com-
prehensive theoretical treatments of social evolution toward
antiquarian history and romantic fiction which "recreated"
the atmosphere of a traditional society now truly passing,
if not already past. In the long run, this "new" anti-
quarianism had a salutary effect upon scholarship, since it
led to the great collections of the nineteenth-century
diplomatists, and fostered a "new" international interest
in the past which influenced the entire nineteenth-century
intellectual world. The abandonment of an English socio-
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logical history along with the abandonment of Millar was
a great blow to theoretical historiography nonetheless.
Not inconceivably, the English (and Americans as well)
were less competent to face the awesome socio-economic
consequences attending industrialization because they
lacked (as Americans still lack) a clear theoretical formu-
lation of social evolution at the very moment traditional
society was giving way to industrial, democratic society.
The formulation which has supplied this lack for most of
the modern world has been Marxist-Leninist rather than
Montesquieuvian or Millar ian. Many Americans, moreover,
are philosophically committed to a variety of grim indivi-
dualism associated with an earlier political economy and
are being dragged kicking and screaming toward the twenty-
first century on an eighteenth-century coach. The Jefferson-
ian formulation of a nation of independent yeoman- farmers
has, understandably, failed; the Marxist formulation which
extends French revolutionary egalitar ianism to embrace social
and economic matters remains a bitter pill to an apparent
majority in the United States. How different things might
have been had the English and their American cousins
recog-
nized and expanded upon the clues inherent in the
moderate
historical sociologies of Harrington, Montesquieu, and
Millar .
Throughout the period from Lambarde to Sharon
Turner Anglo-Saxon social history was a central element
in the formation of the " idea-systems " described by Mr.
Nicholson in the paragraph which introduces this epilogue
.
Ac key moments in the political debate of two and a half
centuries, traditional pre-conquest history became a
counter in the "dialogue between rival interests" of which
Nicholson speaks- During the traditional period of Saxon
social historiography a curious, at times dramatic, relation-
ship existed between the men who wrote history and those
who made history; indeed, they were occasionally the same
men. As a means to appeal to the nationalistic, political
and constitutional prejudices of a "free" aristocracy, pre-
conquest social history was difficult to improve upon. It
was capable of being interpreted to suit the changing rules
of the political cricket game while furnishing a consensual
frame of reference within which nearly every player felt
comfortably at home. Although instances of the connection
between Anglo-Saxon social history and modern society and
politics continued into the nineteenth century, it seems
fair to say that never again was the relationship between
the contemporary world and writers of pre-conquest history
as pervasive as it had been in the traditional period. The
professionalization of history, whereby historical writing
became less and less the pursuit of "gentlemen," and more
and more the pursuit of professional academicians and scholar
was one reason for the r itual interment of pre-conquest
social history. Another factor was development of interest
in later, less remote, and better documented periods of
England's story. Whigs of the nineteenth century (one thinks
of Macaulay) found greater inspiration in the constitutional
s tr uggles of the seventeenth century, of which the very
patterns of thought described in this essay had been so much
a part. Conservatives had Burke's Reflections . Generaliza-
tions continued to be made about "free" ceorls, feudal
Saxons and the primacy of the Anglo-Saxon parliamentary tra-
dition; in the nineteenth century such themes tended to
separate into a ritualistic school of ahistorical political
oratory inherited from the seventeenth-century "Norman
Yoke" theorists, and a "new" school of academic investi-
gative scholarship seeking "objective" knowledge about,
the nature of the past. The roots of this intellectual
bifurcation can be found in the traditional period, but the
real separation of socio-political and historiographical
interests was the work of the nineteenth century. As the
rules of the game continued to change, the image of ancient
Anglo-Saxon society became politically stereotyped and
ritualized at the same time that scholars were codifying the
hard evidence of. pre-conquest history. Although the two
schools continued to meet and briefly kiss in the interpre-
tative schemes of some scholars, the written history of the'
Anglo-Saxons became, and continues to be, more and more the
preserve of academic specialists, and less and less the common
intellectual possession of the leaders of modern Anglo-Saxon
society. Presumably, many of these leaders still cleave to
the ritualistic stereotypes of the free-Saxon tradition with-
out much real understanding of the social complexities in-
volved. 18 In 1771 John Millar was not very surprised to
observe "how little the conduct of men is at bottom directed
by any philosophical principles." 19 The progress of Saxon
social history in the two centuries since the appearance of
Millar's Ranks , great though it has been in many respects,
would afford him little reason to change his mind about the
vagaries of human conduct in the field of philosophical
prin-
ciple .
APPENDIX
NARRATIVE HISTORY: DAVID HUME
Students of pre-conquest social historiography have
little to learn from early narrative histories of England.
Until the closing years of the seventeenth century narrative
.
histories were composed in the tradition and under the
spell of medieval chroniclers and annalists. From Richard
Grafton's Chronicle at Large . (1568-69) to Sir William Temple's
An Introduction to the History of England (1695) , there
appeared a succession of what were, presumably, "popular"
histories of England. These general histories were more or
less limited in scope to matters which the chronicle tradition
had held to be significant, chronological accounts of the
reigns of kings, occasionally spiced with anecdotes, real
and apocryphal, of their lives. Ecclesiastical histories
tended to share the same disabilities, merely substituting
bishops and their doings in the place of kings. Such works
were legion, and appeared both anonymously and with famous
names on the title pages. John Speed's History of Great
Britaine (1611) was important because of its chorographic
features, but the histories of Samuel Daniel (1612-17),
Sir Richard Baker (1641), Milton (1670) and others, were
little more than English redactions of medieval chronicles
and legendary history. Narrower studies, such as the
works of Daniel Langhorne, Robert Sheringham, and Aylett
Sammes (all appeared in the 1670 's) have even less to
offer in the way of social history. Historiography reached
its nadir in works like that of Sir Winston Churchill,
father of the first Duke of Marlborough, who brought from
the press in 1675 a slim quarto entitled Divi Britannici
,
being a remark upon the lives of all the Kings of this
Isle, from the year of the world 2 855, unto the year of
grace 1660 . This royalist panegyric was dedicated to Charles
II, and was clearly an answer to the never satisfied long-
ing of the popular mind for history made simple and patriot-
ic - Christmas-trade, coffee-table history. After the
controversial histories of Brady and Tyrrell, straightfor-
ward narrative in the chronicle tradition was outmoded.
Eighteenth-century general historians followed a pattern,
set by Brady, devoting a separate section in their work to
consideration of Anglo-Saxon government, customs, and social
conditions. In the Brady-Tyrrell tradition such works con-
tinued to reflect partisan viewpoints, particularly in the
first half of the century. "Whig" histories such as those
of John Oldmixon (2 vols., 1724-26), Paul de Rapin, and
Rapin's translator and continuator Nicholas Tindal (15 vols.,
1725-31) were attacked by the Jacobite historian Thomas
Carte (4 vols., 1748-55). Other general histories were
those of William Guthrie (3 vols., 1744-51); Tobias Smollett,
the novelist, (4 vols., 1757-58); Oliver Goldsmith, the
poet, (4 vols., 1771-74); and Robert Henry, D.D. (first
edition, 6 vols., 1771-85; second edition, 12 vols., 1788-
95) . This listing is by no means exhaustive, and one can
only conclude that the appetite of the English reader for
uniformly bound volumes to fill his library shelves was in-
satiable. It is difficult otherwise to conceive of the
need for so many general histories, and impossible to ima-
gine any public actually reading editions that followed
each other so closely, both in time and content. Because
these general histories derived their descriptions of Saxon
society from the more specialized "monographic" studies
which have been considered in the main body of this essay,
it seems unnecessary to deal with them at any length, as
separate documents.
An exception to this methodological assumption is
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the work of David Hume, whose History of England appeared
in six volumes from 1754 to 1761. Hume's views on Anglo-
Saxon society deserve consideration, if only in passing,
because his History was considered controversial in his own
day and has been acknowledged as a landmark in historio-
graphy by modern commentators. As Hume said himself, his
contemporaries reacted to his first volume (covering the
Stuarts to the execution of Charles I)
by one cry of reproach, disapprobation, and even
des testation ; English, Scotch and Irish, Whig and
Tory, churchman and sectary, free-thinker and
religionist, patriot and courtier united in their
rage against- the man who had presumed to shed a
tear for the fate of Charles I and the earl of
Strafford
.
1
Hume's plan of publication was not chronological;
he published the volume dealing with early English history
last. The intermediate volumes, dealing with the later
Stuarts to 1688, and the Tudors, did little to enhance the
author's acceptability since he continued to adopt unpopular
interpretations. He thought it "ridiculous to consider
the English constitution before that /Stuart7 period as a
regular plan of liberty;" 2 for this perception he was not
thanked by English gentlemen. His last volume was received,
he tells us, "with tolerable, and but tolerable,
success." 3
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By the 1750 's Whig acceptance of Bradyism was, at least on
the level of the readership of general histories, wearing a
bit thin. Although Hume was (and still is) believed to
have produced a "Tory" picture of the English past, we
know that he was far from accepting authoritarian principles
unphilosophically . He accepted the necessity for strong
government, but as the "inventor" of the principle of
utility he had little interest in perpetuating narrow ideolo-
gies or fallacious interpretative positions- He was the
great skeptic of his age; doubtless his skepticism led him
to reject the conventions of partisan history.
Hume believed that "the government of the Germans,
and that of all the northern nations who established them-
selves on the ruins of Rome, was always extremely free...."
4
The Saxons who settled in Britain shared in this general
sense of freedom. Hume suggested that this tradition of
independence stemmed from tribal customs known to the
Germans at the time of Tacitus and was quick to direct
attention to the limited nature of kingship under early
German constitutions. 5 There is little in his introductory
paragraphs to label Hume a Tory. When he turned to the
Witenagemo t, however, Hume described the Saxon great
council
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in Brady's terms, insisting that there were no commons
represented in the gathering. 6 Only those who held
important amounts of landed property were so represented,
and "The landed property of England was probably in few
hands during the Saxon times — at least during the
latter part of that period. . . . " 7 Hume noted the prob-
ability that socio-political life in Saxon England "changed
considerably during the course of six centuries, which
elapsed from the first invasion of the Saxons till the
Norman conquest. "8 Thus, the early Germans knew certain
traditions of liberty and independence which Tacitus had
described, but these
could only have place in small tribes, where
every citizen might, without inconvenience, be
assembled upon any extraordinary emergency.
After principalities became extensive; after
the difference of property had formed dis-
tinctions more important than those which arose
from personal strength and valor, we may con-
clude that the national assemblies must have
been more limited in their number, and composed
only of the more considerable citizens.
These considerable citizens were the Saxon nobles,
or thegns ; Hume knew "of no title which raised anyone to
the rank of thane, except noble birth and the possession
of land." 10 Birth and property alone were the benchmarks
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of pre-conquest social stratification. "There were no
middle ranks of men that could gradually mix with their
superiors, and insensibly procure to themselves honor and
distinction."-*-! Indeed, in Hume's opinion, any upstart
who got above himself "became the object of envy as well
as of indignation to all the nobles; he would have great
difficulty to defend what he had acquired . . . ."12 For
those of his readers familiar with the content of Gethynctho ,
Hume had to go further with the subject of Saxon social
mobility, but he seemed confident that the famous passages
did little to weaken his hypothesis. He .asked the question
that so many had failed to ask; how many ceor les throve?
and concluded that
the opportunities were so few by which a merchant
or ceorle could thus exalt himself above his rank
that the law /i.e . Gethynctho/ could never over-
come the reigning prejudices; the distinction
between noble and base blood would still be in-
delible; and the well-born thanes would enter-
tain the highest contempt for those legal and
factitious ones. Though we are not informed of
any of these circumstances by ancient historians,
they are so much founded on the nature of things
that we may admit them as a necessary and infall-
ible consequence of the situation of the Kingdom
during those ages . J
Ceorls were free but dependent husbandmen, cultivating the
lands of the nobility for rent. They were far outnumbered
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by slaves, "who were the property of their lords, and were
incapable themselves of possessing any property." 14
Hume's approach to pre-conquest society was of a
piece with those of his contemporaries. While he does not
cite L'Esprit des Lois in his description of Tacitean
Germany, he had surely read Montesquieu by the time he
wrote the Saxon portion of his history. The feeling for
change, for evolutionary stages in historical development,
pervades the br ief pages Hume devoted to these matters
.
Pre-conquest society developed from a rude stage of tribal
liberty into a complex stage of social hierarchy.
The powers of all the members of the Anglo-Saxon
government are disputed among historians and
antiquaries: the extreme obscurity of the subject,
even though faction had never entered into the
question, would naturally have begotten those
controversies. But the great influence of the
lords over their slaves and tenants, the client-
ship of the burghers, the total want of a middling
rank of men, the extent of the monarchy, the loose
execution of the laws, the continued disorders and
convulsions of the state — all these circumstances
evince that the Anglo-Saxon government became at
last extremely ar is tocra tical ; and the events during
the period immediately preceding the Conquest confirm
this inference or conjecture. 15
Hume's animadversions upon the Saxons illustrate once again
the eighteenth-century, pos t-Montesquieuvian need to recog-
nize and account for patterns of change in history. For
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Hume, this meant acknowledging which elements on both sides
of the classical Whig-Tory dichotomy he believed to be true,
and explaining how such diverse elements could at once be
true. The solution to the problem was simple. When the
classical Whigs talked of ancient liberties, they were
correct; when the Tories talked of a Witenagemot which ex-
cluded commons they were equally correct. Intervening be-
tween the two realities was the passage of time and the
evolution of culture. Hume's contribution to the solution •
of this problem, while only a small part of his greater
work, was really a positive step forward. While much the
same pattern of thought was to be found in Dalrymple (whom
Hume admired) and in Burke's Abridgment , Dalrymple 's work
leaned to the legal and legal-antiquarian, while Burke's
Abridgment remained in quire for many years to come. Hume
was probably the first to present a consciously evolutionary
view of pre-conquest society in a work aimed to reach the
general reader. As part of a larger and highly controversial
work, it doubtless had little effect on the minds of those
determined to dispute its conclusions; nonetheless it seems
inescapable that Hume's history, as well as his personal in-
fluence, had a profound effect on John Millar, later in the
century.
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27. Vinogradoff, English Society in the Eleventh Century
,
Oxford, 1908, 471-472.
28. Ibid., 476.
29. Ibid . , 303. I disagree with Professor Hollister's
characterization (in "The Norman Conquest and the
Genesis of English Feudalism," AHR , lxvi (1961), 646.)
of Vinogradoff 1 s presentation of evidence for con-
tinuity in his chapter on "Feudal Service" in English
Society , 39-89. To say that this chapter takes
"sharp issue" with Round's theory of knight service, is
to dull further the effectiveness of an already banal
phrase. To be sure, Vinogradoff was a continuitis t
.
But it seems quite clear that he did his best in this
chapter, as elsewhere, to integrate Round's thesis with
what he knew of Anglo-Saxon society. He was far less
"sharp" in his critique of Round than was Maitland.
30. J.H. Round, Feudal England , London, 1895, 22 5. To
understand how completely Round set the mold for
subsequent research and publication in the area of
early English social history, one must read the entire
essay on "The Introduction of Knight Service into
England" with the theses of later writers and the
cliche's of popular historical knowledge in mind.
31. Ibid., 258-262
289
32. Vinogradoff tried to reconcile Round's views with those
of Maitland in English Society in the Eleventh Century
(a book which he dedicated to Maitland 1 s memory), and
he seems to have accepted both views as valid. vide
s_u£ra, my note 28, and relevant text. Round himself,
had insisted, Feudal England
, 261, that "between the
accepted view and the view which I advance no compro-
mise is possible. The two are radically opposed."
Maitland was the inheritor of what Round had called
11 the accepted view." In contradistinction to Round's
emphasis upon the revolutionary import of the conguest
settlement, Maitland was of the opinion that it didn't
matter very much. He suggested, Domesday Book and
Beyond
, Cambr idge , England , 1897 , 160 , that even if
it were to be agreed that the Conqueror himself intro-
duced and prescribed the amount of the servitium
deb it urn , it was doubtful "whether he introduced any
very new principle." Round and Maitland disagreed
less about matters of fact than in matters of principle
and interpretation. Here their positions were mutually
exclus ive and irreconcilable
.
33. Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond , 295.
34. Ibid .
,
303-318, 318 ff., 163-167, 258ff.
35. George Burton Adams, "Anglo-Saxon Feudalism," EHR ,
vii (1901), 11-35; F.M. Stenton, The First Century
of English Feudalism: 1066-1166 , Oxford, 1932; also
his Anglo-Saxon England , Oxford, 1943, esp. 617-618ff.
and 671-678; D. C. Douglas, "The Norman Conquest and
English Feudalism," Econ. Hist. Rev. , xi (1939), 12 9-
143; also his William the Conqueror , Berkeley and Los
Angeles, 1964, 280; Carl Stephenson, "Feudalism and
its Antecedents in England," AHR , xlviii (1943),
245-265; J. C. Holt, "Feudalism Revisited," Econ .
Hist. Rev. , 2nd series, xiv (1961), 333-340. It
goes without saying that this is anything but an
exhaustive list of historians who have accepted Round's
doctrine. The historians mentioned here have been
singled out because, they have directly and consciously
supported Round's catastrophic view of English medieval
social development.
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36. In fairness to Stenton it must be said that he recog-
nized many links of continuity connecting pre- and
post-conquest England. Some of the links he recognized
are summarized by J. C. Holt, op. cit ., 333-334. It
is because of this perspicuity that anti-Roundians
feel Sir Frank has not justified his Roundian con-
victions. Eric John, for example, has asked how
Stenton could have been as thoroughly aware of social
continuity as he was, and still have argued for the
orthodox view. John's conclusion that "this sounds
like a theory dying the death of a thousand qualifi-
cations" (see n. 19 above) seems to me an apt summa-
tion of the present state of the Roundian argument.
37. Marjory Hollings, "The Survival of the Five Hide Unit
in the Western Midlands," English Historical Review
,
lxiii (1948), 453-487; Frank Barlow, The Feudal
Kingdom of England: 1042-1216 , London, New York and
Toronto, 1955, esp. 6-23 where a balanced picture of
Anglo-Saxon society is given. On page 111, Barlow
concedes the better part of the Roundian argument, but
cf . Barlow, William I and the Norman Conquest , 1965
(Collier Paperback, 1967) , 103-104, where Barlow
suggests that even though it has "usually been held
since the imaginative studies of J.H. Round that...
William did break arbitrarily with the past... this
remains far from clear." H.G. Richardson and G.O.
Sayles, The Governance of Medieval England from the
Conquest to Magna Carta , Edinburgh, 1963, also the
same authors' Law and Legislation from Aethelberht to
Magna Carta
,
Edinburgh, 1966; J. O. Prestwich, "Anglo-
Norman Feudalism and the Problem of Continuity," Past
and Present , 26 (1963), 39-57; T. H. Aston, "The
Origins of the Manor in England", Transact ions of the
Royal Historical Society , 5th series, 8 (1958), 59-83;
Eric John, Land Tenure in Early England , Leicester
University Press, 1960; also his Orbis Br itanniae
(1966) cited above, note 19. C. Warren Hollister,
"The Norman Conquest and the Genesis of English Feuda-
lism," American Historical Review , lxvi (1961) , 641-
663; also his Anglo-Saxon Military Institutions , Oxford,
1962 and the subsequent The Military Organization of
Norman England , Oxford, 1965. Again this is but part
of a large body of literature which challenges or
qualifies doctrines of Round and his followers.
It should be clear by now that much of the disagree-
ment that separates feudal Saxonists and classical
feudalists does boil down, as Maitland said it did,
to "a battle over words." Vide supra
,
page 22.
Most historians ought to agree with G.O. Sayles that
"this problem /of the beginning of English Feudalism7
cannot be faced squarely unless we first make up
our minds what exactly we mean by feudalism....
Unfortunately, once having invented the term as one
of general significance only, historians have been
apt later to invest it with a specialized meaning in
accordance with their own regional or particular
interests . 11 Sayles
,
The Medieval Foundations of
England
, (1948 ) Perpetua paperback, New York, 1961,
199. Unfortunately it is well-nigh impossible to
abandon his tor ical terminology, s ince concepts come
to have a historical life of their own. So some
scholars will presumably continue to' ins is t that
English feudalism somehow depended on the Conqueror's
assessment of servitium deb it urn and others will counter
that it did not. It seems likely that those who
refrain from the ideological or partisan use of terms
like feudalism will learn more in the long run.
CHAPTER II
ANGLO-SAXON SOCIETY AS TUDOR POLITY
It is not known why Nowell gave his manuscripts to
Lambarde instead of publishing them himself . In
1567 Nowell was about fifty years of age; Lambarde
thirty-one. Nowell lived on for nearly ten years,
but there is no evidence that he showed further
interest in antiquarian studies. Scholars have
suggested that illness, political involvement, or
travel abroad may have occupied Nowell, during his
last years, to the exclusion of scholarship. £f.
Robin Flower, "Laurence Nowell and the Discovery of
England in Tudor Times," Proceedings of the British
Academy, xxi (1935), 47-73 ; A. II. Marckwardt, Laurence
Nowell's Vocabularium Saxonicum
, Ann Arbor, 1952,
introduction, 3.
Marckwardt, Nowell's Vocabularium Saxonicum
, facsimile
fly leaf. Lambarde apparently used this motto regularly.
According to information given me by Professor R. Dean
Ware, there reposes in the manuscript collection of
Trinity College, Dublin, a transcript by Lambarde of
Ms. Cott., Otho B. XI, possibly taken from a copy by
Nowell. On the top of fol. lr of this manuscript
(Trinity College Ms. E. 5. 19) Lambarde wrote his name
in Old English characters and the date, 1563. There-
after his name appears in its Anglo-Saxon form (Wulfhelm
Lambheord) again in O.E. characters, and the whole is
rounded off with the motto Waeccath thine leohtfaet .
He was thus employing the same motto as that appearing
in the Dictionarium Saxonicum four years earlier - a
fact that suggests the seriousness and consistency of
his sentiment for lighting his tor ico-linguis tic lamps.
The literature touching on this subject is fully cited
in the bibliography appended to this essay. A few of
the more important treatments are Flower's essay on
Nowell previously cited; Levi Fox, ed . , English Histori-
cal Scholarship in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries
,
Dugdale Society, London, 1956; F. Smith
Fussner, The Historical Revolution: English Historical
Writing and Thought, 1580-1640 , New York and London,
1962; Fred Jacob Levy, Tudor Historical Thought , San
Marino, California, 1967; May McKisack, Medieval History
in the Tudor Age, Oxford, 1971; Cyril Ernest Wright,
"The Dispersal of the Monastic Libraries and the
Beginnings of Anglo-Saxon studies: Matthew Parker and
his Circle," Transactions of the Cambridge Biblio-
graphical Society , Vol. I, Part III (1951), 208-37.
F. Smith Fussner, Tudor History and the Historian s,
New
York and London, 1970, 7 and n.8; Cf. Roberta Brinkley,
Ar thurian Legend in the Seventeenth Century, Baltimore,
"1932, and Thomas D. Kendrick, British Antiquity, London,
1950 .
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5. C. E. Wright, 0£. cit . , 226-27; w. R. Trimble, "Early
Tudor Historiography: 1485-1548," Journal of the
History of Ideas
, xi (1950), 30-41. Trimble observes
that "Though various aspects of Renaissance culture
began to affect English intellectual life early in
the Tudor era, there was no perceptible stimulation
of any widespread interest either in history or in
improved methods of historiography. When a new and
radically different kind of history appeared in the
1530 's and 1540' s, it was due not to the influence of
Renaissance historians on the continent, but rather to
the forces of religious change
,
politica 1 and military
events, and a growing nationalism, which were unified
by the strong leadership and exalted conception of
the monarchy" (p. 40) . I would contend that the
"radically different kind of history" really appeared
after 1560, but that otherwise Trimble's impression is
correct.
6 . R . J . Schoeck, "Early Anglo-Saxon studies and Legal
Scholarship in the Renaissance," Studies in the
Renaissance , v (1958) , 102-110
.
7 . The growth of national consciousness is nowhere better
illustrated that in the Germanophilia that was linked
with the rediscovery of the Anglo-Saxons. It is fair
to say that the rediscovery of Anglo-Saxon England was
part of an international rediscovery of German culture,
probably inspired by the German origins of the Refor-
mation. Geoffrey Barraclough, The Origins of Modern
Germany
, 1946, Capricorn edition, New York, 1963, 368-
69. R.F. Jones, The Triumph of the English Language:
A Survey of Opinions Concerning the Vernacular from
the Introduction of Printing to the Restoration , S tanford
,
California, 1953, Chapters vii and viii, "The Ancient
Language, Parts I and II," 214-271. Jacques Barzun
The French Race , loc . cit. , helps to illustrate the
truly international nature of sixteenth-century
Germanophilia
.
8. William Lambarde, ed . , Ar cha ionomia , s iv e de priscis
Anglorum legibus libri, sermone Anglico vestustate
antiguissimo London, 1568. Some of the textual
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problems of Lambarde's editorship have been raised by
Kenneth Sisam in "The Authenticity of Certain Texts
in Lambarde's
' Archa ionomia
' 1568," Modern Language
Review
,
xx (1925), 253-269. Perhaps Lambarde's most
pregnant error was to present as genuine law codes
which are now considered in large part spurious,
especially that attributed to William the Conqueror.
Later editors of the Anglo-Saxon laws gave Lambarde
due praise for his pioneering effort. See the intro-
ductory essay in Abraham Whelock's edition to the
Archa ionomia
,
London, 1644. Bishop Nicolson in his
Dissertatio Epistolaris in David Wilkins, ed
. ,
Leges
Anglo-Saxon icae
,
London, 1721, called Lambarde "diligens
Legum investigator," and Felix Liebermann acknowledges
Lambarde's work in an article "1st Lambardes Text der
Gesetze Athelstans neuzeitliche Falschung, " Beiblatt z .
Anglia, xxv (1924), 214-218; xxxvi (1925), 345-347.
9. Felix Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Anqelsachsen , 3 vols.,
Halle an der Saale, 1903-16. T. B. Bottomore employs
the phrase "social hierarchy as a continuum of prestige
ranks (or statuses) " in Classes in Modern Society
(1966) , Vintage edition, New York, 1968, 26.
10. Lambarde, Archa ionomia , section " Rerum et Verborum in
hac translatione praecipue difficilium explicatio , " no
pagination, the section appears in the introductory
material at the beginning of the book.
11. The Vocabularium Saxonicum has had great influence in
the history of Old English studies. It was (along
with another manuscript lexicon compiled by Matthew
Parker's secretary John Joscelyn) the groundbreaking
work in Old English lexicography. Although it remained
unpublished until 1952, Nowell's Vocabularium had a
direct effect on subsequent work in lexicography and
philology. The manuscript passed through the hands
of Lambarde and Selden, to be used by William Somner
in the preparation of his Dictionarium Saxonico-
Latino-Anglicum (1659). Somner ' s work was the most
important Old English dictionary until Bosworth-
Toller became the scholarly standard (T. N. Toller,
An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the Manuscript
295
collections of the Late Joseph Bosworth
, Oxford, 1882-
98, with supplements, Oxford 1908-20. Commonly
called Bosworth-Toller
.) Bosworth used Somner's
dictionary as a foundation for his own work as Somner
had depended on Nowell. Thus modern students owe a
much more direct debt to Nowell than would seem
readily apparent. It is of some interest that
Nowell' s Vocabular ium defined Old English words in
the vernacular, at a time when practically all work
for scholarly consumption was composed in Latin.
Somner adopted the technique of giving modern English
equivalents as well as Latin ones. This lexico-
graphical vagary (it must be considered such) was
abandoned when Edward Lye published his inferior Old
English lexicography, the Dictionarium Saxonico et
Gothico-La tin urn
,
London, 1772. Aspects of the history
of Old English lexicography have been discussed by
Albert H. Marckwardt in his edition of the Vocabular ium
,
in "Nowell 1 s Vocabularium Saxonicum and Somner's
Dictionarium , " Philological Quarterly , 26 (1947), 345-
351, and in "The Sources of Lawrence Nowell'
s
Vocabularium Saxonicum , " Studies in Philology , 45
(1948), 21-36. Michael Murphy has written a brief
general article on the subject, "Methods in the study
of Old English in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Century," Medieval Studies , xxx (1968), 344-350.
James L. Rosier has explored the work of John Joscelyn
and others in "The Sources of John Joscelyn 's Old
English-Latin Dictionary," Anglia 78 (1960), 28-39,
and in "Lexicographical Genealogy in Old English,"
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, lxv (1966)
,
295-302 .
12. A. H. Marckwardt, Nowell' s Vocabularium Saxonicum ,
under the entries cited. I think that the direct
quotation of Nowell' s (and Lambarde's) definitions
of Anglo-Saxon social terminology ought to make
explicit what is implicit in note 11 supra? that is,
that these early lexicographical attempts have
created a conceptual framework within or through which
later (and even modern) students struggle to under-
stand Anglo-Saxon society.
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13. William Lambarde, A Perambulation of Kent
, London,
1576. Lambarde's Kent was the first local, topo-
graphical history and the first county history in
English historiography. It inspired an expanding
genre which included Camden's Britannia (1586),
Richard Carew's Survey of Cornwall (1602), and John
Speed's History of Great Britaine (1611), all pre-
cursors to modern local and county historical investi-
gation and the Victoria County History . On "choro-
graphy, a combination of geography and history..."
see Levy, Tudor Historical Thought
, 140 and n., 144-
145. On Nowell as originator of a comprehensive
English historiography see Robin Flower, "Nowell and
the Discovery of England."
14. Lambarde, Kent
,
356-368.
15. Ibid . , 356. On Brihtric and Elfswithe and their will,
see Dorothy Whitelock, Anglo-Saxon Wills , Cambridge,
1930, xi.
16. Lambarde means his previous description of the siege
of Rochester in 999, Kent , 295.
17. Lambarde, Kent , 363-364.
18. Ibid./ 364-366. The definitive modern text of
Gethynctho (from the Textus Roffensis) is in Liebermann,
Gesetze
,
I, 456-459. A recent and detailed discussion
of Gethynctho is found in Sir Frank Stenton's "The
Thriving of the Anglo-Saxon Ceorl, " Preparatory to
Anglo-Saxon England: Being the Collected Papers of
Frank Merry Stenton , Oxford, 1970, 383-393.
19. Lambarde, Kent , 366-367.
20. Ibid., 367-368.
21. Peter Laslett, The World We Have Lost , New York, 1965,
22 .
22. Sir Thomas Smith, De Republics Anglorum: A Discourse
on the Commonwealth of England, ed . L. Alston, pref.
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F.W. Maitland, Cambridge, 1906, 31-47. Quoted phrase,
46.
23. Students of the working-class movement such as E.P.
Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class
,
(1963) Vintage edition, New York, 1966, and George
Rude'
,
Wilkes and Liberty
,
Oxford, 1962, may discern
the roots of British social democracy in the eight-
eenth century, but the subsequent history of electoral
reform shows how reluctant were the members of the
"one class society" to share political power and social
status with those beneath them. As J.H. Hexter has
wisely reminded us, "if we wish to understand the
triumph of the English middle class /my emphasis"/
in 1832, we may do well to think less on the rising
middle class in Tudor England the better to remember
that in 1789 there was a revolution in France." J.H.
Hexter, "The Myth of the Middle Class in Tudor England,"
Reappraisals in History
, (1961) Harper Torchbook
edition, New York and Evanston, 1963, 116.
24. James Cleland, HPil-Tf/ A * or The Institution of
a Young Noble Man, Oxford, 1607, 2-3. Significantly,
Cleland' s book was dedicated to Prince Charles (sub-
sequently Charles I) . In view of the mature Charles's
high-minded but impractical sense of place it seems
likely that his own aristocratic training included
judicious amounts of Cleland and similar authors.
25. Troilus and Cressida, I, iii, 103-110. The view of
social place has produced an extensive literature within
the history of ideas. The older works of A.O. Love joy,
The Great Chain of Being , Cambridge, Mass. 1936, and
E.M.W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture , (1943)
Vintage edition, New York, n.d., form the basis for
later discussions of traditional social theory. Cf.
Curtis Brown Watson, Shakespeare and the Renaissance
Concept of Honor , Princeton, New Jersey, 1960, especially
Chapter Two. Anthony Esler, The Aspiring Min d of the
Elizabethan Younger Generation , Durham, N.C., 1966, 33-
41. Carl Bridenbaugh has summed up the accepted view
of Tudor social theory in Vexed and Troubled Englishmen:
1590-1642, New York, 1968, 16. "Wherever they lived,
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north or south, in the country or in town, the English
found themselves ranged in clearly defined groups. To
each of them, such a permanent disposition of men,
women, and children into rich and poor, gentle and
simple, seemed both right and divinely ordained. The
famous apostophe to the hierarchical ordering of
society that William Shakespeare put into the mouth
of Ulysses is but the most familiar of many statements
on the theory of degrees uttered by such contemporaries
as William Harrison and Richard Hooker. These heirs
of the late Middle Ages could conceive of no other
way to assort individuals in civilized life. 'Equality •
of persons', proclaimed Archbishop Whitgift, engender-
eth strife, which is the cause of all evil.'"
26. Smith, De Republica Anqlorum
, 3 9-40. The modern
literature on social mobility in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries is as extensive as the liter-
ature on hierarchy. The major problem in social
history which has confronted historians of Tudor-Stuart
society since R.K. Tawney's Agrarian Problem in the
16th Century
,
London, 1912, has been a debate as to
how much social mobility existed and how it manifested
itself. This question has occupied much of the working
lives of such historians as Tawney, Lawrence Stone
and J. H. Hexter . It has inspired such studies of a
single class as Mildred Campbell's The English Yeoman
under Elizabeth and the Early Stuarts , New Haven, 1942,
and Louis B. Wright's Middle Class Culture in Elizabethan
England
,
Chapel Hill, 1935. While no historian denies
that it was possible to rise socially in Tudor and
Stuart England, conclusions have been contradictory
and acrimonious as to what this possibility implies for
the processes of history in general.
27. Lambarde's concern for the poor of his own time is
illustrated by his foundation of a private charitable
hospital for poor pensioners. "Memoirs of William
Lambarde, Esq., An Eminent Lawyer and Antiquary,"
Bibliotheca Topographica Britannica , vol. i, ed . John
Nichols, London, 1790, 493-530 of the section
"Antiquities in Kent Hitherto Undescr ibed
.
"
On the
Hospital see 498-500. "The College of the Poor of
299
Queen Elizabeth" was nonetheless a reaction thoroughly
in tune with the times. Christian nurture of the poor,
and not social reform or revolution, was the cure for
social ills in traditional society.
28. On Coke and the idea of a Parliament from "time out
of mind," see Pocock, The Ancient Constitution and
the Feudal Law, Chapters II and III. A general view
of this idea is given by E. Evans, "Of the Antiquity
of Parliaments in England: Some Elizabethan and
Early Stuart Opinions," History
, xxiii (1938) 206-221.
29. William Lambarde, Archeion, or a Discourse upon the
High Courts of Justice in England
,
London, 1635. On
Lambarde' s connection with the Cecils and the dedi-
cation of Archeion
, see the rather carelessly construc-
ted biography by Wilbur Dunkel, William Lambarde
,
Elizabeth Jurist, 1536-1601
, New Brunswick, New Jersey,
1965, 130. Dunkel' s book is unreliable. For example,
he makes Laurence Nowell Bishop, not Dean, of Litchfield
(p. 28) . The book is also ludicrously lacking in
annotation. The dedication of Archeion to Robert Cecil
is, however, affirmed by Lambarde 's eighteenth-century
biographer. "Memoirs of William Lambarde," 502.
30. Lambarde, Archeion , 243.
31. Ibid
. , 244.
32. Ibid , 246.
33. On the Royal power and its limitations in Tudor Consti-
tutional Theory see F. LeVan Baumer, The Early Tudor
Theory of Kingship , New Haven, 1940, esp. 83-84, 118-
119, 190-191, 210. Elizabeth's concern for her pre-
rogative and her troubles with Parliament over this
touchy subject are chronicled by Sir John Neale in
Elizabeth I and her Parliaments 1559-1581 , (1953)
and its successor volume, 1584-1601 , (1957) , Norton
Library editions, New York, 1966. vol. i, 188-190
and passim , vol. ii, Part Three, Chapter II and passim.
34. Lambarde, Archeion
,
256-259.
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35. Pocock fails to mention this early argument for a pre-
conquest Parliament in The Ancient Constitution and the
Feudal Law .
36. William Camden, Britannia, sive Florent issimor um Regnorum
Angliae, S cotiae, Hiberniae et Insularum adjaccntium ex
intima antiquitate Chorogr aphica Descriptio
,
London,
1586. Camden's contemporary reputation rested almost
solely on the Britannia
, since he did not publish the
first part of his equally important Latin Annales
rerum Anglicarum et Hibernicarum regnante Elizabetha
until 1615. The complete Annals were not to see print
until after his death in 1623, and were not "Englished"
until 1625-1629. See Article "Camden", DNB, vol. viii.
Br itannia
,
on the other hand, went through six Latin
editions and one English edition while Camden lived,
and six English editions in three separate translations
up to 1808. See also, Stuart Piggott, "William Camden
and the Britannia," Proceedings of the British Academy
,
xxxvii (1951), 199-217.
37. Bibliotheca Topographica Britannica , vol. i, 512-513.
38. Camden, Britannia , 1st edition, 59-62.
39. William Camden, Britannia , 1st English edition, tr
.
Philemon Holland, London, 1610, 163-177. Further
citations will be to this edition.
40. Ibid., 165-166.
41. Ibid., 166. A contrasting view, which minimizes the
catastrophic nature of the conquest and emphasizes that
"rather reason than soveraignety, and consent rather
than commaund, was the principall agent in the alter-
ation" is found in the work of the civilian, William
Fulbecke, A Parallele or Conference to the Civill Law ,
the Canon Law, and the Common Law of this Realme of
England . London, 1601. "Address to the courteous
Reader", no pagination. Fulbecke' s argument, based on
an interpretation of materials from Lambarde's
Archaionomia , is one later picked up by both King's
Men and Parliament for contrary purposes, i.e . that
William accepted and adapted the "laws of King Edward."
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42. Camden, Britannia
, 168.
43. The "inflation of honours" under James I is discussed
by Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy:
1558-1641
,
Abridged edition, Oxford, 1967, Chapter III.
Cf
.
G . P.V
.
Akrigg
, Jacobean Pageant: or The Court of
King James I
, Cambridge, Mass., 1962, Atheneum edition,
New York, 1967, Chapter xviii, "Titles, Money and
Morals . "
44. Camden, Britannia
, 170-171. Cf. L.G. Pine, The Story
of Titles
,
Rutland
,
Vermont, 1969, 44. "Similarly,
'Knight' is "not a translation of the French 'chevalier',
but the Middle English form of cnicht, a boy or
servant . " Pine is writer of "popular " historical and
genealogical books. My point in quoting him is to.
show how little our superficial definitions of Anglo-
Saxon social terminology has changed since Camden '
s
day.
45 . Camden , Br itannia , 17 1
.
46. Ibid . , The Knight-Miles equation has been noted and
criticized by C. W. Hollister, in his Anglo-Saxon
Military Institutions
,
Oxford , 1962 , 6-7 , and his
The Military Organization of Norman England , Oxford,
1965, 115-116. Hollister concedes that miles could
mean Knight, but often meant simply "soldier" and not
cavalryman, especially in Domesday Book.
47. A better place to study the subject might have been
Camden's antiquarian miscellany, the Remaines of a
Larger Work Concerning Rritaine , London, 1605. The
Rema ines are studded with nuggets of information and
speculation about the Anglo-Saxons. Unfortunately,
none of these nuggets assay favorably as part of the
social history of the Anglo-Saxon classes and masses.
48. The only general account of Verstegan's career is in
the Dictionary of National Biography , and is limited
to less than two columns. Verstegan was born in
London, ca_. 1550, of Dutch emigre stock. Nothing is
known of his life before he appeared as a matriculant
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at Christ Church, Oxford in 1565. He studied at Oxford
but took no degree, since his Catholicism kept him
from fulfilling the necessary religious qualifications.
Sometime after 1576 Verstegan made his way to Antwerp,
dropped the usage of Rowlands as a surname and resumed
the family patronymic. He began a printing business
specializing in Roman Catholic literature for illegal
export to England. At this time Verstegan became
involved with the Catholic underground which had
developed in connection with Cardinal Allen's seminary
at Rheims. He corresponded with Allen and Robert
Persons; was subsidized in his publishing ventures by
exiled English Catholic interests; wrote and published
a Latin essay on the treatment of Catholics under
Elizabeth to r iva 1 the Protestant class ic , Foxe 1 s
Book of Martyrs ; and traveled, presumably in the service
of the English Jesuits, to Spain, where he met with
Philip II and visited the seminary at Seville. DNB
,
vol. xlix, 352-353. The Catholic underground was
organized at the Jesuit seminary founded by William
Allen at Douai in 1568 and moved to Rheims in 1569.
This college for clandestine pr ies ts and the movement
it fostered is described by John Gerard, a participant,
in The Autobiography of a Hunted Priest , tr . Philip
Caraman, S.J., Image edition, Garden City, N.Y., 1955.
Verstegan 1 s essay on English protestant persecution of
Catholics is Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum nostri
Tempor is
,
Antwerp, 1587.
49. R/Tchard7 v/erstegan7/ A Restitution of Decayed
Intelligence In Antiquities Concerning the most Noble
and renowned English Nation , Antwerp, 160 5
.
50. Ibid . , "Dedication to the Most noble and renowned
English Nation," no pagination, first and second pages.
51. Ibid . The book is, in a sense, the first massive
attack on mythopoeic history and the Tudor attachment
to the Arthurian tradition. The Dedication to James I,
while not at all unusual, is in part intended to
persuade the new monarch against the "British history"
of his Tudor cousins.
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52. Note 7, supra, and especially Jones, The Triumph of the
English Language
, loc. cit .
53. Verstegan probably spoke German as well as Dutch and
English. Since he lived in Paris for some time, and
traveled in Spain, it is likely that he spoke French
and possibly Spanish. He described his etymological
method in some detail in the "Dedication to the English
Nation," last two pages.
"If in some of the etymologies of our ancient names
or woords I may appear to differ from some of the
Germans that have written of the lyke, it is where
I have manifestly found them to have mistaken, for
such as thereof have written in Germanie
, have looked
but litle further then unto the language used among
themselves, and such as in the Nether lands have
wr itten ; have in lyke sort had regard unto their
only used speech, whereas indeed , the understand ing
of the Teutonic used of our Saxon anceters , as
also that of the ancient Francks, is most requisite,
and thereunto the present ; High, Low and Eastland-
ish Teutonic
,
together with respect unto the
dependent Danish and Swed ish, besydes our modern
vulgar English: in all which I have bestowed some
tyrae of travaille, for that heerby and not other-
wise; the true reason and concurrence of things
proper ly apper tayning to the true or igina 11
Teutonic-toung : is best to be found out and made
manifest . "
.
A modern assessment of Verstegan as a philologist is
Philip H. Goepp, "Verstegan f s 'Most Ancient Saxon Words'",
Philologica : The Malone Anniversary Studies , ed . T.A.
Kirby and H. B. Woolf, Baltimore, 1949.
.54. Verstegan, Restitution , table of contents.
55. Ibid . , 57. I have been unable to determine the identity
of the author Verstegan calls Ioannes Pomarius. A
Johannes Pomarius (real name Baumgart) , 1514-1578, was
an obscure Lutheran clergyman and dramatist, whose
only surviving work- seems to have been a legal satire,
the Iuditium, das Gericht Salomonis . Allgemeine
Deutsche Biographie , ar t . Baumgart.
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56. Verstegan, Restitution
, 330.
57. Ibid., 331. Cf. Oxford English Dictionary
, article
"Yeoman .
"
58. Verstegan, Restitution
, 331-332.
59. Ibid
. , 178.
60. Ibid., 17 9.
61. Ibid., 187.
62. John Selden, Jani Anglorum Facies Altera
, London,
1610, tr. Redman Westcot (Dr. Adam Littleton), as
The Reverse or Back-face of the English Janus. To-wit
All that is met with in Story Concerning the Common
and Statute-Law of English Britanny
,
London, 1682, and
Titles of Honour
,
London, 1614. Selden' s works were
collected and published in three massive folios under
the title Opera Omnia
,
edited by the indefatigable
David Wilkins, London, 1726.
63. Selden, The English Janus
,
author's preface.
64. Ibid . , 32.
65. Selden 's major source on things Saxon was Lambarde.
In Titles of Honour his Modern English translation of
Gethync tho is Lambarde' s, and he relied on Archa ionomia
and Caesar, Tacitus, and Einhard for his knowledge of
Germanic culture. See n. 68 infra .
66. Selden, The English Janus , 36. Selden cites Francois
Hotman, De Feudis commentatio tripetita
,
Lyons, 1573.
Cap. 2.
67. Selden, Titles of Honour , London, 1614, 300-301.
68. Ibid., 267-268.
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CHAPTER III
THE GREAT CASE OF TENURES, SIR HENRY SPELMAN,
AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF FREE SAXONS
1. On general fiscal conditions and governmental economics
throughout the period, see Frederick C. Dietz, English
Public Finance: 1558-1641
, second ed
.
, New York, 1964.
2. Joel Hurstfield, "The Revival of Feudalism in Early Tudor.
England," History
,
n.s., xxxvii (1952) , 131—145 discusses
the beginnings of "fiscal feudalism." For feudalism
under the Stuarts, the relevant pages in Christopher Hill,
The Century of Revolution: 1603-1714 (1961) Norton
Library edition, New York, 1966, especially 49-51, 148-
149, are excellent. The. economic aspects of late feudal-
ism are recounted in J.M.W. Bean, The Decline of English
Feudalism: 1215-1540 , Manchester and New York, 1968.
3. Joel Hurstfield, "The Profits of Fiscal Feudalism,"
Economic History Review , second series, viii (1955),
53-61, says that feudal profits shrank during Elizabeth's
reign which, if true, would help to explain her appoint-
ment of the first Commission of Defective Titles. Cf .
Dietz, English Public Finance , 303-304. Dietz implies
that the revenues of the Court of Wards, although lower
than under the Stuarts, did not decline so much as
fluctuate moderately.
4. Kenyon gives the dates of appointment or renewal of
Commissions of Defective Title as 1599, 1603, 1605, 1606,
1608, 1609, 1611, 1613, 1618, 1628, 1630 and 1635. J. P.
Kenyon, The Stuart Constitution: 1603-1688, Documents
and Commentary , Cambridge, 1966, 87. The statutory
abolition of feudal tenures in England was accomplished
by the law of 12 Charles II, c. 24 (1660) entitled "An
act for taking away the Court of Wards and liveries,
and tenures in capite , and by Knight Service, and purvey-
ance, and for setting a revenue upon his Majesty in lieu
thereof." The text of the Act is in C . Grant Robertson
ed
.
, Select Statutes, Cases and Documents to Illustrate
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English Constitutional History; 1660-1832
, New York,
1904, 1-5. 12 Charles II, c. 24 confirmed the orders
and acts of the Long Parliament of 1646 and 1656.
5. On the Great Contract of 1610 see G. E. Aylmer, "The
Last Years of Purveyance: 1610-1660," Economic History
Review
,
second series, x (1957), 81-93; Dietz, English
Public Finance
,
133-134.
6. There has been a recent explosion of interest in Irish
history which has produced a minor flood of new and re-
printed works touching upon the period covered by this
essay. The re-examination of Strafford's role as Lord
Deputy (subsequently Lord Lieutenant) has produced
articles and monographs dealing directly with Strafford,
and has opened up related areas of interest. My account
is based on materials found in Richard Bagwell, Ireland
Under the Stuarts and During the Interregnum
, 2 vols.,
London, 1904, and on the more recent interpretations of
Hugh F. Kearney, Strafford in Ireland, 1633-41: A Study
in Absolutism
,
Manchester, 1959; Terence Ranger,
"Strafford in Ireland: A Revaluation," (1961), reprinted
in Crisis in Europe: 1560-1660 , ed . Trevor Aston, in trod.
Christopher Hill, Garden City, N.Y., 1967; C.V. Wedgwood,
Thomas Wentworth, First Earl of Strafford, 1593-1641: A
Revaluation
, New York, 1962; and Aidan Clarke, The Old
English in Ireland, 1625-42
,
Ithaca, N.Y., 1966.
7. The subjection of native Irish, and "Old English" land-
lords to crown control and the Plantation scheme were
among the theoretical considerations of Sir John Davies,
the great seventeenth-century analyst of the "Irish
question." Sir John Davies, A Discoverie of the True
Causes why Ireland was never entirely Subdued, nor
brought under Obedience of the Crowne of England, untill
the Beginning of His Majesties Happie Raigne (1612)
.
Facsimile ed . in The Complete Prose Works of Sir John
Davies , 2 vols, ed . A. B. Grosart, The Fuller Worthies
Library (privately printed), 1876, vol. i, 7-168.
Davies says of the Ulster plantation, 165-166: "Again,
his Maiesty did not utterly exclude the Natives out of
this plantation with a purpose to root them out, as the
Irish were excluded out of the first English Colonies:
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but made a mixt plantation of Br ittish and Irish
, that
they might grow up togither in one Nation.... And this
truly is the Ma is ter-piece , and most excellent part of
the worke of Reformation, and is worthy indeed of his
Maiesties royall paines. For when this Plantation hath
taken root, and bin fixt and setled but a few yeares,
with the favour and blessing of God (for the son of
God himselfe hath said in the Gospell, Omnis Plantatio
,
guam non plantavit pater mens, erad icab i tur ) it will
secure the peace of Ireland, assure it to the Crowne
of England for ever; and finally, make it a Civill,
and a Rich, a Mighty and a Flourishing Kingdome." A
modern Ir ish " approach to the question of dispossession,
covering the Stuart period but not limited to it, is
found in the recent reprint of William F. T. Butler,
Confiscation in Irish History (1917) , reissue, Port
Washington, N.Y., and London, 1970. Another recent
reissue is George Hill, An Historical Account of the
Plantation in Ulster at the Commencement of the 17th
Century, 1608-1620, Belfast, 1877, which has been re-
printed by the Irish University Press, 1971.
8. "British" was the contemporary generic term used to diff-
erentiate the Scots, English and Welsh settlers from the
native Irish. Butler, Confiscation in Irish History ,
47, n. 23.
9. Commission of 29 June, 1634, Calendar of State Papers ,
Ireland , Charles I , vol. 2, Public Record Office, London,
1901, 56.
10. "New English" were Irish lords of Tudor and Stuart
provenance who followed the religious dispensation of
the Church of England, and were of recent enough
settlement in Ireland still to think of themselves as
Englishmen. They contrasted as a group, with the "Old
English", or Irish lords of medieval, Angevin, proven-
ance who were Roman Catholic and had been in Ireland
long enough to intermarry with the families of Irish
chieftains and to think of themselves as Anglo-Irish
or Irish.
11. Direct quotations are from the official report of the
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case drawn up by Santry, baron of the Irish exchequer,
a member of the panel that argued the case; James Barry,
Baron Santry, The Case of Tenures upon the Commission
of Defective Titles, Argued by all the Iudges of Ireland
,
with their resolution and the reasons of their resolu-
tion
,
Dublin, 1639 (hereafter cited as Report ) , 1.
There was a 1637 edition of the Report
, but it was a
rarity even in the late seventeenth century. Spelman
knew only the 163 9 edition cited here.
12. Report
, 2. "And because it was a Case of great weight
and importance, it was delivered unto the Iudges
, and
they were required by the Lord Deputy and Councell, to
conferre and consider of it, and to returne unto them
their resolution concerning it, but they (upon private
conference among themselves) did not agree in opinion,
and therefore it was thought necessary, for publigue
satisfaction
, that it should be argued solemnly by them
all...." Report
, 3. Latter emphasis mine.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Ibid
. , 3, 38, and passim
Ibid., 24.
Ibid.
Ibid
.
, 33
.
Ibid .
Ibid .
Ibid., 35, 38.
This is the passage cited supra , Chapter Two, 70-71, n . 67
,
where Selden discusses the trinoda necessitas . As
Spelman later points out in his refutation, the crown
lawyers and assenting judges did not read far enough.
As the full text shows, Selden 's real conclusion was
that the trinoda necessitas was not a tenurial obli-
gation but a duty pro bono publico , and that "Those
kind of Militarie Fiefs or Fees as wee now have, were
not till the Normans; with whom the custom of Wardship
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in Chivalrie.
. .came into England." Spelman quotes this
very passage in support of his argument in: Sir Henry
Spelman, The Original, Growth, Propagation and Con-
dition of Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service in
England, (composed 1639, 1st ed . 1698) in The English
Works of Sir Henry Spelman Kt ., ed . Edmund Gibson,
London, 1723 (Hereafter cited as Feuds and Tenures by
Knight Service ) , 26.
21. Report
, 34.
22. Spelman, Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service
, 25.
23 . Report 35 .
24. Ibid . , 36-37.
25. Ibid . , 38. (Emphasis supplied in the original text).
26. Ibid
. ,
"The Order of the Councell Board upon this
Resolution of the Iudges", appended to the body of
the Report , no pagination, last page.
27. Ibid .
28. This was, of course, Santry's report upon which the
foregoing account is based. The fury with which the
Irish ruling clique assailed Strafford at his trial
indicates how profoundly the Lord Deputy and his
policies were detested by the men who had the most to
lose if those policies were successful. Wedgwood,
Strafford, a Revaluation , 338-345, 390.
29. Supra , n. 19.
30. A modern biography of Spelman has not been written. The
best accounts of his life are those found in DNB ,
vol. xviii, 736-741, and Gibson's brief essay, "The
Life of Sir Henry Spelman Kt." appended to his edition
of the English Works (1723) . Sir Maurice Powicke dis-
cussed an important aspect of Spelman' s career in
"Sir Henry Spelman and the Concilia", the Raleigh
Lecture of 1930, Proceedings of the British Academy ,
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xvi (1930)
,
345-379. In addition, there are detailed
references to Spelman and his works in much of the
histor iographical literature cited supra, Chapter I,
n. 2, and Chapter II, n. 3. Spelman's role as a
"discoverer" if not the inventor of English feudalism
is explicated by J. G. A. Pocock, Ancient Constitution
and Feudal Law
,
Chapter V.
31. Archaeologus in modum Glossar ii . . . etc . (vol. i., 1626,
vol. ii., ed
. Dugdale, 1664), two vols, in one folio
vol., London, 1687. For Spelman's account of his
purposes see the Latin preface to Archaeologus and
Gibson's "Life of Spelman" in The English Works . Con-
temporaries, including Spelman himself, always referred
to this work as the Glossary
,
although Spelman acknow-
ledged that it was more than a simple dictionary of
archaisms. Archaeologus
, "Praefatio."
32. Archaeologus
,
218.
33. He removed to his son-in-law's house, in Barbican, in
the early 1630 ' s . DNB , xviii, 737 . Spelman apparently
became aware of the Case of Tenures only after obtaining
a copy of the 1639 edition of the Report . On the first
page of his rebuttal in Feuds and Tenures by Knight-
S ervice he described the case as being "published .. .by
the commandment of the Lord Deputy, this year 1639."
The whole tenor of his treatise implies that he was
unaware of the earlier (1637) edition of the Report .
Since Feuds and Tenures is itself dated 30 Julii 1639
(p. 46) Spelman must have worked hard and quickly at
preparation of the manuscript, a fact which increases
the mystery of its non-publication at that time.
34. F. W. Maitland, The Constitutional History of England ,
Cambridge, 1908, 142.
35. Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service did not appear in
print until Edmund Gibson's edition of Reliquiae
Spelmannianae , London, 1698. Hearne must bear the
responsibility for his own assertion, and that of
the DNB , that Spelman published the essay before his
death in 1641. Thomas Hearne, A Collection of C urious
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Discourses Written by Eminent Antiquaries (1720), 2 vols.,
London, 1775, vol. i, 440. The DNB gratuitously added
the formal assertion that this work was the last Spelman
published, and that it was published in London, 1641.
DNB
,
xviii, 739, 740. The Cambridge Bibliography of
English Literature
, 1941 ed
.
, vol. i, 843 repeated the
claim, with no details given, that there was a 1641 first
edition of Feuds and Tenures . Were there such a first
edition, it would be of first importance in establishing
the filiation of ideas about Anglo-Saxon society after
1641. It seems clear enough that Spelman intended the
essay to be published; it was clearly polemical in tone,
and was of immediate interest to those involved with
the law of tenures. Unfortunately, however, Hearne,
the DNB and The Cambridge Bibliography are all seemingly
incorrect. There is no record of such an edition in the
Short Title Ca ta logue ... 1641-1700 , ed . D. G. Wing, 3
vols., New York, 1945-51 or in the Catalogue of the
British Museum . In a personal conversation with Mr.
Donald G. Wing of Yale's Sterling Memorial Library and
editor of the STC I was assured that Mr. Wing felt
quite certain that there had never been such an edition,
or at least that it had appeared nowhere "in the 300
places" Mr. Wing looked for materials included in the
STC . It is clear that Gibson, in 1698, thought Feuds
and Tenures by Knight-Service to have been previously
unpublished. In The Preface in The English Works , he
says that his edition "is printed from a fair copy in
the Bodleian Library, corrected with Sir Henry Spelman's
own hand." Nowhere does he mention a prior printed
vers ion
.
36. Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service , 2.
37 . Ibid .
38. Ibid .
39. ibid . Spelman claimed that lords and servants were
"from the beginning of Jus Gentium ." Presumably this
explains why he did not draw upon Roman history for
examples of lordship. Peoples without a lex scripta
could be examined under the categories of jus gentium,
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whereas Spelman assumed that those interested in the
subject could consult the Corpus Juris and the civil-
ians for the explication of lord-servant relation-
ships in Rome.
40. Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service
,
3-4.
41. Ibid
. , 5.
42 . Ibid .
43. Ibid./ 11.
44. Spelman was not the first to call attention to this
distinction. Lambarde had already noted it in the
section "Rerum et Verborum," no pagination, in
Archa ionomia . Lambarde contrasted Bocland with
Folcland
,
associated the former with freehold tenure,
and suggested that the latter bore service obligations.
He believed that Bocland was a form of tenure common
among nobles and that folcland represented peasant
holdings "ad voluntatem Domini." The following account
of Spelman 1 s interpretation of land distribution among
the Anglo-Saxons is based on material found in Feuds
and Tenures by Kn ight-S ervice , 12. A moment's thought
should make the reader aware of how difficult it is,
. in discussing control over the land in English, to
find euphemisms which avoid terminology arising out of
"feudalism." Spelman is extremely careful about this.
I have tried, in this section at least, to be just
as careful, but it is a chore to describe Anglo-Saxon
landr echt without ever giving way to terms like
"holding", "tenure", "tenants", etc. At the same
time, it seems advisable to avoid overt use of the
modern language of fee simple proprietorship, "own",
"property", "ownership", etc. All this is by way of
indicating that if my language in describing Spelman's
approach seems awkward or tortured, it is deliberately
so
.
45. He confirms this implied solecism later, when he says
that "the Lord's Outland " was "called also the
Folcland . " Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, 14
.
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46. Ibid
. ,
13-14.
47. Ibid . , 14-15.
48. Ibid., 15.
49. Spelman devoted more space in Feuds and Tenures by
Knight Service to the various aspects of thcgnship
than to any other single topic. Feuds and Tenures
by Knight-Service
,
16-24.
50. Supra
, 84, n. 21.
51. Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service
, 16.
52. Ib id . , 17.
53. Ibid . , 18.
54. Ibid
. , 19-24.
55. Ibid., 24-39.
56. Spelman' s account of agrarian custom and service obli
gation among the Anglo-Saxons is found in Feuds and
Tenures by Knight Service , 40-41. Directly guoted
material in my account is from these pages.
57. Spelman gives a full Latin text of St. Oswald's letter
and an English paraphrase, Feuds and Tenures by Knight-
S ervice , 41-42. A convenient modern text in English
translation and rigorous analysis is found in F. W.
Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond , 304-309.
58. Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service , 42-43. Although
Spelman admits that Oswald may have created Knight-
service of a sort, the important thing for Spelman
was the absence of the "servitudes" arising out of
such tenure. This is an important passage, because
it points the way toward Spelman 's conclusion that
it was really the contrast between freedom and "servi-
tude" that separated the Anglo-Saxons from their post-
conquest successors.
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59. Sir Henry Spelman, "Of the Ancient Government of
England," The English Works
, 49-55, 49. There is
no way to date this essay except to note that it
resembles, in scope and tone, the papers given before
the Elizabethan College of Antiguaries which were
collected by Thomas Hearne, in his Collection of
Curious Discourses written by Eminent Antiguaries .
If Ancient Government was a paper delivered at a
meeting of the Antiguaries, it belonged to Spelman'
s
early career, certainly antedating all but the
earliest of his published works. The Antiguaries
were suppressed in 1614 due to the hostility of
James I. See Linda Van Norden, "Sir Henry Spelman
on the Chronology of the Elizabethan College of
Antiguaries," Huntington Library Quarterly, xiii
(1949-50), 131-160. At this early period, Spelman
would surely have been even more in tune with the
prevailing continuitist interpretation of Anglo-
Saxon history then he was by 1626, when the first
volume of Archaeologus appeared.
60. Ironically one of the commissions he served upon was
the Irish Commission of Defective Titles of 1617
which took him to Ireland three times. DNB , xviii,
737. Without more detailed biographical information,
it is impossible to know how much this experience may
have influenced his own practical concepts of feudal
law, or his attitude in the Case of Tenures. Surely
such a closely related experience must have had its
effect, but Spelman makes no mention of his sojourns
in Ireland, or of any first hand knowledge about the
Commission of Defective Titles, in Feuds and Tenures
by Knight Service.
61. The dating of this work by Van Norden "between the Short
and Long Parliaments." Linda Van Norden, "Pieresc and
the English Scholars," Huntington Librar y Quarterly,
xii (1948-49), 371, n. 17 is more unconvincing than
Pocock's suggestion that it may have been written in
1630. The solution to the problem depends upon
internal evidence. . Spelman says he had "seen more
Parliaments miscarry, yea suffer shipwreck, within
these sixteen years past, than in many hundred hereto-
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fore...," "of Parliaments," English Works, 57. Now
Norden claims that the sixteen years must have been
those from 1624-5 to 1640-1. In all, there were
four, or possibly, counting the last parliament of
James I, five parliaments in those years. But out
of those sixteen years, eleven were and are notorious
for seeing no parliaments at all. Pocock points
out that the period from 1614 to 1630 saw "almost
as many troublesome parliaments" Ancient Constitution
and Feudal Law
, 121. In fact, these years saw more
parliaments (beginning with the Addled parliament,
and ending with the Third Parliament of Charles I) in
opposition than in the Van Norden period, six to be
exact. Pocock misses thp main point, however. Any-
one who had lived through all the Stuart years, as
Spelman had, from 1603 to 1640-41 would not be able
to say that he had seen more parliaments miscarry
from 1625-40 than in hundreds of years past. Actually,
all the Stuart parliaments failed in some respects as
far as the monarch was concerned. Beginning with the
first parliament of James I, in 1604 (dissolved in
1611) , there were seven parliaments up to 1629 which
opposed the King and thus, from Spelman' s royalist
view, miscarried. After 1625 there were but four or
at most five. In 1640-41 Spelman would have known
this and could not have written as he did. I believe
that it is impossible to assign 1640-41 as the period
in which "Of Parliaments" was composed on the basis
of internal evidence. The period 1622-29 (when Spelman
was working on the Archa eologus and probably produced
the article on " Par lamen turn" which appeared in Dugdale's
1664 ed . of the second volume) seems a far more likely
period, and 1627 seems a particularly likely year with-
in the larger span. Between 1611 and 1627, a sixteen-
year period, six parliaments had been dissolved after
some animosity and five of these were in outright
opposition to the monarch.
62. DNB, xviii/ 738.
63. Supra , n. 59.
64. Spelman, "Of the Ancient Government of England," English
Works, 49. An interesting literary approach in which
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"the Anglo-Saxons ^were7 made to appear to be the
authors of a restricted rather than a popular govern-
ment" is the wildly ahistorical early seventeenth
century play The Love-Sick King by Anthony Brewer.
See the brief article by Roger Howell, "King Alfred
and the Proletariat: A case of the Saxon Yoke,"
Archaeologia Aeliana
, xlvii (1969), 97-100. If such
an example proves anything, it may be simply that
it was possible for men in the Jacobean era to admire
the Anglo-Saxons for good government without stressing
a mythical "Saxon democracy."
65. Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service
, 46.
66. Spelman died in October, 1641, and was buried near
Camden in Westminster Abbey. He survived, by five
months, Thomas Wentworth, the attainted Earl of
Strafford and former Lord Deputy (Lord Lieutenant
after his Earldom) of Ireland . S traf ford wa s executed
12 May 1641. It is difficult to account for Spelman's
failure to publish his vindication of his views on
feudal tenure between July 1639 when Feuds and Tenures
was complete, and October 1641, when he died. My
own belief is that he recognized the incendiary nature
of his concluding chapter, and purposely kept Feuds
and Tenures by Knight Service from the press out of
deference to Charles I. Thus although he had come
to oppose the idea of feudal servitude, he was still
a life-long royalist. He would "not offend" by pub-
lishing what must surely be taken as an anti-monarchical
treatise written against the Case of Tenures.
CHAPTER IV
THE YEAR OF GRACE 1647
1. A.S.P. Woodhouse, ed . , Puritanism and Liberty: Being
the Army Debates (1647-49) from the Clarke Manuscripts
with Supplementary Documents , 2nd ed . , London, 1951
(Hereafter cited as Woodhouse), 53.
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2. Woodhouse, 53-54.
3. The text of the first version of An Agreement of the
People is in Woodhouse, 443-445.
4. Ibid., 52.
5. Ib id
. , 53. Cowling returned to this point on November 1,
when his version of pre-conquest liberties was challenged
by both Ireton and Henry Lilburne (Woodhouse, 96, 118-
121) .
6. A. G. Dickens, Thomas Cromwell and the English Refor -
mation
,
London, 1959 (Harper Perennial paper ed
. , 1969),
75. By Nov. 1, when he again confronted Cowling's
naive views, Ireton had somewhat altered his tone,
acknowledged that there was little evidence as to the
true nature of the ancient constitution, and pointed
out that Cowling had shown none. After some concluding
fatuities from Cowling, Ireton and Rainborough more or
less agreed to abandon historical arguments.
7. Woodhouse, 120-121.
8. St. Edward's Ghost was written in 1642, although not
published until 1647. The text of both pamphlets is
in The Harleian Miscellany
,
vi, London, 1810, 90-106,
175-181.
9. Har
1
Misc . vi, 93, 95. There is an element in Hare's
style which suggests that he was being paid at space
rates, so much a line, with deductions for every period.
10. Ibid . , 96. As might be expected, Hare acknowledges a
debt to Verstegan and cites him twice (92, 104). For
Hare, "excepting some few, whereof Vergestan /sic7
deserves to be memorized" writers had generally failed
to take sufficient notice of English "thralldom and
disgrace" at the hands of their conquerors.
11. ibid . , 100. Hare was not overly concerned with logic.
He gave no reason why the Norwegians should be considered
"off-scowering and dross." His eulogistic approach to
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things Teutonic would seem to imply that the Norwegians
ought to be considered superior by dint of race. Pre-
sumably they became "dross", for Hare, when they
adopted French customs and language in Normandy.
12. Ib id
.
, 175. A not dissimilar view (albeit without the
heavy emphasis on things Teutonic) is found in the
pamphlet by John Warr, The Corruption and Deficiency
of the Laws of England, Soberly Discovered: or Liberty
Working up to its Just Height (London, 1649) ; also in
Harl. Misc
. vi, 213-225. Warr attacked the special
interests of common lawyers, and favored a codification
of written law that would permit individual laymen to
plead their own cases without counsel. He attributed
the "deficiency" of English law to its subordination
under royal prerogative, and to what he believed was
the fact that corrupt lawyers were in league with kings
to the lega
1
' detr iment of the long-suffering people.
Warr ' s picture of the conquest was typical of the anti-
Norman sentiments of the age. "Thus, as the Lords and
rulers held of the King, so did inferior persons hold
of the lords: Hence come landlord, tenant, holds,
tenures, etc. which are slavish ties and badges upon
men, grounded originally on conquest and power." (219).
This is much the same view that Spelman stated more
moderately in Feuds and Tenures , supra . , Chapter III.
13. Sir Robert Filmer, The Freeholder's Grand Inquest
Touching the King and His Parliament , (1647) in Peter
Laslett, ed., Patriarchs and Other Political Works of
Sir Robert Filmer, Oxford, 1949 (Hereafter cited as
Laslett) , 129.
14. Ibid .
15. Ibid./ 136. For a review of the early literature of
debate over the development of Parliament, see E.
Evans, "Of the Antiquity of Parliaments in England:
Some Elizabethan and Early Stuart Opinions," History,
xxiii (1938) , 206-221.
16. Laslett, 136-137.
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17. Woodhouse, 120.
18. Laslett, 115. Pa tr iarcha was written and began circulat-
ing in manuscript sometime between 1635 and 1642. Its
real impact upon intellectual history came only after
publication in 1680, when it became a central document
supporting the royalist cause and a major target for
Whig polemics.
19. It was probably about the mid-forties that another
Kentish gentleman of more moderate royalist inclin-
ations than Filmer, Sir Roger Twysden, produced the
manuscript Crr laino Considerations Upon the Government
of England , which was eventually edited for publication
by J. M. Kemble in 1849. Twysden argued for a limited
monarchy. He may well have been inspired to write by
having encountered Filmer 's bolder absolutist claims
in a manuscript copy of Pa tr iarcha . Twysden's real
concern was to elucidate the role of kingship in govern-
ment, and he has nothing to say about pre-conguest
social ranks. He nonetheless believed that the Saxon
Kings (and all Kings of England) were limited by law
and custom, and that there were "r ights . . .dwe /sic/
unto /the people7 as free and yet subjects, a lowed by
the lawes of the land as their franchises and liberties."
Kemble, ed
.
, Camden Society, xlv, 1849, 92. Presum-
ably Twysden's conceptualization of "rights" as "fran-
chises and liberties" reflected traditional rather than
modern semantics. Christopher Hill reminds us that
"the shifting meanings of the word 'liberty' in the
seventeenth century were noted by contemporaries. In
medieval usage it signified almost a property right, a
privilege from which others could be excluded: the popu-
larity of its modern sense dates from the civil war."
Christopher Hill, "Reason and Reasonableness in Seven-
teenth - century England," British Journal of Sociology,
20 (September, 1969), 235. But the popular "modern
sense" grew up among the levellers and other republican
factions. Twysden, as a gentleman and royalist, would
have embraced the customary usage.
20. Nathaniel Bacon, An Historical! Dis course of the Uni-
formity of the Government of England, London, 1647,
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Preface (hereafter cited as An Historical! Discourse )
.
21. The only modern account of Bacon's career is in DNB,
ii, 364-365. He was a grandson of Sir Nicholas Bacon,
by a son of the lord keeper's first marriage and was
thus a half-nephew of the author of the Novum Organum
.
He died in 1660. Bacon was no Selden, despite the
rumor than An Historical! Discourse was really Selden'
s
work. Aside from the fact that they both shared a
COntinuitist approach to English history there are few
similarities between Selden's writings on the subject,
and the Discourse
. Aside from stylistic differences,
Selden never wrote anything nearly as extensive as
Bacon on English constitutional history per se
, and
when he did write on the subject, his antiquarian inter
es ts were far more apparent . Bacon , for example , never
cites such basic texts as Gethync tho when describing
Saxon society.
22. An His tor ica 11 Discourse , 2.
23 . Ibid .
24 . Bacon d id not expand upon this ins ight , but it seems to
place him, at least minimally, in a speculative tradi-
tion which includes Harrington, Vico, Montesquieu, and
modern socio-anthropology
.
25. An His tor ica 11 Discourse , 13.
26. Ibid . , 17. Presumably, although he was not explicit,
Bacon meant that the Saxon conquest was limited by the
continued existence of the "Celtic fringe" and the
establishment of the marches.
30- An Historical! Discourse , 17.
31. Ibid . , 11-12.
32 . Ibid . , 17-45.
33. Ibid., 44-45. I interpret the convoluted syntax of
this passage to mean that the vulgar adored the clergy
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because of their sublime status, while kings esteemed
the clergy because they represented royal interests both
in high church politics ("the Conclave") and in con-
trolling the populace ("by their means") . I have sub-
stituted "Admira tion" for the meaningless "Adminis-
tration" of the text, on the strength of a later pass-
age (page 54) where "admiration" and "adoration" are
again coupled in the same construction.
34. An Historicall Discourse, 46-47.
Ibid.
,
47.
36. Ibid
.
48.
37. Ibid .
,
48-49.
38. Ibid .
,
49.
39. Ibid . , 53 .
40. Ibid
.
41. Ibid .
42 . Ibid .
,
54-55
.
Bacon does not seem to have been an
advocate of the resurgence of the aristocracy, in the
sense that such doctrines were openly advocated by
Boulainvilliers and the par lementa ires in France after
1715. vide F. L. Ford, Robe and Sword: The Regrouping
of the French Aristocracy after Louis XIV (1953) Harper
Torchbook, New York, 1965, 227-229 and passim . Nonethe
less, there are interesting parallels between his pic-
ture of the default of the Saxon nobility and the
these nobiliaire of eighteenth-century France. Bacon's
intuitions regarding the failure of the Anglo-Saxon
aristocracy to maintain a constitutional balance may
also serve to indicate a partial contemporary aware-
ness of the failure of the 17th-century aristocracy
to fulfill its traditional role — a thesis elaborated
by Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy; 1558-
1641, Oxford, 1965.
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43. An Historical! Discourse / 55-56.
44. Ibid . , 56.
45. Ibid., 57.
46. Ibid . , 58-59.
47. Ibid . , 75-76.
48. Ibid., 76.
49. Ibid .
50. Ibid . , 113-115.
51. Ibid., 115-118.
52. Ibid . , 120-122.
53 - Ibid . , 135. Indeed, Bacon insisted .that there really
was no conquest, since the only Saxons that were actually
"conquered" were the treasonable supporters of Harold.
The rest of the kingdom (by far the majority) merely
acceded to the inheritance of their rightful king.
An Historical! Discourse , 155-158.
54. Ibid., 144-152.
55. Ibid . , 152-154.
56. Ibid., 161.
57. Ibid . , 162.
58. Ibid., 163.
59. Nathaniel Bacon, The Continuation of An Historical!
Discourse of the Government of England, Until the
Reign of Queen Elizabeth with A Preface, being a
vindication of the ancient way of Parliaments in
England , London, 1651. Hereafter cited as Continuation.
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60. Continuation
, Preface, no pagination.
61. DNB, ii, 365.
CHAPTER V
RESTORATION INTERLUDE
1. James Harrington's view of Anglo-Saxon society and
constitutional history is found in /James Harr ingtonT',
The Commonwealth of Oceana , London
, 1656, 34-3 6 . In
Oceana
, .
which he wrote between 1649 and 1656, Harrington
completely rejected the idea that Anglo-Saxon social
institutions were perfect or worthy to be imitated.
The great republican agreed with the interpretations
of some of his opponents that Anglo-Saxon custom con-
ta ined those elements of aristocratic predominance
which rested upon the uneven distribution of wealth
and prestige. Although he accepted the assertions of
traditional historiography that the commons had sat
in Saxon 11 Par liaments " he nonetheless dismissed the
concept of the "free Saxon" by pointing out that in .
a traditional polity (the "Gothick ballance " as he
called it) political influence was weighted in favor
of the great. Harrington became the unspecified
target of those who (like the writers discussed in
this chapter) believed that only the aristocratic ele-
ment of society could re-create order. On Harrington
and the Saxons, cf. Zera S. Fink, The Classical
Republicans: An Essay in the Recovery of A Pattern
of Thought in Seventeenth Century England , Evans ton,
Illinois, 1945, 68-69, and Christopher Hill, "James
Harrington and the People," in his Puritanism and
Revolution (1958), Schocken Paperback, New York, 1964,
299-313. The other great political theorist of the
mid-century, the much reviled Thomas Hobbes, also
touched briefly upon the Anglo-Saxons in Behemoth
(completed in Ms. 1668, and published posthumously in
1682). Hobbes' picture of Anglo-Saxon social dis-
tinctions displayed a pessimism toward human nature
and an insistence upon unlimited sovereignty which
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is the hall-mark of Hobbesian political theory. Hobbes
sa id :
It would be too long, and an useless digression,
to cite all the ancient authors that speak of the
forms of those commonwealths, which were amongst
our first ancestors the Saxons and other Germans,
and of other nations, from whom we derive the
titles of honour now in use in England; nor will it
be possible to derive from them any argument of
right, but only examples of fact, which, by the
ambition of potent subjects, have been oftener un-
just than otherwise. And for those Saxons or
Angles, that in ancient times by several invasions
made. themselves masters of this nation, they were
not in themselves one body of a commonwealth,
but only a league of divers petty German lords and
states, such as was the Grecian army in the Trojan
war , without other obligation than that which pro-
ceeded from their own fear and weakness. Nor
were those lords, for the most part, the sovereigns
at home in their own country, but chosen by the
people for the captains of the forces they brought
with them. And therefore it was not without
equity, when they had conquered any part of the
land, and made some one of them king thereof,
that the rest should have greater privileges than
the common people and soldiers: amongst which
privileges, a man may easily conjecture this to
be one; that they should be made acquainted, and
be of council, with him that hath the sovereignty
in matter of government, and have the greatest and
most honorable offices both in peace and war. But
because there can be no government where there
is more than one sovereign, it cannot be inferred
that they had a right to oppose the King's resolu-
tions by force, nor to enjoy those honours and
places longer than they should continue good sub-
jects. And we find that the Kings of England did,
upon every great occasion, call them together by
the name of discreet and wise men of the kingdom,
and hear their counsel, and make them judges of
all causes, that during their sitting were brought
before them. But as he summoned them at his own
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pleasure, so had he also ever the power at his
pleasure to dissolve them. The Normans also, that
descended from the Germans, as we did, had the
same customs in this particular; and by this means,
this privilege of the lords to be of the King's
great council, and when they were assembled, to
be the highest of the King's courts of justice,
continued still after the Conquest to this day.
But though there be amongst the lords divers
names or titles of honour, yet they have their
privilege only by the name of baron, a name
received from the ancient Gauls; amongst whom,
that name signified the King's man, or rather
one of his great men: by which it seems to me,
that though they gave him counsel when he required
it, yet they had no right to make war upon him
if he did not follow it.
The English Works of Thomas Hobbes , ed . Sir William
Molesworth, vol. vi, London, 1840, 259-260. Hobbes also
accepted the absolutist view that the commons were not
called to Parliament until the reign of Henry III, and
that, in any case, neither commons nor lords had any
right to effect political change beyond giving required
advice to the sovereign . Ibid . , 2 61-2 62
.
2 . General literature on the Restoration is extensive, as
befits a subject of such importance in English Constitu-
tional lif e . I have found two works of particular value
in assessing the historical background of the writers
mentioned in this chapter. They are David Ogg ' s England
in the Reign of Charles II , second edition, Oxford,
1956, and Christopher Hill's The Century of Revolution ,
in which Chapters 7 and 8, and especially pages 133-144
are of special relevance.
3. The recent assessment of Prynne by William Lamont,
Marginal Prynne: 1600-1669 , London, 1963 , implies
that Prynne was a revolutionary malgre lui , whose
religious zeal overcame his innate conservatism and
led to his early radicalism. Lamont, 59-64.
4. London, 1659, hereafter cited as Histor iarchos .
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5. William Haller, Liberty and Reformation in the Puritan
Revolution
,
New York, 1955, title, chapter vii, "The
Dissidence of Dissent, 1645-1647.
"
6. Historiarchos
, 50 (italics mine). Cf. Filmer's opinions
in Chapter IV, supra .
7. Ibid
.
, 275 (italics mine).
8. Ibid., 311.
9. Ibid., 276.
10 . Ibid .
11
. "Had those pretended j udges of a new ed it ion , who of
late arraigned, condemned, executed the King, Nobles,
Gentlemen and Freemen of England in strange new arbi-
trary Courts of high I us tice , without any legal Indict-
ment and Tryall by a sworn jury of their peers; and
many of them, for offences not Capital by any known
Lawes or Statutes of the Realm, and upon very slender
evidence , lived in this Just Kings /Alfred/7' reign,
they might justly fear he would have hanged them all
up, as Murtherers and Capita 1 Ma lefactor s , as well as
these 44 judges , not altogether so peccant in this
kind as they: this form of tryall by sworn juries of
their Peers then in use , being s ince conf irmed by the
Great Charters of King John and King Henry the 3,
some hundreds of subsequent Statutes, and the Petition
of Right not known in Alfreds days." Historiarchos ,
74-75. The forty-four judges Prynne mentions were
those described in Andrew Home's Mirrour of Justices
as having been executed by King Alfred's command for
false j udgment
.
12. Histor iarchos , 272 .
13 . Ibid .
14. Ogg, England in the Reign of Charles II , 25-27, des-
cribes Prynne' s role in the publishing of the crucia
Militia Act of March 1660.
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15. William Somner, A Treatise of Gavelkind , London, 1660
(Hereafter cited as Gavelkind )
.
16. Gavelkind
, "Preface", no pagination.
17. Ibid .
18. Virgil Georgics ii. 490.
19. Gavelkind
, title page.
20 . Ibid .
, 3 .
21. Ibid., 2.
22 . Ibid
. , 3 .
23. Ibid . , 37. Lambarde's work on gavelkind is found in
A Perambulation of Kent , in the last chapter, "The
Customes of Kent," 388ff. His two etymologies are dis
cussed 388-90.
24. Ibid., 16-35.
25. Ibid . , 38.
26. Ibid . , 35-36. Somner 's reference to "Chivalry and
Socage Tenures, whereunto all the lands in the hands
of common persons is referred..." was obsolete when
it was published. By the Statute of that year, tenures
by Knight-service were abolished. Cf . supra , Chapter
III, n. 4.
27. Somner returns to this comparison of gavelkind and
rotur ier holdings more than once, 49, 61. He was
not the first to equate rotur ier tenure with socage.
Randle Cotgrave, in his DicLionarie of the French and
English Tongue , London, 1611, defined Roture as "...
the estate, condition or calling of such as are not
of gentle bloud; also, socage, or such an ignoble
tenure...." Cotgrave defined "Heritages en roture"
as "Land held in socage; or by Cens , rent, or other
ignoble services." In French roture became synonymous
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with ignoble. The Dictionnaire du Francais
Contemporain
, Larousse, Paris, 1966, defines roture
as "Sous l'Ancien Regime, etat d 1 une personne qui
n'etait pas noble." Rotur ier as an adjective is made
synonymous with "VULGAIRE."
28. Gavelkind
,
57-58.
29. Ibid., 61-62.
30. The documentary history of Thomas Sprott (fl. 1270),
or Spot as he was alternately called, is revelatory
of the vicissitudes which interposed between a medieval
chronicler and literary survival. Sprott is not much
more than a name today, surviving only in an excerpted
and unreliable eighteenth-century edition (Thomas
Sprotti Chronica , ed . Thomas Hearne, Oxford, 1719).
Charles Hardwicke, in his introduction to the Histor ia
Monasterii S. Augustini Can tuar iens is , of Thomas of
Elmham, Rolls Series, London, 1858, observed that
"The 'Chronica 1 of Sprott... was no longer visible at
St. Augustine's when Leland made his famous tour in
Kent to search for antiquarian treasure.... And although
a copy, once surviving in the Cotton Library (Vitellius,
D, 11), was used by Dugdale in compiling the ' Monasticon
,
1
that volume also has now perished. The so-called
'Chronica' of Sprott, which Hearne edited in 1719,
agrees neither with quotations made from the Cotton
MS., nor with one pointed reference to SprotJ: con-
tained in the present /I.e . Thomas of Elmham/, volume.
It seems to be a collection of mere 'excerpta' relat-
ing to English History, and St. Augustines in particular."
Somner and his predecessors had undoubtedly had access
to the Cotton MS. which Dugdale used, but in any event
he quotes the relevant passage from Michael Drayton's
seventeenth-century translation, Gavelkind , 63. Somner'
s
detailed refutation of Sprott follows, 64-72.
31. Ibid., 73-75.
32. Ibid., 75.
33. Ibid., Appendix, Scriptura 17, 196 ff. The document i
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a marriage charter of Cnut's reign. The operative
phrase describes the dowry agreed upon as an estate
consisting of so many acres as well as "thirty oxen,
twenty cows, ten horses, and ten bondmen." /tyn
theowmen~7.
34. Gavelkind, 82-90.
35. Ibid .
,
86-87
.
36. Ibid .
, 88.
37. Ibid .
,
89.
38. Ibid .
,
89-90.
39. Somner does not make this point directly. It seems
implicit in his thought.
40 . Gavelkind, 100-115. Somner cites Spelman, Archeologus
in verbo "Feudum", and on bocland and folcland he
followed Lambarde, Ar cha ionomia , "Rerum et verborum...
explicatio .
"
41. Gavelkind, 107.
42 . Ibid . , 114.
43 . Ibid . 121.
44. Ibid . , 125-126.
45. Ibid . , 127.
46. Ibid . , 129-144.
47. Ibid . , 133.
48. Ibid . , 137 .
49. Wi^hir your a another work on qavelkind appeared
which sought to trace the origins of the custom beyond
the Saxons. This was the work of a Silas Taylor, Gent
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entitled The History of Gavelkind with the Etymology
Thereof; Containing also an Assertion that Our English
Laws are for the most part those used by the Antient
Brytains, notwithstanding the several Conquests of the
Romans, Saxons, Danes and Normans
,
London, 1663. Taylor
emphasizes the pre-Norman existence of villeinage and
servile tenures at great length, thus joining the body
of those who rejected the concept of the "free Saxons."
Taylor, History of Gavelkind
,
167-179, and especially
169-170, where he says "I am not ignorant of that great
mistake, the whole Current of Writers have run into,
those whose Works have been published within these
last 300 years; where they generally endeavor to load
all the indignities of Tenures of Servility and Vassa 1-
aqe upon this Norman change. I deny not but that some
were at that time introduced, especially many Jocular
Tenures
, which were the effects of private contracts
betwixt the Lord and his Tenants ; and not of any gen-
eral concernment; but hence I cannot yield to conclude,
that all Tenures of Servility were of their introduction."
He goes on to argue that both etymological and document-
ary evidence show the existence of service tenures be-
fore the conquest.
50. S upra
,
Chapter III, n. 4.
51. London, 1660 (hereafter cited as Tenenda non Tollenda )
.
52. Tenenda non Tollenda, 6.
53. Ibid., 7.
54. Ibid., 7-8.
55. Ibid . , 8.
56. Ibid . The source of Philipps" reference to the legend
of Edward the Confessor's having introduced Saxon law
into Normandy is Guillaume le Rouille D'Alencon, ed .
,
Le grand coustumier du pays & duche de Normendie , Rouen,
1539. The passage cited occurs on the page facing
folio i, in the sections entitled Nor thmannor urn Origo ,
and reads, in part, "Edoardo etiam Normanis leges
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K "7
dedera
t
Tenenda
cum in Normania diu
non Tollenda, 9.
Do. TVs ^ID Id .
,
12 .
^ Q ID lU .
,
1 A14
.
60. Ibid.
,
14-15. \n L91
61. Ibid .
,
15-16.
62 . Ibid. 8.
CHAPTER VI
THEGN AND CEORL IN THE
GLORIOUS REVOLUTION
W. S. and C. Baring-Gould, eds., The Annotated Mother
Goose (1962) , Meridian paper, Cleveland and New York,
1967, 268-269. The editors point out that this less
familiar version "is the way this favorite nursery
rhyme first appeared in print, in Gammer Gur ton 1 s
Garland , edition of 1810.... n The English version
of "Humpty Dumpty" may well be associated with the
execution of Charles I. Many nursery rhymes have
been shown to have had veiled political meanings
originally. Cf. Katherine Elwes Thomas, The Real
Personages of Mother Goose , Boston, 1930, and J.B.
MacDoug^ll, The Real Mother Goose: The Reality
Behind the Rhymes , Toronto, 1940 . Another inter-
esting version of the poem is given in The Oxford
Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes , Iona and Peter Opie,
eds., Oxford, 1951, 215. It runs:
Humpty Dumpty lay in a beck,
With all his sinews round his neck;
Forty doctors and forty wrights
Couldn't put Humpty Dumpty to rights
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The rather sinister description of "sinews" and "neck"
in this version suggest a different sort of violence
than breaking eggs.
2. In addition to "new" works in the genre
, some of
which will be described in this chapter, many earlier
works were republished in the ' 80 ' s (notably Filmer's
writings for the Royalist side, and Bacon's An Histori-
cal! Discourse for the Whigs) . jCf. supra .
,
Chapter IV.
3. Brady's modern champion, Professor J.G.A. Pocock, has
described the uncommonly perceptive nature of Brady's
historical insight in his book The Ancient Constitution
and the Feudal Law
,
Chapter viii, and in "Robert Brady,
1627-1700. A Cambridge Historian of the Restoration,"
Cambridge Historical Journal , X (1951), 186-204. Brady
does stand out when compared to the rather mediocre
Whig polemicists of his era. But readers of the present
essay will agree, I think, that nearly all of Brady's
arguments had been foreseen by earlier contributors to
the debate. Brady's genius lay in synthesizing the work
of his predecessors, a task of no mean proportions.
4. For example, Lambarde in Archeion , Camden, and Fulbecke,
in the first generation, as well as radicals like John
Hare and commissary Cowling during the Civil War. Cf.
supra . , Chapters II and IV. On the Royalist side, both
Spelman and Filmer were conscious of the importance of
a "right" understanding of the conquest.
5. Cf. the discussion of Bacon's work in Chapter IV, supra
.
6. William Petyt, The Antient Right of the Commons of
England Asserted; or, A Discourse Prov ing by Record
and the best Historians, that the Commons of England
were ever an Essential part of Parliament , London, 1680.
7. It was Filmer's Freeholder's Grand Inquest that
inspired Petyt 's wrath. Marginal note, Antient Right
of the Commons , 125.
8. Ibid., 123-124.
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9. Although the English article "Of Parliaments 11 still
reposed in Manuscript, the Latin article " Par lamon turn "
had appeared in the second volume of Archeologus
edited by Dugdale in 1664. Thus Spelman's views
were known to subsequent writers.
10
.
Petyt, Antient Right of the Commons
, 124-125.
11. Much has been said on the subject of the rise and
decline of English yeomanry as a class. Still the
best introduction to the subject is Mildred Campbell,
The English Yeoman under Elizabeth and the Early
Stuarts
,
New Haven, Connecticut, 1942 . Additional
information on the fate of the yeoman is to be found
in W. G. Hoskins, Essays in Loicos tor shire Hi s tor
y
,
Liverpool, 1950
.
12. William Atwood, Jani Anqlorum Facies Nova
,
London,
1680. Atwood's title is obviously modeled on Selden's
Jan i Anglor urn Fncios A Iter
a
of 1610. Atwood' s book
appeared subsequent to tha t of Petyt (which Atwood
cites in several places)
.
13. Atwood, Jan i Ang lor um Facies Nova , 31-32.
14. Among other things, Somner noted that Thegn might be
translated as "a lackey, a page, a waiter or attendant,
a servant always ready at his masters call or command-
ment." The servile nature of thegnship preceded its
honorable connotations in Somner' s definition. Entry
"Dojen" in Somner, D ic t ionar j um Saxon ico-La tino-
Ang 1 i cam .
15. Robert Brady, A Complete History of England , 2 vols.,
London, 1685, vol. i, "The General Preface," vi.
16. Atwood, Jani Anqlorum Facies Nova , 33.
17. Robert Brady, "Jani Anglorum facies Antiqua: or Some
Animadversions upon a Book, called Jani Anglorum
facies Nova," in An Introduction to the Old English
History, Comprehended in Three Several Tracts , London,
1684, 165.
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18. Pocock's article on Brady in the Cambridge Historical
Review
,
supra
. n. 3, is the only modern life. The
brief article in DNB is scarcely sufficient for the
purposes of intellectual biography. On the birth of
James II *s heir see J. P. Kenyon, "The Birth of the .
Old Pretender," History Today
, xiii (June, 1963),
418-426.
19. In addition to Spelman, and Filmer (whose work was
often more romantic than historical)
,
Brady had fore-
runners in Somner, whose Gavelkind he often cites,
and in Fabian Philipps, who, although in excess of
80 himself, was still actively pursuing in print the
ch imera of a proper feudal government at the same
time Brady was writing the Complete History . See
Pocock, "Robert Brady," 198, where Philipps and Dugdale
are alluded to as "Brady's octogenarian colleagues."
20. Brady, Old English History , 149-151.
21. For example, J.E.A. Jolliffe, The Constitutional
History of Medieval England , fourth ed . (1961), Norton
Library paperback, New York, 1967, 349-352.
22. In addition to the "Animadversions upon a Book, called
Jani Anglor urn . . . etc . " aimed at Atwood, Brady published
an essay against Petyt entitled "A Full and Clear
Answer to a Book, written by William Petit, Esquire,
Entituled The. Rights of the Commons Asserted." Together
these two tracts comprise 240 pages, or over half the
content of the Old English History .
23. Brady, Old English History , 3-10.
24. Ibid., 3.
25. Ibid . , 10.
26. That the publication of A Complete History coincided
with the accession of James II was fortuitous. On
the other hand, Charles II was bound to die sometime
within the range of a few years, and Brady's work was
an attempt to refute the exclusionist doctrines of
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the Whigs historically. In this sense, the appearance
of Brady's book in 1685 was something more than chance.
27. Brady, A Complete History
, vol. i., "To The Reader,"
an introduction without pagination, first page. He
goes on to insist that "If anyone thinks this a need-
less Work, let him Consider I have Prejudice to deal
with, and Men Seasoned with other Opinions, which they
have Learnt, and been Instructed in from their Child-
hoods, by Men and Authors, they pay a great deference
unto, who never made it their Business to search into
the Originals of Things, but rested satisfied with
some slight Popular Notions and Superficial Knowledge
of them."
28. Ib id . , first and second pages.
29. Ibid . , second page.
30. Ibid . , third page.
31. Ibid . , second page. Modern readers need but consider
the thesis of such a work as Professor Jolliffe's
Angevin Kingship , London, 1955, to recognize how closely
Brady's theoretical assumptions approximate certain
present-day pictures of the feudal age.
32. Brady, A Complete History , vol. i., "The First Part of
the Saxon History," 51-62.
33. Ibid., 66-67.
34. Ibid., 67-68.
35. ibid . , 68. He cites brief passages from the laws of
Ine and Aethelstan in support of this contention and
subsequently (p. 70) presents lists of Domesday entries
which he interpreted to imply military tenures T.R.E.
36
37
Ibid., 71-72.
Ibid., 72.
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38. Ibid., 83.
39. Ibid .
40. Ibid .
41. In 1690, after the "whig revolution" had run its
course, Brady produced yet another work aimed at
correcting the mythology of parliament. An Histori-
cal Treatise of Cities and Burghs or Boroughs, Showing
their Original etc
. , London, 1690, was a refutation
of the immemorial nature of Commons. Brady insisted
that boroughs were actually incorporated or chartered
within historical memory, that borough representation
in the modern sense could not have been known before
the thirteenth century, and that borough members
could not thus have sat in non-existent Saxon "parlia-
ments." The triumph of the Whigs doomed this latter
work to obscurity, and accepted doctrine on the ques-
tion of borough representation continued to be summed
up in the early speculations of Lambarde in Archeion
,
cited supra . Chapter II, 53, n. 34. In addition to
the royalist his tor ians mentioned in this chapter , note
should be taken of Nathaniel Johnston's The Excellency
of Monarchical Government, Especially of the English
Monarchy
,
London, 1686. Johnston, another "Dr. in
Phys ick" as his title page tells us, was a der iva tive
writer who had obviously read his Brady et a_l. His
royalist convinc tions followed the his tor ica 1 tra ils
that Brady had blazed. The best of his book may be
found in the magnificent extended metaphor in his
introduction which compared the civil disruptions in
17th-century England to the destruction of "a magnifi-
cent Pa 1 lace" by f ire , and the ensuing difficulties
of building "a more durable S tr ucture . . .of less com-
bustible or perishable Materials." Johnston's many
citations of Brady make it unnecessary to dwell upon
his work at any length; his political sincerety seems
quite genuine
.
42. For Tyrrell's relationship with Locke, see John Locke,
Two Treatises of Government , Peter Laslett, ed . (1963)
,
Mentor paper, New York and Toronto, 1965, "Introduction,"
73 and passim . Tyrrell's place in high Whig councils
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was prominent. in addition to other more personal
distinctions he had the family honor of being the
maternal grandson of Archbishop Ussher, the anti-
quarian divine who computed the beginning of the
world in 4004 B.C. DNB
, vol. xxi, 1368-69.
43. London, 1681. Laslett's work on Locke has helped to
explain the exclusionist fever of the Whigs in the
early ' 80 ' s
,
and especially their reaction to Filmer.
Laslett, op cit
. , "Introduction," passim .
44. James Tyrrell, General History of England both Eccles -
iastical & Civil , 3 vols, in 5, London, 1696-1704.
Tyrrell says of Brady, "it must be confessed he hath
taken much Pains, and shewn a great deal of reading...
and I could have wished I might have been able to say,
he had been also as careful of the just Rights and
Liberties of his Country, (which he has done all he
can to depress) as he has been in asserting an Imaginary
Right of Lineal Succession in our Kings long before
the Conquest; and that before that time as well as
after, the Commons had no Representatives in Parliament;
both which Assertions we shall make bold to examine in
our ensuing Introduction." vol. i, "The Preface to
the Reader," vii.
4 5 . Tyrrell 1 s "refutation 11 of Brady and the royalists is
handled in a long "Introduction' 1 to vol. i of his
General History , which expla ins the use of sma 11 Roman
numerals in the notes which follow- Tyrrell's dis-
cussion of elective kingship occurs in the "Introduction,
"
xxxviii-lxv . Direct quotation, lxviii
.
46. Ibid . , lxix. Considering the date of publication, the
political predisposition of the author, and Tyrrell's
close literary association with Locke since university
days, it is not surprising that the General History
often gives the impression of being an attempt to clothe
English history in the categories of Lockeian political
theory. But this is to say nothing more than that Whig
agitation of the 1680' s presented Locke with the oppor-
tunity to theorize upon matters about which Whigs
already agreed. Tyrrell's history (and Locke's theory)
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represent the triumph of an already long-lived tra-
dition, not the birth of a "new" one.
47. Ibid., lxxvi.
48. Ibid., xxxix. From such typically "Whig" statements
the real effect of the revolution of 1688 may be
deduced. Such assumptions were reflected in the great
admiration for the "English Constitution" displayed
by aristocratic reformers of government in the next
century, e.g . Montesquieu in France and American Whigs
like John Adams.
49. Ibid.
,
lxxvi
.
50. Ibid.
,
lxxvi i
.
51. Ibid .
,
lxxviii
.
52 . Ibid .
,
lxxix
53. Ibid .
,
lxxix
54. Ibid .
,
xcvii. Brady had refuted Lambarde's
the Treatise of .. .Boroughs . supra . , n. 41. Tyrrell
practiced the typical methodology of polemics in
citing authorities. Like others, including Brady, he
cited only those arguments of his predecessors with
which he agreed, or which would help his cause. For
example, Tyrrell often cited Spelman when he felt that
Spelman supported his ideas, but he completely ignored
Spelman 1 s views on the lack of antiquity of Commons,
which had finally appeared in Edmund Gibson's edition
of the Reliquiae Spelmannianae the preceding year
(1695) in the English essay "Of Parliaments." Spelman
1
s
views had been known through the Latin of Archeologus
since 1664. supra . , n. 9.
55. Tyrrell, General History , vol. i, "Introduction,"
cii-ciii
.
56. Ibid . , civ, My emphasis.
57. Ibid., cxix. For Brady's treatment of bocland , supra .
,
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176-177 and n. 33.
58. Ibid
. , cxix.
5 9
.
Ibid
. , lxxv i
.
60. Ibid
. , cxxi. Final emphasis mine.
61. Tyrrell, General History
, vol. i, "Introduction,"
cxxvii
.
62. Isaac Kramnick, "Augustan Politics and English Historio-
graphy: The debate on the English past: 1730-35,"
History and Theory
, vi (1967), 33-56. The burden of
Kramnick' s essay is to challenge the idea that the
"Revolution legitimized the historical doctrine of the
victors and their notion of an ancient constitution
became the ideology of the successful Whigs in the
eighteenth century." (38). Kramnick' s article suggests
that the Whig view of history was, as we might expect,
more adaptable to the interests of a party out of
power, while the "his tor icis t" view could be put to
any use by a clever publicist. Thus Bolingbroke
attacked the despotism of Walpole, calling for "annual
parliaments, a Militia, exclusion of placemen/ 1 (40)
on the grounds that this would mean a return to the
free institutions of the past. Walpole 1 s publicists
rejoined, in Brady's language, that there was no tra-
ditional "freedom" in ancient English society, and
that English free institutions were thus the gift of
the Whigs in the Glorious revolution. A neat twist,
indeed 1 Kramnick seeks to refute the idea fostered by
the ear lier wr itings of Pocock and David Douglas that
Brady was buried by Whig propaganda for over a hundred
years. He succeeds admirably, and in so doing supports
my contention that for the English "ruling class" of
the late seventeenth and ear ly eighteenth century, the
most advantageous pos it ion towards pr e-conques t history
was a traditionally ambivalent one.
63. Spelman seems to have recognized this, and minimized
the effect of his own "histor icism" by self-censorship.
Feuds and Tenures by Knight-Service includes its own
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escape valve in the last chapter, where Spelman opts
for a Saxon society "nearly" feudal but "really" free.
Most of Spelman' s English works reposed in MS. until
Gibson published them in 1695.
CHAPTER VII
THEGN AND CEORL IN THE
AGE OF OLIGARCHY
1. Virgil Eclogues iv . 3.
2. The literature dealing with eighteenth-century British
politics is rich beyond dreams of avarice. The highly
interpretative position which I take in this and sub-
sequent paragraphs is consistent with the findings of
recent historiography, and implicit in older materials.
I have found most useful Sir Lewis Namier 1 s "structural"
books, The Structure of Politics at the Accession of
George III (1929) 2nd edition, London, 1957 and England
in the Age of the American Revolution (1930) 2nd edition,
London, 1961; as well as The 1965 Ford Lectures of J.H.
Plumb, published as The Origins of Political Stability:
England 1675-1725
,
Boston, 1967. Different aspects of
"republican" thought in eighteenth-century England appear
in Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth-Century Commonwealth-
man
, Cambridge, Mass., 1959 and in George Rude, Wilkes
and Liberty
,
Oxford, 1962. A little book incorporating
both scholarship and style is R. J. White, The Age of
George III
, (1968) Anchor Books, 1969, which contains a
splendid chapter on politics. (Chapter Three, 24-41).
Recent reassessments of the political life of the post-
revolutionary period to 1715 have stressed the existence
of a true party dichotomy arising from differences in
principle and not simply from struggles over place and
power. The evidence martialled in such works as
Geoffrey Holmes, British Politics in the Age of Ann ,
London and New York, 1967, W. A. Speck, Tory and Whig :
The Struggle in the Constituencies, 1701-1715 , New York,
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1970, and Romney Sedgwick, The House of Commons; 1715-
1754, Oxford and New York, 1970, seems to suggest that
the principles which divided Whigs and Tories up to the
accession of George I took their rise from the revo-
lutionary period itself or were logical extrapolations
of the original Whig-Tory controversy. Holmes, 51-116.
In addition there were conflicts of interest, still
barely charted, which found their origin in the economic
changes of the first post-revolutionary decade. Holmes,
116-184. The only real effect of an "Old Tory" minority
after 1715 was the alignment of otherwise hostile forces
when opposition Whigs and Tories united to vote against
ministerial Whigs. Sedgwick, "Introductory Survey"
1-78 passim Sedgwick, p. 77, suggests that "The fading
out of Jacobitism /In the 17 50's7 marks the end not
only of the old Tory party as an effective political
force, but of party distinctions." By then, of course,
the Whigs had held power for nearly forty years. Regard-
less of party labels or political differences there is
little reason to alter my general view that Whigs and
Tories together made up a traditional- ruling class,
opposed on ideological and even economic grounds, but
united in their efforts to control a post-revolutionary
oligarchy. The general failure of "doctrinaire" re-
formers to bring about changes in the government of
gentlemen at the other end of the century has been
described in several recent books. S. Maccoby, English
Radicalism: 1786-1832 London, 1955, deals with reformers
who shared the .corridors of power, or sought to, as
does Ian Christie, Wilkes, Wyvill and Reform, The
Parliamentary Reform Movement in British Politics; 1760 -
1785
,
London, 1962. "Non-political" radicals are des-
cribed by E. C. Black, The Association, British Extra -
parliamentary Political Organization: 1769-1793 , Cambridge,
Mass., 1963, by Carl B. Cone, The English Jacobins,
Reformers in Late 18th-century England , New York, 1968,
and by John W. Osborne in his informative biography of
John Cartwright
,
Cambridge, 1972. A useful work on
reform, radicalism and the aftermath of the French
revolution in England is Donald Read, Peterloo, The
"Massacre" and its Background , Manchester, 1958.
3. The partisan conflicts of the early part of the century,
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described by Isaac Kramnick in "Augustan Politics and
English Historiography: The debate on the English past:
1730-1735," were really the terminal efforts of the
English revolutionary period leading to the establish-
ment of a Whig Oligarchy. In a very real sense, the •
historiographical reversal which Kramnick notes in the
1730 's is the realization in literary form of the
emergence of "political stability" under Walpole - a
necessary shift to the right of a party in power. An
early example of the conservative Germanist approach
to Anglo-Saxon society and feudalism in this earlier
period may be seen in the " Dissertatio Epistolaris"
which William Nicolson, Bishop of Derry wrote to intro-
duce David Wilkins' Leges Anglo-Saxonicae
, London, 1721.
Nicolson was a bishop and a scholar, and Wilkins' work
was designed to replace Lambarde's Archa ionomi a as the
standard scholarly edition of the Saxon Laws (a position
it filled until Liebermann's Gesetze der Angelsachsen
in the early years of the present century). Nicolson's
essay was thus no political tract. Nonetheless it is
difficult not to suggest that for a Whig bishop to write
a Latin essay de jure feudali veterum Saxonum in the
vein of Sir Henry Spelman, as the introduction to an
edition of Anglo-Saxon Laws, was a significant example
of political readjustment after 1688. Nicolson's life
and politics are discussed in a detailed modern bio-
graphy, F. G. James, North Country Bishop: a biography
of William Nicolson
, New Haven, 1956.
4. Quibblers in search of original contributions to pre-
conquest historiography might point to George Hickes
in linguistics and Thomas Madox in diplomatics. Both
men completed their major work before the turn of the
century, however, and belong to the seventeenth rather
than the eighteenth century. Hickes 1 Thesaurus Linguarum
Veterum S eptentr iona lem appeared in 1703-05, and Madox'
Formulare Anglicanum in 1702. The lexicographical work
of Edward Lye, which was published in 1772 was by no
means an improvement upon Somner's Dictionar ium of
1659. David Wilkins' Leges Anglo-Saxonicae was a clearly
superior edition of the Saxon Laws, replacing those of
Lambarde and Whelock, but these are slim gains in
comparison with the rich seventeenth-century collections
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of Spelman and Dugdale or the even richer collections
and editions of Kemble, Thorpe, Earle, Birch, Plummer
and Liebermann in the nineteenth century.
5. Sir Martin Wright, An Introduction to the Law of Tenures
,
4th edition, Dublin, 1769, 46.
6. Ibid., 47-50, and notes.
7. Ibid
. , 51-52.
8. Sir Lewis Namier long ago noted that Locke himself, in
the Treatises on Government
,
"having destroyed Filmer's
arguments ... f inished by admitting the paternal origin,
and implicitly the paternal character of government."
England in the Age of the American Revolution
, 27
.
Namier went on to cite a long passage from Locke illus-
trating just this point. Thus the ideological father
of eighteenth-century Whiggism and Anglo-American private
property-relations was never opposed to aristocratic
paternalism, even in his most "revolutionary" writings.
Superficial "liberal" treatments of Locke rarely make
note of this. A late example of continued support for
the common-law Whig interpretation of Saxon society is
found in the work of the obscure barrister James Ibbetson.
Ibbetson published three naive and turgid panegyrics to
the Anglo-Saxon era collected under the title Three
Dissertations , 2nd ed . , London, 1782. He had published
first editions of each separately, and in consequence of
his avowed intention m each to celebrate those "who...
have the virtue to declare their attachment to the
genuine spirit of our constitution, and the firmness to
defend its purity from prophana tion" (General Intro-
duction, 9) , there is little to learn from them except
that the spirit of Verstegan and John Hare was alive and
well in 1782.
9. One can scarcely find a better aid to understanding the
socio-political perceptions of eighteenth-century Anglo-
Saxons than literature on the reception of Montesquieu.
The standard works are F. T. H. Fletcher, Montesquieu
and English Politics: 1750-1800 , London, 1939, and Paul
Merrill Spurlin, Montesquieu in America : 1760-1801,
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Baton Rouge, La., 1940. Also useful is C. P. Courtney,
Montesquieu and Burke
, Oxford, 1963
.
10. Charles Louis de Secondat, Baron de la Brede et de
Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws , tr . Thomas Nugent,
ed. Franz Neumann, two vols, in one, New York and London,
1949, ii, 171-217.
11. Ibid
• * is 161. Neumann acknowledged in an editorial
footnote that "The greater part of the principles pro-
duced in this chapter /Bk. xi, C
.£/ by Montesquieu is
derived from Locke's 'Treatise upon Civil Government,'
xli." Spirit of Laws
,
i, 151. Montesquieu accepted the
high Whig interpretation of English government, and in
return English Whigs cherished Montesquieu. A political
theorist's treatment of this central theme of The Spirit
of the Laws is M.J.C. Vile, Constitutionalism and the
Separation of Powers
,
Oxford, 1967, which discusses the
theory of separation of powers from the seventeenth
century to the present day.
12
.
Spirit of Laws , editor ' s introduction, xxxv
.
13. References will be to the 2nd edition, London, 1758.
Hume thought highly of Dalrymple's Essay . He said of
it, in 1757, "I am glad of the approbation which Mr.
Dalrymple's book meets with; I think it really deserves
it. " Hill Burton, Life of Hume
,
ii, 37, quoted in
DNB
,
v, 424-25. Dalrymple subsequently wrote a history,
the Memoirs of Great Britain
,
dealing with the late
seventeenth century, of which Hume apparently did not
approve. DNB , loc . cit .
14. Spirit of Laws
,
i, 163. Montesquieu, of course, was
criticizing French ins ti tut ions , and par ticular ly the
unr espons ive absolutism of the Bourbon monarchy. Among
other objectives, L'Esprit des Lois touted the need for
(and the rights of) a corps in termed ia ire (Montesquieu
had been president a mortier of the Par lement of
Bordeaux) in French government.
15. supra . , chapter VI/ n. 61.
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16 . Essay
, 6 .
17. Ibid
. , 7.
18. Ibid . , 9. • i l Hry i > i* intent* ft
19. Ibid . , 10. ' ?"
20. The original mis trans litera t ion was Montesquieu's,
another evidence of Dalrymple
• s reliance upon L'Esprit
des Lois. The O. E. symbols for E and r in use in
seventeenth-century books (£ and p ) were easily mis-
taken by the non-specialist for C and p; thus Cople
,
Eorle, became "Cople" for Montesquieu, and subsequently,
for Dalrymple. James Ibbetson noticed this mistake
and commented unfavorably on the carelessness of his
predecessors in his Dissertation on the Folclande and
Boclande of the Saxons (2nd edition under the title
Three Dissertations ) , London, 1782, 4 and notes 3 and 4.
Montesquieu's share in this inaccuracy is perpetuated
in the still standard Nugent translation edited by
Franz Neumann, Spirit of Laws
,
ii, 194.
21. Essay
,
10-12.
22. Ibid., 12.
23. Ibid
. ,
13-15.
24. Ibid., 17-18.
25. In his introductory chapter Dalrymple cited Montesquieu
six times and Spelman's Feuds and Tenures by Knight-
S ervice twice. These are the only modern authorities
he acknowledged in his discussion of Saxon society.
26. This work is dated London, 1757, by the British Museum
Catalogue
, which cites a Ms. note of 1799 written by the
musicologist Dr. Burney (father of Fanny, Mme D'Arblay).
"This Essay, which was never finished was begun by Mr.
Burke for Mr. Dods ley /Robert Dodsley (1703-1764), the
publisher;/, among whose books in quire it was found by
Mr. Nichol...and by whom it was given to me." Reference
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hereafter, will be made to the Abridgment
, as it
appears in vol. iv of The Works of the Right Hon.
Edmund Burke
, London, 1856, the "Bohn edition."
During the final editing of this essay, a notice in
American Historical Review acquainted me with
J. G. A. Pocock' s article "Burke and the Ancient
Constitution: A Problem in the History of Ideas"
(1960) which has been recently reprinted along with
other essays in J. G. A. Pocock, Politics, Language
and Time: Essays on Political Thought and History
,
New York, 1971.. Although I share many of Pocock's
interests and predilections, I am pleased to state
that there is practically no overlapping of thesis
between Pocock's article and my view of Burke presented
in this chapter except the obvious sugges tion by
both of us that Burke grounded his political thought
in traditional history. Pocock does not exploit the
Abridgment as a source of Burkean ideas about the
ancient constitution , a cur ious omiss ion
.
27. Sir Leslie Stephen, History of English Thought in the
E ighteenth Century , 2 vols., (1876) 3rd edition, 1902,
r epr int, Harbinger paper , New York, 1962
,
ii, 190
.
2 8. Many pa s sages in Burke 1 s wr i tings s uppor t this inter-
pretation of his Weltanscha uung . To pick but one
example from his most "reactionary" work, he refers
to English political arrangements as a system which
is "never old or middle-aged or young, but, in a con-
dition of unchangeable constancy, moves on through
the varied tenor of perpetual decay, fall, renovation,
and progress ion . Thus
,
by preserving the method of
nature in the conduct of the state, in what we improve
we are never wholly new; in what we retain we are never
wholly obsolete." Reflections on the Revolution in
France , ed . T.H.D. Mahoney and Oskar Piest, Library
of the Liberal Arts, Indianapolis and New York, 1955,
38.
29. For example, his comments on doctrinaire reform and the
Enlightenment, Reflections , 99-100
.
30. Abridgement, 279.
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31. Ibid., 280.
32. Ibid., 281.
33. Montesquieu knew this too, of course, His aphorism
was meant to flatter rather than to represent his-
torical truth.
34. Abr idgment
, 281.
35. Ibid . , 282. Cf . his position vis-a-vis the fate of
the French aristocracy in Reflections
, 160.
36. Abr idgment, 285.
37. Ibid
.
,
286.
^ Q Ibid .
,
287 .
39. Ibid.
40. Ibid . , 288.
41. Ibid . , 291 et seq.
42 . Ibid . , 2 92, n . 1
.
43 . Ibid . , 2 92 .
44. Ibid .
45. Ibid . , 2 93 .
46. Ibid.
,
2 94.
47 . Ibid . , 414. Burke
the Middle Temple and began to prepare for the Bar
in 1750. He came to dislike the law as a profession,
and his experience as a law student was not far behind
him when he wrote the Abridgment .
48. Ibid., 415-416.
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49. Spirit of Laws
, i, 1.
50
.
Abridgment
, 416-422
.
51. Ibid-/ 422.
52. DNB, iv, 449-50.
53. William Clarke, The Connexion of the Roman, Saxon
and English Coins, Deduced from Observations on the
Saxon Weights and Money
,
London, 1767
.
54. Ibid
. , 436.
55. I think it is important to emphasize once again that
Montesquieu was not himself guilty of the oversimpli-
fication which tended to result from a too literal
application of his aphorism.
56. Connexion / 437.
57 . Ibid . Following this line of investigation, E. A.
Thompson , The Early Germans , Oxford , 1965 , has pro-
duced a study of the roots of medieval custom not
entirely unlike that suggested by Clarke.
58. Connexion , 43 7-43 8
.
59. It is interesting to note that, apropos of Whig
confidence in private property and the progress and
refinement attendant upon the development of civil
society, Rousseau had already published his Discours
sur 1' inegalite" in 17 54 and the Contrat Social in
1762. Radical Englishmen seem to have read Rousseau
with reluctance. John Cartwright, for example, based
his own reform writings on "ancient constitutionalism"
and rejected the implications of foreign theorists.
Osborne, John Cartwright , 10, 39-40.
60. Connexion , 439.
• «
61. Ibid., 440-41.
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62. Ibid., 441-42.
63. Ibid., 443-44.
64. Ibid., 444.
65. Ibid .-, 445, and n. /z?
66. Ibid., 446.
67. Ibid., 447.
68. Ibid
.
,
449. The article in evidence is C. 14 in modern
texts such as that appended to J. c. Holt's recent
history of Magna Carta
,
Cambridge, 1969.
69. Connexion
,
449-52.
70. Ibid.
, 452 .
71. Ibid., 436, 467.
72. Ibid .
,
446-47, 467-70. A somewhat less serious approach
to the parliament and aristocracy of a later day is
.
found in the epigram that Clarke wrote upon the inscrip-
tion ' Haec est Domus ultima ' which he found on the
tomb of the Dukes of Richmond at Chichester Cathedral.
"Did he, who thus inscribed the wall,
Not read, or not believe St. Paul,
Who says there is, where'er it stands,
Another house not made with hands;
Or may we gather from these words,
That house is not a house of lords."
Quoted in DNB
,
iv, 450.
73. Connexion , 470-71.
74. Ibid., 472.
75. Ibid . , 473.
76. Ibid., 474.
77. Ibid., 474-78
3 50
78. Ibid . . 479.
79. Ibid., 480. The reference is to Bede II. 5, See Bede's
Ecclesia stical History of the English People , ed
.
Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, Oxford, 1969.
80. Another Whig clergyman and "Romanist" was John
Whitaker, who published his massive History of
Manchester in 177 5. Whitaker was more properly a
local antiquarian than a historian of Saxon society
although portions of his two quarto volumes deal in
some depth with the subject. Whitaker 's work is
pedestrian and worth mentioning only because it does
touch upon the subject of this essay. As far as he
can be said to have had politics, Whitaker was con-
servative, even reactionary. He opposed the American
revolutionary cause while Burke sympathized with it,
showed a churchman's indignation with Gibbon's treat-
ment of Christianity in the Decline and Fall
, and
published a three volume vindication of Mary, Queen
of Scots (1787) . His Real Origin of Government (1795)
,
which I have not read, seems to have been so vicious
a denunciation of the results of the French Revolution
that Sheridan and other liberals denounced it in the
House of Commons. DNB
,
xxi, 17-18. Very little of
this reactionary temperament appears in the History of
Manchester
, but Whitaker ' s taste for rather abrasive
controversy is ever present in footnotes and asides.
81. Edinburgh, 1768. Hereafter cited as Dissertation .
82. "Si l'on veut lire l'admirable ouvrage de Tacite sur
les moeurs des Germains, on verra que c'est d'eux que
les Anglais ont tire l'idee de leur gouvernement
politique. Ce beau systeme a ete trouve dans les
bois." Quoted, Dissertation , title page.
83. DNB, xix, 82-84.
84. Sullivan was an Irish jurist and law professor of
some note in his own day. His Lectures on the Con -
stitution of England were first published under the
title An Historical Treatise on the Feudal Law, and
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the Constit ution of England, with a Commentary on
Magna Charta, Dublin, 1772. Sullivan's book was more
perceptive than Stuart's neophyte work, but was very
much more a law treatise than a work of historical
synthesis. Stuart edited a second edition, as noted,
in 1776, following Sullivan's posthumously published
first edition. My references to Stuart's View of
Society in Europe cite the second Scottish edition,
Edinburgh, 17 92.
85. View of Society
,
Chapter I, passim.
86. Marc Bloch, Feudal Society (1939), tr . L.A. Manyon,
Chicago, 1961, passim , but esp. 68-69.
87. View of Society
,
88-89. This approach expands upon
implications in Spelman's last chapter of Feuds and
Tenures
.
88. Ibid
. , 89, and notes 9 and 10.
89. Ibid., 90.
90. Ibid . , 90-91. My emphasis. Stuart's citation of
documentary references is neither extensive or re-
warding; e.g . n. 11, 91.
91. View of Society , 91-92.
92. Ibid., 92-95.
93. Ibid . , 95.
94. Ibid . , 95-96.
95. A modern biography is William C. Lehmann, John Millar
of Glasgow: 1735-1801 , Cambridge, 1960. Aspects of
his "liberal" or "republican" thinking are briefly
touched upon by Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth
Century Commonwea 1 thman , 214-217.
96. Werner Sombart, the eminent German economic historian,
called Millar's Ranks "an astonishing book containing
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one of the best and most complete sociologies we
possess One must admit that Millar's formulation
of the economic theory of society is superior to
Marx's in completeness and clarity." Quoted in
Lehmann, John Millar of Glasgow
, vii, from Sombart,
'Die Anfange der Soziologie,' in M. Palyi, ed
.
,
Hauptprobleme der Soziologie: Er inner ungsgabe an Max
Weber, 2 vols., Munich-Leipzig, 1923, i.
97. Millar published Observations Concerning the Dis-
tinction of Ranks in Society
,
London, 1771. In the
third edition the title was changed to the more
comprehensive The Origin of the Distinction of Ranks:
or, An Enquiry into the Circumstances which Give Rise
to Influence and Authority in the Different Members
of Society
,
London, 1779. I will refer to the text
of the third edition as it appears reprinted in full
in Lehmann, John Millar of Glasgow
, 173-322. For
Millar's Historical view of the English Government
,
I will cite the first of four volumes of the fourth
edition, London, 1818.
98. Ranks . 175.
99. Chapter titles or rubrics appears in the table of
contents, Ranks, 173-174.
100. Ranks
, 248, n. "Popular" ethology has suggested many
parallels between animal and human behavior; evolutionist
view human behavior as, to some extent, phylogenetica lly
rooted. In addition to the recent books for laymen
written along these lines, those of Robert Ardrey being
the most widely known and attacked, Konrad Lorenz,
Evolution and Modification of Behavior , Chicago and
London, 1965 is the best brief introduction to etholo-
gical theory that I know. An amusing but superficial
view of dominance hierarchy in human society is George
Maclay and Humphry Knipe, The Dominant Man: The Pecking
Order in Human Society , New York, 1972.
101. Ranks, 278, n.
102 Ibid., 2 68
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103. Ibid . , 270.
104. Ibid
. , 271-272.
105. Ibid
., 279, n.
106. Historical View
, 60.
107. Ibid
. , 127.
108. Ibid .
, 130.
109. Ibid . , 131.
110
. Ibid . , 133 .
111. Ibid .
, 135.
112 . Ibid
. , 136.
113. Ibid .
, 137.
114. Ibid
. , 137-138. Millar's picture of Saxon ceor ldom
is related to the more purely theoretica 1 formula tion
of social evolution which he had described in Ranks
,
chapter vi, "The Authority of a Master over his Servants.
His general notion was that "freedom" among servile
agricultural laborers developed slowly out of an ori-
ginal state of bondage, and that in Europe this process
was basically an economic one. It became more profit-
able to allow peasants greater and greater degrees of
independence in exploiting the land, until eventually
villeinage disappeared to be replaced by various forms
of leasehold and even freehold. Ranks , 306-314. He
also claimed that slavery would always prove uneconomical
in the long run, and predicted that it would be aban-
doned even in the Americas. In this connection Millar
d is covered a characteristic d iscrepancy in Br itish
North American attitudes that continues to haunt
twentieth-century America.
"It affords a curious spectacle" Millar noted,
"to observe that the same people who talk in a
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high strain of political liberty, and who con-
sider the privilege of imposing their own taxes
as one of the unalienable rights of mankind,
should make no scruple of reducing a great pro-
portion of their fellow creatures into circum-
stances by which they are not only deprived of
property, but almost of every species of right.
Fortune perhaps never produced a situation more
calculated to ridicule a liberal hypothesis, or
to show how little the conduct of men is at
bottom directed by any philosophical principles."
Ranks
, 321.
115. Both appeared in 1776.
116. Elie Halevy, The Growth of Philosophic Radicalism
,
tr. Mary Morris, 1st English ed
. ,
London, 1928. 11
et seg . on Hume; 107 on Smith.
117. Historical View
,
iv, 266-310.
118. Burke was elected Rector of the University of Glasgow
in 1784 and re-elected in 1786. He and Millar ex-
changed correspondence upon university matters. Lehmann,
John Millar of Glasgow
, 395, 399.
119. Ibid
. , 71-73.
120. Ibid., 404-406, 418.
121. Ibid., 50-51.
EPILOGUE
PRE-CONQUEST SOCIETY: RETROSPECT, 1805
1. Turner's work received favorable notice from Palgrave
in the Edinburgh Review and was highly thought of by
Southey, who read and commented on a great deal in
his day. DNB, vol. xix, 1283. Most modern accounts
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of Anglo-Saxon historiography consider Turner thefirst serious student of the Saxons, an opinion echoedby Asa Briggs in his 1966 address to the Hastings and
Bexhill Branch of the English Historical Association,
entitled Saxons, Normans and Victorians
, 9, and by
Donald A. White, in his article "Changing Views of the
Adventu s Saxonum in Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
English Scholarship," Journal of the History of Ideas
,
xxxii, (1971), 585-594. White overpraises Turner as a
pioneer
.
2. Turner, History of the Anglo-Saxons
, vol. iv, London,
1805, title-page.
3. Ibid., 119-135.
4. Ibid
. ,
273-287.
5. Strutt was an interesting figure in his own right, an
artist and engraver who pioneered in archaeology, wrote,
and illustrated works based on his findings. The
works most frequently quoted by Turner on Saxon material
culture are Strutt's Horda Angel-Cynnan
, 2 vols., London,
1775-6, and his Gliq-Gamena Anqel-Deod
,
London, 1801.
Strutt's use of Old English titles is misleading, since
his works cover the whole course of English material
culture up to the Tudors (Horda Angel Cynnan ) and sports
and pastimes to his own period (Gliq-Gamena Angel-Deod )
.
In addition he wrote a history of Enqlish costume, A
Complete View of the Dress and Habits of England... to the
present time
, 2 vols., London, 1796-9. The DNB account
of Strutt's life notes a close connection between Strutt
and Sir Walter Scott. At his death, Strutt left an
unfinished novel in manuscript which was given by the
publisher to Scott to finish. The novel was published
as Queenhoo Hall, and Scott later acknowledged that his
experience with Strutt's manuscript led to his own
historical romances. DNB , xix, 65-67.
6. Turner, History of the Anglo-Saxons, iv, 30.
7. Ibid., 97
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8. Ibid
. , 126.
9. DNB
, vol. xix, 1283-84.
10. John Lingard, A History of England, from the first
Invasion of the Romans to the Accession of William
and Mary in 1688 / 8 vols., London, 1819-30; Sir
Francis Palgrave, History of England
, (Saxon period
only) London, 1831; J. M. Lappenberg, A History of
England under the Anglo-Saxon Kings , 2 vols., tr
.
Benjamin Thorpe, London, 1845; J. M. Kemble, Codex
Diplomaticus Aevi Saxonici
, 6 vols., London, 1839-48
11. For Cowling, see supra . Chapter IV.
12. Whig "accomodation" to Bradyism is discussed supra
Chapters VI and VII.
13. Lambarde, Perambulation
, 366; Tyrrell, General History
,
civ
.
Somner 1 s Gavelkind is an exception to the state-
ment that little was said about the Saxon lower classes
before 1750.
14. Asa Briggs, in the pamphlet previously cited, 10-11/
stresses the importance of Ivanhoe to the creation of
a romantic bias in favor of things Saxon . Scott
acknowledged his debt to Turner in the dedicatory
letter prefacing Ivanhoe .
15 . Christopher Hill, 11 'Reason 1 and 'reasonableness 1 in
seventeenth-century England,' 1 British Journal of
Sociology
,
xx, (1969) , 235-236.
16 . Emile Durkheim 1 s youthful thes is , or igina lly submitted
in Latin in 1893, was published in English in 1960, tr
.
Ralph Manheim, under the title Montesquieu and Rousseau ,
For er unners of Sociology . Werner Stark's Montesquieu ,
Pioneer of the Sociology of Knowledge appeared in 1961.
17. Lehmann, John Millar of Glasgow , Chapter xiv, "Millar's
Impact on Later Thinkers," especially 147-148. Although
Lehmann has tried to show that Millar was not totally
without influence in the nineteenth century, the facts,
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as aduced by Lehmann, indicate that Millar's reputation
was very rapidly eclipsed during the period of reaction.
Millar remains little known today outside of specialist
circles. Evolutionary thought in the field of natural
history also suffered from the atmosphere of reaction in
the 1790' s. Erasmus Darwin, pre-cursor of his grandson,
Charles, and a major figure in the English Enlightenment,
was one of the victims of the conservative opposition to
Jacobinism. Darwin died in 1801, but not soon enough to
escape satiric attack upon the science he wrote in eight-
eenth-century heroic couplets. He was accused of atheism
and charged with substituting "the religion of nature
for the religion of the Bible." Desmond King-Hele,
Erasmus Darwin
,
New York, 1963. Chapter VIII. Quotation
from a contemporary attack upon Darwin in the Critical
Review, cited by King-Hele, 137. It seems inescapable
that the acceptance of theories of evolution, cultural
and biological, was delayed by hostile conservative re-
action to such figures as Millar and the elder Darwin.
Briggs has shown this to be true of the Victorians.
Presumably a similar study of "popular" history and
political oratory in the twentieth century would f ind
instances of " free Saxon 11 ideology, a 1 though the emphas is
doubtless continued to shift to later examples of the
"free Englishman." The gap between popular history and
"histor icist" history is little diminished . Examples
of twentieth-century scholarly bia s rooted in "English
en thus iasm for their Germanic ancestors " are descr ibed
in Donald White's, "Changing Views of the Adventus
Saxonum " cited s upra . , n. 1. White deals with the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries in his article, but this
ought not absolve him from familiarity with early exam-
ples of Germanist history. His failure to note such
works as Samuel Kliger's the Goths in England , or
Richard Foster Jones's The Triumph of the English Lan -
guage lead him to look upon his subject as "of compara-
tively recent vintage." (p. 585). Recent vintage is
exactly what Germanist historiography _is_ not , as I hope
this essay has adequately demonstrated. Still wider
evidence for a politics of nostalgia (although not limited
to Anglo-Saxon matters) may be found in George Thayer,
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The British Political Fringe
, London, 1965.
19. Millar, Ranks
, 231.
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